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Foreword .1

A

This vOlume of selected papers is, the record of a milestone effort in our
society to understand the role of engineering science and technology in the
world of physically disabled individuals. Beyond,data, you will Come to see

that people are the key element at all stages in' the development and delivery

of assistive technology. As we begin to acknowledge that disabled people are,
"expert witnesses" of their own needs, we must also recognize that technology
has no value separate from the people who transform theory and practice into

utilitarian devices. And, beyond individuals, both the technologist and'the

disabled person work within a complex we of social/technical institutions that

must be coordinated for the effective delivery of-rehabilitation technology.

To visualize the interaction betteen physical impairment, medicine and
engineering we may examine The International Classification of Impairments,
Disabilities and Handicaps (WHO Chronical,.Vol. 34, 1980, pp. 376-380) which
defines three keY stages in the evolution of a handicap.

Impairment: any loss or abnormality of.psychological, physiological,
or anatomical structure-or function.

Disability: any restriction or lack of ability resulting from an
'impairment to perform an activity in the manner ox within

the range considered normal.

Handicap: a disadvantage for a given individual, resulting from an
impairment or a disability, 'that limits or prevents the
fulfillment of a role that is normal (depending in age,

sex, social and_cuLturalefactors) for that individual.

The interaction between these, three'phases in the ddvelopment of .a physical

lhandicap are traced below. It is the primary role of the health care profession

°DISABILITY

medicine.

enaineering

441-.s\ engineering.

medicine



(with.backup from engineering) to minimize the progression from impa4rment to

disability: In a complimentary sense, the engineering science community seeks,

with support from the medical profession, to reverse the tendency.for a disabil-

ity to induce a handicap.

When associated with impairment, the contribution of engineering, science'is:

Often expressed as tools for diagnosisand treatment, "assistive technology."

When directly applied to disability, it is expressed ash tools for living,

"assistive devices." 'Th evolution of humankind can be measured in terms of our

mastery of tools; Tools low us to control our environment in. whys .quite

beyond our native ability'. nd tools.have become machine tools and now machine

tools have evolved hands. We a building general purpose programmable machines

('robots) whoaeprimary functiOn i to manipulate other machines (manually). As

machines gain vision aud hearifig,they may serve the disabled as vision and hear-

ing,aids,..or, they .can.seive as "Seeing-eye-robots" and "hearing-ear-robots."

In these and other cases it Will be increasingly.useful to distinguish lietween

anatomical and functionalrehabilitation strategies.

The dominant philosophy in rehabilitation, implicit and eXplicit, has been '

to replace lost or damaged anatomy. Functional specifications are'too ,often

based on the assumption that - missing limbs or sensory organs must be replaced..

However, this approach places severe constraints on the control, size, weight,

power and geometry of potdntial solutions. This situation is to.be 'avoided in

that there is usually a negative correlation between the.degree of anatomical

fidelity in an assistive device and ;he. degree to which functional performance

criteria can be achieved.
A

This line of reasoning has clear dnd appropriate limitations where

'issues are ah overriding concern. ,

As you Lead through this exceptional collection 9f papers please look for

the union of needs andmethodology. As a field, we are still very much in ',need

of basic strategies, principals of operation and theory. We are in need of

unity in the face of natural forces in rehabilitation that tend to encourage

differentiation by disability.

Coamtic.. 3

fe
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Larry Leifer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
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,
Since 1975, when the concerns of handicappedAindividUala in .science were

brought to ite attention of the American Association for the Advancement of
I Science.(AAAS) by a deaf,biologist member,: the AAAS Project on the Handicapped
I in Science (PHS) has been a national center of inforMatiOn on handicapped,
persons in science...The Project on the Handicapped is part of the AAAS Office .

\Qf Opportunities in.ScienCe. A major,thrust,of the Project since its beginning
has been thedevelopment of a Resource,,Group of DisableeScientists. This -

group, now numbering, over 1,0000 consults on matters of handicapped individuals'
access to science education, architectural and laboratory accessibility, profes-
sional meeting accessibility, aids and equipment, and barriers to employment..
All activities of the Project on the Handicapped in Science are directed toward
the interrelationship of science and disability.

. . .
. .

In 1980, the Project on the Handicapped in Science began'a three-year
program to increase the interaction between disabled and ablebodied. scientists
and engineers working on science and technology for the handicapped. A three--

year series of regional workshops and Bullettins disseminated nationally which
'contained information from them, were funded by the National: Science Foundation
(NSF) through its Programnf cience and Technoloq to Aid the Handicapped . The

impetus for theWOrkshOps wa based on a need to expand the findings of an
earlier NSF - funded AAAS/PHS' :oject and its resultant publicationA Reseaich

.Agenda on Science and Technoaogy for the Handicapped, This agenda identifies
priOritY research needs in science and technology for disabled.individuals and
suggests the type of exchange between disabled and non-disabled people which

would result ineffective research and development-strategiea to-meet'current
pressing needs of handicapped people and to improve-their quality of life.

.
.

,The workshops provided a unique opportunity.for disabled and non-disabled
scientists and engineers to participate in the process of identifying current,
-research, outlining requirements for innovative development: proposing new .

programs of.,.research in technological aids, And methods of effectively sharing
state-of-the-art information on devices to avoid re-invention of the wheel, and

the wheelchair. Joining the'scientists and engineers intheir discussions were
disabled consumers,. parents of disabled youth, architects,. designers, manufac-
turers of aids for disabled persons, physicians, nurses; occupational and
physical.therapists, rehabilitation counselors and adtinistrators., communica-
tion specialists,- representatives of small business and the insurance industry, -
and educators at the pre-college and college level. Each workshop had its own
particUlar mix of individuals, reflecting both the institutions of the region;
dhe, existing/educational, employment, and recreational oppOrtunipies, and the

15



networks that had preViously deVeloped. One of the majOi goals of the workshops,

was to expand'these networks, to initiate communication:between individuals from

institutions,' that were withp "shodting distance" of each of but.were .h

separated by traditional historical and attitudinal barriers. The workshops also

provided a pl.atform.for private individuals.who were independentlydeveloping

aids and devices, with an opportunity for interchange with institutionally-

affiliated persons researching in the same area.. Notices in Sciende magazine

alerted a wide audience of people to inquire about the workShops; many of these

people were not part of the formal discipline of rehabilitation engineering and

were able to bring experience from a different perspective.
.

Because'the main objective of the workshops was to activelyltivolVe dis-

.abled persons in research and 'development of science and technology for,the

handicapped, 'a special'efkort was made to include a Significant number of

disabled peoplen each group of participants. InvitatiARS were issued through

,

local disabled Consumer, grdupS;:parent
organizations, disabled, student officers

on university' campuses, and the AAAS Resource, Group of Handicapped Scientists.

Registration. for each workshop was planned to. include a wide representation frour_

institutions of,the:region and also allowlor.unexpected'registrants represent-, /.

inelesser known or newly established 'groups.

The overall theme.forthe 1980 workshops was "Independent Living and Its

ImpliCations.for SCience and.TechnolOgY. for the Handieapped.". The 1980 Proceed-

ings; which ir4ludes 'the presentations from the workshops in Stanford, CA,

.Boston, MA, -and HOuston,' TX, were
published under the title, Technology. for

Independent Living (Virginia W. Stern and Martha Ross. Redden, editors, AAAS

Publication No. 82-R-2, 1982).

In the 1981 series, each workshop had a special focus:

Issues in Technology for Daily.Living
IssuesA.n Technology for Eduqation
Issues in Technology for Employment

(La Jolla, CA)
(Rochester, NY)
(Minneapolis, MN)

The formal papers and tranScripts of some_pf the panel discussions from

the workshops are included in this.voluMe,along with the programs of each

workshop, complete lists of patticipants,.and summaries of the small group

discussions that took place between formal presentations.

The workshops were designed to. be highly participatory. In addition to

scheduled'small.group discussions,.coffee breaks, and evening social activities

Offered opportunities for informal exchange of experiences and resources. :Every-

one had something to contributethere were no auditors or silent observers.

. .

.

At the final session of each workshop; all registrants gave oral presenta-

tions of their own action plan developed during the course of the meeting. The

action glans were not recommndations
fora government bureau or outside agency

to implement-they were individual practical proposals of-activities to be

carried out in the near. future by the participants theMselves in their own

environment--university, laboratory, hospital, business, Or community-at-large:

Participants were encouraged to use the resources of AAAS to carry out their

plans and to inform AAAS of Aheir progress
by sending notes to the informatiOn

exchange of the Bulletins. Action plans were'often made by gro s of partici-

pants from different institutions in the same geographic area who d discov-

ered at the workshops that they were working 9n parallel tracks in seeking

solutions to problems. .

The Bulletins, published by AAAS after each workshop, reported on selected

speecheS and small grOuP discussions from the workshops. In addition, the

Bul1 ns contained notices'of current and proposed research in technology,

litanno ed the most recent NSF grants on science and technology to aid'the

.

.



. -,...

handicapped, and gave details of new products, other meetings,'and available
resources. The Bulletins expanded the exchange of information from the project

,headquarters and the workshop groups to a mailing list. of 5.000 disabled persons,
scientists, engineers; consumer groups, government agencies, universities, '.

laboratories; small busine'sses,"and the Congress. The Bulletins have been a
vital link in.joining the marious'target groups throughout.the .cpuntry, and

7 allowing for individuals to Write in relevant comments and share information..
about new resources.

. .

At the beginning of the project, an Advisory Committee was selected, to plan
tile workshop sequence and themes, present and participate in the warkshops, and
give continuing guidance. The whole Committee met at the beginning of the proj-
'ect, and subcommittees met at ,the time of each workshop. Advisory.Committee
'members, all of whom worked in various areas of disability or who werethem-.
selves diSabled, were selected to represent the following areas of expertise:
engiheering;%industrial design;rehabilitatilop medicine; basic. research;
economics; PSychology;Zaw; teacher trainil i small business; manufacturing;
insurance; consumer orgavizationS; adMdnist c ation and counseling in rehabilita-
tion programs; university teaching and adadnistratiOn: Advisory Committee
members represented or worked in the disability.dreas of hearing impairment,
:visual, impairment, mobility impairment, and vocal impairnient. A listing of
Ach4Sory.Committee member appears on page. 213.
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Goup Discussions an
Action Plans

The 1981 Workshops on Science and Technology for the Handicapped we'rea-

forum for:the:eXchange of information and new ideas. Each workshop focused on on

major theme: in La Jolla--"Issues in echnology for. Daily ving;" in_Rochester

"IsSues'in Technology for.EducetioL," and in Minneapolis-- ssues in:Technology .

for Employmen,t.". Although there was a natural overlapping of discussion from one,

workshop to another, ideas and action'plans suggested by the participants will

.

be listed under, these three themes. The action plans are personal,goals-set by

participants'to describe the activities they wished-to purSue after the work-

shop which yould'Aead to the improvement oftechnology used by dteabled people.

An integral part'of each workshop Were the group meetingS'at whin participant6

'identified problems in the theme area and discussed personal strategies for

solving those and'similar problems.
Transcripts'of two small voup discusqions

held at the Minneapolis workshop, are
included as:examPles of grabp participation.

Group Discussion I.

- . .

.Following.are.the members of

Cathy Redd
'Student Counseling Bureau
University of Minnewta
Minneapolis, Minnesota

George Patterson:
Employment'Specialise
MinneSota Services for the Blind

St..Paul, Minnesota

the g 6oup.'

- Paul Ashton
,Rehabilitation Psychologist

3M Center.
St. Paul, Minnesota

Steve KepPel
. 4

President,'United'Handicapped Federation
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dennis Maki'
:Clinical Microbiologist
NimtM*(Minnesota



'4!

Frank Johnson
Advisorlfor the Elderly
"Caring" PrOgram
Richfield, Minnesota ,;

.

Dick Juergens
Adaptive Equipment Specialist,
Iowa State VocAtionarRehabilitationFacility
Des Moines, ioWa

Renee Sandy:.
Coordinator of Evaluations and Placements.
Courage.Cenxer
Golden Valle

Jenene DillayOu.
CounaelOr/Advisoe
Area 7, M.S. Service
Exceptional Persons,
Waterloo, Iowa

GraeMe Mitchell'Hopplet
Director of Adult ServIces
Greene County. Board of Mental Retardation/

Developmental DiSaAlities
Greene Inc.

. Xenip, Ohio
t

Jim Dail

s, Randy Black
Academic Specialist
University of Wisconsin'
Madison, Wisconsin

'Jabk,M. East.
ExecutiveDirector
American Amputee Foundation Inc.'
Arkansas Rehabilitation Institute
Little Rock, Arkansas .

Steve Wastvedt
Perponnel Adminigtrator Specializing in

Handicapped Programs for Control Data

.Control Data Corporation
Minneapolis; Minnesota

. .

JENENE DILLAVOU: Most employers are ignorant of, the needs of the handicapped

'Worker. The problem is how to make the employer aware of these needs and also

to convince the employer that once these needs are taken care of,, the handi-

capped'worker will be a productiveyorker.

STEVE KEPPEL:' Use money as "an incentive. Tax breaks are the best way of doing

this.

FRANK JOHNSON: Many
,alreadylexist.

smalle/4.companies are

1

not ware'of the tax incentives which

JACK M. EAST: Any new write offs and tax sheltersHshoUliibe targeted at private'
enterprise and small business--they offer the most opportunities.



DENNIS MAKI: The problem, with smal er business is that most of, dmam. leven'thad

any previous 'experience with handica ped workers and they areun0flling to take

any. chances.

GRAEME HOPPLE: One problem with tax incentives is that they iIvolve too much

paper work for small business to bother with.
-

JACK M. EAST: Doors will open if government will make it profitable to hire the

handicapped. Money is by far the strongest incentive to buSiness..

.
. r

GRAEME HOME: Placement agencies can do a better fob of marketing the handi- .

capped worker. They Should also show business that it capbe'profitable to hixe

.the handicapped. In the proper job the handicapped worker is' comparable to any

other worker. . . .

DICK jUERGENS:. A good,way to market xhe handicapped worker is to have job airg.

Another way is to create a,-pool .of workers. and employers and then match them up.

The pnoper match up is whWs important because job readiness (in worker) is the

key to Success. Also, if the worker:isn't able io-perform well .enough in his new

job, the placement agency should take the bzudt.

GEORGE PATTERSON: Job fairs work best for big business. A smaller business is -

suited for' the worker who might need individualized modifications done in the

workplace,

CATHY REDD: Dennis, what has your experience been?

DENNtS MAKI: I've been lOoking for a job for a year and a half. Many employers

express an initial interest in me,.then they find out ruihandicapped and their

attitudes change. They seem unwilling to help solve an of the problets

involved in hiring me. I.'ve been forced to lower my tandards and apply for

jobs I'm overqualified for. i

JACK M. EAST: Sometimes the handicapped person gives hp too soon when job hunt-

ing. He should be aggressive despite his handicap--some employers are actually

looking for this.

RANDY BLACK: The handicapped might try; tactics similar to ones other minorities

have.used successfully, i.e., the legal system. ,

STEVE KEPPEL: It would be better to attack the attitudinal barriers of, the

employer than to thrash on it in court. Most attitudinal barriers that stand

in the way of the handicapped stellifrom ignorance.

GRAEME HOPPLE: It's time for a more aggressive marketing approach. The soft t

sell approach hasn't worked well. A business's prime job is to make money, so

prove to business that a handicapped worker can be a profitable worker.

GEORGE PATTERSON: Use/the results of the various studies that have been done to

document "tie potential of.handicapped workers and add that to.Apackage of tax

-.goodies. Also, job placement' agencies can play a -major role ihrmaileting the

handicapped'worker. They should make a better effort to share their-information

with each other.

RENEE SANDY: Placement agencies should also try to achieve a-rapport with per-

sonnel departments in businesses.

GEORGE PATTERSON: WS important at some point totalk to employers_ and find,

out what they are laoking for in prospective employees and how far they are

willing to go to hire the handicapped. Then call upon the legislature to -make,

the proper incentives--then use'placement
agencies to tie it all together.

20,



GRAEMEHOPPLE: Sometimes an employer makes Certain modifications for a handi
capped worker; then the worker quits. 4The employer gets burned if he can't

.
hire another similarly disabled worker to fill thAspOt. 'I think it's impor -'

tant to guard against this happening..

In condluSion:

EaCh group member can trrganize some kind of seminar on the local scale,
capitalizing on his or her particular area:of influence and RhoWledge,

. . , . V'. . k )

Each group member could,"benefit fromfoiming'a reference network composed
of other group members they met while attending the workshop. .,

Handicapped Persons should 'study their. situation and isolate,the reasons

why they haven't been verY'spe&essfuli,n .achieving. their goals.. Perhaps they

could organize a pelitiCal action grouNto be better heard by lawmakers..

It is important thai handicapped'people-are trained in job 'seeking skills

as well as in Vocati6nal skills. .

Group Discussion II

Pollowingaare the members of the group.

John Schatzlein.
Admioistr or and CounseloD
HomeWor Pr ject, Control Data Corporation .

MinneaPo is, Minnesota

David McCaffrey
Assistant Scientist
Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation

'UniVersity of Minnesota
Minneapolis, Minnesota

,Dennis Nelson
(formerly) Staffing Manager
3M Center
St. Paul, Minnesota

Tim Sheie .

Teacher of Hearing Impaired Students
Coon Rapids Junior High School
Coon Rapids,,Minnesota

<

Dania SMith
Wocational Rehabilitation. Counselor.
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
Hempstead, New.Yprk. .

Gerald A. Nelson
Mechanical Engineer
FluiDyneEngineering Corporation
MinneapolisoMinnesota.'

Doug Johnson
. ,EmploymentSpecialist

Minnesota Services for the Blind.
St. Paul, Minnesota
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Pam.Tschida
Employment Specialist..
Minnesota Services for the. Blind

St. Paul', Minnesota

Paul Charlebois.

Admini-strator 4

Saskatchewan Council for Crippled Children and Adults

Saskatoon, SaskateheWan, Canada

Robert Morrison
Chemistry Professor*
East Carolina. University
Greenville, North. Carolina. .

Jacki Stalley
Counselor
Metropolitan. Centerjor.
Minneapolis, MinneSota

, -

Raymond.Fulford.
Rehabilitatioft.ta'gineer
Courage. Center.

Golden Valley, Minnegota.

Linda Gress-
Executive Director ..

The Coalition for Disabled Persons
Fargo, North Dakota

'ea Noel Anderson
..Coofdinator of Vocational Services
Minneapolis Society for the Blind

Minneapolis, Minnesota'.

Herb Evert
Assistant Registrar
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin

Virginia Stern
Senior Program Associate
Project on.the-Handicappeiin Science.
The AMerican AsSociation for the Advancement of Science

Washington, D.C.

Jiri Vasa,
Electronics Engineer.
Biomedical Engineering Unit
Queen's Univeraity.
Kingston, Ontario

Session 111: Introductions and Sharing of Expectations

II Session 112: Needs rdentified

A. The nee-d.for's change in the attitudes about.disabilities among employ7

ers and educators and for providing them with correct information.

1) There is a need to allay the fear of potential employers about

the possible risks of hiring digabled persOns.

10
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. 2). There is a need to change employers' negative attitudes
deafness (as well as other disabili ies).

A
3) `There is a need to a d more exper ent/al ontothe-job learning,

sites for deaf stude is (.as well s other disabilities) because
of employer resistan e to such learning experiences.

$

4) Because many physically disabled persons also have emotional
problems, there is a special need to change negative employer
attitudes about'thia group of diSahled persons.

.

5) There is a need to change eddeAnra7 attitudes about' disabilities
in order to insure the equaltreatMent of.disabled.persons in

.educational programs (e.g., blind students in Cheffiistry labs).

B.

I

-The need for better comthunica iOnlie,tween counselorOand potential
employers in the job placeMen procens. o

o . .

1) There is afneed for employers to describe in detail various jobs
in their cdepanies as to job duties, worker characteristics, and
critical skills needed; this would serve to help counselors be
better able to match jobs with the most Oalified clients.

F. 1,J
.

... ,,

2) ' There is a need by employers to knoW where to lind'qualified
disabledpersons to fill job openings and to know the best ways:
of recruiting them.

3) There is a need among counselors to know which.perSon in a given
company is the best person to approach for providing general
infoxmationto the company about disabled workers in general and
which peiSon-is the best to-approach wlien trying to place a'
specific client.

.
. .

There is a need for more diiect client advocacy with potential
employers by counselors when they are placing clients.

about

C. The' need for the development of technology-oriented training oppor-
tunities for the disabled.'

1) There is a need among .deaf clients to develop better.reading
skills to. prepare them for jObs ina growing technology that
emphasizes the written word (i.e.; computers, word processors,
'etc.)

2) There is a need to produce from training programs disabled gradu-
ates who are flexible because they have .acquired many different
skills rather than one skill, as in the past.

3) There is a need for.more education in the sciences and in tech-
nology for:deaf clients (and other disability groups) and for a
8hange in public attitudes about the ability of deaf students (and
other disability groups) to, learn about these areas and use this
kind of learning in future jobs.

4) There is a need foi disabled persons to have greater acceSi-to
training .programs in general. -

D. The need .for the improvement In the cost-effectiveness of assistive
devices and for educating clients end employers' about the cost-
effectiveness of devices..

. $
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1) There.is a need to.show empIOyerS that paying for adaptations

and assistive devices and the use of perenal aids for disabled

persons is truly cost-effective for companies. ,

2) Thereis a need to call employers' attention to the, daptations

that are frequently made for ableLbodied employees as indicative

of the cost-effectiveness of siMilar modifications for disabled

° employeeS. - ,

.
.

0

3) There is a deed to find better, ways to measure colt-effectiveness

in engineering services., '. .

4) There is a need for a greater mass production-of devices in order

to imprOve their cost-effectiveness.,:.
.

The need for improvement in the. training bf counseZors-a4 job super--

visors.. ..

1) There is a need for counselors to learn:.more about technological

advances in deviCes so that they will, know hoW.to place Clients in

the best possiblejobs.

'..2) There is a need for counselors to think more about transferable

skills; ,

3) There is a need to-advocatefor the development of more. assistive

devices for the skilled, blue collar workers. .

4),=Therejs a need .in.work settings where there are a number of.em-

-ployees-with different disabilities 'to cooperate by mutually.

sharing their abilities in order to help .each other compensate for

limitations.

There.is a need for counselors to help disabled persons believe in

the importance, of their being efficient in their work, and, there-

fore, of value to.an employer and also to believe in the importance

of their being "competitive" Workers..

There is a need to keep sOmelow-paying, sheltered workshopjobs

for pergons who will never be able to do "competitive': work be

cause'of the strictly therapeutic value of such jobs.

There is a need to be'.realistic about the -limitations of disabled

clients and to. not 'deny that 'their disabilities do. exist.

F. The communication needs of engineers -- among. themselves, with their

clients, and with'eMployers.:.

1) There is a needor engineers to Communicate .betierwithClients'

when'discussing:the cost of their services..

2) There is a need.!fOr engineers'developing assistive devices to com-

municate
in order to avoid duplication Of

effort and to.aciticipate better the costs of development.'

3) There is a need for engineers to follow the "KISS" (i.g., "Keep

it simple, stupid")'principle so that the simplest and cheapest

methods will be developed for assistive devices.

4) There.is a needjor the:development.of
methods for orienting and

training Clients in the proper use of mass-produced assistive

12
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devicas; this will also help keep clients,' expectations realistic
. about 'such devices.

1 I. SessiOn #3:. 'Sharing,About What is Already Being Tried.ta Meet Nee s of the

)Disabled. in Employment A

A. Dania Smith reported on the New York State DVRplaCement unit's recent
. .

day-long4training session for the State Power Authority to help
improveylant managers?' awareness about disabled persons and about
affirmative action as it relateS to handicapped individuals. It.

involved:

6.

1)- Sensitivity exercises concerning_disability..

I
-

2). Ah.exPlanation of th6 #503 and #504 regulations andthelx
mentation..

3) Rpie.play interviews with three disabled clients condUcted by
plant Managera, with the opportunity for mutual feedback.

.

.0. 'A very non-,threatening atmosphere Wheremanageri could analyze '

\.." their feel is about the disabled and deal with fears about asking
embarrassing questions. during interviews:

B. Dennis Nelson reported aboUt how the 3M Company has developed Focused
Interview Training (FIT) for supervisors.

1) ItS purpose is to teach supervisors who wi ll be interviewing job

applicants how to keep theieinterviewsfocused on the require- /
ments of the job and how to match the job with the best applicant.

2) It also helps desensitize supervisors about their fears of possi-
ble lawsuits resulting from asking illegal questions diming their.

intervieWs. '

C. .A deaf participant whois working industry,reported that he has

decided to return to.school and enter the field of business adminis-

tration and seek work as'a supervisor in industry.

1) He feels that deaf peOple workingAripiivate industry are "stuck"

because without the'necessaryaSaistive devices andedaptakions'
they cannot seek better jobs in their.cOmPanies; lack of training

opportunities is another 'reason why. they feel "stuck."

.

a

2) .Since the rehabilitation system will not advocate.for thgm, they
must become theii own advocates. ( -

^ t ..

1

.

_

3) However, because this participant fears hurting himself personally,
and professiOnallTby advocating as an employee, h a s 'decided to

enter business adminidtration and look for ways o "marry private

industry to rehabilitation.'!
---

D. Herb Evert repo ed on,the positive effects of hiring the first dis-
abled person.in the Registrar's Office, at. the University of Wisconsin

at Madison.

Initially, his office was forced.to hire a'blind applicant because

of Regulation #504.

Because of the many adaptatiOns that had to.be made in hiS office, .

for a visually - impaired, erson a computer terminal with a

13



Braille printer), when the first blind.personhO ad:been hire'd''

died-auddenly,,it waeto the employer's advantage to look for

,anotherblind'person fOrthe

;.

3) The excellent work done;bY the second'olind employee, as well as

thd writing g-done by the University's research faculty about dis-

abled Workers after'thd hiring of the blindamployee, resulted' in

'a great-reduction in employer resistance to handicapped. employees

at the University..
.

4) Sinde the hiring of, the first.blind aMOlOyeei the Registrar's

Office has also hired a paraplegic and an amputee.

E. John Schatzlein reported on a-variety.orOgrams relating to disabil-

ity thatthe COntrol Data.CorporatiOn hap developed.- They include:

1) The Plato System (an,eduCational cOmputdr Systeewith interactive

capabilities for students in a Wide range of settings covering A'

Wide range 'Of course areas) which is being used by CDC..Supert

'visors. Or sensitivity training and is also being offered to other

companies fOr:the'same purposes.
.

.

2) All employees WhO,Are out On Shortterm or longterm diSability

have access, to a rehabilitation counselor, and can develop career,

change_paans'either ekrougri,the Plato, System. or job-improyement

training'while. ut-
ofmtalNwq? that when they 'return to work they

are prepared:for a better job'. .

(

3) The HoMeworkProject which is.a.cOmputer'program that is used on
F

an interactive termin the-clienei,home to teach her/him

computer programming, (Used. by CDC emPloyees on lopg-term. dls

ability or medical leaves or by 'DVR rehabil-.

itation facilities:, and others.)

'4) Employee. Advitory Resource.(EAR) WhiChis a 24-hour hotline offer-.

ing all CDC employees thioughodt the chUntivacCese'fo:legal,
rehabilitation, financial, and other 4ocial services.

5) Stay .Well PrograM,.whicp is a health *prevention educatiOn program

for CDC employees. and also sold to other companies, covering such

areas-as stress, use.of alcohol and.Other drugs,..sioking, and

weight control:.

Jiri Vasa strongly urged participants who had reported on.the abOve

programs.that have already; been developed to agree to publish con-

jointly aboUt those efforts so that a larger number of rehabilitation.*

professionals, supervisor's inlindustry, and disabled employeesdakbe

inforted of those programs.

La Jolla: Issues in Technology for Daily Living

Action Plans

'01

.. .

. .

Develop .a wor ng relationship with the-engineering community to use

technolOgy available in problem solving for mobility, recreation,.and

assistive devices-for children with physical disabilities.

.. 4. ... .., ' ,
,

,
.

.

41
Create a San Diego County area coalition of individualsfor the sharing ..

. ...

of ideas on technology -.. '::





;o1L'. Publicize availabl ernsources, e.g., ABLEDATA and Project Threshbld,
"fhrough Article's, describing. the services as:vidiI-As new technology.'

. , t? .. : ' . ... .

' -Establish a non-profit disability 'device design grouISAA.vwill provide_
a conduit for disabled,researchera to receive financial support and

needed! facilities to pursuetheir ideas and still retain rights to the

device that is developed. "." .' :" .'
.,

.
,

. .. .

StaKtinterdistiplinary,c(5fitinuing_e0cation courses with .the engineer-
ing and health: field.depariMents.' --=2-t-,.%

cation

, .

C"Plan and build a -(ie.., rehab
?

-tation) center.at a

community
. ..

' 'Contact another4titipant of: this workshop ork togethei i',11,1.0.7.

tiate an engin Ting project, similar to .a San Diego'State, at :,___.....__------

'California Sta University, Long Beach, t interest,engineers in

,disability issue. .

Make adiptatio 4i laboratory.toUrses (b c:UhYSicaTscience and

:biology) for m *um access by disabled'and able-bodied students.
,. ..

Meet with. Barri Breakers.,C16 and SUeCial Needs Office at the commu-
Oity'college to identify:sreas where our>ocal level of technology can'.

Incorporate the teacher. training curriculum information about

technOlOgYidesIgn tor disabled' ';

e :
Take':twb'physically diSabled persons to explore'the.rocal "Do It Your-

stores, including a hardWare store, lumberyard,'hobby.shops,:'
electronic store, and surpiva:equipment;store.

..,Meet:with science and technOlogy,.sodial science, and bUsinesa&divisions.,

at;the tommunity.collega:to get a dialogue going abod technology needs

"of diSibled persons "and nevi ideas; for solutions. .
'

support,
. . .

o. Search funding to .p:adaptation:of: equipment to ,bettei serVe

disabled_students.in science courses.

e- Develop A Counseling:program. about careers in science

, for .di5abled.students."

Nrite, up a tudent proposal to design a ishiniaid fOi A.perabniana

wheelchair.

Visit ar.14,o0erve lOcaraChoOl wiih*clasSes for disabled children:,to
determine:s0ecific40eededby.atudents. .Forward. this list to:the
university engfnegring.departMenyete used fors student projects.

Form an infOrmatiOn networkof,.1)eoA1ewith technical background to help,:!

solve problems that'arise in iota,. wheelchair repair shop.

Po skiing in an Arioye'sle4, LOoks-funi:

Rochester:., Issues in TeChnolokYfOr-EdueatiOn'Y

Action:Plang

isseMi f inf oi Matiop%t e gardiUglques t io. u' s a n d ae0 s..ofd. isab l.. ed

students, to, the local Apple Users Club .
--: ,

tie
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Develop computerized language equipment which will allow students to

learn a foreign,language and assist aphasic patients in communication.

Disseminate specific information from workshop through Computer Oriented

Information Network (COIN), coordinated at Western Pennsylvania School

for the Deaf, 412/371-7000 x72.

Develop manual of assistive'devices for New York State Office of Voca-

tional Rehabilitation for use by vocationalrehabilitation.counselors,

.
clients, and administrators.

AD Coordinate with Little People of America in efforts to update ai. aids,

directory, including devices useful to Little People'in science, e.g :,

Chairs, stools, reachers.

Improve controls modification to make artificial larynges and voice

amplifiers more easily used by multiply handicapped individuals.

Prepare paper on need for creation of regional engineering support

. centers for prototyping of design ideas, particularly for designers

without sufficient. institutional and/or grant support.

Contact-local universities to determine if there. are students with

needs that can be fulfilled by-technical solUtions either commercially-7

available or to be designed. Transfer information to students on what

is available, and transfer problems to design staff for work on

solutions.

Prepare a professional journal article on.modifications'of physical

geology laboratory exercises for disabled college students.

1,-
Set up two-day training with NTID

telephone department on how to use

the loop system in at' auditorium and how to use th67phone amplificatiOn

systeM.

Test market and field test system for captioning existing motionpic-

tures, developed fOr classroom use 'at .NTID with cooperation of Research'

Department, National'Film Board of Canada.

Minneapolis: Issues in Technology for Employment

Action Plans
. .

Hire able-bodied students to work with me, a severely disabled individ-,

ual, in my business so that they may have an understanding kf'disability

when they grow up and become employers themdelves.

Translate publication of
Swedish.Institute for the Handicapped entitled,

"Idea Book of Technical Work Aids for Disabled Persons."

Cooidinate,computer programs that will assist in the communication

(vocal or non-vocal) of persons who lack motor coordination and/or are

vocally impaired.

Seek out.hearing impaired members of.the work force to speak to my hear-

ing impaired secondary school students, about careers.

'Ask my company to publish, stories of'Clisabled employees' use of tech-'

nology in our internal newsletter.

Instruct the adminidtrators at the university where I work on job adapta-

tions so that they may employ more blind and visually impaired students.

w 4
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Invite disahled children and their parents to discuss the use, adapta-
tion, and repair of wheelchairs with the rehabilitation engineers who
work at Children's Hospital.

'Serve as a role model and career counselor to disabled high school youth,
sharing my own experiences as a severely disabled person working .

science.

Develop an information exchange betWeen my company, vocational rehabili-
tation office and local Projects with Industry to secure employment of

disabled people.

Devise a syStem to demonstrate cost-effectiveness 6f deviCes to employers
of mobility - impaired people.

----DelYelop a list of local engineering personnel engaged in adaptive equip-
ment and product design.

Inform my personnel department of the support systems which are avail-
able for newly-disabled people.

,,.

Describe-the resources offered at our center-on job adaptations and
technology to local personnel direct s.

,.II
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Workshop. Programs

WORKSHOR ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FOR'THE,HANDICAPPED 4--

May 11-12, 1981

ISSUES IN TECHNOLOGY FOR DAILY LIVING

La Jolla Village Inn, La Jolla, California

presented by

La Jolla

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR, THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE (AAAS)

with support from

\(
THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

. .

* * *

Monday, May 11

8:30 - 9:00 a.m. Registration

9f(50 - 9:15 a.m.- OPENING-SESSION
Introductory Remarks: Martha Redden, Director, Project

on the Handicapped in Science, AAAS

Welcome: Harriet Kopp, Acting Dean, College of Human

Services, San Diego State University -

9:15 - 11:00 a.m. PANEL PRESENTATION: "Daily Living Technology for the

Disabled: Can it be a Viable Business?"

Barry Unger, President, Innovation Support

John Rogers, Medical and Engineering Consultant,

.,-- ---n=p-, Rogers and Associates ,

17' Martin FrankSenior Vice President,
9. 0 Mark6ting and Government Rel s,

17-:'Abbey Medical /Abbey Rents, Inc.
(Continued on next.page)
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James Marsters, Orthodontist and President;
Applied Communications Corporation
George Chandler, District Director, U.S. Smal
Business Administration
Vernon Nickel, Professor of Surgery/Orthopedics
and Rehabilitation, University of California,
San Diego.and Director of Rehabilitation,
Sharp Rehabilitation Center

11:00 - 11:30 a.m. Coffee Break

11:30 - 12:30 p.m. SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Leaders:

44

.

Don moNeal,Co-Director, Rancho REC,
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital
Barry Unger, President, Innovation Support,
Ray Lifchez, Architecture Professor,
University of California, Berkeley

12:30 - 1:3O p. m. Lunch 47.

1:30 - 1:45. pen. "Psychological Aspects of Rehabilitation Engineering"

. Carolyn Vash, Vice President,'Insticute
for Information Studies

'

PANEL PRESENTATION: "An Engineering Department Looks
at Technology for Disabled Persons"

Robert Murphy, Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, San. Diego State University
David Ussell, Adjunct Professor of Mechanical.
Engineering, San, Diego State University and
Coordinator of Biomedical Engineering at
Children's Hospital
Mitch Hart, Student, San Diego State University
Robert Cunningham, Student, San Diego State
University,

1:45 - 3:00 p.m.

3:00 - 3:30 p.m.

3 :30`- 5:00 p.m.

Coffee Break ,

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

6:30 - 7:30 p.m Reception

7,I30 p.m.. Dinner
Speaker:

Vernon Nickel, Professor of Surgery,
Orthopedics and Rehabilitation,
University of California, San Diego
Director of Rehabili.'ation, Sharp
Rehabilitation Center, SanDiego

19
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Tuesday, May 12

8:30 10:00 a.m.

10:00. 10:15 a.m.

10:15 12:15 p.m.

12:15 1:15 p.m.

PANEL PRESENTATION:
"Technology for Recreation"

Vmster Land, Director, Recreation Therapy,

Rancholos Amigos Hosbital, Downey, California

Roy Gash, Community SerVices Center

for the Disabled, San Diego

Marti Hacker, Peer Counselor,.Community Services

Center for the Disabled, San Diego

Marri Taylor, Community'Worker, Community

Services Center for the Disabled, 'San piego'

Peter'Axelson, Rehabilitative EngiliNring

Research and Development Center, Palo Alto

Coffee Break

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Lunch-

1:15 3:00 p.m. PANEL PRESENTATION:
"Technology for the Living

%7. Environment"

3:00 4:00 p.m. WrapUp

4:00 p.m. Adjourn

-Raymond Lifbhei, ArChitecture Profesgor,

-University of California, Berkeley

Larry Leifer, Mechanical Engineer, Design.

Division, Stanford University and

Director,
Rehabilitative Engineering Research

and Development Center,-Palo Alto
Heidi McHugh Pendleton, Project Threshold,

Rancho Les Amigos Rehabilitation Center,

LOng Beach
Cheryl Datris, Berkeley

I
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Workshop Programs Rochestpr

WORKSHOP ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FOR THE HANDICAPPED

July 9-10; 1981

ISSUES IN TECHNOLOGY FOR EDUCATION

'Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), Rochester, NewYork

presented by

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT, F SCIENCE (AAAS)

with support from

THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Thursday, July 9

8:30 - 9:00 a.m.

9:00'- 9:15 a.m.

9:15 - 10:30 a.m.

* * *

4k ,

Coffee and Registiation

OPENING SESSION
Welcome: Jack Ciarcq, Associate Vice President,

Technical.AsdiStance Programs, National
Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester
Martha Redden, Director, Project. on the,
Handicapped in ScienCe, AAAS

PANEL PRESENTATION
Chair - Ed Cain, Rochester. Institute of Technology

"Low- Budget Ideas for the Visually Impaired
in Science"
Dorothy ,porlibaugh, Travelling Science

.Consultant, Lyndhurst,, OH

(continua on next page)
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"Modifications of Effective Teaching of

.,Handicapped Students"
RobereMenchel, National Center on'Employment

of the Deaf, Rochester

"Talking and Voice-Entry Computers for the

Chemistry Lab"
David Lunney, Professor of Chemistry, .

East Carolina University, Greenville, NC

Richard Hartness, Department of Chemistry,

East Carolina University, Greenville,,,NC

10:30 - 11:00'a.m. 'Break

11f00 - 12.:30 p.m. SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS
Leaders: Michele Aldrich, Project on Women in Science,

AAAS .

Ed Cain, Rochester Institute of Technology

Cricket Levering, Project HEATH, American

Council on Education, Washington,'DC

12:45 1:45 p.m. Lunch
,, _ ... .....

2:00 - 2:30 p.m.. "Laboratory Techniques for Orthopedically'Impaired Students"

Dorothy Tombaugh, Travelling Science Consultant,

Lyndhursti.OH

2:30 - 4:00 p.m.

4:004- 5:00 p.m

6:30 - 7:00 p. .

TOUR OFEDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY AND OTHER PROGRAMS

Coordinator: Ella Ford

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Reception and Dinner
"Technology Over theOlorizon"

Larry Leifer, Director, Rehabilitative Engineering

Research and Development Center, Palo Alto, CA '.

Friday, July 10

8:00.- 9:00 a.m. Breakfast -

.9:00 - 10:30 a.m. PANEL PRESENTATION
'Chair - Martha Redden,

Director, Project on the Handicapped

in Science, AAAS
w

,"Disabled Educators Project"
Diane Merchant,

American'Association of Colleges

for Teacher Educ9tion, Washington, DC .

"Creating Accessible Programs: Some Guidelines

for Identifying Needs and Selecting Assistive `

___DeNlre4 far.:Handicapped College Students"

Roy ilOrd,'National Association of College. and

Univeraity Business Officers, Washington, DC

"Technology Utikization in Mainstreaming"

Robert.Hall, Northside Surgical Supply,

Rochester
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1

. 10:30 r 10:45 a.m. Break

10:45 - 11:45 a.m. SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

11:45 - 1:00 p.m. Lunct-i"

1:00 - 2:30 p.m. PANEL PRESENTATION: "Technology in Education for the
Hearing Impaired"
Chair - Douglas Sargent, National Technical Institute
for the Deaf, Rochester

2:45 - 4:00 R.m.

"Acoustic and Vibrotactild Aids for the
Hearing Impaired".
Linda Palmer, National Technical Institute
for the Deaf, Rochester-

"Computer-Assisted Lipreading Training for
the Deaf Using the Dynamic Audio Video.
Interactive Device (DAVID)"
Donald G. Sims, National Technical Institute
for the Deaf, Rochester

"Closed CaptiOning of Motion Picture Film
for Use on National Television and for, -

Delayed Broadcast by Affiliates"
Robert H. Murray, National Technical
InstitUte for the Deaf, Rochester \
"The Use of Speech Displays with the Hearing
Impaired" .

Judy L. Braeges, National Technical Institute
for the Deaf, kochester

SMALL GROUP REPORTS AND ACTION PLANS

4:00 p.m. Adjourn

23
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Workshop Programs Minnpapolis

WORKSHOP ON SCIENCE.AND TECHNOLOGY

FOR THE HANDICAPPED .

September 14 -15, 1981

ISSUES IN TECHNOLOGYFOR EMPLOYMENT

Univeisity of Minnesota, St. Paul, Minnesota

presented by

THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR4HE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE (AAAS)

with support from

THE NATIONAL' SCIENCE FOUNDATION

Monday, September 14

8:30 - 9:15 a:m.

,9:15 - 9:30 a.m.

- 10:15 a,m,

* * *

T

Registration,

OPENING SESSION
Welcome: Martha Redden, Director,

Project on the

Handicapped in'Science, AAAS

Keynote Address: ".Considerations in Choosing

Technology for the Job Site"

WOy.Crewe, Associate. Professor,

Department of Physical Medicine and

Rehabilitation, University of Minnesota

10:15 11:15 a.m. "Skid Idader Modifications for a Quadriplegic Farmer"

Ian Hofford, Farmer, -Kingston, OntariO

Jiril J. Vasa, Electronics Engineer,

Biomedical Enginearing5Unit, Queens

University, Eings:ton,;Ontario,
Canada,

24
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11:15 - 11:45 a.m.

11:45 - 12:30 p.m.

12:30 1:30 p.m.

1:30 - 2:30 p.m.

2:30 - 3:30 Tn

3:30 - 4:00 p.m.

4:00 -.5:30 p.m.

5:30 - 7:00 p.m.

Coffee Break

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Lunch

"The Development of a Workplace for a Visually Impaired.
Information Specialist: One Case"

Randy Black, Academic Specialist, University.
of Wisconsin, Madison, WI
Herbert D. Evert, Assistant Registra'r,

.

University of Wisconsin, MAdison,.WI

"Barrier Free Office Design"
.

Jack M. East, Executive Director, American
Amputee Foundation, Inc., Litvle'Rock, AR .

Coffee Break

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Reception, Exhibits,.Socializing
Dinner
"Innovations in Adaptive Equipment
Modifications"

NN\

-
Tuesday, September 15 N.

9:00 - 9:15 a.m.

9:15 -

1

10:15 - 10:45 a.m.

10:45 - 12:00 noon

12:00 - 1:00 p.m.

1:00 - 2:00 p.

Don R. Warren, Wisconsin
of Applied Technology

Announcements c.

and 36b Site

nstitute

"Employment for Disabled Individuals: Skills
Needed to Meet\the

\
Needs of Employers"

JackR. Clarcq, Associate. Vice President,
Technical AsSistanCe Programs, National
'Technical Institute for the Deaf, Rochester,'NY

COffee Break

SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Lunch

"Use'of
Vocally

4

the computer an:a Multi-Task 'fool By a
Impaired Accountant"

James R. Carlisle, Licensed Public
. Accountant, Carlisle.Accounting:4ervices,

. Minneapolis
RaymOrid FulfOrd,Dliector, Rehabilitation
Engineering Program, Courage Ceatex4
Golden Valley, MN -
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2:00 3:30 p.m.

3:30 - 4:00p.m.

4i00 p.m,

"Access to the Total Work Environment"

Raymond LifOhez, Professor of Architecture,

UniVersity of California, Berkeley, CA

*SMALL GROUP REPORTS AND ACTION PLANS

Adjourn









Daily Living Technology far the Disabled;
Can It Be a Viable Businest§

,

Following is the list of participaritsVand Heir= respective affiliations:

e.Barry Unger
President
Innovation Support
Arlington, Massachusetts

John Rogers,
Medical and Engineering Consultant
Rogers and Associates
Anaheim;:talifornia

Vernon Nickel.
Professor of Surgery/Orthopedies and Rehabilitation
University of California at San Diego, and
Director of Rehabilitation
Shar,p4dhiibilitation Center
San Diega.,' California

..seAiOrVice President of Markelirikand Government Relations
1 .-AbbeY Medical/Abbey Rents; Inc. ."

Hawthorne, -California

James Marsters
Orthodontist, and

44.

President
Applied Communicdtions dorporatio
Pasadena, California,

George Chandle,i P""'

District DireciOf
U.S. Small BusineasTdmiriistration
San Diego, California

BARRY UNGER: I'm going to let our panel introduce themselves when they give

.; `1,_.

140.4`:..

their presentations.
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_

The psner7haS;tWo names: "TheBuSinesbSiae o5 Pioducing billistributing

TechnolOgy fOl1/4,Ehe Disabled" or if yOu're61o,reHofS'APSasiiiat, "Can Daily Living
, .

le_ S.. IlAhisine'st"!Were.hbOing that this
....

will be of interest to .you, that .marry -of-y oirAiaA4the:agh-thoi.itet:Tsre-- nter

ested'invipducing technology for the disabled. The'proda*Oe.aWdiatribution
of technologY for disabled people would be a small busineS614-thellthe atten-

dant problems in that area So I'Ve asked the panel to sort-Ot*Ikus their
problems today, not their successes, so ybu'll get a fair idea ofwhaEs.

.involved: All f our panelists in one, orm or another have been iiivAlVed with

running businesses devoted to'preaucing the technology that disabled People

. would use.

8 k a

We 416o-hope that from this meeting we will get useful input that we can

deliver back to Washington in terms of our national policies. Do they help the

creation .of businesses that produce technology for the disabled, or Sis.they

really, despiteall'best intentions, not working?

We are,looking,at the question more andmore of who produces the innovative

and appropriate technology. .Is it Our'eniVergities? Is it our IBM's? Numerous

studies in the last 20 years have.shOwn,again'and again that independent -
inventors and small businesses are, the predominant producers of the new, innb-v

votive technology in,this country._

Just togive'you a few examples, separate from 'the disabled area, the a1t04..i:

.
matic transmission was'not produced or deVeloped by.General Motors. InstaAt.

cameras were not developed by Kodak. Mirdeomputers, large integrated circuits

were not developed by IBM. Basic oxygen steelmaking, the prime method in, steel -;

'making,, was not developed by U.S. Steel; And the list goes on and on to all

sorts of antibiotics Or pesticides or whatever.

4.
I won't throw'a lot of statistics At.you, although there are pages an4 ,

7 pages of statistics on this subject.. give you one statistie,th4',1s crit-

ically appropriate since the National Science Foundation is payiagbills

today. An NSF studydone about four years ago showed that smaller have

been respbnsible for over half of all dajor industrial-innovatieniaidce World

.War

"it

Now Why am I talking to you? I guess I'm saying that one of the things

we're doing here is consciously recognizing that when we're talking about tech-

nology for the disabled, we're really talking,about
"

small businesses.

This past year I visited the Sensory Aid, Center in the Justice Department

in Washington. They've gotOta.nt three rooms filled -with all sorts of equipment

for
thevisually-impairedcaTI:daan. They've just stockpiled it, and are evalu-

.4 ating and testing it. The*they'adyise other government; epartments on which

pieces of ,equipment arg yworth bnying.

With the exeejlliktd,several electric
typewriters, with an obvious big

company name on theM7';!atitiest of the equipment.cathe fronnvery small, com-

panies, such as our computer products, Telesensory Systems, and smaller firms

that I'd never heard of. It really occurred to me how important,Arithis area

of producing technology for the disabled,, are small busineOes.

.

.

There 'are a lot of reasons. People say that small businesses don't have

marketing clout, and they have to have innovative products to get them.going.

They've.got to be smart to make money and sell their products. In many cases;':;:,

small companies are developed by. somebody just to get an invention going. I

think that's true of some of the cases we'll hear today.
v._ .

.

In other cases, it's been said. that the marketing plans of large 460anies

dictate that technical improvements-to
their,vroduCts be held to allaihnim,

,- . ...
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.

because. if they,haVe:toretoOl it 'will-'noSt theffi'moneag'beei:si10.,
about our;Pteel'.coMpanies,%It's'also.true,omecif;thejlrms."'WtheWhe
chair business.":They've tried to keep 4-echnicaljiMOtOVeMents;iWtheki products

t.o--;a-mi-ri-1-71464f.c#115.7.4t-'i!..*TfiLi:tql--::hfi.-7a-i-nanrVa17.1i.ns0-,:cO:-t-hentert!trading

in new "1:;rouCts.requiring,n04'toOling, etc. TherefatehiWit's clear'that
it's your sm41110,usineSSes fhef are. your source cif:'eeChnOlogy for - disabled

',- people. ...,," ..

e
The questioritheis .What care and.feeding do these small businesses

require?
..

n4:

p,,W,4,3 The AAAS held this past September, and.the
. ,.

. .

'!,feeling there was:very Upbeat. It waS:leit' that with a little research. 4r:d,,

development help froth the.governMent' irk. teirts4f research contracts and reSearch

grants and with some fhir tax laws that entourage people to make investments,.

'

such.dompanies producing technology for the disabled have a good chAnce at

making it 'f.O-a self - sustaining sEate. Maybe if the governMent put. 1..6- money at

the begirining, to help, with the high cost' of 'cleyeippinga.prOducf, then the,.,
business would make it.

.V'. ,

I'm not sure if we were properly Optimistic,.because we were talking about

.

'things that had fairly large markets, like a device that would,.be useful for a

large number of blind people. We're beginning to talk critically as we get into

multiple handj.caps and daily living things where the markets may be much smaller.

Certainly times are changing. Government funding is.now decreasidg. Money is

'yery tight, even if a company wants to get loans. It's getting tougher every

day. In*dition, some of the needs we're beginning to talk about, i.e., daily.
living needs, may not be so easily reimbursable'. They're not a clear educa-

tional or vocational expense..

I've asked the panelists to talk about their businesses as businesSes, how.

they pay the-rent, their financial and marketing history; strategies-they've

-0 used to keep going, where they've depended on governMent funds, and any diffi-

.culties in'getting their product approved by third-party reimbursers and then

paid foi'. We have problems in M'a'ssachusetts. I!understand it's similar in

California. There are many 1sSiles', e.g., hoW to deal with the market, strate-

gies or'customizing products .41r, conversely, mass selling products. Also of

issue are any difficulties-in reaching customers and letting customers know that

the product is available.

Each person is going to introduce himself. In addition tb our three

inventor-entrepreneurs, we also"have Mr. George Chandler, who is the district'

director of the Small Business Administration for this part of,California.

He'll talk'about the programs the Small Business Administration (SBA) may have,

particularly for, disabled people starting businesses. We've also'been fortunate".

to get Vernon Nickel, who has seen a lot of companies in this field, both good

and bad ones. He has seen them come and seen them go.

Mr. Rogers, would you like to start us?

JOHN ROGERS: I started out in the power field many years ago, and ther0 became

a little 'disenchanted with the corporate infighting and went into OB-GYN child-

birth training, which is pretty much akin to engineering. 'I was fortunate, or

unfortunate, to, have some people that worked for me in aerospace linkedto .

Rancho Los Amigos Hospital. I Went there for a week 'and I stayed 10 years.

My talk today is directed toward the problems involved in product concep-

.
Lion, research, fdevelopment and marketing.

My viewpoint is biased as are the' products I have developed. They are in

the marketplace, not as revisions or rehashes of existing products; but rather

as devices based on new concepts.
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In order to develop any produCt an idea of need is first established. Our

problem is to define what is a "requirement" and what is .a "desirement." To

illustrate this point, I developed a device for a physician who said the market-

place was wide open -for-auth-a-device. ;As-yea may haVe aIready,gnessed,- I had -a --

grandmarketplace of ONE--too little return for a' large investment of both time

and money,, So we must first consider what are the basic needs; development

costs, timing and potential marketplace. If a person 'like myself has to develop

a product from conception to finished item, then that person had better define'

the total,piogram or a lot of time and money may be Wasted. Keep in mind that

you can have the greatest device known to man but if it is not properly Protec=

ted and marketed it will forever abide in your. clopet.

Getting back to my initial point of defining need, it is of prime

tante to establish.the needs of handicapped people by considerable investigation

that includes input from disabled individuals as well as your own 'observations.

When it_looks as if a new device will resolve the pioblem, then a proper set of

specifications, suitable'for manufactUring, must be prepared if you or...a friend

are unable to build a pre-prototype.

Note the word "pre-prototype." Some may refer to this as a "breadboard" or.

"brass board." Even armed with a pre-prototype, the cost of manufacturing a

"manufacturing=teady" or production model may be expensive. Always keep in mind

your own protection. yritten'discloiUre signed by witnesses and presented to a

patent attorney will provide you with some protection until a patent is applied,

for. This is your only protection. 'Copyrights are not applicable to products

And, contrary to some bpinions, patents will not inhibit distribution. It is

rather the opposite in most cases:: If you are to transfer your rights to a

large company, they will not even talk to, you if you don't haVe coverage. On

another point about patents, it is common knowledge that court' resolutions are

very slow and legal maneuvers by attorneys can drag a caSe on for years, but the

attorneys must be paid--by who?

So you think you have a great idea and want to make a.prototype. Have yoU

thought about funding? Who is going to deVelop your device? Detailed research,

is mandatory if a Complikated process is involved. Then, ,with all parameters

developed by the researcher, how do you turn these parameters into hardware?

You need a designer who has knowledge of manufacturing tolerances.

If you are fortunate, you have a large bankroll, work ?in a government-

funded project or have friends willing to batk you. .

4 I

If you are like many, you have to approach a government,agency--with their

myriad of requitements--or your banker. Now you get very depressed. Interest:

ra;es are high. Yout.coldaterafis low and research and manufaaring Coats are

edcalating at such a rate that firm quotes are time-limited. Most lending.

institutions are not speculative and unless you have some track record you stop

here. You may be able to put your savings and/or home up as collateral; however,

most people will feel a little skittish as they want something to "fall back'on."

If you can raise venture capital, be prepared to give away a large portion of

yout ownership.

So you are now able to get money together and get a prototype made for.pro-

duction; You may even have a number of prototypes made and farmed out foreval-

uation and, unless you are an exceptional person, you will have to.foot the bill

for redesign and another evaluation--and so on.

Now you have all the bugs out and your product is ready for manufacturing.

'What investment haCre you made and what return are you expecting? If you are

having someone:else manufacture, what is their cost to finish and package? Does

this include liability insurance? After all,,are you going to pay any suits

that may be aimed at your device? You must be protected 'or your manufacturer
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must be protected as suits are passed on these days to, everyone the attorneys

can lay claim to.,

If- you aregbing to do oYour own manufacturing-you-should_be_prepared_to_______
live without salary for two to three years as a rule -o - thumb. Regardless of

how you are subsidized, you haye to get your money back with interest that at
least equals the return on your savings plus enough to cover inflation. Remem7

ber a large chunk of inflation is due to salary increases and if yoU'are
collecting a salary for yourself, your income must exceed the inflationary rate

to stay ahead. If it doesn't, you-may as well leep your motley in a high-
interest account, bUy oil, gold or energy- related investments and keep your job.

With your own manufacturing there are not only salaries to consider, but

also 'rents, utilitieS, capitalized,equipment, materials, tools,legal and
accounting fees, insurance fees, cars, gasoline, repairs, office equipment,

retiremenj benefits', etc. All this withOut any return from your saleS for at

least two months with today's methods of payment. A small,business doing

$100,000'in sales per year would, we hope, haVe material.costs of less than

$48,000. Usirig that number, this business has to then pay out $4,000 a month

to their suppliers even if they don't turn that material' around immediately.

Let's assume you have gone through all these setbacks'and are now ready

to sell. If,you are making wheelchairs or other regularly-accepted devices you

may. wish to open your doors'and sell directly to the end user. If you elect to

'go thiough a dealer you will lose half your income immediately, assuming'you

sell the same number of devices. This is because the so-called "middle, man"

or dealer may wish to make 100% on his costs; this depends on theitype of

device and his overhead. "

Marketing then becomes a prime consideration. The possibilities are mail

order, direct sales with your own sales force, or through established dealers or

distributors. Mail order seems to be a neat way, with little overhead and no

markup. But, thete is limited exposure when using direct-mail advertising for

mail order, as not everyone reads their-mail, and you cannot always contact the

"buyer."

Direct sales require samples and salespeople with attendant traveling ex-

penses. With dealers or distributors, you are paying for their exposure, adver-

tising, mail-outs, brochures, personnel, etc. You are'competing with 9thei

products purporting to do the same thing and internal conflicts of interest for

dealers result: do we make more by selling this, or the other one? What are

delivery problems. Can one manufacturer drop ship and thus require.low inven-

tory? Will consignment work?

Now that. you have heard all this, I am sure you will all want to rush out

and start selling new products for the handicapped.

It-is very hard to meet all business requiremepts and still make a reason-

able living, especially with a limited marketplace like that for handicapped

people, unless.oo are going to sell throwaway items like mattress covers. The

portion of the market yOu canqapture may be small when you, consider how many

companies are trying to penetrate this particular market and how many competi-

tors have considerably more.money available than you do.

BARRY UNGER: What are the products you're most associated with?

JOHN ROGERS: ;'m sort of a specialist in tissue breakdown prevention, which I

established at Rancho Hospital. I am also known for introducing the concept of

measuring pressure profiles and stopping tissue from breaking down. I'm a
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consultant primarily with a number of physicians now. I just consulted on a new

wheelchair coming out, which I'm exciteciaboilt, and I.-have a'new piece, of dental

equipment I'm working'in. I also have a new matrix tor some orthopedic surgeons.

QUESTION: How do you tind.potential customers?

JOHN ROGERS: Well, that's another problem. You try and get mailing lists.

Some companies make a professiOn.of compiling mailing lists', but they don't

necessarily give you good mailing lists. You really have to have the direct

contact. I think we know of two or three mail order houses that have disabled

per-eons' names.

BARRY UNGER: What is your mode of businegs? Does a doctor contract with yoU to

produce a certain wheelchair or device for a patient?

JOHN ROGERS: Yes, pattly that, yes.

BARRY UNGER: AndiyOu're reimbursed, or allegedly reimbursed, by?

JOHN ROGERS: Bythe doctor. He's got, the money.

VERNON NICKEL: There is one thing you left out that is very important. Why

does anyone want to be independent? You've listed all the negatives, what are

the positives?

- ,

JOHN ROGERS: Being independent.,

"VERNON NICKEL: Right. What else?

JOHN ROGERS: First of all, as an engineer, you have a challenge tO'Sso1*4

problem. This was.primarily my goal. It was a long goal, and you 'haveto'sway

that a little bit with your desirement and your requirement. You've !got to make

money. I am getting to where I should retire, but -I don't have..thatmuch of an

income to be ahleto.do.that.'. I should have -thought about. the mohaspect, and

really pushed the',.type of thing that would i4e....me7the

VERNON NICKEL: There:arella-dvantages:7heOtherthing'Ihit permeabes

through this isthat,it.ieomewhat sintg*naKemoney,Ofr,fiandicippedqseoPle
,That's one of the MOSteVithinggthet,canfiaPpen,::becatipeerytio.Okt467
.
doesn't make,money.iiipeaiffiablutely belly up.,,A;-,$5a0 bil4htsaVe".a person

some months itithelf6lepital, or special cushions afid'things. Through this needs

to permeahew attitude that profit is'the way of life. If you don't make a

profit, nobody gets anything. It's just that simple. ,I think that there ought

to permeate a very positive viewpoint that it's got to be a-profitable business

or there is no business.

BARRY.UNGER: I think one of the key issues is, can you make a profit? Do you

keep ,open competition going in an area? It's open competition that really

assures that the profits are not excessive, and that the best product is winning.

One of the things we're hOpeful for' is that we'te presenting a panel of people

. who are not the consumers, but the producers and yet it,turns out that the pro-

ducers.and the consumers are not all that far apart. -It's not necessarily an

antagonistic relationship. We're dealing with people who are sensitive to the

issues of this field, and the issue of profit is what allows them to do things

that are useful. You don't have your usual dichotomies.
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QUESTION: I have a question for Mr. Rogers. You say you're ready to i.etire;,
and you don't have that .much money. Do you find your.basic business :policy
phangingwith that in mind? _

JOHN ROGERS: Sure.

QUESTION: What do you do differently?

JOHN ROGERS: 'm looking more to savingmoney, and trying to make the business
more profitable; which I should have done in the first place. I wasn't:a:bpai-
nessman, you see; that's one of:the problems you're faced with as an'inVentor:

4

QUESTION: Did you have a problem with other companies using your designs or
stealing parts from it?

JOHN ROGERS: Yes, I've had six companies start out with my ideas, unfortunately;
44. which is a very hard thing to live with. It's the way of life; you:have to

expect that. I guess that's a compliment, but it really does take away your
income. I don't know how you protect' that. I guess you just haVe to keep ahead
pofthe game; coming out with something new all the time. It's very hard. I .

feel a little bitter about it.-
. a

It's not all that bad. If yoU have uniVersityaffiliation or you can get
somebody to subsidize you for a while or you have some associates somewhere;,and
you can interest a big company, you can do it all right, but it's hard.

BARRY UNGER: Thank you OUr next speaker is Martin Frank of Abbey Medical/
Abbey Rents, and he'll continue on this. Introduce yourself a,little bit.

MARTIN FRANK: My name is Martin.Frank. I'm only recently with Abbey Medical:
I spent 31 years as an independent distributor of medical equipment. MuCh Of
what John says is true,. althoUgh the job is not an unsalariedejob. I enjoyed a,

salary of $20 a week for the first five years I was in business, out of which 'I
paid the operating expenses on my car.

I find myself in a defensive position, based upon some commentsJohn made.
I almost-have to go back to basic economics and time-and-place utility.- Ypu
have 'to have profits in order to survive, and I think that you need to recognize
that this is baSically a service and a caring business, both of which are very,
important. . e

In order 'to provide service, you have to have profits, because service is
expensive. You're buying labor'to provide the service. Yowyeally have to care
about what you're doing in this field because you are dealing with the disabled
population. The people do have needs, and the distribution system is very
uneven, as far as its quality is concerned.

I spent 30 years trying to practice what I preached: provide a decent
living for the people who worked for'me, and care about the people who I served
as customers.

There were a lot of pioblens involved in it. I got rid of all the problems
by selling'the business to Abbey Rents last year, and that was really a, momen-
tous time. It'a a fair burden to carry around a business that deals with the
needs of the disabled population. You're always concerned about everything
'being done perfectly.
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The help that,you get at the supply level is not distinguished., S'ome'of

the comments that were made here about the resistance of' 'the entrenched supplier

are ,quitestrue. It takes dynamite to get. change made..

"Hut let me ddress the ptobt. -' . t mto-the market, from

the standpoint of distribution. Ii'is Very, very difficult to do it. It is

very costly. -Part of my presentAob description is to examine all kinds of

products. that have 'merit, and those that do, we select. as a retail distributor

for research,, development, and manufacturing. Our company was very recently

Acquired by 'American Hospital. Supply
Corporation, and their point tf view is

that VeiticaliategratiOn is'pAtt and parcel of this business. If you can't get

-it done in the right way, make it yourself, but 'forthe small, individual entre-

preneUt to take a product through research and development, up through prototype,

and into distribUtion is very costly. That in itself is'not enough, because

you're.having to deal with the additional problem of funding.

Many of the items that are addressed in the material are not funded at the

consumer level. The consumer level is a third-party payer, i.e., an insurance

company, the government, or someone other than the individuaIi. .Unfortimately,

the financial impact of catastrophic illness or injury is enormous'. Somebody

has to pay, and yet we have insurance company policythat says, I,will not pay

for environmental control items. I will not pay for two wheelchairs,'one elec-

tric and one,manual. I will not pay for a wheelchair elevatot that will give

the person:access to an apartment, even though that's the only apartment he or

she can afford.. So we have a.serious problem of government attitude. ,

Thirty years' taught me a lot about costs.. rstarted with $3,000, more-

guts-than brains--and a working wife. A working wife provided the cash flow, that

the family needed to survive. At the end of 30 years we were.doing $1,300,000 a

:yeariand,it was costing. I had to earn $45,000 a. month profit before I took

home nickel.

Iemployed 23-people. The problem of insurance was mentioned. Theravias.:-.,

.a £Lme where my inaUrance, premiums for doing $1,30,000 went from about' $2,000

ito $?21,000'::4,-Yearaiid I'was
essentially being reinsured. The manufactdrers.

that sUpplied-*'IWiih the products ostensibly had,product liability insurance,

but because of:Megcal,:Malpractice problems, we'Werejaced:with anenormous

escalation in inauAnta:.;.

BARRY UNGER: What kind of products were you basically making? ,

-
.

TINkFRANK: We weren't making"products;:we were distributing them. Remember

Wejsecondin line. The manufacturer would bp,first in line, so any lawsuit

that 'l-traced us would be simply a gathering up of'defendants.

-BARRY UNGER: What kind of products were you distributing?

:4- /I

. ,
f N

4 ! 11AR R'AliK:
Wheelchairs, hospital beds, walking aids, wheelchair elevators,

.' .. ramps.; communication devices, all the kinds of things that are necessary I ; *.'4'

41 ^ 4

.. ' ;..,

envirtnmentarcontrols. Many of the products had very little producability ...,,,1

exPosw,-,, yet they were all embraced by thfs very high rate, aboup$18 or 09 a

. tho

,..

r,e

3 1

1

t, ION:, (Even :though you didn't manufactu, only sold, you're still subject

r4,
.

NI'

MARTIOAOK: Oh, yes, you are indeed. You will find the attorneys very-:',

anyone that would have any relationship to a lawsuit

"..".%.v'
r ' ''...

), k #!'
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They will gather you up, and when, you are named in a suit, you can count,on
$25,000 expenditure. You cannot be without product, liability. As A tatter of

( fact, it is one of the first questiOns we ask to a new supplier bringing a prod-
uct,in E6.4ys: 'Do'you have products liability?, Will.you name us as an addi-
tional insured ? "'

1

That's the of'thosekinds of problems that'juat owes out of left field,
You: continue with a prodUcts liability insurafiCe load that you feel is very
modest., add all df a sudden it .goes up 3,000 percent, Making it on one individ-
ual product,,?or even taking the product of government research thrOugh the cycle
to market, is very.difficult to do. You need a whole menu of products. You
need some distribution of

t
risk..

. . ,

Dr. Nickel asked what are Someof the other satisfactiona of butiness life(
One of the other satisfactions is a 70-hour week. Another is bailing.your
employees out of jail when they get drunk; you have to go down and get them out -

at three o'clock in the'morning. Yeti, do have the advantage of being able X0,
tell yourself to go to'hell,-without any downside risk 'in it, but over the
years I've loun that I had to exercise great restraint with a 'number of custom-
ers; thus in a w my customers were my bosses. So even that privilege was
severely restrict d. i1

Being/in bus ness for-yourself is an experienCe. It can be very,
*

very

punishing. It.Canibe very pleasurable.. 'It can be only Stoderately financially'
rewarding, given the economic climate that we I:lave. I made as much investing in
two pieCes of. real estate as I did investing-AI/30 years in this business.

. i

There's been some 'discuSsion about the method of distribution.i" 'How do you

II.

. meet customers ?, How'would you,,obtain mailing ]Lsts? I'll give.yoti the benefit

of a recent promotion we did. We gathered nam s fm.our own mailing list, the
'Abbey Medical organization, and then_ we boughtlnames for several thousand .

dollars from a'Tailing service. We produced w?at T thought was a yery nice
catalog; which we sent out. We lost $50,000 4:!!i it.

.
.

. .

Developing business leads for mailing lists is pretty hard, unless you are .

'zeroed in on a disabled population. I wouldn't .encourage you to do it because
I don't think that yOU.can.buy a list, get out a mailing', and expeCt to have any
great degree Of succeSS'in dealing with .the disabled community.

QUESTION: Was there something wrong with the list?

-14

MARTIN FRANK: Yes, there was'a lot'wrong with it. The only money we made off

40; of Dt was. the customers that we developed ourselves, that. is, our own recent
mailing list. Those that were related to people of 65 and, over, and given zip
code areas, or economic income brackets of the aging population, which is what
we were fbcusing on, produced. nothing in relationship to the cost of the effort.

We spent,ov&$100,000.on it,. and got back maybe $50,000. So if we hadn't

had an agaitional use for the catalog, which was to send out to each of.bueown
customers, it would have been really a minor business disaster.

Carrying accounts receivable, If you,decide to go the retailers route, is
.another extremely difficult problem...In a.business the size which I'liave
described to you. I had over a half a:MIllib011ars in accounts receivable,
most of them government. I had the.. pleasurable experience, of starting up with

a computer, but outgrew' it in two-and-raheif'years That was the time I decided

to sell the business, because another investment was in order, another $50,000 to,

$60,000 for a small businesS computer consistent with my needs.
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4 I
In this'day and age, if yote going to go into retail distribution, a com-

puter is absolutely essenxial. ''You're dealing. 70'percent with third-party

payees, and in order to somehowanage, this enormous paperwork load, you just

have to have a computer.

The computer experience is another delight all by itself. When you start

up, you bleed from everYpore, because every time the computer goes 'down,- you're

out of business4 You run parallel,.and you do all the things they tell you to

4'ao, but there is some iittle tiny component in some massive Lrcuit board that

blows out, and you are down, and the promised response time does not appear.

' So you walk in, in 'the morning, and you see ten long faces of your office

.staff." The computer is down. That's .an experience I wouldn't want any of you

to share, but.it's something that you haye to live with, because being in this

business without a computds impossible.

If I were an inventor- and I had
a creative idea, I'd bring'it to a counter-

'part'in industry that has the resources to take 'it to market. At the same time

I might get a good job offer because companies are often interested In employing

people who are creative thinkers.

1 The risks involved in taking a single product are quite substantial, but

there are companieS like ours that view with a great deal of interest any

prAuct of merit. I am currently, working on some products of that type. TWo

inventors 'came in with a product that I thought had, merit. They were producing

it. They had targeted a retail price of about $70 on it*: viewed it as being

a candidate for a die-casting method. In order to,die-cast a product, the first

figures that have come in to us are $24,000 justfor the dies to run the items.

Nevertheless, we're going to consider doing it We.'.re going to pay them a

royalty, And we're-going to contract with et for engineering, services. So,

many of you who may be sitting on some good deas might want to consider that as

an alternative.

QUESTION: I was looking at a pneumatic sFYitch that I found could be supplied by

a company called Abbey Rents. I think it was about $30. The manufacturer was

Fairchild; I thought it might be less expensive through them. It was $12: 'I

finally found it at Edmonds Scientific on the EaSt Coast, known 'to be a little

expensive, for $3.50.

MARTIN FRANK: Fat child was higher than the .other distributor? Fairchild is

the manufacturer of the witch*. 'The company on the East'Coast either got. them

froth the Midnight Switch Supply; or they"Were ',on auction. You have to under-

stand there is time-and-plaae utility at Abbey Rents', and,that store probably

costs $50;000 a month to operate. So, to talk abobt one product and say it's

812 at one place ana it was $30 at Abbey Rents is not a fair comparison. Abbey

probably bought it from an OEM"who bought it from.Fairchild. So the, $30, switch

probably cost Abbey $18 to $20. The $10 profit is absolutely
essential to put

that store in that location and to stock the store with the switches. You have

to address those things in perapective.

BARRY UNGER:
In'addiffbn, pricing on given items can vary widely. 'Different.

organizations may,use'different
strategies for developing their pricing. They

may be making more profit on one itemthan another.

QUESTION: I thit&.-tfia,ta profit is
necessary; obviously you have to make money

on'the money youA3UtAll to even keep up with inflation. You find me a company

that gives you 50-percent on your money, and they're just breaking°even, with

the cbst'of liVingand,inflation and salarieS..
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JAMES MARSTERS: I thinKyou have to get a factor of 1.3 timeaypur priOe.
then, it's hard to gell'eomeone something and get,30 peicent'beaUse:,the4istrib.
utor marks it up 30 percent, and then-,-the-retaiIe
'a very expensiVe process, and it's very difficuit:when we find gOtebPdYSelling,
something for s4 $12, $14, and another supplier has it for $3.50.

BARRY UNGER: The price of a given.product reflects many things: It reflects
-direCtcosts, indirect costs, the kind of time-and-place utility, and 'the cost
of the sales force. The sales force actually perforns a serviceff reaching
People,.distributing:, and they have to be, paid'.. In addition, insurance has to
be factored in. ,j

nextnext speaker is Dr. James Marsters...

JAMES MARSTERS:. I've had *. own office for 30 years in Pasadena: I was born
:deaf from rubella, or German measles. I don't'wear a hearing aidbecause I.
can't use one.effectively. I,'nf strictly a lip reader, and'I was 'b'rough.up to
learn to:speak and

into
lip and' tryt to cope with the normal world raeWermthanp r.

being.segregated.nto the world of. the-deaf.

Over the years. I've found it frustrating not being able tp.use the tele-
phone, so I adapted the phone to fit Tay needs. One adaptation was taptake an
old hearing aid and splice it into the base of a telephone. Then I wouldgive
he.xeceiver to my friendato tell me what was said. My friend would heari:what
he' person was Saying and silently'tell me. The person at the Other end

wouldn't know I'm deaf and would not become uncomfortable.

A serious problem is. those people who tell le I can't-use U :telephone
because

1
I'm'deaf.: :My peers who are deaf are sometimes worse than.hearing peOple

because, unfortunately, we have so many negative expectations given to us by,-.our
teachers, doctors., and other professionals. We get put down, so we have very,:
few expectations, and I think that's unfOrtunate. The handicap is like a
balloon. You can blow that balloon up or other people tostjikely blow it up
for us. The' balloon becomes so big that people,,can't see us anymore.'

4

I was very aWare-that,mogt deaf people cannot speak intelligibly like I do.
This has not always been So for me. I was very concerned about deaf people not
using the telephone andnq being able to speak intelligibly. So.how can we
take care of: this problem?

I heard of-a deaf physicist, Robert Weitbrecht, whp worked at Stanford
ResearCh Institute. He was an astronomer with two degrees,.whp was frustrated,
because astronomy was discriminating against him despite a lot of wonderful work
he'had done. Stanford Research Institute (now SRI International) existed pri-
kparily by government grants. I heard that this physicist was a pioneer of ham.
radios. I wondered if it was possible for deaf people to use some' ofthe old
teletype equipment that's been used by Western Uhin or the telephone company:
The equipment has been phased out in favor of computer equipment, which-is much
'more expensive and which can't be afforded by.the handicapped people, as'69
percent of the'deafpeople in California:are. on'Welfare.

.
'The telephone seemed to be one of the-'most important devices to potentially

. .. .

improVe.the language of deaf. people. If deaf peoplepan use the teletypeequip-
ment-, they could see the standard way you express yourselves. They emulate your
example, I do the same when I watch you speaking. I might see a word somewhere.
I've never used or pronounced. If I make etistake in pronouncing something, I
hope some of you would have the courage to.put.yoUr hand up and 'say, "No, you
say it this way.".

.

.

.
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I. may,Illake a try and .sayi "Is this right?V and hoPe:ivou will correct :me.

I learn moteqtom Makin mistakes
from fallin :On m :;faoe, ank getting, up again;

0 -

people wl' are afraidTto. make' mistakes,-; And dOn1t, try,' and_ftever. learn anyt ing,

they'll neVerAet. ahead.

I got hold:of Bob: Weithrecht and I. said, "You were ASAO:b*for,belping-,-

the radio hamse teletype equipment over the radio. You were the;11130i:.::-Naw,.

how abdut making:aoMerbing. tahe;p the 'deaf people use teletype:eqUiOnietitOlier,.

A the telephone 'aa!wellti.oiter the radio and other ways?"

. , .

Sowe began. We also had the !assistance of
another..iAna deaf man, Andrew r-

Saks, who is ..an industrial manager.

. , ,

three of us. Started a buSinesa Called:the Applied CommunicatiOnS Corpor-

ation

.

in a garage. There 'are many busineases started in a .garage.

t

went to the Amierican:Iglephond &
Telegraph Company in New York and they

called us into the office with the corporate lawyers and some, top people, and

demonstrated the:equipment to them::: They couldn't believe it They were amazed:

We asked them if they would provide us with teletype equipment. They said,. "Yes.,

we will, if you wfll use the dataphone lineS." .

1

4 '

said, ',Thank y011, gentlemen,' but, we-,uannot accept, your of fer "'; The,

lawyer said, 14";p9,:: you, realize that represents million :dollars worth :x;E::,equip-

mentr I said, "Yes, bUt what good is it? I?o you have a.tiataphone,':Iihe in 'a

telephone' booth? tip.. Does yoUi Imother -in-lawhave :one at home ?'-Do you have

one? No Then why push this on the deaf people who can't afford '3.t? . The data-

phone, lines are much too expensive."

I .

They. said,-. "We're sorryrbut we have
the antitrust 'suit against us. If We

give you permission to use.fhis,equipMent 'on our telephone lines, we Will have

to open the door to everybody to put everything they want on our telephone lines.

I'm sorry."
,,,.

-,
,T.said:,.'.',"WWit. do you propose we deV,71:14T .

paid; "Well, you 'do What; you

can,` but away from our datapheneAene .1'
.5,...

i-,',.:::.; .: -

.

,

.

"''So lief4id that. We bcrught ',equipment: and we developed the'
,
device from the

::,:

grass roots:_"

Now just because yoti.nia e a better mousetrap OpeWt 'mean the
people are

goini to want that new mouse p. It's scary to:. try new things. I don't like

to trY, new things sometimes. Youl:have to sell me something. .We call that -mar-

keting. had to.eduCate the people.' .
.

Now deaf people and their parents. and 'prOfessionaL people very.,Of ten have

a block. They say, "Don't try to tell me I can-use the telephone: I'm deaf,

that's,it." We had to get in there and work at it." You had to keep encouraging

them. I saw a lot of h6sitancy because many 'people didn't want to' expose their

poor 'language.

We' had to tell them, "Look, my language is terrible. I had to learn too."

Gradually, I Aeveloped my language by using ite. Don't you want to talk to your

friends?" Marketing is hard work; the . adverpiging, ,the traveling, the conven-

tions,'. the meetings. That's why I'd rather pay so much more for a product.

.

We have over a hundred thousand
of:our units around the world now. Our

company had to go into London and, set up a full-time office there to help tile

deaf people break thiough the post office. and 'get a license. :We had to pay for

that because the deaf people over there couldn1t do it We gave them, the time

and expenses. It cost us a .lot of money, but we ttrnsd it over to them'f or free.



.
. .

out
...

Now you probably are wondering if we made anY money -pf.this? Na.,.. We' ,

are. involved in it emotionally an ego things! :. ' ,
..

Meanwhile, we have mnre than ten dompetitors.who've come onstream%- We have
° patent, but the-people who make the most money on.patents are patent lawyers.
It costs a minimum of :100,00,0, to' Suesomebody .thrOugh the patent courts. The.

' government won' t. do ,,apy.khing fp.r :you. All they do is give you a patent, but
they will not proteCi:::yoii-You .have .La

. The question is, Still:14e use .thev.$1:00,00 to:research and develop 'new'
products or would .0ie:be:!better to. go after :.A1 e competitors? We wantto see

oour product
4

I- 'think the ,companies can exist without goVeinwpt funding, I think We're ,
going ,to have to with thg big cutbacks. We haVe.'.to besmai-ter and manage an
plan better. I realize we tan' toodp everything

,

We should divide it up; some of us ate better. atMinakementl
better at working withnlur hands and putting things toge.ther; some are better at
getting the 'money:- and others, are betteriat selling. .1::,.think..we.,need:te ettah
kish a central group of handie*edpeople?who tould binatIt:.On specifiC..needs:
Not billy would the busirieSs benefitbuCtiie,banOicap094 00.t.SOn :isioUld Also gdip
a sense' of pride.

. .

I am mostly concerned 'about;'..deVices to be used by the...Widest .,majority 'of .

the handicapped group . If I had :the amount of time that it take'Std,' develop. a
specialized' deviefor just one person, I would take that. timie...:4ria_4,end it on
a deviCe- that Will/ help a hundred to ,a thousand or . ten thouSand!people

There are new devices: coming .onstreaM for the deaf., We nOw:..ue:,computer
'equipment. We may' useoutside people_ and devices that they have already deyel-
pped. We changed dour equipment so,that.cOmputer, equipmant will Work::OVer the
telephone,. for the 'deaf

Also I want .t7'use the:e6iPMerkwhereby tile,seCretary sits down with
.keybOard:on-her .lap' and types away atl,w`hat'S ;being said. . It° doesn't have Ea; !be'

yerisatiM, irepetitiOns , or! red undan t . The:teieVisi* ierdeh shows the deaf
.

,:..)*OPIej,What..:sbeipg. said, This device 'is alSOIbenefiCial to a' hearing person
whO! dozes.: of duringa. conversation.

There's agMail.:,iarinter that's very quiet.The printer is 80r'-columns wide,
which means 80 characIers or more It prints out :What: the*. secretiy-ia typing . ,

She doesn't have to use .her notes and the chairman':afthe*hoard or the officers
can refer to' what was said right there;' theY can walkOut With.tOples, ; .

The most important pointis that I have to think, not only -bililyseii'; but
,

of other people. How it in terMs°of other people, not just met--.' It's

more Iike/Y-ta get. somewhere...

I think I have said enough. for .now.,..Any questions?'_

°

QUESTION: Does your, equipment pse- thre...AII or Baudot system or both?
;

JAMES MARSTERS': Our epipment'-does %use the- ASCII code for computetsUtip.
. . , . ,

' goes through a modem, black, boc, that converts it to Eaudot codei!fOrthedeaf.
ASCII iSan overkilifOr communicative purpose's. I think there' is :#:,trerdendOus

demand for BdUdot equipment. '`ASCII has. more characters available, and mire.
functions you can do with it "it's more flexible, but it's an overkil8audot
is more Tellable, as it uses a prorated transmission and you. are. less likely. to

lose the information in the garble. With ASCII you do lose a lot More..



BARRY UNGEB: l.:/ant

short on tameso.jnste
',Mr. George ChandleL

-1.1Arsters' for that. We're running*a little -

ore questions right now; why don't we go on:ta

GBORWCHAOLER4 Just a little word about my baCkgrOund. I'm the distridt.dir-.

ectOof;theSMall Business Administration, Sap Diego Diatriet. This.district

incltidea
conrities-Imperial County, Riverside County; and. San Diego County.

oN .

4My joh:stag ry.ed in January of this year. 7

:,PreVioUSto that I was with the National Aeronautit and',°FpaCe Administration

,headquarters in Washington for About 17 years, Apollo and'Gemini before that,:

and SkYlAbter a bit.' Most recently I was the director of the Scientific and !

TechniCafinformation Office.' 0Ve were asisteroffice to the TechnologY.Utili.,

zat:ion-;00iieWhich I noticed was written,Up'en one':Of the recent letters as.

haV4.nk..deYeioAd,-or Contributed,; through some sPonsoring organizations, to the
. . ,

(1eVelopmenof:vome utilities for the handicapped.
-.

.

Lek;me.saY".Alittle about the7Sma Business Administration. We're:a

federallyMandated organization withabout80 district offices throughout, the

cdUntry..Our.primary:goal tO,help 'businesses get started or:bellibusineases.

that are'started to survive and prosper, and we do that through; about four:!dif-,
-

fetent Aograis.0
-

.

ese programs are deliVdred ro,MinOrity, majority, disadvantaged and non-

.tlisadvAntaged people: The only criterion is that the busineases. are small.

.

-

:
The definition of a amall4buSiness is. one that is mostly'Independently

owned and not dOminant'in,its field.0 in the United States there.are around 13

millipp businesses, aside from the farming induatries*.0f,those.13 million,

around 12.8 Million are:small businesses. Those'small h'usinessedemploy.roughly:

half of thework. force inthe00.40 States and put oUtapproxiffiatelY

less otharilialf-of the goOds'andvaervices
o°

The four,programs`thst we Provide'4reach One of our offices are the
A

Management Assistance PrograML.the-.nnancial
AssiatancaProgram, the Procurement

As.sistance PrograM4:,and the
AdVOeitby'.:43rograM. .Theae ',services are Provided free

of charge:, '
1/4

_Upwarda of 90 percent of the businsaaesiat-faWdO.:Ao:because of inade-

quate ManageMeot,expertiSeAnd/or experience: ,-The,ManageMentkasiatande.PrOgram.

tries to assist companies in various management tethrOxine.S...':14ave.tnnnselorp,

at each'7ort:-ofOuroffiCes-and we have'counseMing'Officea'tfiroughout-Our.whole.
distriCrygoAly-.at the Chamber of CoMmerce buildingsjn the cities. In our

district, we'/.0''gabout seven counseling offices; in addition tothe one that

1-haVe.!ifibOowiltewn in my office. :

These arerypicalIY:.rUn'by.peopI6 irCour SCORE program. SCORE' is the

Seni1COrpa of Retired Ex,eqtives.' These.
are people who have/been:successful

ineasmen themselves in ;various capacities, and have retired;-batliaVe

` dOnated'iheir services toitis:,; They work without pay, but if they have tO,*travel,

!tco01111seling site, we pay.:for traveling expenses. They provide counseling

services in our offices or in these SCORE counseling. offices in the'. VariOus",-:.

ChaMberof C mmerce buildings, but they elso_provide .tounseling at the'hUsinesvm

itself The !1.1go out and work with the clients at the business.

f.theyTllad.prOVide..wotkAhops periodically. Workshops are AbOut.eyery,

weeks.;'and 'focus on the requirements or skills neteSsary to: go inte'littsinestor.

to keepa.:,bbsineSaaliye::And. prOspering. TheycOVer.accoUnting,:finance'-Market-

ing, management contrOlcost Control;yanCa'n'ii4er:,Ofotberfacersthat
are

necessary for a'busineis'tn operate.





.;

The Financial As'aiatance program is avided'into basically.three parts.
Firit*,,pf,all, we help businesses find financial;assistance through a bank, we
help establish a banking relationship,'and, where necessary, we help.with the
pre0Ailition of financial statements. ,,,A. ,.

1. .
. ,

If Elie business can't get a loan from thOlank directly:o.then we help them
geta guaranteed loan; where the government, throgh the Small'Business Adminis
tration, actually guarantees up t4790percent of. the loan from the bank. The
guarantee makes'the bank far mor,Cihterested inMaking the loani a business
is financially marginal. If ttre,:hank is still unwilling to make a loan even on
the guaranteed basis, then,ve haYe a direct lending program where We actually '

loan the Money. directly, ourselves. d
.'4 ..

I .
. .

There are some additiOnal features'of the direetprOgram, such as some
imciPes,..Y6hat is9set aside for particular situations, one:of which is what we call

,.. . ,
,od.pAL program._ HAL refersto the Handicapped. Lending Program. The HAL pro-
Itamis diyided intd'twO parts. 041e:As t eHandicapped Lending Ptogram for

ft

sheltered workshops. The sheltetePabrk'' Ops must be non-profit and are organ-
ized to:produce pr9ducts and services byati least:75 percent'handicapped people.
The maximum amount of'thar'loan, orrharOaSsis4nce,..umuld be $100,000, with a
low,interest rate. It can be Used for king capital

1

, marketing, construction:,,
.

. vand other such areas. *,,, ..
,

. .. .

:?*!:;;;;

Unfo.ttunately, due to the budgetary aqueele thadhasOCCurred since the new "''
. ...
.-

administration, this program has dried up for this fiscal:year (through Septem-
ber 1981), and,we do not know where it will stand for

,

a

ne
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,, ..

, , .

This is not t sAy',that our,:vhble.;program is affected. If there is no
,

. money in the Handicappe.d:lending=Psog.tam, the people who would normally qualify
for it would simply go.liiro one of':'-dUrother programs, suchas the guaranteed
program or the other-features of our direct program.

...,,.s.

The second part* our Handicapped Lending Pro am, for which there are

',f,; currently no funds.fterfie remainder of this year, is for acquiring an indepen-
,

, *

dent business,0 for-prpfir:individual business, or starting up such a business.
The funds can be used=-'f-or working capital, machinery, debt, construction, .ps',4..
;',e'll-'4as purchasing a business.

,

The period for these loans, and for the other,loans in our program is,::,
seven years fOr working capital, ten years faillma'chinery, and 20 years for real

,

estate:' It'-*. ;.%.,-

vr:!

QUESTION: What's the maximum a business., could borrow throughhe Handicapped
. .

,-Lending Program? 4 ,

GEORGE CHANOLE.R.:" FOr both HAL 1 and'HAL 2 the maximum is $100,000, and the

interest rate is low. Up to nowrhe interest has been something :ha the order of

3 percent.

Again, I don't know what's going to happen next year, but I can give you an

44ea. They're thinking of taking our direce1ending program, which has 9-3/4
',Perdett interest and moving that .up to market rates, which would be 17, 18 or 19

percent. .Then there wouldn4t beApy edge. I don't know what will happen with

the Handicapped Lending Program:*

.
SAW& UNGEFi,om what I hear yOU,saying, a person doesn't, have to have a par-

.
ticular backgrOnd tautilize'the:MAnagement.assiatance or to attend the work-

shops on various-areas. J
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GEORGE CHANDLER: 'Right.

, ,

BARRY UNGER. Although .the're's aproblem with the loans, one could, still get

free management counseling aWd advice on starting things?
4";

".:

GEORGE CHANDLER: There,are no proVlems with the direct arid the guaranteed

program.. We dOn't.haVe any particuaar,restrictiong right now.

.

BARRY UNGER: Who would people contact.whosWant to use SBA servicas. :terms of

either management 'assistance
and,.qounseling services, or who want .tOJriquire.

.about their personal.situation and,the type of loari that wauld be.apprOpriate?

GEORGE CHANDLER: Here in San Diego, the number is 293-5430. .There is a bro-.

chure Whieh:has the phone number for every district office';in the country,Also

that depending. upon-where.you're located, you can call the app-ropriate one.,

If the request'is for management
assistance, we'would have a SCORE cowl-

,
selor talk with you and set up an. appointment with you, either at our offidte or

yOur place of business. If the problem 'concerns financial agsistance,' we

..k4oUld.direct- you to one of our loan officers who could chat with.yOu and either

'-steer you to a bank or perhaps help.directlY.

Let me just briefly wrap up. The final two parts of the progrA are the

Procurement AssAstance, where we provide assistance in gettilig contracts with

the federal government or even with:state and local governments. We'Ve had some

procurement conferences. W're hiving one i.U.August and another one in Septem-

ber that we're cosponsoring With the Chamber of Commerce and 41th'the Congresd

Men in the area.:

One feature.of this is an 8A Program, which 1.41, actually a paragraph under .

our enacting'legislation where the socially andeConomically disadvantaged

organizations cah-be reviewed, placed in the prpgram, and then given assistance

in direct contracts With the federal government.

..

.

.. . .;

f.; ,
.

. .

We attempt to advocate on the part of small bUsiness. We've got a couple

of new,regulatons which we've helped get passed this year on the federal level,

'a'nd s I understand lt, tha!etate ofCalifornia is just about to pass one - -a

Regulatory Flexibility Act,'where any new regulation which would impact on small

business must get the Small
Business,,Administration's approval before implemen-

tatl.on: As for'anyexiAting regulatIons which impinge upon your ability to do

business, we would go tobat with you,
hopefully to try to figure out a way with

the sponsoring agency to work a way around.it if pdssible.

BARRY UNGERi'I also wanted to mention that the SBA.has-many free documents and

booklets, written by top-potch people in the field. You name the topic, whether

it's doing your budget or writing a busiriess plan,-and the SBA probably has At.

These supplement their workshops,
which are perhaps one of the greatest re-,

sources they offer. You just pick and choose.
the materials you want to read.

.

40VERNONNICKELi. I have one .question.
:There aretwo types of businesses that

'you're talking.about. One is businespes Of any type for. handicapped individuals

right?.

GEORGE CHANDLER: Right.

. .

VERNON NICKEL: The other, also legislated.but not yet in effect, lis small

business.support.for those businesses to help therridicapped. The businessMen
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mayor may not be handicapped. Is there such legislation in effect whereprior
ity is set for thOss businesses that want to help the handicapped, whether or,

onot the businessman himself is or is not handicapped?
4

GEORGE CHANDLER: not spre.

40

VERNON NICKEL: I heard there were some Congressional hearings and the words
used were, "Small, businesses flaunted the will of Congress." To my knowledge
there is legislation to supports on a priority basis, businesses that will help
the handicapped.

GEORGE CHANDLER: If I had anything to do with it,'I would certainly give an
edge to one that was trying to help the handicapped.

BARRY UNGER: I believe Dr. Nickel is, incidentally, cOrrect on this in terms of
legislation, which points out that legislation is nothing .if it doesn't have
money appropriated behind it,

VERNON NICKEL: It wasn't just money.' This was in hearings of Mr:101in Teague,
who's,Very interested in tHis particular subject. He was very, very hostile to
some of the bureaucrats who he felt had directly and probably. criminally
flaunted the will of Congres's.

o of
I'd like to make a comment. A lot of money has been-spent for research for

devices, and for ideas,. yet there has not been implemented'any.Way of getting
this into the marketplace. That's one of:the biggest lacks. The VA has a
systeM that has been inoperable now. for about 20 years,

BARRY UNGER: Iyould guess, from what Dr. Nickel is saying, that one way in
which progress ca be achieved in this area, if these laws are on the books, is .

through aggressive implementation. Handicapped consumer organizations must lean
on Congress or-whOever else to make sure these laws are implemented.

I'd, like to thank all our panelists.

/

1
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Carolyn L. wash

Psychological Aspects of Rehabilitation
Engineering

Background

In order to understand why certain
consumers accept or refuse to accept

technological aids, it is necessary to first understand whether, how, and how

well they accept their disabilities. -In the most obvious cases, people who are

inwardly convinced that they are going to walk, see, hear, or whatever again will

have little interest in devices they are sure won't be needed as soon as their

cures take place. People who entertain such beliefs are not as easy to identify,

as you might think, because they have been "punished" fors them--by ridicule,

somber -faced lectures, and angry denunciations cif their unrealistic attitudes- -

long enough to "go underground" andikeep such hopes to themselves. They will

play the games of evaluation, fitting, testing, and so forth, but when, the games

are over, they-will not use the devices. In fact, they may hide them, because

their presence challenges dearly-held beliefs and threatens to.catapult them

into depression.

Beyond this extreme situation, the issues become more subtle.. In the first?

place, the phrase "acceptance of disability" has become cliche, and, like most.

cliches, it means whatever the user wants,it to mean and, quitellikely, something

else to the listener. I described what I meant byit in 1975--and made reference

to.accepting the facts that I would never again hear whistles when I walked, or

go dancing, or ride in a horse show, or go, to the bathroom by myself.

Four years after that was written, it turned out that even though I.still

couldn't walk, dance, or ride'horses; I,could go to the bathroOm by myself--

thanks to rehabilitation engineering. The insightful recombination of very old

technolOgy--an I-beam, a chain drive, a hoist, an
electronic control box, plus

three strong fabric straps--made
it Possible for me to go to the bathroom with-

out someone around to lift me for the first time'in twenty-eight years. The lift

was invented by another postpolio quadriplegic who wanted to be independent of

other people in toilet and bed transfer.

What were the advantages to me?' Very practical ones, of course. I no

longer needed to have an attendant who would be available during the day to help

with toilet transfers. I could hire a hoUsekeeper without concern for whether

she was strong enough to lift me, and could be very flexible about working hours.

Since' my assistants live in a guest house on
our property, it is very nice to be ;

free to select mainly on the basis of personal. compatibility. Also, I no longer

had to place constraints on my
husband's time away from home during. evenings and

weekends, when my attendant was off duty, or restrict fluid' intake--a practice
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not known for its health advantages. But the most significant, even startling,
change was the fact that my dreams changed dramatically within less than two weeks.
For twenty -eight years, ten to fifteen percent of my dreams contained some form

° of symbolism of my dependency pn others for this basic biological function that
we are strenuously programmed to control, without error, from the earliest months
of life. Although conscio_usly,_I accepted this dependency with good nature, my
dreams showed that it was not a comfortable' state of affairs at those deeper
levels of consciousness referred to as the "unconscious."

.Note that I made reference to the inventor's desire to reduce his dependency
on other people - -not that he envisioned reducing his dependency, period. Para-
lyzed people like him and me can expect to be dependent on either people or
machines for a number of essential functions. And the more varied you want your
life experience to be, the greater thenumber of such dependencies you may create.
However, one does not tend to feel embarrassed about "bothering" a machine to
lift one onto tI4 toilet three times in an hour when the flu bug bites, nor a .

"burden" over the years for continually asking, "Will you please...this," "Would
you please..,.that." To be dependent on a machine that one can operate without
help, and which works reliably, feels as respectable and self-sufficient as
"everyman.'.s" reliance on electric shavers, automobiles, processors, and the

11.
myriacother time- and labor-saving devices on which peop in-general have grown
dependent. .

.. _

,

*
The lift was not the first time rehabilitation engineering caused a cata-

clyamic change in the degree of my psychological Well-bei . Fifteen years ear-

lier, my first motorized wheelchair made an even more.sig ficant difference.

From late 1958 to early 1961, I served a psychological int reship at Rancho Los
Amigos Hospital. At that time, motorized wheelchairs were spurned there, as a
matter of rehabilitation philosophy. It was considered b tter to encourage
Patients (and disabled psychological interns) to wheel manual chairs, not only
for the exercise; a'value Was placed on independence from electronic devices.
That was fine with me. There was no way I wanteti one of those weird-looking,
cumbersome contraptions that made their users'seem even more disabled than they
were. .

To add perspective to this "case example," I had totally abjured learning
to wheel my chair throughout my undergraduate school years becauge I felt a
helpless, serene, feminine image would serve me better than a struggling, inde-
pendent, sexually-neutral one. It did, until I started my internship. Then I
found it necessary to get a pne-arm drive, manual chair which I could propel to

do ward rounds and see patients spread over a huge; one-story hospital. I was

willing, then, to'give up the "serene" image for a "struggling" one because:
a) I had. accomplished what I needed the former for -- hooking a good man, and
b)'I now had d.different lifetask before me--hooking a good job--and to that, in-
dependent mobility was essential. This is a very important point.to keep in mind
when trying to predict 9hether.a consumer will. use'a device (or understand why
she or he didn't). 'How does the device fit into the life tasks the consumer
sees as important?

When I returned to Ranchoto take a staff po4tion in 1963, I found a revo-
lutionhad taken place with respect to motorized wheelchair philosophy. They

were now being strongly recommended for anyone with a significant degree of arm
weakness.' The memory of how exhausting ward rounds had been with a manual chair
eliminated any traces of resistance to the idea, along with role modeling pro
vided by a minimally disabled physician who was, by then, using one to save het
time and energy.

.

I have just finished writing a textbook on The Psychology of Disability.
The impact of rehabilitation engineering on the users of its products is cited
in nearly all of the fourteen chapters. This reflects my view'of its importanCe

in virtually all aspects of life 'performance: surviving and living independently,
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:getting educated and working, enjoying leisure time and frAepdships, maintaining

a home and family love relationships, even transcending disablement - -or trans-

forming it into a positiVe experience.

Rehabilitation engineering is One of two non-psychological phenomena repeat-

edly:Cited as having powerful influence'on the
psychological well-being of, dis-

abled people'. The other is the civil and human rights movement, which has begun

to acknowledge that disabled people have been denied theiY constitutional rights

since the constitution was written, 'and has also begun the long, arduous process

of.trying to correct that. If there' anything that can erode your good feelings

about yourself and the world, it's being stripped of your self-evident, inalien7

able rights. Psychophysiological research dating back to the fifties (e.g.,

Richter, 1956) has clearly,demonstrated
that the sense of helplessness,. or power-

lessness,'to influence yoUi 64n destiny, can not only depress, it can kill. It

caused millions of Jews to walk, knowingly, to their own executions; it contin-

ues to cause "voodoo" and unexpected, surgery deaths; and it caused the widely-

publitized suicide of Lyn Thompson--in conjunction with anti-humane Social Secur-

ity Administration procedures which
she believed would force her into a custodial.

institution.

The civil/human riglitsMovement and rehabilitation engineering, technology

are advancing--in
parallelttoreturn the power to the people; in thiscase,

disabled people. Some iMportani changes are also happening in psychological

service tethniques,'suchae.:ther use of peer providers, and the influence of the

holistic health/human poteniial:development movement on rehabilitation.psychology.

However, and this may seeM aireaaherous statement from a psychologist, the

advances in civil rightslegiSlation and the.technological solution of disability-

related problems, strike* as more important influences on improving the psycho -

logical status of disabled individuals! George Hohmann, a-rehabilitation psychol-

ogist who became paraplegic during World War II,.indicates, "Being disabled just,

isn't as depressing as it was when I was first injured." The reasons he cites

have to do with advances in medical science, technological development, and

protective legislation -- not
psychological methods for helping;, disabled

people accept their,handicapped status.

The point is thi:S. Equal protection under the law and' appropriate

tions of technology can reduce, the handicapping effects of disability:', Why:

counsel people to accept what can be resolved? Remember the Alcoholita Anonymous

maxim, "Got grant me the courage to change what I can, the serenity to accept

what I cannot change, and the wisdom to know.the difference." Legal advocates

and rehabilitation engineers play their roles in concert with the first clause--

changing what can be changed. After this has been accomplished, the psychologists

play their roles in attending to the second clause -- helping people accept whatever

residuals, at a given point in state-of-the-ait development, are'impervious to

change. Both, working together and with the disabled people involved, must con-

tinually attend to the third clause--knowing when to attempt change (through

technological applications) and when to promote acceptance of the way things are.

Another way of looking at it is that disabilities--which are unchanging givens- -

must be accepted. Handicapping effects.of disabilities, which can sometimes be

resolved through the'right mixes of inner and outer resources (e.g., motivation

plus feasible technology)--should
be rejected until the evidence is clear that

no resolution is possible. If and when that happens, handicaps, too, must be

accepted, serenely, if a secondary
emotional disability is to be avoided.

Just as technology has advanced, so has the psychology of re litation

engineering. Fifteen years ago, I was inelined to promote the d vel pment of

accessible cars over accessible vans in the interest of "normalizati n." That is,

nondisabled people tend to use cars,-not vans, and "Ironsides"lians seemed to

heighten the visibility of differences between "trips" and "waiicies.", It seemed --

valuable, then, to minimize the visible differences in order to.minimize the

social distance between disabled and nondisabled-7even at some expense to
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functionality. In'other words, the functionality of appearing more "normal"
seemed as important as maximizing physical independence.

Today, any inclination to promote cars over vans relates to gas mileage, not
normalization. Some renegades, myself included, have even come to abjure the
concept of "normalization" as refuting the growth catalyzing, positive aspects
of being different. We regret the time and energy that went into trying to help
(spelled f-o-r-c-e) disabled people to look as normal as possible, and the pain
that resulted from such futile, misguided efforts. The learning process has been

a slow one. Only five years ago, in speaking to a group assembled at Rancho Los
Amigos Hospital (Vash, 1975b), I made a stronger case for attending to cosmetic
aspects of continually-uied devices than I would today. Because of our improving
political status, disabled people are less dependent now on being found "accep-
table" by others in order to get some fun out of life. We are now more inclined
to "do our own things," however peculiarly we have to do them, because the "move-
ment" has allowed more of us to become task-oriented (oriented toward self
actual4zation) rather than ego-oriented (oriented toward attaining some minimal
level of self esteem .

This does not mean, however, that cosmetics no longer matter. The human

potential development movement has led people, generally, to be more concerned
about doing their own things arit, concommitantly, to be less emotionally depen-
dent'on others, less needful of external"strokea." Still, it has not harbingered

the collapse of the cosmetic.industry. Nor has it altered vQluminQus research
findings -that physical beauty is an extremely powerful predictor of personal
success.' Looks still }hatter mightily. What haS changed is disabled people's

reactions. to cosmetic issues. They are more practical and realistic, less
."neUrotic" if you will, than they were even five years ago. The balance point
.tiepae'en.;:accepting an unaesthetic device because of its functionality, versus

../1r,pje'c'ting.it:becaust of its social liabilities, has shifted toward practical

1,CInCiiopailty. The rehabilitation engineer who can maximize functional practi-
*" "calityari4,at the same time; minimize social liabilities, will serve the Con-

umer. well

.wWork

The Mdsp.freqqent::pUrde of consternation I hear about, from rehabilitation
engineers, is rejectioriT'Of devices by consumers--either outright refusal to accept
and use them, or polite acceptance followed by immediate or gradual non-utilization.
Ws disappointing, frustrating, and irritating when it happens--after '

months, or maybe even years of effort to produce something that will help an0;e
appreciated-7and some ungrateful soul won't try to work with you to de-bug
it has problems, or just use it if it doesn't. I'll take several steps to try:.y

to place this unpleasant turn of events tp perspective.

First,'it may help to realize that the designers and manufacturers are simply
in the'same boat with rehabilitation providers. That is, unlike most people who

produce products and deliver servides, they are working-with clients who,.gener-
ally, are not ecstatic about being their customers. To give you,- quite literally,

a feeling for what some customers may be going through, the following passage, .

froth a paper on the topic, of denial versus acknowledgement of disability, is
offered:

. ,

I was depressed. Noploomy Cue on the'outside, I smiled and smiled

and smiled...another form of- denial. But on the inside--such'self
,loathing,-such world weariness, such cosmic' depression as few are priv-

ileged to experience. I'd wake.up and looklacross the room at my wheel7

chair and the hydraulic lift used to put.me"'in it and think, "No: No

,human being was ever meant to'be like thiS...a useless blob of protoplasm
that has to be moved from one place to another with a crane.
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!:TIenty,eiglit,,y,sais later, everyone who came into the house would bedragged
, back to the ,thastele bathroom to view the new "potty machine" because I was giddy

and :abiint'lf,,'Sndi no longer equated my need for such with being "a useless
'.blob.of,TirotOplas0.1!, Twentyeight years ago, had my wonderful lift been proffered,
I,,PrObablYWOuid,,bave'Smiled and said, "Oh yes,, that, would be very nice," and
thansried arYSelf.:tp, sleep over it for a month. And I would have tried every
trick in; the &kik to avoid using it for the simple expediency of trying to protect
ryselt.frinlicinitemplatin,g suicide. By the time it was proffered, I had been wish-
lug isomeohe Woad, invSnt such a thing for nearly ten years. I was ready for it...

psychologically.

Acceptance of Disability

Acceptanp:e of, aisabi/ity is, perhaps, the most critical, single variable.
', inflUencing ?user' aceelitance of devides. It is related to such factors as: time

sinta ohaet, 'general: emotional stability or mental health, the extent to which

pre-disability 3.i.festyle and .preferences were disrupted by 'disablement, the amount
add 4.ality' of ,interpersonal support available from family and friends, the sta-
4411.6, Of the disabling condition itself, and the presence or absence of a reason-

,ablV.:welltformUlated philosophy of., life into which the disability experience can
be +integrated-I-giving it purpose and meaning. Obviously, with so many causal
con4.iiPtig--Snd. there re many more than I have' mentioned--the relationships are
never simple.. The eau al conditions interact so that one can never say, for

'eXample, '"Ah41'This person is only three months post onset, and therefore must

not lave adeezted his disability yet! ". He just might be one who is 'very philo-
..a0phiCally inclined and is serenely trying to understand God's purpose in bring-

:ing';him'disability so that he can make the best spiritual use of the experience.

ii ACCaptance of disability affects whether a person will be interested in any
.cievi9eS,. Or in appropriate ones. As noted earlier, one form of denial may lead

, to',ttalo .teeetion of devices sineethey would be wasted after "the cure." A
:,less, primitive form may lead to demands ftpr deVices that will do the impossible

''", snd'be'inVisible, because. while the disaVlement itself is ;:ecognized as real and

l'iirrnA Aani,,;its implicationsare Considered intolerable.

Motivation .

. .

at, ..,TkiiS'opic encompabsea a multit of interrelated phenomena which I will
tempt to untangle acid, present coher ly for the task at hand./

, V , ' '

:... First;''let ' a. diapende AO they Straw man':.'issue of the unmotd:Vatego;Client .

If .:thsCliant,liyes',' she'''O'r;liq, lit*, motiiiiAed. When professionalsdaClare.,alients,
pat).:enta; StUdents,, etc., 'Hun vated,';'What' bbSy mean is, "Theii.a:':rniit:,'rao tiVated

,

t'o pl4Y my Said my way.". The : .pu cOnipary ie that they are motivated, blit

..t6'.do'. something else.' The :pro .1.siSiOnal a ..responsibilify is to fi.gure out what
It'hat'1...s. and gear rehabiliratio'npIanning,'to;:t:t:: ., '..*' ',` ,*

3(3:give you a concrete,eXarlefrOn nix;*St". familiar 'case stUdjr: when I

.ejected hand rims on my fiiii.:,.wHeelCbaii,.. Manik,",reliabiliitat'lon profesdionals would

:;have'. 'taken that as clear 'evidencel that,1 was`. not ,'r'eallY,;:motiVate to rehabilitate
';myself. Nothing could have beeiii.fUrtherfrom''the'iruth., I bad thOUgh it all out._ ,

;and-reached what seemed the 1:esrlecisi.,*oti -iii:41:ai,6C:,iiii,, specific, life goals at
..,' that , tire: l'io hand. rims because "a);' it;ey :i.xiiictiOit.,tii- '.the 'distracting clutter of
,;,.'.t4e. Wheelchair and I wanted peep1S,:eSpeed,gclly4peni,,:tO,see 'Irv, and, b),,they would

; , suggest that I could propel my :Own ,Chair;.Wic.b:tiOniCinterfere with ,the serene, ..?
helpless, graceful image I intended.' to project. ':= 01,:e A ,folc voi,c±liiy: ka:13 I 'unmo-:

t'ivated. This points toward three fliterrelad:aafeetS.:Of'..motT.VatiOn .tii. Consider:

;'energy level, depression, and goal direeteanesio. 4",.... '!. .;!', ''',...';',. .,.. :',%. ',..:!, ,S, i,

..

1?eople with low energy levels, or ChrdnicallYlOvi;A:eVeli.,.bf -S:dtiiatien 'are ...

;somatires considered "poorly motivated:?!:, TheY22,diir!t:4O-';qa'1,itiiCii',,deiii!"01rito
, .
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think or care as much, as people with high energy levels. They probably want as
much as anyone, but for varied psychophysiological reasons, they don't have as
much energy to go after 1ft. In a way, the central Aim of the holistic health/
human potential development movement is to help people enhance their energy'levels.
Such attention may be needed when clients appear to be "poorly motivated" in the
sense of having generally less zest for life than-you suspect they could have.,

One of the most important psychophysiological reasons for low energy is
depression sometimes considered allatural reaction to catastrophic disablement.
Temporary sorrow; grief, sadness, mourning,. yes; but depression indicates that
the natural reactions have gotten obt'of hand. Depression isn't a primary reac-
tion of extreme sadness, it's a secondary reaction wherein an accumulation of
anger is transformed into something that looks like sadness-,-becauserof the slow
ing of thought and behavior, loss of humor, and depletion of energy reserves.
Energy isn't lacking in this case, it is being 'used up-,-sometimes..ehormous amounts
of it--but inwardly, so that little is left over for reckoning with the eutsid&'''',;,

world.

Reckoning with the outside world is the third aspect of motivation to Be
considered here: goal directedness. Some people are simply more goal - directed

than others, And people who have goals, know what.:they are, and can state them,
are easier for all rehabilitation professionals to work with. A research project-
I directed several years ago at Rancho Los Amigos Hospital (Wetmore and Kemp, 1969)
showed that former spinal cord injury patients who could?state specific activity
goals (such as "play golf again" or "get a job teachzng:-WhAt I used4b do") had
reached much more productive lifestyles ten years afterescharge than those who
could only state vague, generaiized.goals (such as "be'li*py" or "just get along").
The level of goal directedneSs is also affected by energy level and, if present,'

depression. The type of goal directedness has to do with: .

per,c0Vedife Tasks

4hrejected hand rims, it was because they would have interfered with

what I perceived as my top priority'life task at that .time:. hooking a,!good man.

Any assistive device that would h'ave helped me with, that would have.been eagerly

--
..,.

.

-

tuck them away, This happened. because wheeling was a more',valued activity .than

,..,.. ,

The clinical folklore in rehabilitation is filled with laments about closet's
full ef orthotic and prosthetic. devices which were abandoned, because, while they

facilitated some function held dear by physicians or therapiSts, they interfered

T.7ithether functions held dearer, by the,disabled peopleWho politely accepted,

itienabendpOed them. The people may not have discovered Ihe.disadvantagesantil

kC-iisi hospital. -T.! .e;: went home froit the .
The tenodesis, handsplint offer's a

ClIaasie-.7exallpie.09cupatienal therapists were pleased, and, patients too, when

tlieSperilAtted,*adriplegics to write. When the patients went home and found they

had to conatantlY-take them off, put them on and take them off again every tiMe

they. wanted to .propel their chairs, they tended to removethem permanentlY*d:

writing, and the effort required:to docbegh vas greater than the "payoffes
worth. Only if and when the individual.got-intO c011ge;,saV,'Ancl:*/aded,Writing

higher on the life task priority list,.wOuld the splint be exhumed-frOMv.the cloSet..

It is therefore essential to assess whether the life task Orioritiesef:con-

sumers, and those other parties hold out for them, match.. partSof;the,mateh

relates to:

'.Effort-Reward Balance:''

This was alluded to in the context ef'handaplints abandoned because, the "pay-

'off"ef beingableto write, wasn't worth.theeffort:of continballytaking

off and putting 'them back on. The principle iS a broadly applicable one, and the
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Mechanism was explained years ago by the clasg&salearning theorist Clark Hull.

Baged on rat'studies: ? ofcourse,:the obseryaiAdn:Was;that' if the` rat had to

traverse too big a Maze or pull too ma6t,je'deis to get too few'focid:pellets, it

just didn't do it Hull hypothedizellWintervening variable of "work' inhibition"

that bUilt'bp, finally eventuating in discontinuance of effort. I illustrated the

principle when I stopped trying to paint until I got a motorized chair because

until then, the'reward simply was not commensurate with the effort. I Mention it

here hecadSe it. relates to Motivation. Had ,I the inner drive to paint. felt by

Hatisse-7who, severely disabled by arthritis, painted from his bed'in.his.later,":-,

years with a brush:taped to a long pole--my stOry'might have been different.

Clearly, the effort- reward balance must be
individually assessed for 'each person

if you want to keep your products out of the closet.

-'12,isk Taking

Individual variation in willingness to take risks, accounts for some.of the

diffetingreactions,des ners meet'ro the same deviCe. To clarify, the following

is a passage froma: pap r on mobility systems:.

ThethlAfg i er-iridividual diffetendes in willingness to take risks,.

generallyand t ere are intra-indiVtdualdifferences to take risk6 in y.

different realms of I can, use myself as an example to.make this

concrete. I'M very 'willing td tAke the risk of being the last'petson to

be evacuated from a surVivableySir crash,;becqse I see a survivable air

crash as a' very low, probability event;
and I SKlosing my job if I were

unable to fly as a4.0§7'high probability
dy0t.! On the other hand, I .

am not willing to taka the risks of getting caught'in the boondocks with

a broken-down vehicle, ;Ian or. auto, because I can fantasize the anxiety

I'd go through and I don't need or want to take that chance. Risk- taking

willingness will vary with the extent of the riskAlecesgary te,support

one's,chossm1ifestle. As my life is arranged,today, I don,'t heed to

be ablejtoArive in4ependentlyto 'get wVOree,I walltto go; therefOre

..Jk year froMinow it might be necessary and

the risK','WO4r.P*4061CVers,ive.

*eh to thy SUrpriSepedioIC even find my lift too risky. 'One non is-'

ablecyiansaid, "Therek0(*I'd"take
a'shahce on being stuck in that thing

duringoWer
outage,".a*iii.ged,ne'togetanerator'to aveqHsuch a catas-

troOheinding out abciut;SUch quirks' is.very'AMpOVOt.:t9 driaSSistive device

designehe fact that afdeviCe,will
"work"'woefmakk::M4Ch difference to a'

person'WhOHarbors irrational
fears.ab6UisOme:aaaedit.,7Thedesigner needs

to asseSS:?tWo;:aSpeti of risktaki#6"theAant!'sedept,ion
of the risk in

volved;-And::then his or her-wil/ingnesk4W4; Tho'Client,may perceiverhe

type er,deg40:,of
risk.incotrectlan&refea2:deviCe on an erroneous hasis.:

CosveLf6 ociliCeri]s

,-
PeoPleASOVaV;:enormously i,nthe.:eXtent to 'whith the'appearance of assis-

tive deVices.,cOnCetngthem. :Some:, y, care too muCh'and-some may caretoo little.'

Thefad,t
iS;;Thy,04iealppearance:h"...apoWerful impact on success in life, whether

or pothat 4e0m0airlemoctatib;OrteasOnable. The seventies.saw.4:outpour-

ing of reSearchfindirlgson- the relAriOnships between beauty and success, some

of which reach04,1hop .psych" magaZin4s such'as Psychology
Today and Human

Behavior. The:5nSenSUO,Of findings is aear: the. better you look, the better

your chances,
foresuctega;.1n.werk, love, and life in general. The fact that

attractive haSbecome a'Synonym foi beauty says it--beauty attracts; its opposite

repels: Success depends on attracting people-7their support, interest, liking;

deSire to have you around - -and sometimes their money.

'What this meansis'that the concern of some disabled people about whether

assistive.devices will make them look "weird;" "freaky," "grose," or comical, is



not to be treated _lightiy,de".written off as -foolish vanity. We already have.
physical disabilities to contend with; we don't need socialliandicaps added to
them. :ghe:Center for Independent Living in Berkeley,. California put together a -..i.

slide show several years agd-in demonetrate the fact that people often don't even..
"see " .a disabled person because they are so busy reacting to the clutter f appli-
ances--wheelchairs, braees, crutches, and the like.

. . . . . . t. .
.

%

Thus, regardless. f what the client says about concern for cosmetics,,you,
will be doing him or. her a favorJ6if you strive to minimize thetlutter associated
with the device. 'BeyOn&thishaselinei:you'll begin to deal with individual dif-.
ferences in what is perceived as.acceptable by the consumer.

. .
,0

There is a cluster of related terms you have hehrd many times from psychoio7
gists - =body image, self image, and self esteem. What everyone wants is self..
esteem--thinking well of yoursylf4jeeling good aboUt Yourself. Whether'or not '
you reach that happy!state.depends'in part on your self image- -what kind. of a
person you think you are, how you measure up on the traits you value. 'Your self

1=:.. image, in tern, depends partly on ytur body image--how you see. its characteristics
and their Impact on others. Since alMost everything rdnsAn cirdles these days,,
you catr(be sure that body image is, in P4Xt;. dependent on self esteem. With
other psychodynamic forces impinging on all three elements, the match between
body Image and actual body is seldom perfect. What.you.see is net necessarily
what the client "sees" as his or ner body. Often;, a'disabled perSon's.bOdy image
is farjesSattractiVethan what-others see because it fails short of .some ideal-
ized standard.' The contrast is, exaggerated thrOtgksuch processes as generallZing

. from one flaw to the whoie t '":...
.. .

,,.

,.
What all of this means, to. .the device designer is after minimizing the

elUiter, and Verifying that the device fits with the person's life tasks $f you
are still feeling resistance to cosmetic aspects of 'the device, yWbiaythedeal-
ing:with aperson who simply cannot integrate it with hisor:her2hOdY4Mage. To
.illu4rate.:. if I imagine looking down, Wna*J."see" is:laiy lap, myarMsaalclhands,
butlalS6* arm rests. Over thirty yeatetitle, I have accepted' oselniel,,, .

But tnefItsi time I,saY My legs withytheWbrandneW case of'diSUseatrOphy
'resolved te kill myself if that situation didn't chan . Pipestenii Werdn't:*:

h(--DanCe.pYoalvesWere me. -It,tOokiatato adknewled e that pipesteme,were:Zia7'

Ved(1i'Mc In our work, the sooner'.after, onset we see a client,:the less likely
kiSthat his or her body imagatWill match WCaiwe see; and the more,Iikely it
is that certain requests or 'compiairitSthaf-dOn't make sense in terms of what. we
see,. 'do make sense in terms of mhatsheor he "sees" in the mind's eye.

'- tekere leaving the topic of psychological diMensions needing consideration,
a.few. 'general observations are in order._ First,'Ine preferences of people with

areas heterogeneous as. those of thegeneral,population, There is
t o.Such thing AS'::What "the disabled" or "the handicapped" want or like. As is
true in the 'general population, some pioducts will he more popular. than others,'
but there is a .stronger tendency to loOkfor unanimity among disabled people than
among people in general. The search may as well be abandoned,becansduniformity
is not likely to be found.

Also, like disabled, people.Vary in terms of tge tesources
they bring to bear on solving problemS--both inner and outer resources. :°.133T.,inner
resources, I mean such qualities as intelligence, creativity, adaptability, mechan-
ical interests and aptitedes1 .assertivenesS, ability to communicate, and many

andother:traits that willA.nfluence.how'comfortably anffectively they work with
rehabilitation.aofessionals and use devices. By outer resources I'-.xlean such
supports as caring families, mechanically-inclined friends, the money or insur=
ance to pay for devices; and so forth. You need to have an accurateIlles of the
iesourcefulness of your clients.



Last, 'a word on
are

So
-,'1,rs:.seems to want exactly the

f.k-

kinds of help that are deeMed "appropriate liA:tic,,":"sensibleand'Others'

reject what all Of the experts agree they nee. f'demand"whai seems'clearly

impossible or counterproductive. It's not eaW St164'whi:vis-the best jUdge

when customers and the experts disagree. A gc* Iabct;firr'rehahiiition pro=

i
viders to get.into is toieMPorarily, conceptu44,.Aprowt.;all expert opinion.

.
and try to slip into the customer's mocassinsilpn enough

to,expetieneehow his

or her demands make sense. Once you know tha4rtwo400d''tflings ' could happen.

YOu might side with the customer, and help explain to theeXpearta why his.orher

cockamamie ideas.make sense. 0i, you mightSide:with the experts; butfat-least

you will undOstand where. the Customer'sdemands.artviasui4
from, and you'lLbe-,,

better prepared to explain Why 'his or her wishes can't Or :shouldn't b.e met.
,. .

Back in the Lab,
.

,_ L,, ,

Psychological factoreare as impOrtapt
'designing andtUilding device,s as

&

in working directly, with their users. In 7±4b.,. human fa6tOra".or. "human '''

gngineerine Conaiderations are,of supreme- ort4nCe. De'sign features-must take

into account the'human nature of machineoP64 in thia case, device usera..,.,

'4Iere,theTfullrange of psychological proce4SA mes'interplay' aensorxjand',
Pperceptual: mechanisms.,,,:cognitiye and learningogie anisMs; volition and.emotional

reactiops. The list looks like tfve-reqpred ewoik.for anondergraduate '.

degree'in psych8lOgy. ',..? ICI,:''', .'4'- , , '7, ... : 1

However, before any of these factors can7 .11 tter,.the consumer hasitolpe,

able.tn:afford: the'device in question. ' SometiifteSHpul314:fUndat:or
primate insUr7

ancear,e available, but often they Are not. When this>4trUeiknow that-the,.

solutions out there, but unobtainable, may be :moree, fruetrat4,0400lieying;'-

it doesn't eXist atall: My lift pffers a LI4ught
over $2000. Soon after, the firm was sold. .The'ne12:SWAkraarel.Uaing heavier

dUty components and selling the sturdier. versionfor.Abpiit§Wildilai-P-
can buy OeITIAt:thke::ptioe,.and

the'increase:AnsturdinesitWunnetessary; Mine

wilt.handle Oeppunds,..and few userswill weigh more t ''.1iha.,.'i am annofed

.1;;ecause I',/antedto buy'anOther one for the bedroom. .At 208i 1 wasreadY;iat

'$6000, no waY. .1''

:

. 4

The point is. this for durability,;spurious'safety, margins,

or versatility-maY make costs so prohibitive they remove
devices from the reach

,..
of. indiViduals'4 Yet, as disabled affirmative action 1.n employment advances, more

4' .! :and 'More potential users
will have:teo much income to be eligible forthird party

i-assistance, but too little to-afford(to buy devices independently! "'This will

-'. become an increasingly,
troublesome "catch 22," so it is important to plan\for

individual affordability.

As an aaida, Overbuilding can create .other problems,*top. In"the fifties,

one wheelchair manufacturer pro01Y-preduced a
stUrdier manual chair, using a

heavier gauge tubing'than its predecessors - -or sUCcessovs .Its phantom vadvan '

tages,". in" terms of durability, were not appreciated by family members and)Others

whO had to lift them into cars. ,Designers need:to consider the'needs.of the
,

people who assist devices users;-too.
t

,
. .

.

ReliabilitY and Safety
4

.

.

.

I don't want to leave the impression that I"m.so concerned about reducing

cost and weight that
I've.groWncavalier about safety and reliability. I'm con-

cerned about both, and .also. whether devices appear to be'safe and reliable .to the

User. If they don't, they
mayberejected or fallinto.disuse whether or not.

they are actnally,safe
.

No,matter how wonderful a device might be when it's working, if it breaks_

-,down too often; the user will get more and;more "shell shocked" about trying to

.:

-"..;
.

. , .



.

use it agin. Moreover, the 1 s: entral it is tipsurvival--litetallY,.bt,,tiCithe
Contiwance of an acceptable lifestyie-the less.willing the User:Will be to take'
'the chance of snotherioreakdowa. Th6trauma Of 'breakdown rangea,fromArteUlembar'
rassment (e...g.Motorized wheelchair breaks down when:yolkare flirtinLwith'SoMeOne,
'while Strolling:through the park) to stark terror Metoriied-Wheeldhair
breaksdown.-in the middle of a busy street as the lightis changing to, green for!:
oncoming cars)..; The non-essential!deviceone perceived 41P-Olali47-Wi-lifeH
nidety-7may, be abandoned rather quickly. ,

. ,.

One Ch'illg this means to providirs is if a client seema::td:1*givibg,up;o'n-

&device problems, more quickly than others..wi* whom yOn'cOmp4re
him or her, before concluding anything about the client's strengthuf,Charectev,,
assess the comparative centrality of the device in. hip or her Y:1-00 It also ,

means: design for lay maintenance: and repair as niuch as possible..

. .. s; .

FunctionaiTrade-offs'
a

, .

. ,

The more devicea-are meant, to do; the more likely they are to breatiYdown
.

Also, the morespeculiae.theyWill'stook, the more they will'WeigC, and.thi;more:
;..,they will cost ThiSiequires user and designer-t6-engage in a decision4lakini':
processinvolving functiOnal;trade2offa--"Wbat are you willing to put up': witIi:to

get X? and "What are you willing to giVe up to avoid 11?" It is.a.highly ikidfA
yidUal matter.. Nonetheless-, one continually confronts Rube Goldberg ni.ghtm4res
created. with no particular indii!idual_in mind; rather, "the handicapped" are
expected to appreciate a device that will serve as a wheelchair7standingboard=':-

llstairclimberfeeder-teethbrusher or some other equally unlikely combination,
What really hurts:is thatthedesigners are often qgceedingly Clever.peOpIe:whOst
gifts are being wasted. .

. ,

.
.

Over:twenry years, ago, I first heard a i
a

abilitation psychologiStprOcIaim

4b.18)
"What we need is get OTs to suppress their c vernesS!" This.reflected.the,

now- common belief that patientS need facilitation, to help them arrive at.theiit:%,
'ownaolutions, more than they need.ready7made solutions handed to them: He. was

saying that OTs need to resist' theieurges,to. use ,the very cleverness that led
them4nto, their fieldto solve problems quickly withtheir wits in:their ways-7,
and SWallow hard and wait and'facilitate and'Wait Some more whilepatients grope
and faiterand grope. some mo p to discover their own ways of doing things. Only
when the\patient is on the b ink of despair should the occupational therapist
venture, "Gee, I just though of,something.that might work for starters...."'..:This.

same.message is now relevant'fbrtievice designers.' An-'important role is that of
facilitatornot prime actor,.\in the functional trade-off.decisionprocess.

Learning'Considerations

;Learning to use control'systemsv reliably -and effectively, thecrux of
human engineering.' Humffnlengineering became akemplrical research field after

Was"apparent that logidal 'deduction doesn'talways%give goodnswers. For

eXample,..with respedt to braking systems on,ajoYstiek type of control,
may tell one Peron that braking backwards, matching the direction of intended

:mOvement, wouldbe,the correctlsolution. Unfortunately, "logic" may tell another.
petson that braking:forward, matching our bracing inclinatiOna,.would be the

correct sOlutiOn. Obviously, ghat appeats'to:be logic is actually;intuition, and
dase7by-Case, hum*fattorastudy is-needed Co determinewhen which Intuition is
correct and for whom. ,

P a.

An important:reason for individual differencesinresponse,to control systems
maybe transfer of training from previously -used devices.. To. give a simple exam-

ple:. I have two manual wheelchairs. One brakes forward, one brakes baCkWard.
When I change froM one chair to the other, it takes 'a few days to consistently
remember which way to brake.. !When control systems differ'',..the more similar the
devices, the,more,confusfon.there Will be'. :TransfS,of training effects may be



r
positive or :negative. I haveAescribed an instance Cf.negativetransfer,

,

previous training of various sorts can.also facilitatelearning. 1.or.thisreasons,

It is importantto find out about.a client's previous. experience' machines,

deVices, and .gadgets in *general. .

Transfer of training effects May exterid.beyond learning controlSystems .to

learning what equipment can and-Cannot do. CustoMers'ileed.to have very-specific

training on thelimits'of newly purchased equipment, Add°onthe differences:between'

eqUipment they have used in ihe past and new varietieS,AO there Will be no nega-'

tive transfer of training calamities Forexample, aftet:years.of"experiende,

with.. "brand Awheerchair--which could take the ramp.into, a shed:in my bp& yard-- -

I tried it with'"brand It tipped over and forfour clays, IeXperienced what''

' it'S.:liketo be aphasic'. That'was great for building clinical. insight, but bad

for my°disposition, and it coul d have been serious. I. was told*thedesigner
efi."brand413" that ie-,...could "c19 everything "brand A" could. ft'OaSWttrne After

efie;incident,:thinkinethroughthe-differences,inchair designcOUldsee why

it had happened; but theprobleM:AidWt'dome teimejntuitively intime. I-should.

-have been given accUrate4nformation.on the limits of the new chair_Whichhad:

not applied to the old one.:
,

Cosmetics ReviSited

SomelmpliCatiOns of the cosmetic coneerns desCrIbed earlier:. 1) simplify

as much as,possible;:but 2Y'don't try to disguisethe purpose or nature of the

device;:and 1) as much as possible, instrument the task IocatiOntathei than the 7

person. The issue of.simplificatiofi is simpIe4miniMixe.the clutter WithOut

introducingstudtural-jeopardy or eliminating.feasiblejunctions,Avired-bythe

A prO§peCtive At the same time, it.ia neither.mecessary nor; desirable to try

to hide what the,AeVice is and,ia for A rollingoverstuffedlookS Weirder than.

:a normal wheeich'air; itwill be more distracting, not less, tbotherpeOple.

- 1.

One o'ffthe,worst
efforts;to'cosmetize a device thae-I ever. saw was:a grqs,

,

thetic hocik whith had'beelicovered with
ajleshcolored plastic to make it look'

More "human." While chrome is aperfeCtly respectabletmatekial, the flesh7-

Colored plastid:. gave"it-d rather unearthly, frankly repelling quality. that was

more hamanoiod than. human, : .

.
. ,

,,Orithe laat.lssUe,.the more youtan:instruMehttask location-a, and leave the

perSon untra'MMeledby.:hardWare and clutter when she or he ethergeafrom. performing

the given funetiona,e better it. will be in terms of'social relattonghips With ..

other people,:. ''If the is -.needed inthe,kitchen.; the dressing , ..

at work, this proviso,. might entail.
too'COstly,duplications.- When it IS 'feasible; ,

however,owever, itshOuLibe giVenAtigh priority in device"design.'

Effort - Reward Balance Rexr.6ited

How much effort is a given client willing:to put out to fee4;11,self,'Or

.

tranifer herself, or whatever? How much effort would anyteasbnable PerSon

endure?. The answers you arrive at to these ationa may: influence more than how'.

qu\SA
you design a device; they may,determine

whether. oudo .so.' iIt'a not easy, to pre;,; _:.

dict Correctly. years age,.i bought a fo A3roCesser,largely because,.

'"it was the Onlyway I could make a.pie crust or slice mushroom§ without squashing ,

them. But after the novelty wore off, I said to.myself, "So who needs pie' Crust?"';,

and "Why not squash the mushrooms?h simply because it's more trouble; cIfiln;thel

damn 'thing 'than it's, worth. (Even my able-bodieehousekeepei, would ratfier ChOP,

grate, bd:slice'hy hand than'cleapand reassemble the pieces:) Cookingith,a,

nicebut-not-necessary part of ii0, lifestyle;:a-MOre.domdtic'sOul,tightviewthis.
effert-ieward balance altogetherd4ferentiY. "'On the otherhand;,Whil,emy lift-.'"

takes:only a mlinuteapd, a half.thinkj'.dlatilI Prefe0t:Dlier:an-:atteadaat f.:

,it took fifteerr., :jhkPOiOtia,..:the effort'7-reward .halance:mUat beiihdiVidualig



These illustrations touc. .h :opcail important reason why devices are,.abandoned.,

People change. The designer didn't' do anything wrong, didn't overlook some
obvious pitfall or problem; the clierit: just changed his mind,: his." interests, his
direction. How many of you have storerooms or garages filled Witli assorted tools
that were used, perhaps briefly, then put away?,'Was something wroing v.Ithk-them?
No, you just changed your mind about the value of the activity" and its goals. No
one worries about it; it was your money' to "waste" if you chose. ,However, when
the government pays for a device, or grant-supported engineers put their time
into it, people do Worry.. That doesn't mean the underlying process was much
different, only the Accountability. You are accountable only to yourself; the
client is accountable to the taxpayers. Stated differently, the "pathology,". if
any exists, is in the economics of tUe situation, not in the psyche oflhe -

consumer.
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ROBERT MURPHY: My intention is to give you an impression of one role that an

engineering school might play in supplying technological expertise to the bene-

.
-fit of the disabled. A better title for the presentation might be "Technology

for the Disabled, through the Eyes of a Design Engineering Educatot."

This preentation will, I hope, help you understand the difference between

what my colleagues and' call gadgeteering as opposed to engineering design and

also give you.a flavor for the engineering desigb process. One morpholOgy for

engineering' design employs the following individual tasks:

Prollem Statement.

dF Problem Definition.
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Information Gathering..

Engineering Feasibility.
t.

Economic Feasibility.

o. Preliminary Design.

This is a logical sequence of steps with.a wide variety of appycations.
To illustrate, let me play the gaMe of Applying this morphology to this presen-
tation as well as to the task department reponoting to the

technological needs of the disabled population.

A general problem statement that applies here could be put forth as: 'Engi-

neering schools are not very responsive to'the needs of the disabled.", This

should be refined to a Satement that ie. more'amenable to direct acpon. This

results in the problem definition.

The prOblem definition could be:' "Develop a curriculum adjudiment

corporate the design and construction of teChnologicalaids for the.disabled
individual." This statement permits some direct response and leads us to what°
'could well be the most important step of the process.

During the information gathering;process when we assess the needs of the

disabled we find a need' for clinical-type research.fnvolving medical *and bio-
engineering efforts geared toward the fundamental understanding of a widyari-
ety of problems: We also find a need for clinical'application or care. This

icare s primarily medical profession-oriented, but might include technological

aids td assist in physical therapy, etc. Finally, we find a strong need in

applied-engineering. Thie'need consists of applying existing technology to aids

for. the disabled: .

To respond appropriately to theseasseseed needs one should have'a reason-
able, if not a complete, listing of what is pr ently available as a solution

(the state-of-the-art, so .to speak, inesolvin he problem definition).

Looking at' whAt's available in the area of engineering schoOls responding
tdethe technological needs of disabled people we find, generalli a reasonable
number o' universitdes responding to the,research needs of the disabled.. The

results of these efforts have the potential for enormous payoff but aref.gener-

. ally long-range programs. ThereAre many examples4f this type of activity
ranging from research efforts, in the mechanlcs of blood flow, exemplified by

.'work done at the University of California at San Diego, to investigations, in'

artificial intelligence and robdtics being done at Stanford, University and

other ixstitutiois. Our information'gathering would also find. a second type of

engirieering program which involves more of an application of existing technology

to the needs of the disabled. This. type of program appearopto be Orer. One

'f' characteristic of this type programits the 4,;ndividualized nature of the result-

ing devices. Representatives of suial programs are thenternship program at
4tanforthe program. at California State University in Sacramento, and the

vrogramat Southern Illinois University. Once we understand the nature of the

pro1.4111 we can start working on a solution. .

"
In the engineering feasibility phase we are basically ascertaining if the

problem is amenable tt a reasonable solution. Relating to otir'problem defini-

tion concerning curriculum We. must first consider the various roles of.engineer---

schoolean general. Therroles might be categorized Iv

Education10f Enginariig. Students.. Oi'

Researct) or Fundamental Studies in Technology



'SerVice to the Community.

What we (engineering schools) are also says a lot about what we are not.

We are not, first of all, manufacturing firms in the business of marketing

products arld.secondly, we are not engineeringsdesign firms in the business of

designing products for manufacture.

What'we are, fundamentally, is educational institutions which can respond

in limited ways to the technological needs of the disabled'community. However

limited, these resources can be dramatic and useful in many instances. The net

result of the information gathered is that a solution to our problem definition

is feasible.

The economic feasibility is possibly the major stumbling.block inhibiting

the response,of an engineering school to the technological needs f the disabled

community. To'clarify, let me elaborate on the funding sources available to the

university: First, we have an educational funding allotment. In California

this is primarily the state government. These monies are obviously set aside

for educational goals of the university. Past_history has shown that there is

very' little educaiional money available(or left over) to support assistive

device, development, Secondly, we find a research allotment. Nationwide, the

primary source of this funding has been the federal government. Past history

has also shown that the majority of research funding available is designated for

morefundamental long-range studies rather than application of existing.tech-

nology. It has been only relatively recently that monies have become available

which permit response in the area of applications of existing technology. Now

that I have painted a somewhat gloomy picture, with respect to assistive devices,'

let me outline the method that our school has'used to apply a silver lining.

The Department of Mechanical Engineering at San Diego State University

(SDSU) has initiated a program-(by no means unique or complete) which we might

characterize as our preliminary design solution to the problem of curriculum

modification to'aid the disabled.

The Department of Mechanical Engineering at SDSU has chOsen to respond to

both the long-range and the shoit-range needs of the disabled community. How-

ever, I will' -relay to you only our response to short-term needs, or the appli-

cation of existing technology.

What we have done,, is devote, on a semi-forma basis; a portion of approxi-

mately four courses, td the productio of electro-mech'a'nical aids for the dis-

abled.individUal. This program.startaWn the junior year with our Introduction

to Design course. In this course one of four projects can be devoted to the f.

design%solution of a real problem thatexisis in the disabled community. This

device might be for individual use or possible institutional use by trained

professionals. Generally, at this level the engineering sophistication of the

student, is at a relatively low level and the project results in only a.paper

design but can lead to something more tangible ata later date. Continuing in

the junior year our., course EleAents of Machine Design'can also incorporate one

project in the area of designing technological aids for the disabled. At this

level the esign, although still only a paper design, is sufficiently defined

and developed to perMit construction. by qualified technicians. It could well be

the continuation of a project. begun in the previous course. In:the senior year

we have a two-semester course Design Engineering: 'Applications (or as the stu-

dents call'it, Senior Projects), in which we have designated that some number of

students (25 -30%) will be working. on technological aids for the disabled. A

requirement in this course is that the end result be a finished product.

In'addition we have a senior elective special projects course which permits,

more extensive .involvement in rehabilitative engineering design and is exclu-

sively dedicated to hardware development.
b
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The major limitations ofa prograth such as I have just outlined are: first,

it constitutesconly 10 -25% of the students' academic workload; second, the pro-

gram functions on a traditional academic schedule; and finally, a critical shOrt-

age of funding'results, generally, WieSs than optimal solutions.

At, this time.I would like to suOmarizawhat we in the Department of Mechani-

cal Engineering at SDSU have learnedaaa result of.our involvement in the appli-

cation of tec ology for the disabled.':' With respect to the design morphology we

can best summa ize by modifying our listing to read:

Juf oration Gathering: What are the needs? What is available?

E gineering Feasibility: What can be done? Can we db it?

Ecoymic Feasibility: What will it cost? Who pays?

Preliminary Design:. Do it.

In a somewhat More meaningful list of learned experiences:' First, we have

discovered that we must involve clinical professionalstoaid in the design

process. Second, we must also inclUde members of the disabled community in 'this

iiiiwwprocess whenever possible. Third, to.broaden,our economic and physical support,

11114. we need to work more cloSely in a joint effort with private industry and various

finding agencies.' Fourth,"on a positive note, we have learned that engineering

schools can have an immediate impact on thalocal disabled community. The key

word here is immediate. Finally, themost valuable contribution of.a university'
engineering prograM could well be the introduction of the budding engineer,to

the challenges and rewards of designing technological aids for the disabled.

QUESTION: Do the students in your program go to another school if tihey are,

interested in pursuing further training in technological aids for disabled

people? Is it an enticing field to them? .Is there a lot of-public relations?

ROBERT MURPHY: I haven't seen the PR: We have some students who might be able

to answer that in a little bit. es, if they want to continue on.in any depth

they can go on We do not off f a rehabilitation engineering degree. Stanford

University, associated with C ildren's Hospital, has an internship program just

for that type of individual I don't know if any of our students have gone on.

to that type of program.

QUESTION: That's the only ei-71---1California?

ROBERT MURPHY: There's only, one person per year in that program. There are pro-

grams around the country. The University of Virginia has a fairly large program.

It's not a big field right now--for the engineer--as a separate discipline.

QUESTION: 'In order to generate 'a lot more of this kind of activity, I wonder if

you would think of going to a university that didn't have a program like this

and requesting that some students be given special projects with disabled people

in the community and work with them on some simple adaptive device that would

make their lives easier

ROBERT MURPHY: I would'recommend that if your local engineering'tbhool doesn't.'.

have a similar program to ours, go to them and ask them if they could respond as,

you requested. I know that many times engineering design professors are looking

for challenging projects and may bo ingerested in the possibilities. Unfortun-

ately, there's:a dichotomy there. timancifthe devices that. the disabled Commu-

nity need don't offer enough °fie 41a1746.-tox?4he engineering 'educator and

, :
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it's difficult to feed it into the curriculum goals of-the department. Thus,

some accommodation has to be made on both sides and I'm no' pre where that

balance is. We are responding right now in a form that I have been allocated.

Right now, I think I have about six or eight students that I can assign pretty

much tony project that I want, o it could be what I would call a "Mickey

Mouse" project. It's just that it doesn't have many engineering challenges, but

it is something that, as you point out, would be extremely useful to either the

professionals in the field or the disabled. But this is the first time since I

iot into this that I had that leeway, felt that I could take that approach.

QUESTION: I'd like to challenge the question that low tech is not academically

respectable. It has to do with the dimension that might be called designs.

There has to be a design challenge to make somebody think. The technology is

'irrelevant and any good engineering prOgram would make that distinction. It's

the%design that's the challenge, but if it's'a ramp going from ground level up

..,twofeet, there's:little or no designchallengel If you could rephrase it so

that it.has to Ng done in some particularly interesting way, like the ramp can't

touch the ground at either end, you may have hooked the educatorS. You may have

to get a little inventive to hook them.

.ROBERT MURPHY: We were somewhat burned on a project that's going on. One of

our students is working on a projeCt and on first look it seemed to be a simple

project and so sHt:Was assigned only one unit for that project. 'Well, pretty

soon we found out that it's not such an easy project. We make lots of mistakes

like that - -what appears to be straightforward turns out to be less than straight7

forward. So,..as you say, a good selling job is what's needed, you must really

think about. what you need, and explain it torus, so that we don't jump to

erroneous concluSions..

e

DAVID USSELlf:. At Stanford's program, one of the things they emphasizeH was not

to set up a special rehab engineerinedepartment. The idea was that'll you

train someone specifically to be skilled as a mechanical engineer, then you can

better apply those skills in the field of rehabilitation engineering rather than

'design-A degree that doesn't:reallY give the student the full engineering back-

ground.
a'

From a design viewpoint, when-you start to take all of the human factors

and all of the constraints into consideration that our last speaker talked about,

I've never seen an easy'problem--particularly: those for daily living; they're

. very diffidult.

I'll try to keep what I haVe to say brief. I am coordinator of biomedical

:engineering at Children's Hospital and also I hold the positVn of Adjunct Pro-

fessor at San Diego State.: I was hired at the hospital because I had .a little

experience in lasers, cryogenics, optics,. video, acoustics, computers, electron-

icsnothing really in defth, but for the type of prOgram I was hired under,

that was really 'just their' cup of tea. They wanted a little of everything, an

interface person really, to deal with many different disciplines and sort of.

M pull people together, technologically. I was actually hired to do hardware and

software for some evoked potential research. As soon as notification leaked out

to others in the hospital .(occupational therapists and physical therapists) of

some ofthet.things that could be done,. I found myself inundated with a tremen-

dous pmount of needs. have limited time and there are many projects that I

wollfdlikel°to pursue _in .depth. that I just cannot'do. I was very happy co work

with evoked potentials,7-I'lind,that very interesting, but I'm sort oCinterested

in problems of;theHbandicapped,and disablea.

In Decembet.W9 there was a Technology for the Handicapped Child Confer-

ence held at' United Cerebral Palsy and set up by Dr. Sterling and Roger Jeffco:

I found it #itereSing. I didn't understand at the time why there are so few

a/
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engineers in a meeting like this. It was being conducted by an engineer and, as

far as I knew, I was the only one there. I made a fatal error of asking a cer-
tain amount of questions that sort of indicated where I came from, and once
again I was pounced upon. I just had, too many things to do. This experience
instantly revealed to me that engineers who had been nite guys' in the past were.,
just totally bombed with work and probably got out of it in order to save their
family life.

, Some of the problems were avertible. They were things I was able to find a
'source for,' sbmething that was already available. Some were toti mechanical; it
does take-a I-ot. of time to create mechanical things. Some were just too in-
volved' and cbtildn' t. be handled. I Was able to handle quite a few of them, but
being up rather late one night and feeling, totally hick of what I was doing (I
didn't feel that that wa's, n good way. to be since I had gone in'with such a great
deal of enthusiasm), I woke a nephew of ,mine, Who incidentally'was a mechanical
engineering -student at Sari DiegoState. Obvi6usly;.a .

thousand Egyptians,,, can

move a pyramid in one. hour much further than, one Egyptian can, move a pyramid yin

a thousand hours. It suddenly occurred to gle,,that.'I ,had a large university
nearby, that 'hadvall these students desi3eratelY(Fin:nled 'of projects. I did
indeed go to the university and say I have ,projettaryar,ou.

6
,fWY`,

6
p

'

I have access to a large data base, or grou o peop e who have consider-,
able medical experience and t hal.q some engineerinverpprience. So we presented,
this to State along with the problems we had; 4be dicW t have 'enough time,2
staff, money, or mechanical expertise.' ,They said, "We' vel got a rneChani

expertise ." So,' we were able to match our skills. It was quite a go.od `.;

marriage. The assistance was available, the*.trfedical assistance on ih:tr, side; the '

mechanical assistance on their side. " '

State was not ,only, anxious-- to, help ius,.. they had sort of been loo ing at the
situation from' other end. As Dr., Murphy indicated, they .had,been trying -to
*develop a Program-, arid :from-time to time, they)had §tudents on campus bring , them.
their needs. There wasn't a large 'body of medical ?roblems. Not every student

. is interested in designing a device to help.; in potty; training. --There are some
things that have a little more charisma than Otters. ,So in integrating the
projects Into their program, there were basical;)!, four ways that we had :togb:"
Firs t, they had a junior -engineering course that (Dr.. Murphy mentioned which;
unflor tunately does result ,in paperwork for ,.the moVt pare. The design gets, com,,

pleted. Maybe later, ..e senior proje-ct ,willtfinish it The second
pacive is the senior. projects cou not pnly creates a design but actu-

''744,.ally tmanufactures''a produCt. The f course is that it's not'
very''fast. Many times, these ,months$ ull Wt. e onths that" are :allO--,
cated .for, the course and sometimes ,The special studies cOursel, the
'third option, doesn' t require ocumentation and projects can be
cranked but a little more rap astest projects though, we gene

ally^ use thb fourth method: vo
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It can be frustrating for students.to sit.in"class and:work on concocted

projects. Some of them areOneaningful and sive of:them frustrae-

ingto work'on something knowing that it's'perkpi!ni to:baaSed, or there's. no

end in sight. I don't kngLt if anybody he ).ejin-the-SerVI;Ce,%but whea you

at three 0' in tWMOrning guarding it just
far the experience, theiL s a certain s efArustration.g We went to State
walk around emptys.buildin

with real probleMs,, in many cases pre4
lady who has a progresSive disability
Work that I would eventuallyet,top
project, she would no longer have,;] ep
Jurther. or the, need would haVe

'4Iines'. For example, we helped a
to pilther in the queue of

time I would have:acCoMplished the
'She would htve:needed something

.
,

apPeared.

think it's quite gOod.for s s tOktow that'they'-are really working

ti,A &pmeone. Theris'a real product that
omeorie.' Studenis-havethe enthusiasm we
re;mspy.stedents Woulddisagree with that,
a'rtoS-Channel theie-enetgy.

O'rkingon real wOrldproblems. They get, I

thanlf it were something that was brought
reness of the disabled, community's problems.
Xealgy:,get anywhere else. Someone men-

ir_idint.acroas caMPuS'. They don't see a
.stlidentsrealize.:that they themselves are
accident or it*lherewill come a time when

trill have to44ir (1:6n:others.
rw

t getsout..,of this that I think they need
ortant to consider;. there's not

'alt. wh64 of Come aP with somethingunob-'

ng.1,41t.air have to-be able to get things

chatl'.k I think if we look at the finan-
eedingly Well: writing to manu-
right timethat it would be a
ould doaatethis piece of. equipment
fiery well,: I'm glad to say.

,on ,something: that will' do actUall,

will come out of this that will fa64
need and to some extent,. time.:
but for one project,"thia is a

Students get a great deal fr
think, considerably more,satisfaq
Out of a textbook. . It brings 40
thatIdon't-think a lot'Of.Stlid_
tioned before that people see
person in thereThese pr'oje
only temporarily:abled,-.Whet&
we're really not. able- bodied;

-1)4,

There's' something else 'a .44
and that'SconneCtions: C

an.engineer in the .world 144
tainable'through sOM64pbsc
thar'arenit available through
cial,situa4on here', -our stud
facturets4cOVIncing' the4g,
treMendOUs.:benefittpAComMUn.
which 1..prohibitiNely expenaiVe.

.), .

For the,engineering.experieno
ri,s ,e.,_tremendous oPportunity .

.

.

The stu-

dentsare'able to take a prbjeet'grgOilinCeption- ,They ;are encouraged to work

with the ptrson who will bel nii-Oeend product,:So there is an interactive
ne In a vacuum:, They are required there7.

yore responsiblelor:ordering, allocating
rinelnanpower,.con%Ulting,! researching, documen-

4nd, if aecessarY software, as some projects are

XendenCy to stimUlate a lot of creativity.

,prOcess;' it's not something'

fore to. Manage their;OWnep
time,;selecting mate;ria
tation, constructi
computer-oriented4

I've;enCouraied t tudents to'do,their:Own'creativethinking. In many

ncaseS that has notlwork Sothebody,cathe:up.With a .creative idea last.sethes-
.

ter. We had a. Wheel,ch4r:With the switch:ohlthe side. The switch from,high to

114 was inaccessible- to.this'person.
It was'on;therear, and it was hard to get.

One pewn mcaaured:it and'fOUnd that it took,a'fair amount of pressure to push

Whenerate,a,vii rge pressure, he put-alittle'rack-and-pinion and worm gear

and go a tremenee4orque on it That's nice;, tut if the switch fella, if

6 anything goes w g, hiOlechanism, break the. switch right-off. It's

tototoo, much powe suggested a'tam or.something so that if it failed, it

vauld .,E,prn it Off...again. The
creati'vityi:s:there.'. They''re able to come up with

some greaddeas, but,;4$ Dr. Murphy indicatedtAhe junior level, there's not

,a';great .deli of experfei . This is'a'fantdStiC way that they can get firsthand

experience. ,,ke
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The program has established a very strong belief in Murphy's laws, i.e.,

Murphy's-law in general. The'favorite one that I thinkis conveyed to the stu-

dents is how long things take to do:. you make the absolute best estimate you

can of how long it will take and you double it anctincrease the units by one.

Therefore, something that would normally take one week takes two months.

. ,
.

.
.

.
,

Where do.we go from here? As'theee'programs,go on,-we're hoping to expand

them quite a bit. Of course, funds arelimited, but there are other Ways we can

do things, e.g., volunteers who are able to find their own funding sources.

We're also adding more.electronics--the local.IEEE chapter,- the. Institute of %.

Electrical and Electronic Engineers, has volunteered tin r help and therefore

we're able to put :rive electronics into the projects th t we have.
i , .. .... :

.

! ... .

Recently, Children's licispital, realizing'.(1)Ahe need and (2) the fact that

they're having trouble, as we all are,:findihgmoney 'from various sources,

alloWed mto take on more and.mOre rehab:prOjetts', many of which are coming.'

from outside. How we are going tg fund it IThave no idea, but luckily at the

moment I don't haveto worry about. that. . .

We're attempting to modularize as many of the projects as possible. Nobody

wants to, reinvent, wheel. We're looking intro smaller microprocessor - based

systeMs'with the absolute minimum amount of external hardware to make it-spe-

cific to this person's needs. There.are sate very nice computer systems on...the

market.geared towards handicapped individuals, e.g.; Possum and the TIC system.

The biggeSt problem is they're geared specifically to the handicapped individual.

When your. volume is low, th& costs are high. On the other hand, If someone were

toake smallmodifications.With/systems like Apple, they could probably sell a

small peripheral that goes in there very inexpensively. For instance, an envi-.

ronmental control system, something that will control,anything that you can plug

in an outlet in your house can be added onto the Apple fpr the base cast, about

$130. It works with the BSR remote eystems and you can add about $15 per module ..

on top of that. Depending on how many things you want to add, it could. be qUite

inexpensive. (One thing V,Ve got to mention on the, Apple, although it is a nice

40 computer and does a lot of .good things, the keyboard could cause a problem for a

pergon with any kind of instability at all. Unquestionably the key you.hit most

on a computer is the return key. It's like the activate key, but it's about a

quarter inch away from the reset key which erases everything in the memory of ,

the computer.)

' :
We had someone this morning speak about th Senior Corps. of RetiredrExecu-

tiveS to be tapped, just as'we were able 0 tap off the large student popUlation

for projects like this and
,

I know that yPAre.a so.aware that'. there: an organi-

whotte retired without something to do. lot of-them hit the.obItuary column a
zatidqn called Telephone. Pioneers. Therd',47,A. also a very lar e group of engineers .'

.
shorWhile later for feeling that They're.not needed. I talked tp Dr. Murphy

about that and if wCould get a group,; f retired engineers into the.program;

they could perhaps work with the studenta,offering their expertise. :

e final note,,just to deviate slightly from mechanical engineering,.com- .

puti in engineering offers a wonderful opportunity for disabled people. There .

are n ty'ways to get in and out of.a computer.' Computersare so, inexpensive now

and there is'a tremendous demand for software. It is really an opportunity to

take your time, dolt at'home, do it anywhere you like and. create software:

Just because a person cat-Ot move around as easily as someone else doesn't mean

that they-Caml-t-necessarily think like the dickens and real/y create super soft

ware. There's-a Very, market, for it, and 'I think it's a great oppor-:

tunitr.
. .

One final thing, I'm finding, that more and more occu ional therapists are

bringing me trivial probiems.. think it's probably because mos them are

female and they've been deprived of.a technical educatiOn, not necessari



through their own accord. I think in the not-too-distant future we're going to
have a workshop to teach some of these people, nurses'and people like that,

simple things like switches, how they work, acid the types that are available.
ft'S very common when you see someone going into a computer store for the first,
time and they say,:Nhat can it do ?" and the ealesman'eays, "Anything you can .

think of." Well, of course, if yOu've never. seen one before, never worked with

one before, yob have no idea what it can do. It's ildiculous.. 'So if a person

has.a.basic idea of that switches are available, what can be done, then I think

We'can go along:With that.-.

QUESTION: In the state university, how did_You-wake7the-marriage between the

electrical, methanical-and all-th-eTother schools of engineering?

.e .

.

DAVID USSELL: We haVen't really got together withthe electrical yet. I've

approached' the Institute of .Electrical and. Electronic Engineers. They. have "a

'')

stddent, chanter on campus and they're willing to work with us onfproje ts.: As I

said, our program is expanding, but up until now I've been able to han le all

the 'eledtronic add computers and microelectronic stuff,

QUESTION: .Lthink.the use Of the computer as a tool is important no matter what

the career.' .You.don:t have to be a computerlprogrammer if you're using it as a.

tool:

DAVID USSELL: That's right. In education, some of the computers are being, used.

A computer has an infinite amount of patience.. .I don't know if.Yove ever tried'

to drum something. into someone's head and they-just can't get it A.computer

wtij. just sit there and try. it from different. tacks. The computer can also

teach a student thatthere ian'tsa single straight lin& between the problem and

the solution. Tbere are many ways to that eolution, and too 'often students

frustrated] give up, and ask or the answer. There isn't an answer to anything.,

there 'are a number of answers.. Some Computer systems are quite flexible,.e.g.,

the Logo-computer systed, which enables the tOputer to learn how e.dhild thinks..

It doesn't teach prograMming to the child. It learns from the child anddoee

what it wants,

Mitch Hart will be our next speaker.' He isea'student wilt) has actually.

taken on one of these projects and dOne quite well.'

MITCH HART:. I'm Mitch Hart and I'm a chemical engineering student at San Diego

State: employed by West"Tech-Services, which'is a geothermal engineering.

consulting firm downtown that has also recently been handicapped by. DOE policy.

I'd like to relate my,JnvoIvement, experience and some.ithoughte regarding my

engineeringoriented.interaction with disabled indiyidUals: My initial involve-

ment stemmed from an invitation from Dr. Murphy at an,.,A§ME student meeting:. He

offered indiVidUals wishing engineering experience an opportunity to jump right.

in and also satisfy' altruistic tendencies. at thesame tilThis was about a:

year ago when I.was.in electronic sales
andattempting.tfind a job closer: to

the. engineering profession. IOlunteered and selected one tf. the tasks..:

Simultanenusly, I receive,d an offer.-: from the company I'm working for'nOw.:

.

.

The initial, device which I eleCted to design and construct was for a:lady:

with:pOet-ppliowha as to give her respiratory system each mightHbffby sleep

ing in 'an:iron lung. Her physical condition and the height of the lung car -_`11q,

rlage 'required her-to, have assistance in getting on and off of the bed. :.Basic-

ally :the device was a:lift. It raises het from threeand7-a-half tO:twenty,..*

inches and is attached to the. lung carriage, by means oraneluhinum bradket.

T4eIift is required. to roll with the carriage, on wheele,:in order to allow.`"

¢iatement within. the Carriage track; so that:she.doesrOtbeve eto teeter th:
edge as she: gets in and out of tbejung. -Basically, she gets,np.On the lift

,



with an:. outward? position and the t is' controlled, by a . 1

lifting platform itself is but 18.hy 12 inches Withan
i

1.

ary surface, providing:an additional her' to
from the lif ,,She: steps down' with her back' toward' *t and c

fairly Straightforward. It was kind, of a bear to des

useSan.imported car scissors jack, Which raises and lOWets
guided by the_steel tods-in-each.,one of the corners: The sp
proVide an additional 'momentum from the down to the up positi
losesits..efficiency when it's all the way compressed.- As
platform is activated by a spring-Ioaded 'toggle .switch which. co
sible AC'motor, thtoUgh some mechanical linkages - =it is a Crafts universal'

socket joint-tibugh- the circuitry. The entiteelectrical system is ,fused and

there are limitewitcheS.that control the maximum 'Up and down travel ofthe
platform.

switch. The
square station-
e gets down'
e it Opera-
t f.t just

firm' and is

the-bottom
e the% jack

lier, the
s 'a rever-

QUESTION: It seems incredibly' simple from the bhotogiaph, but' how much 'did all.

the equipment cost ? ,

MIT91NART:.. I'.11 give you that at the functions perfectly and it's got:

a total investment.:Of:about'$150 ,and,about time '..Themajority of this

Was all accomplished last Suriimet".:

In aZtual,opetatiort, the lung is moved in-and. out the assembly by her as

she,gets::.on the lift.. She gets inside and'ehe pedalS. She has some difficulty
ini,Pedalinehoth assemblies in and out due to1.the weight of .the assemblies and
the 'railing redietance.The initial solution; which was o put the entire asseM-

bly 'On a..plyx,Tood-OkkVereus: the .carpit,.was.matginally successful, but It

still required.le064xert more effort cranking the assembly in and out than,
it did to climb from the ground_ IeVel. to4the carriage with somebOdY else helping

her.,,Another student at State is Workine on a.moterized drive. Whileit sounds

to be fail .sake,:'in that if 'she has a power fsilute and she'S

the.Cranking'medhanism still his .to enable her;-.,to .go_ in jand out She

wouldn't want to be trapped inside. ' ThiS'isnot:heing used at the moment until

the other drive syetem, which, will either Xs) drive one of the wheels or

(b) drive the. crank mechanism, is complete. .

The second- item I've been illvolyed with is a switching Mechanism to give an'

individual withumuscular dystrophy'. the capability: tO control the faStielow:peed

selection switch or the ,wheelthair: Looking at the wheelchairs here, today I

gather this is :prbbably an old, model. I 'm.".no t: amnia*. .With ohe State :Of the

art .in w)leelchaire. The switch is located- AL the top 'of this vertical. rod.

Primarily, the position of the 'switch 'and his motor 'capabilities cion!t allow `hint

to activate it . Sometimes ,he can and 'sometimes he can't', but it's quite a stren=:

uous: effOrt and 'he. doesn 't aiWays succeed, The simplest' solution :Of: relocating

the siita was tUledout.because it is a tented wheelchair and .it would.invglve

major 'modifications: It's quite a high current handling phe. final

solution was a pair of solonOids triggering the.'f-bracket_ mechanism which pivots'

.
a§oUt :the center'.., activated by a switch: It's' kairly StraightforWardjh

opetation and 'once' I ,got it designed and built, ,it ;workedpeifectly.. Another.
-consideration in designing it was, when.. it .does throw '.the switch, you -don ' t. want

, these solonoide actuated 'because they continue to ArAW, power. .frOm the batteries
,

As soon as it actuates its switch, the mechanical resistance; of the: SWitch keeps

the mechanisM imposition until. the o#ier pair of sOlonoids reverses' the

direction..

The total investment on this is about $30 ,and about 40 hours' f .time. I

.
should also state ,that this isn't entirely complete yet, This whole device is

going to be sealed to keep out any water and'.dust And insure continuous

operation,. o



`DAVID USSELL: I might add something.to Mitch's presentation here. One of the

driVing faCtortvwab the,cost and'availability',of parts,

/1'

MITCH HART: Hold it, hold it; You'reblowing my whole speech. One of the

major design influendes-on both. of these has .eehmonetary consideratiOnS.:

.Ideal solutions that I.caMe up with.were great but the'fiscal.trade7dffsjust

had to be made. The results of the trade-offs.oh each one Of;these is that the

platform requires about 14 seccindsto go from three7and-a-half to twenty inches, .

and the switching mechanists onthe' wheelchair weighs abdu01-Ounds. Again,

this'ie primarily due to the lack of-funds. . .

But., regardIess of the fact that there wereArawbacks,:bOthitems'do accom-

plish their purposes and-the drawbacks were qUite-small compared to the overall

benefits.6,Regarding the:fisCalAaituatiOn here, I'd like, to thank Dave who has

personally borne the financial burden for:both 'of these and has also-been.a. big

'If, anybody does haveanyinnoVative ideas.for fUnding devices,of this',

typemainly for students,talk to' anybOdy on the panel. or raise the question a.

later.

QUESTION:

DAVID USSELL:

Did.you'gO Eo the parents of these:people? Or the.woman?:.

She has no living relatives.

I

- QUESTION: The mother and father Of the young man?

',MITCH HART: He does have 'a family. I'm not sure what thftir financial situation

is. :I accomplished all the installation work at their house.

QUESTION: Consumers often want tO.pay for their own deinpea, if they Can affotd

it. Too.offen we go for third parties before .we ever say anything to the -

'conaumer., '

DAVID USSELL: -Mitch hash!tworried'abOut it too much because he hasn't had tn.

4,ay' for it Of Course,' I hayen',treceiVedmy reimbUrseMent I!m-ptill:.try-

ing.to fight and see if I canget the money TromMedial (or'Medicare) on the

lifting devickfor the iron 176ng and the other comparison,.'. That's.

why really, nothing, has been done: 4

!-AUESTION:. I:thinkthe Chair that the.felw With,tusOular dystiopWis:using is.

great, Ies:reaily;.delightful that.you cOUld'develop.economicallYayStem

imares him,able Perform the fUnction that te neededto.' But most importantly;

is.;he.usingth:e. chair that's the:tsoatapprpptiate for his.heeds?:'WhY isn't

there something else, happening tOprovide a fellow with mUscular dystrophy,a .

;chair that ailoWs:him tcroptimally.function in.the first place instead

tojetryrig a device for 'perhaps an!ihaPpropriately. prescribed' hair?

MITCHHART:1 .1'4 agree. Witheverything except ferry rigged. It's a goOd..

question.. Iteallydon'thaVe am.answer for::that.,.:

,

DAVID.USSELL: I' think'part:of'Arhas-to o with ignotanbe 'oh,onrPatt. 1,4e re

-..relatiVelY new in this area

'QUESTION: ThaI'S the point. I want to get at It gOes.hack more to thequestiOn

of developing :meanitigfulwaySof getting mvalvement.froi disabled.people at

Stages prior to product testing, 1.e,:at
conceptualization, at choice of: _

prObleme,, at ways of dealing,with those prObleme;
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DAVID USSELL: You have to 'consider our ,bias
with whether that is the beat chair fortim.
an, opportunity for the student to learn som

MITCH HART:, The way I was introduced
this box has to do something else., an
modify it.

o. We' re not really coilcerned
We see, a-.problem for e student as

thing.. ,

it
ou an

that you go ilw. litt e box,. and
't change theqirox, you have, to.

QUESTION I don' t mean to be diffiCUlt; but the way you
the way they act professionally liater on. ) treat theituitOnts iS

DAVID USSELL: All right' to tell you the'.truth, we didn't thid'k of it I don't
mean to belitt e our c4e,ttien at all It's very valid.

tf!. know if the members of the student chapter who show
eer ,.

QUESTION: I was , curl
an. interest just volun

,
ROBERT MURPHY If it's truly .a volunteer process,, it'p pretty much divorced
from 'the curriculum or individual departments,' a one-on-one with the
student 'engineer. It's only if we try tc, do it in more formalized fashion
through ,a course that there has to be some approval, from the instructor or the
department chairmen- or WhOeVer,,..., w..TJanswer your question on ho some of this
stuff' gets fed back into the engineering school, at least, in our department, we
have done it on a conscioui effort. We sena the students out lobking around for
professionals in the field. As soon as the professionals in the lleld se to
know that we're, there, we have no' problem getting: meaningful problems.

.4 I'd like to answer another comment. One of the things, that we do' try , to
teach-in this design .course through information gathering and-pr.olaem definition
is whether the project is necessary. We have goodnews and bad news when we 'ask
some people- that question. I guess you have to be very diplomatic about who you
ask this question. Probably, we'sve gotten burned a ,couple ,of times. We make an

-assessment which is not necessariiy. always "correct and respond more to the
engineering challenge than to the human challenge.

- ;Occasionally some Of 'our bad information' -has come from the_dipabled com-
.

mUnity. ICS 'like asking anyone about a technological product that is a new
Product.' "I can't possibly use that" or "it's no use to me." .Se nobody has all.

. .

the right answers here, .including us. -

ROBERT CUNNINGHAM: 'm Robert Ciinninghem.. a :student at San 'Diego State.
Working under.Dr Murphy in th4.mechanical engineering department.' .I.'m one of
the students who..is 'pArtiCipatitig, in big' ..cow-se. and 1.siorsking with rehabilitation
engineering. I transferred to ,San Diego State this.year:,ef ter undergoing
hack Surgery about' two years- ago_anct_s_o_LImApproaching. this cOurse, engineering -
and school' from a slightly, different perspective--as, a student and as being,

T heard a' lot of comments today< about zeople Wanting, prbfessional
neers; problem-solvers, to ,go %eck to the. source; the disabled Who are. having
problems I've talked 'to people at the 4.disAbled 'students ' Center''at San.. Diego
more as. a friend and fellow ,studghtfan41 found out that, theg halA. had problems
for whiCh there were simple solutions' 'that know about;" dian' t4 have 7

, .

access to'. the information,' or didn'.t4,realize't that they have tac, cess to the infor-
mati on . There is equiPment that s 'aY4lable ,thae s v.ety well-Publigki zed ,

::equipment . that they could uses. and that would be..very',11ilpful ti) them. TherT
are binders- full of the ,infOrmation theire in the office. . Tfier perion who'
needed the,equipment was in the ..office also0 yes the two 'come to
gether. noticed, in 1urPhy's course, that sometimes projects Ae..
design are very useful anci,;:end UP:being put iptcV:immedieee seryiyai.-4nd other-:



projects end up down in, the baSemetit waiting for a little bit more work by some

other, a t uden t , It's %not to . say theae' -PrOjeCts are useless; they., qed Somb

development but they have a lot of .potential. '' ,,.

..!.::' .r7..,,
.

.
.. .

. .

.
.

'Ltm:.working.'6n avproject with Dr... Murphyurphy ,fot monitoring Otessure; under

.,people in Whdelchairs, te somehOw prevent pressute sores.- This is a very seri- :

ous ptobleta; and something needs to .be' done'i;t.My project looks': like it's going to

take many years of work ?Y.:','ne and other stU2lei%s that:. come .af tei';me. I'm just

beginning this p.roject,:aad:f.this whole
.enginOring-relatiOnship iP.'juai begin

nifig; 'it.tp not:perfpct,-bUt I think,
that 'W0.4eing developed and I think. it's

a Step in the right :ditec,fiiOn. We need to focus,. on talking:to the right people,

getting, .the 'right' thingS done, in 'the
rder 1.in ,which they need to be ,,done ; I

think we're heading;An,,that directio ' 'A

i :: ,:l'A.4 . .

.. ___ , ., ' ,... .

QUESTION: Have:You seen,rly devices that hay& already' been developed 'to prevent
i

presSure sores? .

ROBERT CUNNINGHAM: Yes, rve.. come acrosP', different devices in the literature;

ye been to. Sharp Rehab' and taked.;.tohe therapists.
They were'disapObinted

with their. pneuMatic pressure sensing device; very accnrata or

reliable":. different people
got.differentmeasUreMents and it was queStiOnehle..

I talked. to them .064 developing some,;sot t of a mapping 'system that would'

'measure the pressure under peopld all oVer'rathAr than 'in one Stiot. We've had

a lot of problems. It doesattloOk like my projectwill.,iefinishedin the

foreseeable ,future, but we're starting, as I

ROBERT:MURPHY: Vette. really looking at:the material -- polyvinyl, flouri de,'

electric,plastic--and'leoking at the applications of that

ROBERT, CUNNINGHAM: The vibrator finger reader :uses that -Material as the :vibrat-

' ing rods% Ti.'s worked in d:-.Eliffetent:fa'sliion..
It's- t011ed:uP% like a_

in a cylinder and applying VOlta#es to that causes it td.vibrate,apd that's

whatc:yow.tead.'.: If yOU;can yoU in the teverse:. of th4t,

namely . if yo!.( put:. Some: force it puts; out a.V.o4age and 1146' some

notential uSes..a(s-: a transduddr; Sensor . feedback::senPot.':gto. . .SO Ve,' re trYing

to get 4b!ptet,..hAi101dr'pn it. ''Th07a,,s.: ,quite.a'number
of places that are `doing .

work on',thatSame material', 'e.g. ,'..Ithegovernment,. Oft 'Naval 0CdanSOtems Centee,
. ,

,

and other .universities across: the :'.country

4.



Technology for Recreation

CHESTER LAND: The
and leisure in the
nology can,assist
ticipation.

Each of us co
definitions...would
With a problem to
ti on.

Why does recr
when funds are cut

Panel

"
tr ill 100

11101°'
purpobe of this panel is to,discuss the role of recreati
livesofdisable0 people and to explore ways in which tec

disabled and able-bodied people in removing barriers to par:.

uld present. our wn-definition of-recreation, and all of our
differ. Our :challenge, then; is, to present the technologist
solve in a life area no farreaching and.personal as recrea-

. $c-
1

eation not enjoy a hkgher meaiiing in this society? Why is it,
, recreation is the TirSt to beeliminated?

'During the days of the industrial revolution ,in the UnitedStates, factory
workers'were given, breaks to 'recreate" in ordet.,to improve production. Soon a

connection greW between work and recreation. Recreation followed work; in
a sense, recreation was earned by working. What happens Af yea don't have `job?

Have you not earnedthe7rightte'recreate? If- this logic follows then many-
peOple in our society are faced with the dilemma: How'can I recreate wheal
haven't earned it? When 6-Lis Attitude prevails, recreation is not-viewed as an
inherent right, and an attitudinal barrier to participation is created.

o

We are here today to discuss the interrelationship of recreational activi-
ties, rehabilitation, and the'quality of life for people with disabilities, and
the part that scientific technology can-play. The following panel members are
involved in work related .to recreation and technology. They will participate in
a question and answer session and share. information in, their areas of expertise'.

. - r.

FzilOWing is the list of panel members and their respective afffiiations"-%

; Chester Land.
Director, Therapeuti Recreation Program/
Rancho Los Amigo 'Hospital
Downey, Californi

Peter Axelson
Rehabilitative Engineer
Veterans Administration Medical Center
Research andDevelopment Center
PaloAlto, California
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ire Marti Hacker
4* Peer COunlielor, Supervisor of Recgiation

.4!
COmmunity Service Center for.the DiAbled

San DiegoCalifornia

(Ki. Roy Gash vis

Managerflf the Spoke Shop, Wheelchair Repair Department.;

Community SerVice Center for the Disabled

San Diegb, California

Marri Taylor : ti

CoMmunity Worker
Community Ser;ice Center for a Disabled
San Diego.; California

,4 .

QUESTION: What are some of thp psychological benefits derived from participat-

ing in wheelchair sports and recreation?
40

or

ROY CASH: I feel more confident about my physical abilities. Racing has

improved my eye/hand coordination. After fini.shing...a race I feel great.

MARRI TAYLOR: I think it's great for people ttucompetek.,physically. It's a

rewarding experience whether it's playing cards or play/tg football. Competi-

tion is important to everyone, and sports competition is especially important.

MARTI HACKER: Rereation counteracts the all too possible isolating effects of

pging diSabledrit provides a way to meet others and a chalice to,participate in
AV

activities with able-bodied friends. Thus, recreation can eliminate the.depres-

sion that commonly conies with boredOM. Health and good body image are essential

ingredients, of self-image. Above all, though, recreation can provide fun, some-

thing that disabled people often fear will forever h'a missing in their lives.

CHESTER LAND:
feel guilty.

QUESTION: How can technology benefit recreation for disabled people?

Everyone owns the right to play, to enjoy playful moments and not

MARTI HACKER: One of the most important differences between recreation for

Able-bodied people and for disabled people is the need for additibnal manpower

tp help with setting things up for disabled people's use. Technoiogy can be

very useful here, since proper design...and mechanical assis's can 4iminate the

need for much extra manpower. From a disabled person's pOint of view, this is

uspally.a plus, since most of'us do pot like having to depend on another person

any more than necessary. Mechanical adaptations increase feelings kif, and

inddedour level of, independence.

QUEST*:, How did wheelchair sports and the development of special equipment

for these sports develop?'

ROY GASH:: Wheelchair sports have promoted the development of better, lighter

and more durable wheelchairs. All of the changes in wheelchair design have come

abut becabel of disabled people..using available equipment and not being satis-

fied with it The mep and women Oho participate in spoits and other recreational

activities hive developed modifid wheelchairs .to make them lighter, td,,fit the

sporWand to personalize the chair to make it fit the individual.'
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The use of wheelchairs in basketball, trick,' tennis and off-road activities
,

has promoted the growth of a new generation of wheelchairs for the active wheel-
chair user. Wheelchair design has, remained basically the same since the 1930s
when Everest and Jennings started selling their.. chair. Until the early to .

middle seventies, all wheelchairs:were copies of this basic-design. In the past
five yeas,' however, many improvements in wheelchair design have been introduced.
These innovations' can be traced directly to wheelchair sports; the changes have
been made by disabled people thinking about the equipment they use.

/ All of the 'chairs which were designed forvports are useful for'people with
arm and hand weakness. The newer, lighter wheelchairs on the market today can
make the difference between a persoh,being depeident and independent--someone
with impaired arm strength can push his or her own lightweight chair, whereas it
would have been impossible with the older models. This increased independence
is directly related to the many hours spent developing a better wheelchair.

Quality wheelchair hubs for everyday use are another result of sports.
There are several differeitt hubs being manufactured today. These are a great
improvement over the standard wheelchair hub. 'Many wheelchair users find they
greatly improve the way a chair rolls. They, too; are 'especially helpful for
people with weak hands or arms.

Most of the newer equipment onthe market today which enablei disabled in-
dividuals'to compete in track, basketball, snow skiing and many other activities
is the direct result of a disabled person or group of disabled individualsde-
signing quality equipment for their specific needs.,

QUESTION:. What'are. some of the technologichl-adap ations made to wheelchairs
for recreation or competitive use?

ROYOASH: The wheelchairs used in basketball were the first to be modified to
make the chair more manageable. This was done by adding axle plates to enable
theoiser to change the center of gravity. Negative camber was.created by using
a camber bracket to spread the frame wider at the bottom thanat-the top.
Excess metal was; also cut from the frame. These changes were standard if a
person wanted to be-,competitive while playing the'game.

Today the ,majority of people playing wheelchair basketball! use lightweight
.

alloy wheelchairs. These range from quadia, Quickie or Stainless basketball
chairs to locally-madb lightweight non-foldable wheelchairs. of these

newer chairs have adjustable rear axle positionS, quick-release rear wheels,
adjustable front casters and adjustable back heights. They also come in any

width desired' by the user. These new chairs have improved hearings all around,
s well as stronger; improved hubs and front casters. They are also stronger

than the oldmodels.

The wheelchairs Used in track'were originally the basic Wheelchair design.
The same modifications made to the basketball chair were made to the track chair,
except the track chair'had.more)weight cut from it. Some people used sagged.or

sagging upholstery' to lower their center of gravity. Smaller push rims were

used to increase speed'.

.
.

Today race chairs are sPecifically made for racing. Race-equipment is

,..designed for the individual and his or her disability, using the design of the
chair fp:increase speed and muscle groups to their utmost capacity.

4i. My racing chair is long and low. I use 700 centimeter wheels and high -

,pressure clincher tires. I also use Phil Wood hubs, I. use inch-and-a-quarter

neumatics on the front so that I sit
C
about 13 inches off the ground. I have, 1

1



steering handles on'the chair because on downhills and curves Sfeering'is diffi-

cult. These.are some,of the adapAations that can be made.

)

QUESTION: What arethe-benefits of cambered wheels and Phil:Wobd hubs? .

ROY QM: Cambered wheels help for stability and turns. You can turn quicker

and not have. he likelihood of turning over. There'are chairs now with variable

cambers. You can adjust the cambers with a,setting, but'they're low production

chairs. In addition, there are wheels that pop off, just push the button and

the wheel comes right off. That helps as far as putting the chairs in-cars or

other places.

I think it would be hard to improve the Phil Wood hubs. If I took my wheel

and spun it, ft would spin twice as long as any other wheel in here without a

Phil.Wookhub. I think they're'probably roller
bearings, but I don't know for

sure what it,is. They're waterproof and dirt proof and guaranteed for a life-

time. Even on a very slight incline you just roll right, down it, you don't push.

Also you don't have one wheel rolling better,
than the other; they both roll a

true straight line.

QUESTION: Where can you get Phil Wood hubs?

ROY GASH: Go to-a bike shop. If they carry Phil Wood hu6s, they'll string your

wheels for $10 or $15.

QUESTION: We see many changes in the-manual chairs, but what about the power

'chairs?

MARRI TAYLOR:: I would like to see.
morestechnology put into the design of power

chairs. "I would like to see a chair that can4be used in sand, mud, dirt, and

any kind of situation. I would like to see wider tires on both the front and

back. I would also like to see chairs that are not all chrome, so that they

don't have that "hospital look." If wheelchairs could be manufactured so that

they could get acrossPany kind of terrain; that would be wonderful. I'd like to

help anyone who wants to design that.

QUESTION: is there a need for more intermediate range power chairs which haVe

the ability to travel several miles daily versus chairs that assist individuals

in and out of cars and vans?

MARRI TAYLOR: My chair isla 24 -volt and it has the capacity to go about'three

° or four miles in one day.

QUESTION: Is this range sufficient?

.MARRI TAYLOR: Sometimes, but not always. It depends on how full a charge,the

chair hag. .I would like to invest in waterless batteries and a little beeper

that goes'off at night to tell -me to plug in my chair.

QUESTION: What MoHifications to the terrain are necessary to make recreation

accesSible.to disabled people?
0.
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.CHESTER LAND: In Los Angeles, fhere's,an'Accessible path to the Marina. We con-
structed'a concrete path uner the sand and, put rails along it that you could
move in and out of. If a person wants to go down to the water, there is a chair
available so you won't get your chair all sandy and wet. You can transfer to
the available chair and move on the concrete path down to the water. If you
want to walk and use canes, you can do that. :That's one solution that we tried

t

fl Los Angeles.
..,,. ..';'- .

.

MARRI TAYLOR: Also I've been working with the state Department of Paiks and
Recreation and they are really,w1.11ing to make all of the state parks accessible.
I'm also working with the county'Pdrks and Recreation Department. The more we

illcan push to have our uoukty park and state parks accessible,'the more disabled
people will get out into the pub; 4,.I've always run into an attitude with
peoRle who. say, "I've never seedWdAiabled'Person hero,"' and i7look at the
flight of steps or the rocks or NWPerrind I say; "Well, gee whiz, I wonder
why?" It's. hopefully up Jad coming. .,It's going to take a bit 'of doing, 'and
vinfortundIegy it's going to. take a bit of money, but tilere is a: need.

..9.

Me're not asking them to pave all their trails. We're asking them to make
bathroom facilities accessible, to maiwgrinking founilins accessible, a couple .

, camp sites interspersed throughout the campground that could be made with a '

little harder-packed dirt or,someqing like that. There's a new combidation of ,

asphault and dirt and a couple of other:weird things.they put inL it that call 4

;make a hard-pack trail. There is a trail in Northern,California--Im nottsure
how long it is--but it's a special dfject aid a wheelchair can'go the.whole
distance, but tibat's unusual. As a:& sabled person, I'm not asking for total'
accessibility; that's impoOfble. If I can't get from here to there, well,
that's too bad,z/Aut if there's something that can be done easily, I'M all for

it. I don't expect the wholesworld to.be ramped; it's JAI not Posible.

I.:
0

QUESTION:g How can transportation barriers,to rec?eation be eliminated?
1!' t

0
.

r

MARTI HACKER: Tr
91ansportation

is trialy the first barrier to recreation for dis-
a abled people. Because of tla,f exp(100 of specially-adapted vehicles, many dis-

abled people do nil drive. :there is a tremendous need for inexpensive transpor-
tatidnfor disable people, preferably our own vehicles. Unfortunately, feW-

solutions hive been found; althogh some seem obvious. For example, severely
g disaVled'Mheelchair users whomant to drive have no choice except to use a

Modified varig. Val cost4onsiderablymorethan cars, not to mention the cost of
gas aid upkeep. One posgrible solution would be a small car with seats reuroVed,
allowing tbig wheelchair user to enter from the back of the car, in the wheel- .

.9 chair, from which he or she would also.drive. Such a set-up would also eliM3-
nate the neej for an expensive lift. In addition to getting to,recreational
events, driving itself can be a form of recreation. Motorcycle's driven from a

el wligelchair in a sidecar have implemented this idea.' Other vehiCles, such as
street-legal golf carts, double as recreation and transportation for'ome dis7
abled peOple.. Of courses modified bicycles, either three wheelers or bicycle

1attachments for wheelch rs, serve the same purpose for short distances.
v.

!

e .

.QUESTION: Peter, why don't you describe the Para- Bike ?

PETER AXELION: The Para-Bike is a project that started as an idea which I then
introduced as-a design project for the masters program in mechanical engineering
at Stanford University. Two students took the prOject and I Served as'a liaisOn

and expressed the needs to them. The Asult was the Para-Bike, thkfirst 'arm-
powered bicycle for the disabled. Four prototypes of the Para-Bike have been

completed to date. The current version features. tilt -away cranks for easier:
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1 . .. ,
transfer, and multi-functional controlled sidewheels 'that permit desired lean,

. .

a (including no lean). foro cornering while maintaining stability. The results of
test riding have demonstrated the, potential and desirability Of a hand-pedaled
bicycle for the disabled person.

QUESTION: What barrier does cost play in prohibiting the availability, .of chairs
and ,Other sports equipment to average consumers? ,

ROY GASH: Wheelchair sport have helped thevd velopment ofhe, wheelchair tre-
mendouslyA Many individuals are now design theer'own chatl.rs, and this is
,bringing about some excellent tOlihnology. Pads still a major barrier. For

example, if a wheelchair basketball teani. pur 1:1 ten basketball chays ,commer-
cially, the cost can exceed, 110,000. However, .; y have a vekier or a
mechanic on the team, they can make all their:c for $1,000, less the) wheels.

QUESTION: .1,4hat types of Ski: equipment have been de
disabled individuals?

fox. phydiCally
-% 4

meh_oliAbe
There

4

ROY GASH: There are .curr
market. Tkesd include ,sno
are several large ski ar
for disabled skiers.'. Peter,

PETER tk,xELPN: The ARROWLisa
glass., Stainle'ss steel edges: 'oh
ping, on varying terrain and in ,
research is to -continue the deve
system'for'persons who oandot'n
tent, downhill ski-sledding met
successf ul 'integration of thi4in

ARROYA addresdes the neglIcteac*,.
b'enefit from integratiorki0o:tneAo_..

4 .of technology. toward skisled.qde'sig,7044,.

vera1 types* of snow. -.41i
nwhich.are compatible w
Itiave equipment-Co joa

you deScribe th'
.,!Z.,KL.like device' condtv .Ibex=

,:...'"!... toAitu.rface alF.-?i ,,-,, 4147ikk 4, Vi3- -',.
conditions Vje0 .,,y.. this&V e,

.1/4 ,..,.- 1 d evaluation ;dOwnhi k I:adding: !
nal skiing e 'invent* ..: th

must be develo ad; ". td fa .,., .,1;,.
giro the existing 4ki.; p'5) tibt*"Tkil0t
trilal?..;needs of disabled. p"' Valy4tIkt:.40it11::;':.

society.. ,it be ;ir:e:01cOnsi.b14,.0474.4ttOn.:.;
opment and'thie' 4. lqii0ti,lio-A:,-6r.,. delin*.!;:

bill ski-sledding protoCarwilt AlCti.'61s1 prhrama .fO,r tfie,.;dliaabsy,ed:st0'";...:p0:0":^. ,i. .,-

integrative downhill.. A4ing to just '''abOVi:ei,a-i-yone: ''' ' '

QUEST ION:a How w47.;the 11141R01'11 developed

'242,

PETER AXE4SON.: 'Tli ''..'Rellablfitative Engineirtfng Ffes,ai*..Ntd eVei.Op inept Center

..nat the Veterans A tip tation°14edicAl Cgnerf in, Palo Alto, alifornia is Vespon-
Ws ible for the .:6411.n!: of deyeloOneitit and evaluation . of /143ROtiIiski-dred

pirototypes. REP hies fujited..the construction Of 15 AREZOVA. SV ;11rotb--

types or the.:79'17.8(d. al.,_roscril and I V): ARROYA V prototyOa ko;''. `p 19 0.481 ski,

Rani;44111sO" fun,ded .grre*S.:kisleOding' instructor? 4iiiics ring 'the,.....:

ti......., selOsty64,1i;eq0r0gram evaluatiolL -; ; '';'. ' '''''
(..4,.co-,...-,

.7.::.

4, )-tg .the 79-80 'ski Beason, tild'. prototype 76114.i-sIed, ..ARROYA .IV; was 3,,
d-at e ski areas. including Winter Park Ski 'Area atNiIntaji4jark,i 41 I

6.*.and S.npci,almie Ski Summit near Seattle, ,;,1a..shl..ngton. sttuct ;.clinius:

mar, silse held, at ,each of th nine ski areas where ski programs for.:the.diabled. :
are:utilizing a total Of, tw 414.R.ROYA lin?' 'clownh ski-sleOs.J, -Theoi.'.e'llnids ,:- :.

proVide instructovs, dibable,:ogi wograq, direct and users wi 1.141e;ige on r
, .

the safe operatfon of the ski="sled, .. 4.
,..td :e...;



QUESTION: How has the ARROYA been received by disabled arAdisabled skiers?'

PETER AXELSON: Demonstrations of 'the ARROYA Skisled at `v'
clinics throUghOut .the United States, and in Norway generate
licity. Each clinic 'received local newspaper: coverage Se.ld
vision coverage. 111(kibjective: of this pUbliCy was to make' indiViduals :aware
of the opportunity f01.paraplegics' to U4 the: ARROYA ski-sled, and; to increase
general public awareness of .che disab community..

$ instructor
ry positive 'pub.
received tele-

, . ,

Unlike.many other spotts and! reCi-eatiOnal activities available to the dis-
abled person, the tOY A allows d ski -sled user, to interact naturally with

.

Skiers using othert Yisof-adaii.tive equipment (i.e.,: skies, boots,, poles, etc.).
.

This type of interact2on, ,i4etweea ar041Atoryand. nonaMbulatory individuals is
not fou40 in 'ewheelqiikir*sports1 (manY, recreational activities for paraplegics
and quadsv3egics teM to segregate them from their affib Ulatbry friends), In '.
fact, able - bodied' Aalsib,enfoy..skiing in..the

,
..qki7Sled. It iss,there-. .

fore pOssible tlidts this Ski-sled Will be used by both .ambulatory and non -';-...
. 'ambulatory indiViduals.

'1 1One of the things we hatGer had difficulty with is gettiag outside fundKg
for this kind of wock. halve submitted pitposals bolt funding sources
always recognize fhe fact that recreation acttsally needs 'research. WN are going'

to, continue to mOnitor *the evaluation prOcesgs of the last prototype sl d so thlit:
we can find a maritfracturer tat Will 'coritinue on with the next prototyp

wi. '
, ,

,-. . ... ,

QUESTION: Are disabled pe4le whoecannot ',or do not wish to be involved. in Aom7
petitive sports relegated to physiEal inactivity? '5l . -\

,. -:: c.
' ' A {7 Of

. ,, \ :

, endurance. Most recreational Aports are' deta'ble for -many disabled. people; th. ''' ,;'',.
type and degree of clisAbiIitk.' det

, -MARTI HACKER: There %ave. other kcreations' activities9At:;ich 'prOvide excellent. 4:,;,,

ways of improving muscle tone, COordpiation, circa latiofti.4,and- earei,b-vascular 11,. . t.

is a sport that can be enkjoy,s.ct by :almo
ne the modip. actions necessary. Swimming .; : " - ,,

veryonL' .Adaptations fo; pools-

' .-

include .'lifts, and sloping access foil" wh Chairs t .2:,.,...,;-;
. Bowling is another 1:,ort"thafrh'as beel:s adaptyl:Tor,disabieit 'people'. A

:possibility for technology. -,.r., #S. ,. ,

special, chute can be:USed 'for those AO ar

Sailing requires help settin the+ A getting in and. -out' of it -,6*,..:.01 AlOge

.
.

3e..-e

k- 2Waterskiing is another,isport kilat hak been recently.!ada f orAlis Ali lep;iti. :.
N A .

enthusiasts. In San Diego a. g14.- chair called the Aquabat i ted. This device ,,, '; ,, ..;
,-

consists of a seat-attached to. two shorts s and handlebars. Some type!og.
easily or automaticallis released hand gr r fleets ta be. designed fdt.' those:.
with insufficient hanestrength. ''

, :
. . ,, ,

These are but a feW of the activities which are 'alternatives to competitive
A....0 .. . 4 4,

'sports. One° final word--fOr T.,iheAchair ug,. s, each "Improvement made in eve -;day,day ',.. .

chairs makes parti.Cipatiori in,'.recreatib ier ,i ;maileore; fun::
iir,' ", it ', ;,. , r - .),

CHESTER LAID: The-disabled cotiiimility s now beginnin's:t to move into ,.the main-
stream. How many men as children wanted,,to 'be cootba.11-pleyere 'but Were not bi,%
enough, or wanted to be basketba,1,,1.. prayers but were not tall enough? Those were 9 .

handicapping conditionS. The, same taitupion-S.s now lieginning to occur among 3

individuals who use wheelchairs. eryone is tiot..c'ing to be able to la wheel -.

, . 's
,!.

chair sports, but` the same leisure: feel3ng can- b erived from other
sports.. 2 ".



'MARRI TAYLOR: .For-mefishing is something very. individual that makes me, feel

great. I look upen.fiShing as a competitive sport as well,as basketball or any

thing else. Whether I4am:going to get that little fish or not -is competition

enoUgh:for me.

QUESTION: How do individtials.who have not been involved in wheelChair sports

gain access to communication networks that exist among technology experts?

mAOTTir,o,Ri .:Valuable ,information excbange exist among'local communities of

disabled athletes,-sports ehthusiasts,, and small businesspeople. A major chal-

lenge for:thefuture.w.illfhe to involve small businesspeople in manufacturing

innovations as.they'come out of the wheelchair competitions. Sports and Spokes-

is a valuable:pUblicatioa:which' contains useful information about wheelchair

Sports and equipMent.

'QUESTION: Are there any national centers where
individuals with disabilities

can receive:specific training in sports and recreation?

MARRI TAYLOR: The'Vinland National Center in Loretto, Minneaota is a national

healthsports-center which offers training to disabled and non - disabled individ-

uala: This center provides workshops
which focus on skill building in a wide

range of physical activities,. as well as in the area of health promotion, stress

management., disability education, and medical self-care skills. Canoeing; run-

ning/jogging; swimming; weight and circuit training; cross c5untry skiing; pulk

skiing and ice sledding; archery;
wheefing; and poling are some of.the skill

areas that.are addressed by the center. Vinland also publishes Vin - Lines, a

quarterly.newsletter.

Summary

: The right to 'enjoy leipure:.time through a varietYol sports and recreational

opportUnities is the right of all individuals, including individuals with dis-

abilities..The benefits involved from participation in recreation and leisure

pursuits.are far-reaching, and include physical, emotional,. and psyChological

<

Wheelchair sports have opened up sports participation to wheelchair users.

As the'popularity.of these sports increases, new.developments in wheelchair

design are introduced. The popular use of chairs.in basketball, track, tennis

and other sports has promoted the growth of a new generation of wheelchairs Ior

the active user.

. Other forms of sports equipment arebeing developed by the .rehabilitation

engineering community. Bicycles and ski equipient are_two areas undergoing

current research and development., Camping and wilderness activities are also

becoming more accessible as national parks and local camping'areas begin to make

provisions tol'include.persons with disabilities.

As persons
with'diSabilitiescontinue to make their recreation and leisure.

needs known, advances in technology will continue in this important area. As

disabled and non- .disabled people continue to play together, technology for

-.recreatign4all expand and increase access to this life area



Bibliography of Or niiaeionsfPublications
Dealing with Technology for Recreation'

American Athletic Association
for the Deaf

3916 Lantern Drive
Silver Spring, MD 20902

. .

American Blind Bowling AsSociation
15 North Bellaire Avenue
Louiayille, KY 40206
Phone: (502) 896-8039

American. Camping Association
Bradford Woods
Martinsville, IN 46151

Phone: (317)342-8456

, .

American Wheelchair'Bowl'ing
Association

6718 Pinehurst Drive
Evansvilia,-IN 47711
Phone:'' (812): 867-6503

Minnesota Outward Bound SchoOl
- P.O. Box 250 -

Long Lake; MN 55356
Phone: (612) 473-5476

0 Mobility, International USA
P.O....BOx 3551 .-

tikt;re OR. 97403
Ph46503).'.3431284
'4'4

..National_ Association of Spdrts

for Cerebral,Palaied
larc /o. Craig Huber ;'

°.* 66 East 34th Street,
New York; NY., 10016
Phone: (212). 481 -6359 .

Americanteelcbair Pilots
. Association
1621 East Second Avenue
Mesa, 'AZ 85204

Phone: (602) 8'31:--4262

'Blind' Outdoor Leisure

Development (BOLD)
533 East Main Street.
Aspen; CO 81611'

Phone: (3Q3) 925-8922',

Breckenridge Outdoor EdUcation
Center

P.O. Box 697
.Breckenridge, CO 80424

Phone: (303) 453-6422

Courage,

915 Golden Valley Road
lden Valley, MN 55422

Courage. Center.

one: (612) 588-L:0811

Disabled Sportsmen of AmeriCa_
Box 26

Vinton, VA 24179,

Health Sports',Inc. O.

1455 West Lake Street
HinheapoliS, MN 55408 11-

International Committee of
Silent. Sports

Galeudet College
800 Florida Avenuej N.E.
Washington, DC. T20002

PhOne: (202) 651-5114 (Voice or TD)

National Park Seryise.
Division of Special Programs

And Populations
Department of the Interior
Washington, DC. 20240'

Nationaljherapeutic Recreation
Society (NTRS) ,

3101 park Center Drive, 12th Floor
Alexandria; VA 22302.

Phone: '.,(.703) 820-4940

National WheeichaiAthletic
Association '

Templeton'Gap Road, Suite C
Colorado Springs, CO 80907

Phone: .(303) 632-0698:

National Wheelchair Basketball
Association

110 Seaton Center
University of. Kentucky

Lexington, KY 40506

Phone: (606) 257-1623

National Wheelchair Softball'
Association'

'F.O. Box 737 ti
'Sioux Falls, SD 57101

NHYSRA Lake Tahoe Chapter'
Larry Young.
,BOx 1636

I-Truckee, California 95734

hone: (816.) 587-3911

North American Riding for the
Handicapped Association, Inc.

P.D. Box 100
Ashbur* VA 22011
'Phone:-1(703) 47171621



Paralyzed Veterana Of America
4350 lastrWest Highway, Suite 900 .

Washington, DC 2081

Phone: (301)652-21357'

Ski for All.,,FoUndation

Chris Colb,.Executive Director
521 Wall Street., Suite 326A
Seattle, Washington 98121 ,

Phone: (206) 623-2714

Sports and Spokes Magazine'
5201 North 19thAvenue, Suite 111:

Phoenix, AZ 85015

PhOlel (602) 246-9426

United Deaf Skiers Association
Attention: Mr. Gutfran
Two Sunaei,Hill Road
SiMsbury, CT. 06070

Phonet (203) 244-3070

0.;Assecration of Blind
55\yest California Avenue
Beach Haven, NJ 08008 I

Phone: (609) 492 -1017

United States Wheelchair Sports Fund.
c/o Nassau Community College
Garden City,. NY 11530'

Phone: (516) 222 -1245

.Vinland National Center
3675 IhdUapi Road '4

P.O.Box308
Loretto," MN 55357

Wheelchair Motorcycle Association
4101 Torrey Street
Brockton, MA' 02401
.Phone: (617) 583-8t1.4

lalderness
...:,2929:4th'Avenue South
1".*Weli0,.MN '55408 lt
Thdhe'1,'012) 827-4001

Winter:larkReCreatiOnal Association
Box 36'. 7,

Winter Park, CO 80482
Phone: .,(363). 726514, ext.: 179



Technology for the living Environment

'BAN LIPCHEZ: In preparing a panel on the subject of technblogy for. the. liVing
environment, ChetylDavis and .I sat down and tried to create an oVerarching
theme to this expansiveissue. We have selected three central issues which will
help us to focus our individual remarks into ascoherent framework. The first
issue which we will address is the'issue of stereotyping when designing, advisr,
ing;.and conSultihg with disabled clients,. Stereotyping is thefirst barrier
to the relationship between the client and the technology professional.

The second issue is-closely,telated to the first. Simply put; this:iSsue
is that the means do not alWaysAusiify the endi you cannot expect clients to
accept someone else's concept of what it is to be normal when' working with them
to solve environmental problems.

The third issue is a dqub3e barreled issue which combines the issues of
ageism and genderisM. These are so deeply .r oted in.our unconscious, but rarely°
addressed in teaching or professional work. e have often heard it said Gout a
:client or to a clien(or family, tha 's to beexpeCted, afte,r all;:he/She:
is sixty." And as We:approach.sixty, we r lize how ridicUlous.this statement

- o

is

These interrelated issues will be_examined by. the following panel members:'.,

Cheryl Davis
Consultant in Environmental
Berkeley, California

op Larry Leifer _

Mechanical Engineer
Veterans*Administration

.,,Professor of Me'chanical
Stanford University
Palo Alto, California

Heidi Pendleton
Occupational.Therapist
Project Threshold
Rancho Los Amigos .Rehabilitation Center
Long Beach,California

Issues

Hospital; and
Engineering



Bay lafthez.
prOfeSOr of Architecture
Univetaity. of California; Berkeley

Berkiley, Californie

- .
.

The following
retharkseummatize major, points of discussion about technology

for the-living environment:
Transcription of the question and answer session is

mit included: '

'CBERYL DAVIS:,,/ feel that a lack'of communication between thedeaigner.and'the

rdisahled consumer is a major probleM. I would like: to use; a peraonal anecdote

to illustrate this point.

i
Recently in an airport I.:visited a restroom which displayed.the interne-.

tiONal ayMbol.of access on the dOor. The:toilet hada foot: activated flushe ,

and as Iapproached the sink
to wash my hands I found that technolegy had,:

,.tricked me" again. The new improved foot activated sink led me to the realiza-

tion that there ia.a definite breakdownJn communication between consumer and

It is clear'that there has been a failure to think through the vari,'

ous ways:in which a disabled prson 'moves throughand'pses'a

1ff anarchiteCt.been airport managet had,been told, "use the facilities,

withoutstending up and without reaching very far,". or ."assume that you are

:quadriplegic and can't raise your elbows above your shOulder," then perhaps it

would-have been fairly evident that a Troblem existed. with the, foot activators.::

This incident: suggests
technical matters -are more than technical.

matters. ThereA.s a very necessary grounding in subjective experieriCe and the

'fthilure to communicate,sufficiently.;
a client in order to elicit that sdb.,

jectiVe experience can,
lead the designer to a very liMited definition of the

probleM. A solution to a problem is based on the problem. .Those other factors

that aren't taken into consideration will-mever
materialize in the.evidencd of

the solution.
rj

Therefore, the major concern is' the establishment of strong linepof com-

munication betWeen thejclient and the designer. We need tdfind ways to involve'

the consumer mord.fully.in the design process.
Although this. was the primary

sentiment during tile .1n,ternational Year Of Disable Persons,. this sentimen has

nOt.been translated fUlly into action. Consequently, two things occur. First,

the1 disabled client'oftenfeels'very insignificant,
and second; the deaigner

often feels that,. the. client is not very, erticdlate,
intelligent,or capable of

giving information.'
2.

. .

. In working with
clients,ltb-help them modify their

environments .I learned

through experience, that there is al:articular
approeCh,that works best. First -

the client hesto kncwWhat-ip possible.
you

involve the client in develop,

ing a "wish list"
liyTasking. him/her, "If. you knew

that there Were a way to x.

would yod like to do it,jorwould yod prefer 0" I found that if you simply

said,:"Wbat would you:like-todo?"_abaoIdtely,no image would come tOmind;'.

PerticularlYito'people Who weren't moving-Out-in the world yet. elicit

meaningful feedback, one must, help. the cliento
develop ithages.

.
The importance of involving .diSabled clients in the design prOcesp:ptior ta

testing, and evaluation is critical. When tliis does not occur, money is often

spent for something which turns out to. be remarkably inappropriate.

Another mportantissde that we ate examining is Age. Most of

.1'...devices..for, living actively in the community are not thought of:as appropriate

for olar.people or:there
is simply no impetus to make them'available to.older.

people. This liMits the market
and-limits the mobility of older, adults. Many:,

94



elderly people'are:daprived nitiyelY and:senscirally'becajba4they.:ang isolated:.

from society.

A colleague of minakneV.an older woman who waS.given a,power chair Lae:

demonstratZbn purposes for a period of,several Month p, At the nd of this time -

She didnql4ant to givelit back' She'aried .becaliser she bad begnn to'dothings

again WhiCg!had not:been poSsibie tor many years.i
.

,
. .

. .
.

, .

.

Age stereotyping limits a Client's potential and promotes a-rigid, categor-
foal way Of.,thinking. To .say that one device. is sUitable for people aged 20413.0

-while angther is:only sUitable fo'N those ,over 65 pldces restrictions and.limita-
tions on People as individuals, reprdldst of age..'

rmorl,ced in Europe the permohiie; for example, wide variet
models; 'including of alai things *rainer for children..,Itcan'beicohnl4
by someone accompanying the person until they're responsibleieneughOperate,-
it Oems0.ves,'. That's marveloUs. .That's a very:foreigri way.ofthinking about",

devices in this country and that it cOmesfromnet involving the dis7,.
abled people themselves.enongh, or the parents enough, It may baVery difficult
for the patents of disabled, severely disabled children to realize that in afew-
Srears when you. can no longer lift this:cute little tyke up'in.your arms .and
carry himopthe stairs, you're going to want' to,:,think a-6od6deal:moreabout
modifying the environment and. also having the appropriatejleyicefor that
person....it's very difficult, to reach those people and' tetthemhinkingahout
it but I think, again, it' affeots tWmarketand ithas some manufacturing
iMPlications, also.'

Sexual. stereotypes constitute anotherformidableaiba Of.,:concern,. rirat
there is a yery common assumption that women are less physically active' than

men: Until;severalyears ago women were not so involved' in motorcycling, mount

tain climbing and other high'riskactivities.,. Consequently, there have been :.

more males than'females who are traumatic quadriplegics. However, now that

women are more active, one can. expect the proportions to,ohange. Unfortunately,

women. are not involVed in wheelchair, achletics.often d6 not know the options

for manual wheelchair,:omen tend not tafind,out about the pew technology'
partly becauie it is siMply.hotpassecionto them. .There needg to,be more

,attention to the human interface:` Tile process of consumer education'istOo.
slow, tooacsalental, and too contingent on the'area.n whiCh the disabled

person liVes,'his/het sex or:age.
.e

: .

As disabled.people,find:moterand more effective ways of' working withdesitn-

ers, more disabled people may ledrd,O) define their own needs more cleariy,more

concisely, andmore:articulateiy. This can only be accomplished thrOugh conT

Stant,ceMmuniCation between 'consumer,:iancidesigner. :As .communication increases,.

so will solutions:

o.

I-MIDI:PENDLETON:. I work for prOjqct Threshold, a prOgrem which addresses some, ,

of the problem.s'Of'the.AYSicallydicaPped, t address,and I would addressOMe.
of the issues:ofthis'PrOgram.as they, relate to My prograM.. ProjectiThreshold.,

is a resource that Was deyeloped in a rehabilitative engineetinggcener, at

4 1)

RarichOLos Amigos)io ital.. This prOgram, which is funded by:the California.
,State A)epertmen'of ' elolabilitation, .is structured to assist the,Client in meet-
d.ng.indiyiddal needhintheateaa-of independentl.iyingi going back to, the

classroom, or returning: Woik.-7,:
.

.

Our project peratea accorcting to a teamap'proaCh 'involving a core staff.
,

-4s.,Well as reha iiation engineers, and community consultants:' -occupational--

Cher istS,.phys cal thetepista4. speech
.

'pathologiSts,andnurses. ''
..,



Low/Appropriate technology' AdaPiifions of :Woik:EnvdrOnment .

Figure 1:,
.

Greg Sanders: the:.
.

carpenter.craf eoml.

Ken Okuno

,

.
.

FigUre 2:: The antikick de:0Ce; used Ftlen tipOing: lumber: to keep theseized. half ,.. ,

, . , .

from. flying' off the machine, ta. Also useful as agenirettient"*.11andle tor guiding

the blade of the saw when /there is.l.imifed kiliggr functron; Cr,edit .AKe..n.40kmite-r:
, .

. .
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1 5 . 1 1 I 1 1 5 l i I . 1 ' 1 1 V t k i t ' \ i t e : 5 . I t we're stil titi,11. le t t a solution then we
s'115, 1 Ilt,1. t em tlr, ;i1',n sold tahricite equipment.

C

I hi. 11111151 1 :Int ,ell, ;it1,r.ttiin i 11 work illy, with CI i 11 t.1.1 involve the
1 I III 1 Ile 111,111,M 110 IV i 101 111551C0111e15 tram t ht. 1101111111i 111,' In the initial
1111, 14 I, , i t impot t.unt to to 1 I the c I tent why you .1/5t1 1115' es' t;liT1 ques-
t , 11,155 in the p rob tem solving, process, I i tell Sit restively,

111, , I teat to .11 Ie.. I some is the process . t)t ten the c I lent iiAini; the
dktI ' I 11.11w, hi.,/h,A own problem proses';, initiating k.,tion, taking

; t ! I 11c1I 11111_ Ildelielldellt, .111 day t1,1 day p rob hems ,,,,,.

',i ,11 1 ,5,1] j Ow, 1,'t1.Iily liviliit ituitHen1,..; .ter e :11101..1(C. b11 et ICC( IVt
s i t .111 t(.11 a C Ci111111 I i151105.1 11V leek i ,it ',roblrms crest In most.

,,t 11 ,,': the is Cl-Cit iiill) Crt'at .n't'tl.. in the 118
sit we 1.1Ht var, we were ;tile to cow,' op with either adAptive

h, 11.11 101 el 5 t/111111e 1,I I iv 51V.Ii 15thlt,` 05111i 1/111i'llt in t.V, of the ratter;. The average
11111+ ,l t ,t't i n Ph' tut t 51./titi5 We Ileetit'll to st-tk

.,11.. Illt.1 1 nell 1 WIli s'11 re-; II I tcd in ail aye rage r-ate of , 5110 per case.
t 1 ism( -cent crud approach result'; in a cost et I eCt iVe method of
'. 111,1 '1 Hill le L.511111 i

i 11.11 15 , 1 151 like to ori51511,t,; th.it i t t 11L5 o55115-itimer'!: t-c5-;puris i

1 5 5...;1,n:55 i 5; /hot- 51o5: rt.5; . 1'he constuner may !iced to modify those
i r, .1, t i,C.11 inlP I I C.It i 01111 het:0111e evident , but the consumer should he

11\ 1)1 I .111.1 .1 t tall( throu,,,li his/her needs and des i res.

I HI !,1% work and my concern is with human interface. It' is a very
onp I ir.ltest t ask t,, match a 11r01, the. most eXt riOrdinarV machine in the

Sin ty, wit' a machine m.ide by my own hands and my own intellect. It ix
t certain that we start with the person as an individual, try to

I :1(.111,1 is /11,, r abilities and disabilities and how the individual wants to be
Iil'1III I I t relit now.

I ' iv we have talked a great deal about in,abi I i ty and relatively litt le ,ibotit
new c o i i t h a t are j u s t hecominc, posH h t or os to

...1] I'/ink .0)+,11t hui )situp are manipulation aids. These aids create a new oppor-
t uni t y I or re lot ionship with the world: instead of having a one-on-one re lation-

in we now have a three point interaction with the world. I'd like to describe
i'l-51111,1 i 11 ilivelvilip disabled peep It' in the task of developing these devi cos.

t 11C 1.05.,-5,5 01 tleVe 1011 ing the device by establishing sumo goal. In
nce, I hr; with a in/potties is. 'Dien I test Iry hypothesis by taking a- step

in t see where I arm. I am, then, free to, change lily goals.

I've been Concerned with getting a isablcd people into the dej'.1,ign -process .

Ei% and large, disabled People receive whatever's being done -from the time they
enter the medical environment with a disabling condition they begin to receive
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Low/Appropriate Adaptations to the Home Environment

Figure 5. A meat
fork with a special
fitting for the hand
allows independence
in meal preparation..

0. I/4
1440

\ 44

.4;

1111'kartrioN

Figure 6. An'attendant 'has arranged the kitchen so this blind person can manage
alone. Credit: Jane Scherr.
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Figure 7. The metal extender bolted to this key makes it possible to unlock or

lock this door with limited finger function. Credit: Multimedia Center,'School

of Optometry, U of CA, Berkeley.

The photographs (credits noted by each) are from Design for Independent Living:
The Environment and Disabled People by Raymond Lifchez and Barbara Winslow,

Berkeley: University of California Press, 1982 (paperback). New York: The

Whitney Library of Design, 1979 (cloth).
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medical- attention. and are rarely consulted as to whether or not they want to be
made'better. That environm,ut's tough in terms of never asking you what you
believe about it. We delijaLthe disabled person into a rehabilitation/engineer-
ing environment and so- s up and-says, "Oh, you need a whejlchair, don't
you?" The user just d doesn't influence the goal.

It is relativel\ rticipate in the supervisory loop of the prokess.
Becoming a kind Of a atever scale allows you to supervise and influ-
ence the goal's set. ougher and what concerns me in particular is
how to get people into loop. I believe that is connected with edu-.
cati1on, becoming aware o be done and how to formulate your needs in a
way that technologically eople can interact with. In the extreme, to '

have control means going bac pool. If you don',t like the wheelchairs
being designed, you could go h an engineering curriculum some place and
get yourself trained as an enane. and then do the design yourself. instead of
trying to supervise Somebodylelse who is doing it for you.,

Current, trends in assist devices are delivering an array of materials.
Some have, bells -and whistles; tilers have rollers and treads. I hope that our
objective will come hack to- 0 human scale so that we can begin to carefully
decide tihat remains in the h dimension tq be solved, and what can be appro-
priately solved by machines, he important questions when planning for and with
disabled clients still remain: "Mere would You like to live? What sort of an
environment do yZu prefer?" When these questions are addressed first, then a
living environment can unfold in wish assistive devices have a role. Our

matTbn . m-t o -ignarr-nivi ruttment 'ltt'whtcti troth-the assating-tlevi-eett-end
ourselves can cohabitate, a place where devices can enhance our lives.

.

RAY LIFCHEZ: am interested in trying to get a more complete picture of people
in their environments -- people at;seieral environm ,pntal levels. The intimate

level, or intimate environment lev61, can b defined basically as the body. The

'wheelchair and clothing are self expressive ways of telling people who we are.
The next..level, the dwelling, environment, could be the home or the workplace.
The dwelling place a, a place where we have control over our setting. The third
level of the environment is the public realm of which we have very little control.

The interview process is a very workable scheme for finding out how people
rtlInte tp their environment, and how to avoid stereotyping. Choosinguthentic
sites for interviews is of primary importSnce. If we wanted to talk to a person
about, the work setting we would simply say, "Can we join you at lunch at your
work setting ".or "Can we sit next toyou at' your desk?" If wewanted to find
out what it was like to be in a public place we would simply say, "Where would
you like to meet far a drink?" The interview -in -place is a very useful tech-

nique' which helps disabled clients and designers to understand their own exper-
ience in a place and to evaluate the working and non-working aspects of the
environment so that platys for modifications can be realized.

The best way to let vendors of state services find out whether or not their
facilities are accessible is to talk tothe people using the facilities and let
them participate as "user consultants." Too often corps of consultants, are

rushed into t facility when valuable information is available from individuals
at the'site. This approach was used very successfully in Sacramento, California,
in a project to help state'services comply to the code of access. One result of

the project was a guide called Getting There, a publication consisting of sets
of diagrams which can be used by designers°and persons with disabilities. The

. format of Getting There is in the style of cartoons which create visual images
of accessible and non-accessible environments.
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In helpihig people In the area of access it is necessary to.go beyond
cifie technical assistance information. ilding a ramp or locating b light

s;witch are design problems which can be solved easily. The more difficult
missiod is discerning how the disabled individual feels aboutThis/heronvCron-
meni. This can only be accomplished through continued and consistent partnOr-
ship Of interaction between designers and-individuals with diSabilities.

4
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2 Issues in
Technology for Education
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Dorothy Tombaugh

Low-Budget Ideas for the Visually Impaired
in Science

There are a number of low-cost or no-cost techniques to aid the visually
impaired to fully participate in the science laboratory. When the term "labora-
tory observation" is used the tendency is to think primarily of visLial observa-
tions.' However, tactile, audltw, olfactory, and thermal observations are able
to bring considerable informatiOhlo the visually-impaired student in'science.
An array of_instruments.add_quantitative measurements for the observer.

Tactile Observations

Braille paintings and raised-line drawings are particularly important for
dbiology program ut are needed at some time for all courses. Raised-line
drawings are made by drawing on braille paper placed on a rubber or plastic mat.
The tools for such drawings may be any instrument which does not poke a hold in
the paper. Among these tools are a tr ing wheel, "popsickle sticks, nails
with rounded tips and blunt ends of pens Braille paintings are first sketched
in pencil on cardboard. This is outlined with glue. String, rope, buttons,
wire, sandpaper and bits of cloth are among the variety of-items added to the
glue to vary the texture. Multiple copies of these braille paintings are made
by making a model as above using heat-resistant glue. This model is usable in
the American 'hermoform Brailon Duplicator for making multiple copies of the
paintings. The goal of these braille paintings and raised-line drawings is to
convey scientific information, not to be a work of art for display.

Tactile observations are used for examining most equipment and material in
the laboratory. A crayfish may be immobilized by restraining its claws with
small rubber bands; Details of internal structures of earthworms, insects,
snails and other small animals require models, raised-line drawings and braille
paintings to clarify the study. Animals as large as a bull frog are readily
observed manually. The use of tactile observations may require that specimens
in preservative be removed from cdntainers, washed and put on trays. Human
anatomy can best be learned from models, skeletons and observing one's own
muscles.

The weight of material placed on a centigram balance is read manually. The
position of the weights on the beams is determined by counting the grooves. For
the beam with no grooves, a braille ruler is calibrated so a unit of length
equated to a determined number of milligrams. A narrow band of clear nail polish
may be painted on the midpoint of the scale to enable a blind person to determine
wrIen the pointer is at the center point.
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Models of protozoa may be fashioned from jello. The jello Is poured into a
plastic bag which In restricted in shape while cooling. Threads, rope, raisins,

slices of dowel rod and other items are used to represent cellular inclusions.
The colloidal nature of Mlle gives a realistic model of cy,toplasm.

,

A 3M Braille Labeler turns label tape quickly into readable material for
blind persons who read braille. It is not nOcessary for the sighted purs(4n using
is to read braille as.it has dials In Mth print and braille. The 3M Lame Print
Labeler will likewise produce large raised letters for the benefit of the visually

impaired with, Limited sight. Reagents, shelves, and directions on equipMent all

need suitable markings. With braille labels and.a tracing wheel, wax pencil or
narrow tape, lines on graphs and markings on maps are easily identified.

Plastic syringes are available' in a wide range of sizes.. By notching the
plungers at suitable intervals, 4,4ey serve as a "braille syringe" for use in

measuring liquids.

The visually-handicapped student and a sighted person need 'a common mode for
sharing problem solving and balancing equations. A child's metal Slant ito,ird

with magnetic plastic letters and numbers allows the non-sighted person to go
over the problem with his fingertips. Another way is to use a Braille Scrabble

Board for which letters have both print and braille letters. With the addition
of numbers made with print and braille labelers which are placed on wooden squares
similar to the letters, the materials are then available to work series of equa-

tions. Graphs can be shared when pieces of pegboard, golf tees and string are
used to make them. This also serves for a lecture demonstration model for the

menber-t-t-ot the-clas- -

Many details of plant growth, vigor, appearance and identification are avail-
able through manual observation. Blind students have shown competence in grafting

tomatoes and potato plants.

Unless an odor is pleasantly p'_rfumed or noticeably unpleasant the sighted
Berson pays scant heed to olfactory stimuli. The visually impaired employ such
stimuli as additional clues for identifying items in their environment. In

chemistry laboratory the technique of wafting' an odor is learned. On biology

field trips the identification of plants is aided by breaking the stem or leaf

to examine its odor. The odor of soils give clues to-add to tactile observations

in their identity.

Auditory Observations

If instructors verbfliza as they write or draw on the bfackboard or as they
present material on the overhead projector, they will not only aid the visually

.impaired but they will also reinforce the learning of all students. When quizzes

are given on material presented via monies, the-blind students often have superior

scores because they have listened intently. to the sound track. Taping gectures

and then editing the tapes to preserve only important information needed for
recall gives the visually-impaired student class notes of excellent quality.

A number of instruments are now,availabl6 with auditory signars or voice
output to give the visually impaired greater competence and independence in the

laboratory. The light sensor is one of the most versatile, of these instruments.

It is small enough to be held in the hand and carried in'a pocket.t There are

several versions on the market but all involve a photoelectric cell to detect
light and a sound source which increases in pitch with an increasZ in the inten-

sity of light. They also can be used for simple non-scientific tasks such as
.determining the location of heading on iiationery and whether the necktie or
scarf at hand is striped, plain-colored or printed.
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,Figure Student at Evergreen College,
Olympia, Washington demonstrates low-
ered chemistry lab bench built for her.
They planned to build a "larsen" chair
with oak chair (after seeing the model
demonstrated by the Tombaughs) for het
to use with NMR equipment where metal
wheelchair could not be used.

-4111LItAi.

Figure 3. Roy Tombaugh building
adaptive lab equipment in his van
"workN.hop."
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Figure 2. Kathy
Cotman demonstrating
adapted lahuratory
equipment at Euclid
(Ohio) High School.
Kathy, a biologist,
works at the Cleve-
land Clinic Tumor
Rel'istrar.



In !WWI III I V 1,11IO AA 01 II, I i rht del ect t ht. roan,! ]ion ot a prtie -

pi tate and t is 1 A II I ,nc, oI A i CA I C11.111IlO indic.clel IIV a C11,1111ll i II Color.

I t Will 1,,c.it in .1 ColorI nt ion In .t Ihnrel, A pradnate,l Cy I n-
ot A volumetric By ],lacing', A tinci- on the Iniret at the point where

the tone o) thc I ight !;ensor clta ngteJ, t hr 1 i nr etched on thc ran he "read"

bv counting the I hies with A lingernail or plastic card. Accuracy is, dependent

on the individna 's experience, horing and pannal dexterity. More sophisticated

instuun,ntitt on for precise protes!iional work is availahle at greater cost.

In microhio ogy the I i will detect by .1 chAn,,e in
the I 1.twilni of light through A Ot ,,,,lotion certain of t Ito,-;01 id media.

A change in pH dCioolcd by the change in the color of the indicator and a com-

parison of standard media with that of the test material. The presence of gas in

culture is shown I ikewise by .t cli.tw,,c in the of Iigtht t hroui,h the medium.

In i the I i 1',11 I I-I\ IIHIOF nLty he ur,nd (0 All II /ICH iatr Ihetwren preen And

albino 0 I 1 1 . I t unit he WWII to Ind i lq-nCe (hut no t whit color) in
coot C COUn i kern, - 1,; 01 yellow and purple corn the user of the

lighr sensor soon learns the higher ,pitch indicates'vellow And the lower one is

purple. lactil, sense difterc.fitiates between smooth And rough surtaces. Color

diiieicuio.s in kir c0Ats of Annual!: is readily detected. Fruit tlies arc too

small ior examination by visually-impaired persons with present instruments.

In physics labs the light sensor will announce the swing, of the pendulum.
It will detoet the pre,enco of light And its relative intensity. It I;CHHIHI the

Ipl.:p\imate is ition of the needle of A light meter And other instruments.

For geology the light sensor will indicate differe HC011 between colors of

soils, rocks And minerals. It will indicate color change! in testing for ions

in solntions. It detects not only the difference b:"!tween black iind white but

also !Ilailt!! of grays on maPs. The light sensor will !unction hest it there is

a steady light illuminating the area. A fluiCrescent tube mounted vertically
behind ground glass is A suitable light source for many investigations. The

light sensor should he Available in all science laboratorles as An aid in'making'

a wide variety of observations.

Cho ..111,1:, , with I ight sensor from Science t 0 It' the

lilin,l Product ran :cis, be used with other accessories such ;is the 1.1,7I/11 1,'v,,1
i,,,comi, in two i one t or us,r in voluuirtrir t tasks And cv i 11-

de And the other usable with co lt el. CUPS. :.O.11;; are :in add i t ionA I acces-

sory available for checking electrical circuits.

Another take of instrument with an audio output is' the ,1u;1-A-Mc!moter, a

braille t he rmome ter. This operates with a cont inuous t one which s reduced to

HO' tone when A Ilk/inter on the Null indicator is tkurned to the tvmperature reading

comparable to that registertilW bv, the stainless steel probe attached. lna-.1-:fIh,

a Null indicator, can he connected to other equipment such as impedance bridges,

laboratory potentiometer circuits or to resistance-measuring bridges allowing a IL

blind Arson to tell by tone when the circuit is balanced.

The addition of talking capacity to instruments is bringing greater indepen-
dence in the 1,111wriatory for persons who arc blind. The TALking CAlulAtor was,

the first instrument to emit voice`Output. as.thc numbers' were punched into it and

when the computation was ended. These calculators have the same competene as

others. Additionally they may be rimed with an earphone so they can he used during

tests without disturbing others or giving out information.

This last year marked the introduction of a talking thermometer, TherrapUoice,

by American Foundation for the Blind. The uriit is housed in a plastic ease which

may he worn on a cord about tilt user's neck. The thermo-probe rests in a niche

of its own in the case when it is not in use. The laboratory probe has a range
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C11 10 to 110' C and registers with an accuracy of -10.1' C. An additional .probe
in A highei tong, is also AVAilah10. This is primarily for cooking but it will
ling A place in organic chemistry as well. The probes stabilkie in seconds aft-er
immeLHon in ,the material to be tested. The voice may be heard via an earphone
also.

Additional Aids

For visually- impaired students who have some vision, one of the prime. contiid-
er,uions should he correct lighting for their work. Because of individual differ
ences in eve disorde,rs there is a wide varinnce in lighting needs. for these
students. This should be discuitised-with the student early ix the year so this
can he adjusted to the best us-e 'A plastic lens is available at low cost to en-
large an area. It substitutes the a dissecting microscope and may be usiql for
reading as we

Many items of equipment purchased for the use of sighted students have raised
markings as on the plastic beakers and cylinder's. Timing devices, maple meter
sticks and rulers frequently have lines depressed sufficiently to be read with
the lingers. Ceolow,- and geography departments often have models and relief maps
which need only the addition of braille or large print labels for them to be
usable by the visuaLly impaired.

Mainstreaming visually-impaired students in science presents no major prob-
lems. There is little need for expensive equipment for beginning courses.. 1m-
proved techniques, a little extra consideration on the part of all and a sense of

-4e,tiiiparti-cipeiti4u1-444.1.1 benefit noi just_the. handicapped but all the members of
the class. r
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Table 1: Rank Order Matrix of Positions for NTID Co-op Students at Ford Motor
Company Car Engineering Division, Dearborn, Michigan.

Rank Order

NTID Student Mdjor

Electrical .Mechanical. Computer
Engineering Engineering Science

BSEE BSME BTCS

f
First
Assignment

Ignition Laboratory

Support Services

Mechanical Systems Computer
Laboratory ° Graphics

.Department
(Programming)

Second .Electric Engine Electric Engine
Assignmnt Control Control

Electric Engine
Control t

(Programming)

Third Special Test Special Test
Assignment Engineering Engineering

(P.rogramming)

Not Recommended Vehicle Engineering
At This Time

Program Control &
Chassis Section

equipment is not practical if it is limited to the use,of one student or o e
experiment. The best alternative' is the homemade "tin can and rubber band'
method. These homemade items are disposable and easily'replacecLat little or no
cost. This method provides the students with hands-on experience, the opportun-
ity to create something while learning the principles behind the creation. Such
an experience also encourages the students to use their own creativity and imag-
ination in problem solving--a skill that will prove useful later in life, in
higher education and on the job. This approach Also permits a sense of accom-
plishment--the students are able to take their projects home and show them to
parents and friends.

AlthOugh adaptations to science programs are necessary to accommodate dis-
abled students,'of primary importance is the students' interest in the program.
Figure 1 diagrams the major components of vocational awareness. Of those com-
ponents, the Interpersonal Factors are often overlooked by teachers. Handi-
capped students need role models with whom they can identify. Too often, these
roles are absent or of a stereotypical nature leading the students to limit
their career decisions to either stereotypical vocational roles or no career
planning at all. .When developing a program in science for the handicapped
student, the inclusion of the role model is essential.
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With this purpose in mind, a videotape, We Know We Can, was developed at the

National Technical Institute for the Deaf. The videotape uses role models from .

scientific professions and thereby iicourages students to explore all career

options. 6

Finally, we must not conclude that the modifications for handicapped stu-

dents end with their formal education. We must also consider the employment of

these individuals and determine what modifications are needed in the work place. '

This is actually a joint esponsibility of educator.s and employers. Educators

need to know of the career opportunities that exist so as to inform their stu-

dents. The employers need to be aware of modifiCations that may be necessary
and entry level positions that are most suitable for a handicapped employee.. To
facilitate. this process, NTID's National Center for Employment of the Deaf has
developed a Job Analysis Model, which matches abilities with opportunities,
helping both the employer and the job seeker. As shown in Table 1, a job

analysis shows several entry level positions as well as career steps. No

position is stated as unsuitable for a deaf. person, although we may not recom-

mend a 'particular position due to lack of experderice or training.

There is no limit'to the potential for handicapped persons seeking a career
in science--if the interest exists and the right approach is taken.
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David Lunney and Robert C. Morrison
J

4

Talking and Voice Entry Computers' for the
'Chemistry Lap

At East Carolina University we are developing a microcomputer-based Universal
Laboratory Training and Researth Aid (ULTRA) for handicapped students in under-'
graduate chemistry laboratories. The primary goals are to enable blind students
and students with upper limb disabilities to obtain meaningful laboratory experi-
ence in undergraduate chemistry laboratories, to provide a personal 'computer that
Is usable by handicapped students, and to develop an open-ended professibnal tool
for handicapped students who, plan .to enter scientific or technical careers.

The ULTRA system is designed around the popular Zilog Z80 microcomputer,
which is available as a set of assembled industrial quality circuit boards.
Wherever possible, we use commercially available modules and subsystems to permit
relatively easy manufacture of the final system. The software will be.available
on disks and microcartridge tapes. Some of the software routines will be perma-
nently stored in erasable read only memory in the ULTRA system.

The ULTRA system will have two Z80 microprocessors (master and slave), a
mixture of random access memory (RAY' Ind erasable programmable read only memory
(EPROM), and both digital and analog, input /output capabilities. The master micro-
processor will,be usedlfor data acquisition and performing calculations. The
slave microprocessor will be used to interact with the handicapped user. Two
versions of. the ULTRA systein will be available: one for blind students and the
other for students with upper limb disabilities.' In the version for blind
students, the slave processor will function as a talking computer terminal with
keyboard entry and synthesized speech output. In the version for students with
upper limb disabilities, the slave microprocessor will act like a voice-entry
terminal with speech input and a video screen for output.

The ULTRA system can:be interfaced to a wide variety of instruments and
sensors used in undergraduate chemistry laboratories. The system contains elec-
tronic circuits for conditioning electrical signals from these instruments so
they may be safely and accurately read by the computer system. Typical devices
that are being interfaced to the ULTRA system are pH electrodes, visible spec-
trophotometers, infrared spectrophotometers, gas chromatographs, analytical
balances, temperature sensors, titration devices, and others.

The talking terminal consists of a Z80 microcomputer, a keyboard, and a
Votrax 5C-01 voice synthesizer. The software for the talking terminal uses
letter-to-sound rules to generate phonemes*(phonetic elements) for construction
of words._ An appropriate Aequence of phoneme codes is sent to the voice syn-
thesizer for,spoken output. Although the talking terminal is contained in the
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portable ULTRA system, it can be connectedto.any host computer; for example, it

could be connected to a central computer over a telephone line. This feature

gives the blind student unlimited access to computer programs that are available

on central computer systems.

The voice-entry terminal uses an Interstate Electronics VOTERMvoico. recog-

nition module (VRM) for speech recognition, a video-k.creen for displaying output

and a Z80 microcomputer to handle the communication between the VRM, the host

(uLTRA9 computer, and a mass storage device (tape or disk). The VRM is capable

of recognizing up to 100 individual spoken words. A user trains the VRM for each

word in a vocabulary by saying the word several times. The VRM stores voice pat-

terns for each spoken word in its memory and is capable of recognizing. these

voice patterns when they are spoken by the user in a subsequent recognition step.

Each user must train. the VRM for his or her voice patterns for every word in the

vocabulary he or she intends to use. After the VRM has been trained by a user,

the voice patterns for the various vocabularies can be stored on a disk file to

be used later. The software for the Z80 displays vocabulary word lists currently

bjing used, displays, information that is being sent by the host computer, and can

switch vocabularies between a mass storage file and the VRM. The user can have

vocabularies much larger than 100 words by saving voice patterns for vocabulary

words on a disk file and loading them on the VRM when they are needed.

Most of the experimentoriented software routines run with a program that

functions aSga scientific calculator. This allows a student to cqllect and store

data from an instrument that is making measurements in an experimcnt and to per-'

form scientific calculations using the data before making his or her laboratorY

report. Thus a handicapped student is able to have laboratory experience that

parallels the laboratory experience of other students. That is, he :r she runs

the experiment, collects the data, performs calculations, and makes a report.

The calculator program can also be run by itself: without running an experiment.

Thus, a student can have a talking or a voice-entry calculator for solving normal

scientific problems.

The ULTRA system enables blind students to perform chemical experiments in-.

dependently in the laboratory. With appropriate equipment they can mix solutions,

perform titrations, measure pH's, weigh samples, etc. Students with upper limb

disabilities will still need an assistant to manipdlate equipment and glassware.

However, these handicapped students will be able to control data collection and

to perform the calculations independently.

The ULTRA should be available for the handicapped students in two to three

years. With the help of.the Office of Special Education marketing division we

hope to find a manufacturer capable of producing the ULTRA system at a reasonable

cost .(abOut $8,000).

4
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Larry J. Leifer

AV.

Robotic Manipulatioh Aicis in Rehabilitation

Abstract

It has been hypothesized that industrial robotics technology can be adapted
to th'e manipulation needs of people with severe physical impairment. Initial
tests with programmable manipulators were encouraging while demonstrating the
limite'd usefulness of Preprogrammed motion sequences. It was clear that inter-
active command and control of manipulation would be required for relatively

IL

unstructured domestic environments. In-pursuit of this objective, the Stanford
' Robotic Aid incorporates: -1) a ice actuated real-time programming command
language to direct the manipulation task; 2) a non-contact two-degree-of-freedom
head'motion tracker to "pilot" th manipulator; 3) a tactile sensing gripper to
perform semi-autonomous grasping functions; and 4) a unified command/conttol
system to manage the dynamic interaction between a human user and his/her
"program directed" assistive device. Our concerns touch upon the issues of:
1) knowledge representation; 2) computational models of the spatial environment;

[ 3) human perception of space and time; and 4) the interaction between natural
bOdy language and its verbal representation. Our experience and findings are
relevant to rolhabiliation and industrialzobotics.

Context

The number of disabled people in the U.S.A. is estimated at 15-45 million or
seven to 21% of the total population (Office of Technology Assessment, 1982).
The higher figure is indicative of people with all degrees of impairment, and the
lower figure is indicative of people with severe impairment. While all the esti
mates are rough, the magnitude is significant.,- The incidence and type of severe
disability occurring-in the United States are presented in Table 1.

The accepted international classification of impairment, disability and
handicap is as follows (Wood, 1980):

Impairment: any loss or abnormality of psychological,.physiological,
or anatomical structure or function. 1

Disability: any restriction or lack of ility (resulting) from an
impairment to perform an act vity in the manner or within
the range considered normal for a human being.

Handicap: a disadvantage for a given individual, resulting from an
impairment or a disability, that limits or prevents the
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Table 1

ESTTgATED NUMBER OF PEOPLE WITH IMPAIRMENTS ACCORDING
T.O. ETIOLOGICAL (NOT FUNCTIONAL) CLASSIFICATION

Data are for the United States
(after LeBlanc, 1973)

IMPAIRMENT ESTIMATED POPULATION

Paralysis/Paresis (both upper limbs) 172,000

Paralysis/Paresis (both lower limbs) 330,000
Hemiplegia/Hemiparesis (both limbs on one side) 340,000

Paraplegia'(both lower limbs) . 77,000 - 200,000

Quadriplegia (both upper and lower limbs) 38,000

Cerebral.Palsy 153,000 - 750,000

Spina Bifida
Multiple Sclerosis
Muscular Dystrophy
Osteogenesis Imperfecta

27,500
500,000
200,000

10,000 30,000

Parkinson's Disease 1,000,000

Disabling Arthritis 2,201,000

Upper-Limb Deformity 819,999

Lower-Limb Deformity 2,916,000

Spinal Deformity 1,135,000

Upper-Limb AmpUtation 90,000

Lower-Limb Amputation '
210,000
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fulfillment of a role that is normal.(depending on-age,
sex, social and cultural factors) for that individual.

Thus, a lower-limb amputation is an impairment. The disability could be that the
person cannot walk. The handicap could be that the person cannot get to work.
Many people with severe impairments are, in fact, severely disabled and in turn
severely handicapped in the use of their environment. Ideally, assistive tech-
nology supports independent living by reducing disability or removing the asso-
ciated handicap. The economic potential of independence is considerable.
Bowe (1980) estimates that every dollar spent for rehabilitation research returns
$11.00 in cost benefit to society.

The Need To Manipulate

The evolution of humankind can be measured in terms of our mastery of tools.
Tools allow us to control our environment n ways quite beyond our native ability.
Hand tools have become Machine tools and now machine tools have evolved hands.
We are building general purpose progra able machines (Robots) whose primary
function is to manipulate othermachin s (manually). It is fitting that those
people who have lost the ability to di ectly manipulate their own personal space
be among the first to receive the benefits of this evolving technology.

A severely disabled individual is cut off from direct control-of his or her
own personal space. This individual is unable to use the vast array of gadgets
which most of us depend upon for our personal and vocational well being. Quad-
riplegia, paralysis of four limbs, is one disability that impairs the power to
manipulate. It is typically the result of a traumatic spinal cord injury in
which neural tissue of the spinal, column is disrupted. When this happens at the
level of the neck, the person will have neither sensation or muscle control in.
their trunk and legs. Depending on the injury, little muscle control or sensa-
tion will be available in the arms. Grasp function is almost always lost.
Respirapory function, because it is controlled from higher in the brain stem, is
usually intact. In spite of an overwhelming loss of body function these individ-
uals have no impairment of their mental facilities and, with good mediCal treat-
ment, have a normal life expectancy. This injury occurs with increasing
frequency, is seven times more likely to happen to males than female and is most
likely to happen in the age range from 18-22. While statistical data are sparse,
it has been estimated by Kalsbeek, et al.-(1980) that the average neCcost in one
year (44% direct medical costs; 56% indirect costs) for serious new head and
spinal cord injury cases is $2,400,000,000 (in 1980 dollars). There are an
estimated 6,000 serious spinal cord injury cases per year in the United States
of-which bout 1,000 result in quadriplegia.. At a minimum, costs of.this magni-
tude would seem to warrant the search for good tare at lower cost to the individ-
Ual. and society. There are also compelling psycho-social reasons to help he
disabled achieve full and productive lives.

Design Philosoply

The design philosop* of the "robotic aid" research and development commu-
nity is based on the assertion that a.disabled individual is best served by a
single, general purpose system, rather than a collection of special purpose
devices. . The disabled, surrounded by a proliferation of rehabilitative gaigets,
will otherwise be further isolated from the general populace and public spaces.
It is important to note that the typically diadic relationship between an
individual and his/her environment must be replaced by the triadic union of.,
environment, robot and usnr (Figure 1).

While it is premature to make definitive-statements regarding Robotic Aid
economics, it is clear that those forces which propel development of industrial
manipulators, especially labor costs, are also experienced by severely disabled
individuals who may have to pay for 24-hour attendant care. For comparison, one
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may speculate that a widely available robotic manipulation aid would cost about
as much as a personal automobile and come in an equilialent variety of models.

Function versus Anatomy

Bore reviewing the evolution of rehabilitative robotics, it will help to
e-Lxlirtfre the concept of rehabilitation as it is manifest in the development of

assistive devices. The dominant philosophy, implicit and,explicit, has been to

replace lost or damaged anatomy. Functionaol considerations are consistently

built upon the assumption that the missing limb must be replaced. This approach

places severe constraints on the control, size, weight,, power and geometry of

potential solutions. At this time, there is a negative correlation between the
degree of anatomical fidelity in a manipulator and the degree to which functional
performance criteria can be achieved. In exploring the possibility that indus-
trial manipulators may be used to satisfy the manipulation. needs of disabled
people one does not pretend that the aid is part of the user's body. Typically,

there is no physical contact with the user beyond that needed at the command/

control interface. While a robotic ,aid should be worthy of inclusion in one's
living quarters, problems associated with cosmesis are far less critical.

Interactive Robotics

A Robotic ManipulationtAid must be interactive because it serves the con-
stantly shifting attention of its user. It does not operate in the industrial

context of tasks. With an emphasis on flexibility, it must operate
in largelY'. unstructured environment, Where effective use of tactile sensation is

required. Also unlike industrial robotics, the manipulator must be programmed
in real-timed:sing information entry channels other than traditional keyboards.

Interactive robotics research and development grow out of disparate origins in

artificial intelligence and master/slave telemanipulation (Figure 2).

Statement of the Problem

An interactive r otic manipulation aid should include the following basic

features. It must have one or more electro-mechanical manipulators (arms) which

can be moved bout the environment and_are cable of bringing an end effector

(hand) to any position and orientation within'a prescribed working volume. Each

mechanical ar ust have an end-effector (hand) which incorporates tactile sen-

sors and can pro lde the user with functional information about objeCt location

and grai) quality. Each manipulator and end-effector must he under the control

of one or more computers (microprocessors) to perform complex behaviors upon

receipt of task specific commands. The user needs to have one or more input

interfaces to have complete command and control of the robotic system. To have

comprehensive awareness of the actions and knowledge of the robot the user must

have one or more feedback interfaces (e.g., displays, voice output).

There are five primary application areas where it has been suggested that

robotic manipulation aids will be superior to other means for supporting inde-

pendent living by persons with severe physical impairment:

1. ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING: food preparation; food service;

personal hygiene.

2. MEDICAL THERAPY: limited physical therapy; some forms of

diagnostic testing.

3. PERSONAL CLERICAL TASKS: calculator and computer operation;

use of commercial telecommunication devices; appliance control;

office materials handling.
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Figure 1. The USER-ROBOT-ENVIRONMENT triad illustrates that the robot (manipu-
lation aid) is intended to give the user physical control of an environment
which i8 otherwise only the subject of wishful thinking. However, direct user
<---> environment interaction is replaced by a two-stage pathway (user <--->
robot <---> environment). The command and control linkage between the user and
the robot is crucial to effective implementation of the operator's wishes.
Development of this information transmission channel is limited by our under-
standing of human information processing and our technology; the robot <--->
environment channel is only limited by our technology.

HIGH FIDELITY
MASTER/SLAVE
TELEMANPULATION

V
INTERACTIVE

ROBOTICS

GENERAL PURPOSE
COMPUTER VISION
AND MANIPULATION

Figure 2. INTERACTIVE ROBOTICS research draws knowledge and technology, from
both Robotics and Telemanipulation. While Interactive Robotics includes a human
operator and machihe intelligence, the robotics field tends to exclude the
poss4bSlity. of a Human operator and the telemanipulation field tends to neglect
the potenttal-of machine ihtelligence.
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V(WATInNAL TASKS! supervision of industrial automation systems;
computer and,manipulator programming; assembiy And inspection;

secretarial work; switchboard operation.

5. RECREATION: control of electronic gapes; manipulation in physical
games such as chess and monopoly; arocational work; painting.

There ,ire three conditions which must be met by a robotic manipulation aid
hefore it can he an economically feasible partial substitute. for human care-

taking. Its manipulative capability must be sufficiently' good to make it an
Attractive alternative to some classes of human assistance. It must he reliable

enough that the user and attendants will be encouraged to use it. Savings .(and/

or earni..n-g-510 derived from using the Robotic Manipulation Aid must pay for its

initial'-and maintenance costs.

Key Ques t ons

There are four classical technical questions and two global value questions
which must be considered at each step in the 4114plution of robotic manipulation
aids. What is the natural 14.uguage used by people to conceive of, structure,

And implement manipulation tasks? What physical communications interface(s)
will hest transmit input command and control Information needed by the manipula-

tion aid? What control structure should the robot have to process multiple (and

potentially conflicting) Inputs in the context of ongoing activity and its knowl-

edge of the surrounding environment such that the result a smooth manipula-

tive seqiwnce? What feedback channels can hest he used to let the user know
what the robot knows and what it can do at any given moment? How does one clin-

ically evaluate a robotic manipulation aid to assess the costs and benefits

derived from its use? Who will pay for and maintain the manipulation aid?

Rev Considerations

Even when the prospective user has no upper limlifunction74 are a vari-

ety of command and control input channels available. Command, usually accom-

plished with a ktlyboard, refers to'a discrete item of information which

specifies a task, operating mode, datum, or label. Control, typically done

with a joystick or steering wheel is typically used for continuous input func-

tions such as those required to pilot a vehicle. In most man-machine interfaces

the human hand is used to perform both command and control functions. For the

quadriplegic individual this is not feasible. Alternative channels are poorly

understood. Head displacements are limited in range and their precision has not

been,evaluated, While the Human voice is capable of making thousands of utter-

ances, only cOnT? or two can he machine recognized per second (a high information

hand-width with a low temporal band-width). The physiological signal.,channels

(electromyogram and electroencephalogram) are conceptually elegant but unreli-

able- .10 the case of eye movement command/control, it is important that we

not defeat the normal function of an already vital information channel. It Is

also important to note that fatigue is usually proportional to the degree to

which conscious attention is required in the control task. Accordingly, input

modes should be amenable to subconscious performance. It Is hypothesized that,

an interactive manipulator interface should incorporate a variety of command/

control channels such that the operator may choose between them on a moment to

moment task speci is

Information transfer between man and machine must he carefully managed.

Every physical disability reduces our capacity to transmit, receive, or process

information. Accordingly, the user should specify goals and the system should

attempt to achieve those goals while the user supervises the operation. The

exact division of labor between man and computer will necessarily vary according

t, the task.
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Tho inadequacy o/ sensory feedback from artificial limbs has severely
limited their- us fulness. Without sensory teedback the control of limb move-
ments is priormed open-loop. Visual feedback of gross limb displacements is
not equivalent to kinesthetic feedback. 'Unlike muscle, tendon, and joint sensa-
tions, visual feedback requires constant attention. This high attention state.
leads to fatigue and diminishes the user's ability' to attend to other stimuli.
We ae, at the performance feedback interface, in a position similar to the one
encountered at the command input interface.. Human channel hand-widths are
limited and poorly understood. At this time we can best proceed by minimizing
the amount of information processing required of the user.

`,
-Cliuical evaluation of robotic manipulation aids is important and should

be an integral part of the development plan. With a history of. rehabilitative
devices4.1at have been developed, delivered to the patient and then neglected,
it is imperative that technical people establish and maintain a constructively
critical dialogue with prospective users of their product.

Orthotic Telemanipulation

An orthosis is an exoskeletal structure which supports and moves the user's
arm. While related to exoskeletal bracing, the term seems to have achieved wide
acceptanc.e only at about the same time that external power was first applied to
drive the supporting structure: This line of development produced the'first'
computerized manipulator system at Case Institute of Technology during the early
1960's. This four degree -of '-.freedom (4 DF) externally powered exoskeleton car-
rijl the paralyzed user's arm through a variety of manipulation sequences initi-
ated by the user by directing n head mounted light beaM at photo-receptors
mounted on .selected objects AMeswick and Mergler 1962-; Corell and Wijnschenk,
1964). Thisl was a milestone Project in many respects. The technology employed
and the concept of computer augmented manipulation were'not to achieye compar,-
able sophistication for more than ten years.

The Rancho Los Amigos "Golden Arm" was designed.as an orthosis with seven
degrees-of-freedom (Karchak and Allen, 1968). It follow6d the design philosophy
of the Case system but did not incorporate any computer augmentation. Direct
current servo motors were used at each joint and were individually controlled by
a variety of ingenious switch arrays. Several similar versions of this system
were built. At least one version was wheelchair mounted and battery 0111veered. 0

Extensive clinical trials with the Rancho Arm confirmed that-jo4nt specific
control was not feasible. This finding confirmed results from the Case,group
and underlined the need for computer augmentation. Moe and Schwartz (1969)
computerized the Rancho Arm to proVide coordinated joint displacement and pro-
portional control while Freedy, Hull and Lyman (1971) studied the feasibility of
using a computer to adaptively aid the user in controlling the manipulator.
However, these efforts could not overcome the inherent limitations of an ortho-
sis which attempted to animate the paralyzed human arm.

Remote Manipulators

In the late sixties and early seventies work began with manipulators which
were physically isolated from, the user and made no pretext of being limb re-
placements. The designer was now free to follow the dictates of efficient
machine design for computer control.

Roesler and PaesLack (1974), at the University of Heidelberg, were the
first to use an industrial. manipulator and a highly structured work environment.
The electromechanical manipulator ha'd five degrees-of-freedom plus grasp. The
manipulator was about 1.3 times human scale and occupied a fixed location within
a highly structured work station. A minicomputer performed cylindrical coordi-
nate transformations; stored intermediate points; and integrated the use of
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:_figure 5. The disabled individual Alike all of us) has a spectrum of environ
,----, ..ment manipulation needs. As represeted above, the assistive technology that

can be applied to service these needs\cam be mapped to dallae-the cost and
'complexity associated with increasing manipulation performance specifications.
4It is most probable that there will be\a continuing need for the full range of
assistive devices and people.
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The specifications for a robotic manipulation aid have been outlined, the
design philosophy has been examined, and their evolution has been briefly

reviewed. Though designed specifically to aid the physically disabled,. the
features of an interactive robotic system have important implications for the
entire field of robotics.

Control of One's Personal Environment

Will robotic manipulation aids replace environmental control systems? Will

environmental control systems replace single function switches? These and

similar questions suggest the need for a comprehensive model for the relation-
ship between our selves and our environment. This can be shown, as in Figure 5,

to visualize performance versus cost and complexity. Each of these assistive

technologies occupies a rather unique "market nitch" and there is good reason tb
believe that the different technologies will coexist indefinitely.

An interesting. ct of technology utilization has to do with Its impact

on the user's own se image. This is particularly true for persons with

PhYSIcal-disabilkty. Assistive devices become a part of one's persorial space

and body image. In spite of possible inconveniences, the user of a wheelchair

wants his or her style of dress to be typical for the social and physical. sur-

roundings. It is imperative that environmental control systems and robotic
manipulation aids "suit" the user. ...).,

Issues Related To Choice

Trained animals provide one of the interesting alternatives to environmen-
tal control systems" and robotic manipulation aids. Like the case for "seeing

eye dogs," one can imagine that a monkey could be trained to perform essential

manual tasks. However, it is noteworthy that, only about three percent of blind

persons use seeing tye dogs and that this percentage has been stable over the

last 30 years. It can be surmised that a roughly equivalent percentage of
paralyzed persons will want to live with monkeys. While animals clearly have a l`r

place on the farm, they are conspicuously absent from the kitchen and office.

Recent trends in social expectations regarding computer usage and the

practicality of industrial robotics will make it easier to introduce the con-

cept of a personal robotic aid. Growing awareness that human-computer-

interaction quality is a major determinant of overall system performance

(Ketil Bo, 1982) will lead to a better understanding of human 'information

processing and task planning. This general knowledge can, with care bnd atten-

tion, be used to facilitate computer access by the disabled.

Evolution and Robotic Aids

With the advent of effective manipulation aids it will be appropriate to

extend the concept by making the aid mobile. This freedom of movement extends

the use,5.1s-phere of influence while reducing hls'or'her need for personal

mobility. In other circumstances it may be preferable to mount the manipulator

on the user's wheelchair. In combination with improved telemetry technology and

techniques for extracting intention information from bioelectric signals we can

envisage a symbiotic relationship between man and machine.
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Diane Merchant

Disabled Educators Project

Disabled people are moving into the education profession in increasing
numbers. They are serving as teachers, college professors, administrators--and
in a host of other educational roles. Though barriers to training and employ-
ment persist, many disabled persons are prevailing to make unique and valuable
dontributions in the classroom.

These and other statements are supported by a study done by the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) as part of its project,
"Opportunities for Disabled Individuals in the Education Profession." The

project has sought to increase opportunities for disabled persons in teacher
education programs and within schools, colleges and departments of education;
to identify disabled educators and record their experiences; and to encourage
the education profession to recognize and use the assets of the disabled popula-
tion. AACTE's project is part of Project HEATH (Higher Education and the Handi-
capped). HEATH is a consortium of higher education organizations involved in
promoting' greater access for disabled students to postsecondary education.

The inspiration for AACTE's work with disabled educators came from the
Project on the Handicapped in Science of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS). AACTE "taw that it was at least as important for
educators who are disabled to receive the same encouragement and support that
disabled scientists have received throdgh AAAS. With increasing numbers of
handicapped children in the regular classroom, handicapped teachers are valuable
assets to schools. Disabled teachers have a first-hand knowledge of a disability
and may often have insights into educating handicap4d children. They are a

positive example of success and thus good role models for handicapped children
and their parents, colleagues, and nonhandicapped children. It is often said

that attitudinal prejudice is the most difficult to erase. AACTE's project is
based on a belief that the classroom is one of the best places to begin to show
young minds that disabled persons can be and are successful persons.

Usinfthe AAAS model, AACTE located disabled educators through announcements
about the project in education journals and disability publications.' The indi-
viduals who agreed to participate in the project completed and returned a de-
tailed survey instrument that gathered a wealth of information, including
experiences of disabled individuals in teacher training programs, in becoming
employed, and advancing in the profession. Many persons volunteered the
strategies that they had psed to cope with a disability and to be a fully pro-
ductive professional. Some told of technological aids that were of use to them.
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The first apparent fact that the survey results showed is that there are
more people with disabilities who work in education than anyone would have
imagined. Letters from people from all areas of the country poured in and the
number received surely represents only a fraction of persons who could have
responded.

Project participants identified the'major barriers thatithey belieVe restrict
the full participation of disabled persons in the education field. Survey results
show that while many of the barriers are not as formidable today-as they were
20 or even 10 years ago, obstacles persist and those obstacles are similar
regardless of the disability.

It will come as little surprise to handicapped persons that the barriers
most often cited were attitudinal ones--particularly attitudes held by prospec-
tive employers that disabled persons could not effectively do the job. Even
those disabled educators who reported a good college experience often encountered
skepticism or outright refusal by persons.in a position to hire them. Those who
were looking for their first job 20 years ago and had to write that they had a
disability on the application form never even got called for an interview. The

disabled educators in the AACTE study felt that employers could discriminate
without appearing to discriminate and that it is to the advantage of the disabled
applicant to allay unspoken doubts and fears as they are being considered for a
position. They suggested that the reality may be that it is harder to land the
first job if you are disabled and believed that direct communication about one's
limitations as well as an explanation of the ways that one has learned to perform
the job in question may be helpful in the job interview. Some thought that taking
steps to improve employment prospects while still a student, such as attending
professional meetings and making contacts, would pay off.'

Sometimes disabled )grsons themselves had internalized a defeatist attitude.
One young blind woman expressed an interest in teaching but felt that even if she
managed to get certified to teach, that, of course, she would be restricted to
teaching blind children. She,did not realize that numerous blind persons are
working very well in classrooms with sighted children.

The number two.barrier, according to educators with disabilities, is admis-
sion to teacher education programs. One illustrative case is that of Olympic-
bound skier Jill Kinmont Boothe, whoqe story was dramatized in the movie "The -

Other Side of the Mountain." She wrote that after a skiing accident left her
quadriplegic she decided to go back to school and major in education. The

California university that she chose, however, refused her admission because she
could not negotiate the few steps into the education building from a wheelchair.
She was also refused aid from the state Office of vocationalyehabilitation on
the grounds that she wad'-too severely disabled for them to ffiAlip her with her

education. About half of the Project respondents said that they also faced diffi-

culties with counselors who discouraged them often because of the counselors' lack
of knowledge that education could be a viable career for a disabled person, their
lack of exposure to role models, and general lowered expectation for their clients.

Happily, the stories of outright disCrimination seem to be mainly in the
pasi. The majority, though not all, of current students or recent graduates of
teacher education programs report very good experiences with supportive counselors
and college faculty.

Part of the increased support stems, no doubt, from federal laws such as
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. Siction 504 prohibits discrimina-
tion against handicapped pqrsons in federally assisted programs or activities,
The AACTE data shows that students are receiving the accommodations they need
much more easily today than a decade ago. The kinds of accommodations students
often cited were provision of interpreters, willingness by faculty to let them
tape assignments or take tests in a slightly different manner, or classes
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.Figure 1. Vetersin teacher
Jim Benson sees hinself as
a role model for other
handicapped students who
have minor physical handi-
caps and learning disabil-
itiei. Credit: Ohio
Schools.

Figure 2. Terri Seitt, once told by a principal that he would never hire a
handicapped teacher, today successfully instructs a receptive student at her
barrier-free eldmentatv school. Credit: National EdUcation Association.
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Figure 3. Despite his blindness, Richard Stolper prepares his junior high
science students to use a telescope. Credit: American Foundation for the

Blind. Photographer: Sally Di Martini.
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Figure 4. Carol Ann Moore stimulates class participation and support among her
education students at the University of North Colorado. Photographer: Eric

Lundberg.
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scheduled In accessible facilities. Sometimes one course was substituted for
another. A blind student reported taking a two-dimensional sculpture class
instead of another required art course. An' art education major in a wheelchair
had his easel tilted toward him and his tools put in a place easy to reach. One

teacher educator who,is herself disabled stressed the responsibility that disabled
students have to determine solutions to their on problems first before asking
for accommodations. Sheilbelieves that they wil need these problem-solving skills
later on the job when they will function to an even greater degree on their own.

Just as educators are accepting children with different learning styles,
they also must begin to accept teachers who do the job in a slightly different
way. Simply because a teacher in a wheelchair cannot physically reach the class-
room windows to open and close them or a blind teacher cannot write on the black-
board, that person is not disqualified for the job.

Some graduates take positions in nontraditIonal education settings. One

recent graduate from the AACTE study did not go into the classroom, but instead
directs education programs for a rehabilitation center in her hometown. Some

people undertake educational research, and some team teach. A disability that
may be restrictive in one setting may not be a handicap at all in another.

Student teaching is an important part of the degree program according to
respondentg in the AACTE study. Student teaching and other field experiences
afforded a time to work out one's own classroom strategies. Difficulties most
often assdciated with student teaching were inaccessitility of schools and some-
times attitudes of cooperating teachers.

Some.educators reported completing degree programs with no particular prob-

lems, only to face discriminatory certification standards. Virginia, for example,

still has a statement on the books that certification may be denied a person with
a "disqualifying handicap." Also contrary to Section 504 is a New York City
requirement that physically disabled candidates perform a demonstration lesson
prior to being certified. A disabled education student in a wheelchair has filed

a class action suit challenging this discriminatory requirement.

(
After attitudinal barriers and barriers to admission into teacher education

programs, the next most often mentioned obstacle for a disabled educator was a

general lack of role models. Not only did the participants in tlie AACTE study
feel that disabled persons in education had to be more persistent and try harder,

but that they also had to do it without the comfort or:y19wledge Of others who
had gone before them.

While the project did not,include a direct study of the technological aids
used .by disabled educators, some listed them in the course of describing the
strategies with which they coped with a disability while performing as a
professional.

Among the technological aids used by visually handicapped educators were
taped textbook materials, recording equipment and optical aids, braille writers,
optacons, and a talking computer terminal to aid in teaching aneresearch. One

blind'science and math teacher reported using 'a braille calcujator as well as a

pegboard with 'a surface painted like a chalkboard. Another math teachet describes

a modified overhead projector with raised lines that he can feel and the students

can see. He' also makes use of a brailled calculus text. Another teacher who is

'blind hag etched lines onto,the blackboard to help him write on the board more

legibly.
11

A deaf high school teacher writes that he uses such standard devices as 'a
teletypewriter (TTD) and a telephone amplifier as well as a TV/phone system.that
is set up throughoutthe campus.' According to several deaf educators, 'their
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buildings are equipped with a strobe light in addition to,a fire alarm. Some
.hearing-impaired educators report very good success with the audio loop ampliti-
Cation svS40111. Ir

One protessor who lost some of his voice in reaction to the swine flu vaccine
continuesAto lecture with the aid of that technological standby, the microphone.
MAIIV disabled educators report using overhead projectors or slide projectors in
the c assroom. Learning dibled educators have taken advantage of tape recorders
to record classes and work mAerials. One quadriplegic graduate of a teacher
training program teaches independent living skills. She uses technological.
devices such as hand controls on her transportation vehicle, and a special type-
writer and speaker box phone in the office. A classroom teacher with severe
arthritis says she uses a device called The Helping Hand to reach and grip objects.

In the absence of technological aids, many persons drew on:other sources of
aid, such as other people. A number of teachers with disabilities pertormed/
duties for able- bodied teachers in exchange for help with things'they co not
do. For example, a teacher without lull use of her hands supervised another'.,
class for a short time in exchange for, help to running tcft papers on the ditto
machine.

Disabled teachers often enlisted the aid of students. One teacher who is
physically handicapped cannot lead certain activities on the playground, but her
students -can, and all clamor to he the leader. She believes that the added
responsibility is of positive value to her students. A blind former teacher in
Massachusetts agrees. He says that his junior high aged students learned at an
earlier age that they bear some of the responsibility for creating the learning
environment. Another blind teacher feels that his blindness helps to build a
better rapport in the classroom, since his students realize that he has. to
their work. A tealrher who is in a wheelchair in Memphis has high prilse for hei-,
students. Althcfugh she rt_ )rts some difficulty in being accepted
she says that her students ca egorized as "slow learners" clean up.%And wash the
blackboards without being asked, when thee'''. realize that she feels too weak to do
the job herself.

Each disabled educator who participiitt:d in the AACE project is listed in a
resource directory entitled Educators with Disab4:ttic:4::i1 Resource Cuide.
Copies nay be obtained under stock number 065-000=-'010,47 for 55.50 each from the,

Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. .

20402.

L
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Roy Nord

Creating ACcessible Programs:.
Some Guidelines for Identifying Needs.and Selecting
Assistive Devices for Handicapped,College Students

The task'of responding rationally, effectively, and'c&mpassionately.to the
needs of handicapped students in higher education is, liegdIess.to,saY, -a complex

. and multi-faceted one. Most importantly, ir'is a task that'jS very.. difficult to
'generalize about.

,

....likii,rue for two reasons; In the first plice,. the "nCeds"',of handicapped.
students are essentially individual. needs. An attempt:to defirie-those needs for
whole categohes of individuals by reliance on clinical descriptfOns of the type
andseVerity of the handicap is likely to lead to highly unsatisfactory results.
In the second place, the kind of assistance and support reguirgd Co make college
programs both effective for"and accessible to a student with-a'isability is
determined not only by the capabilities and desires of that student, but also by
the academic,' physical, and institutional context of the partiCtilar college in
which he or she is enrolled.

The purpose of these introductory remarks is not primarily to provide in
advance an excuse for the failings of the discussion to f011ow, but rather to

:liphasize the point that there can be no precise "recipe" for a successful pro-
gram to accommodate,handicap ed students. By far the most important ingredients

'' 10 any program are the crear Vity of the people involved and their. illingness
and ability - to communicate effectively withr:eaCh'other. The most important and
difficult job of providers of services for handicapped students is to-cultivate
these skills and abilities in themselves and-elicit them from others.

Organization and Purposes. I

. ,'

. ,The remainder
-,,

of this paper. , ill focus on a number of other, perhaps less
impoRtant ingredients in the pro' ss of determining whether or not an assistive
devise is the most appropriate ns to bypass, eliminate, or overcome-a barrier,
and,' hen' selecting the aid or de ice which will,.most satisfactorily meet the % .

needs of the handicapped student as well as thoig of his or her classmates and
:

thoSe of the Institution as a Whdle. 'i !'.

,,"

.t..

IN lave identified and will discuss briefly. n components of this process:
1 J
I.

,

dentification of the'activities dh muff be made accessible.
°

rification of institutio and governmental policies which may
train funding and/or s'etKrice options.
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Institutions tan, it Chey so desire, take advantage of this-fact to.evacierespon=
sibllitv themselves. Flirthermare, again'based on observationS made during'tht

proje..t site visits, few campuses have established the explicit policies
.../h611 are needed to, institutional, goals and objectives in.t.be.-atea,:of-1,'
handicapped stud6nt services.

ttiven this situation, the third purpose of a "policy andjUnding source in-
%entorv" may he the most impirian't--that is to clarify for the service provider
rue areas in which precise information does exist and alert both the provider and

rolicy-makery to the need to address those,questions in which
need, i i es do not exist._

It properly carried out, this stage of the process 'should at least provide
a 1iotyns f "cans," "can'ts," and "maybe!,;" which will 'ayolA unnecessary ambiguities.
ia resptntAt 6, student requests for funds or assistance:

rwtrarn

The definition of the essential goals of programs .to 'be' made accessible may
the si,ngle most important step in this process. In order to achieve the basic

,t making the educational experienc accessible to the handicapped
fudent without diminishing the effectiveness of educational programs, It is

t n,.essary to develop a standard by,which the "effectiveness" or-alternative
Aopro.t. he to the learning-.experience can be measured. That standard must he
T,tincd In terms of the fundamental purposes of the activity being evaluated.
Prhato, t h, mee frequeot error made in the process of defining these purposes

r Form with- ;:substanc. It is of considerable importance that the
uu,ti,o "What are you frying to teach?" be answered before the question "What
FO)t ;:tUdj.IIL:.(11) to learn?" Is askvd. If this is not done', the functional
r.,..tuirments" for participation in a course are likely to be defined in terms

ni
,

the material is currently being taught, rather than what are the basic
1iiiteit,r;c?:10 goals of the course.

h ont usion between form and substance is likely to lend to one of two
ond,irahl result. kither students who are .capable of performing the essential
furl, t ionr, prerequislt*to learning the material will be excluded because of a
t aJ understanding of what those essential: functions are, or course requirements
whi,h tint/ .are cssntial will he eliminated to provide access at the cost of

Furthermore, even if these consequences are avoided, the solution
111.1.,'Y he unnecessarily costly, cumbersome, hr disruptive.

he p'f:rt,rnince of the research and evaluation necessary to define purposes
t course, involve the responsible faculty member or program director.

Properly pr..iitgd, Filet request that these people undertake the analysis of their
-wn goals And oblettives should not be unwelcome. The required exercise In pro-
gram aser.ment could be enormously useful to both faculty and the institution
'ahoy, ,ind 1,pmd its importance in arriving at an optimal strategy for accommo-
dating liandicapped students.

f 11 t, ,r, I ,j, ir 4, 01.17 l',e11.11 ITH'Ilt

,,m,poitent really Involves two dirt Intl tasks: first, a simple survey
t whisk are rauiventhanally required by the course or other activ-

ittid. act once, An evaluat hurt rd. these futicttruis to determine (a) which ones
I in ta. c I i mina t ed without comprnm1;t1Ff_ Y, the basic purposes of the activity,
rhr 441,1, h ones Are inmnahle to "subist)tut loo " -that Is, which ones can he effec-
t tat reed out by relyIng.ona'dIfterent physical capability than that con-
A.ntloual ly 6.:111161,. and (;.) thich tows can be performed or substituted for by

devlia or a human helper.
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In order to carry out these tasks as well as possible, a tendency which most
of us have inherited from our own educational experiences must be overcome. That
is the tendency to-assume that th6 only way to solve problems is to attack them
head-on. We are used to being given problems and then asked to "solve" them by
applying some standard method or technique.

There are, however, other and sometimes better ways to "solve" problems.
Redefinition of the problem can sometimes eliminate it. That i essentially the
approach which allows functions to be discarded as superfluous. Y'Going around"
problems is another alternative--the one which results in the "substitution" solu-
tion. Direct assault is the, third approach, and the one which leads to'the kinds.

uof solutions requiring the use of an assistive device or a human helper. While
this approach is, in many cases, either the only or the most satisfactory one, it
should not be presumed to be either.

As noted earlier, the preceding four-stages, if completed carefully, will
provide the basis for either a timely and effective response to the needs of
students requesting assistance or for rational and cost-effective preparation
for anticipated needs. The level of formality with which theyare carried out
will depend on time and staff constraints, but, in one way or another they must
be done.

Evaluation

I will abbreviate my comments on the remaining three steps. They are obvi-
ously important, but perhaps because of that fact, they are more frequently the
focus of attention on campuses and therefore less in need of clarification.

Evaluation of Student Capabilities

The most important thing to say about this task is that, if at all possible,
it should be undertaken as a cooperative effort among the service provider, the
student, and the faculty members or administrators involved. If the students
for whom accommodations are being made are not available, others with relevant
experience, preferably as students with similar disabilities should be consulted.

This task also offers the opportunity to encourage a mutually-productive
approach to accessibility among all of the concerned parties. Student's, faculty

members, and college administrators frequently operate under the misconception
that theirs is an adversary relationship. It is not, and one of the'more fruit-
ful accomplishments of a handicapped student service provider can be to dispell

this misconception.

Evaluation of Alternative Accommodation Strategies

I will say very little about this task other than (a) it is closely linked
with the task of assessing functional requirements discussed under number four
above; and (b) cost-effectiveness is, at this stage, a preeminently legitimate

consideration. The task of identifying functional requirements may be made con-
sider4bly eaiier if input from interested students is solicited. Once these re-
quirements,lind the goals and capabilities of the student are known, the primary
consideration becomes that of selecting the approach which will most efficiently
meet the needs of the current and future population of both handicapped and non-
handicapped students within the, fiscal constraints under which the institution

must operate.
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Implementation

Evaluation of Alternative Devices

There are, as you, undoubtedly know, a wide variety of catalogs, computer
data bases, and directories to sources of assistive devices, of which the "Assis-
tive Devices Directory' in the soon-to-be-published NACUBO report, Managing
Accessibility in Higher Education is one. What that directory attempted--and to
a limited extent succeeded in doing--was to compile some general information
aboUt the generic types of devices which have potential application to the needs
of college students, and to organize'that information according to general classes
of functional requirements within college and university programs. While this
directory is, by itself, not an exhaustive source of information, the organiza-
tional approach it uses may be a useful tool for application by handicapped stu-
dent service providers. Such an application could be accomplished in two stages:
first, by establishing contact with manufacturers and other sources of assistive
devices using the lists of addiesses available in the NACUBO directory and/or
other directories such as the one recently issued by the Wisconsin Vocational
Studies Center in Madison; and second, by reviewing the materials received on an
annual or semiannual basis and organizing the relevant information from those
documents according to its major functional applications. Such an effort need
not be comprehensive dr exhaustive to be useful, nor would it wplace the useful-
ness of the computer data bases which are being developed for those institutions
with the capacity to take advantage of them. However it is accomplished, a well-

,

organized and up-to-date information base on multiple sources for devices is
necessary to allow timely and cost-effective response to those student,needs
which can be best met by assistive devices.

Listed below are a few considerations and criteria which may be useful in
selecting among alternative sources:

If possible, see the product before purchasing it. Pictures and
specifications can be deceptive.

Apply a functional approach to evaluation of the
it will fit in the space where it is to be used;
enough to avoid disrupting classes or libraries;
perform the funcl.ons identified as necessary in

Con der the adaptibility of the device to uses and users other

tha those for which or for whom it is specifically purchased.

product. Make sure
that it is quiet
and that it will
steps four and six.

Consider "do-it-yourself" solutions but do not assume that such
solutions will necessarily be more cost-effective; sometimes they
are not.

Apply creativity to the selection process. In many cases, items not
specifically designed as assistive devices can be creatively applied

to produce inexpensive, solutions.

If at all possible, consider products from more than one manufacturer.
Prices for similar equipment vary widely, and such variations do not
always reflect differences in quality or capabilities.

Use commonsense. Investigate both the product and the source to

determine reliability. Businesses that sell products for the handi-
capped are ntither more noriless reliable than are other businesses.

As I said at the outset, the most important ingredients in a successful pro-
gram are the sensitivity and creativity of the people involved, and I have not

yet come across a prescription for producing these capabilities.
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Donald G. Sims

Computer-Assisted Lipreading
Training for the Deaf Using The Dynamic Audio
Video Interactive Device (DAVID)

Hickey (1974), Bukoski.(±975)', Vinsonhaler and Bass (1972), and Jamison,
et al. (1974) have given ample evidence of the effectiveness of computer-assisted
instruction (CAI). 'CAI alloWq increased efficiency in terms of time and personnel,.
needed to achieve generally guaranteed levels of student-paced ],earning perfor-
mance. CAI with the deaf is orily,now becoming a more frequent occurrence, accord-
ing to a national survey taken by VonFeldt (1977). Boothroyd (1975) and Nickerson,
et al. (1976) have reported use of CAI and graphic real time displays for training
speech-pro'sodic feature production. Arcanin (1979) has a large project underway
at the California School for the Deaf for teaching language and elementary math
concepts. However, little systemic research on a long-term ecological basis has
been done, according to a review by Hertzog and Braverman (1978).

Current auditory training and speechreading instruction at the'National
Technical Institute for the Deaf (NTID) involves a significant amount of 0041.
and practice. This is as it should be insofar as improving speech recognition.in
the visual' and/or auditory modalities is a matter of time spend on the tasks..7
That is, the,more time the student pr ces these receptive ;skills,,ehe,greaier
the skill he or she will acquire

,

Programmed self-instruction (PSI) is the mode of-learning:best suited to
drill and practice requirement because of its efficiency:in terms of teacher time
Clearly, we could nOt'affords.a,ione-on-one drill and practice method of teaching
for very many students.-

However, current drill and practice PSI iTT use at NTID does not use some of
the typical advantages of PSI because of some of the limitations of the medium
that is used to present it.

Let me explain thi de.gcribing a typical speechreading drill lesson as it
is done now without co uter ssistance.

Current Speechreading Drill Methods

At the risk of over-generalizing and not. taking individual instructors' modi- .

fications into account, the typical videotape drill lesson begins with familiar-
ization of the vocabulary used within the next unit of instruction. The student
reads the definition of the important and/or often misunderstood words. This is
followed by a word-to-definition matching exercise and a "use the word in a sen-
tence" exercise.
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A unit of instruction consists of one videotape with 4,5 sentences recorded

iv sequence. The sentences are made up by instructors in various technical pYo-
gram majors, such as architecture or printing, or from what is called "survival"

materials (e.g., going to the bank, going to the post office, etc.). The sen-

tences on the tape are said twice, then a period of blank tape follows to allow
the student to respond in one of several manners. Then the sentence is said again

with the caption *shown of what is being said.

The student views and responds to each of the sentences twice. The first_

time, the student's response task is usually to identify the target sentence on
a multiple choice answer paper (see Figure 1). The captioned version of the

sentence which follows on the tape is used by the student to correct the answer.
The tape continues to roll and the next sentence in the unit is shown and so on
through the unit of 25 sentences. s

Then, depending on the instructor's evaluation of the student's ability, the
tape is played again and a more difficult response task is assigned. Typically,

the student -may be asked to write the sentences this time with a key word advanced
organizer given on the answer sheet (see Figure 2). The first pass through the

unit is gp familiarize the student with the unit materials and the second pass is
to give the student a challenging drill and practice exercise. Again, the student

is responsible for grading himself by watching the captions. Usually, two passes

of the tape for a particular unit are required. Some instrUctors require that
students demonstrate an arbitrary proficiency level of, for example, 80% correct
sentence identification or 80% correct word identification of the unit sentences
before the student. can go on to the next unit.

Deficiencies

This paradigm of drill does not take advantage of a number of features of

programmed instruction. First, the instruction does not,p-roceed at the student's

own pace. The tape continues to roll and students rarely stop it unless they
need more time to write. Occasionally students miss the target sentence because
they are still writing when it is played. Also, it is a well-known psychophysical

fact that a perceptual set of readiness can facilitate performance. That is, when

the stimulus is given only when the student is in a state of readiness, his per-

formance is enhanced. The conventional presentation has no practical way of con-

trolling the onset of the, drill stimulus.

The second featureof PSI not fully used is branching. This concept involves

changing the instructional content or response mode when the student encounters

difficulty. As I said before, the tape rolls on--mainly because it is very diffi-

cult to stop, reposition'and repeat an individual sentence (it requires at least

20 seconds). Thus the student is left with essentially memorizing the written
representation of the difficult sentence so he can reach proficiency rather than

'concentrating on the difficult visual elements of the sentence.

The above discussion brings us to the third feature of mastery: proficiency

or criterion - referenced learning. PSk is very amenable to the requirement that

a student learn the gilien material toe specified level of proficiency, such as

90% correct. However, with the conventional videotape medium it is often diffi-
cult to require a student to watch the entire unit more than twice without a loss

of student interest and motivation. Thus, students may not master the more dif-

ficult content of the unit.

By placing the videotape player under computer control we reasoned that we

could access the training stimuli according to the best principles of PSI. That

is, the stimuli could be presented when the student was ready and at the pace

preferred by that student. Further, we would have the capacity to randomly access

the sentences allowing, for example, a review of the sentences with which the

student had difficulty until a set level of mastery is achieved.
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Name

Please Check: With Sound Without Sound

Course: Sptechreading

Lesson: Survival Sentences Sentences 151-175

Worksheet I: - Multiple Choice Sentences

Instructions: 1. The speaker will say a sentence twice.

2. Watch closely. Circle the letter by the sentence
you think the speaker said.

3. Look quickly back at the screen for the witen
caption.

4. Check if right, X if wrong.

S. The speaker will repeat the sentence a third time.
Watch the lip movements again.

, 6. Say each sentence that you speechread. Speaking
strengthens speechreading.

If you need more time to write, stop the tape.

Number: Mul i le Choace Sentences:

151. a. What is your Social Security number?
b. What is your student number?
c. What is your I.D. number?

400-
d. Your Social Security number is your student number.

152. a. What is your home address?
-P b. Please give me your home address?

c. Please give me your school address?
o. Where do you live?

153. a. How do you spell your last name?
How is that spelled?

V. How do you spell your,first name?
d. Is that the correct spelling?

%Olt

154. a. What is your middle name?
How do you spell your middle name?

AM 1, . Do you have a middle name?
. What is your first name?

410

Figure 1
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Name Date

Please Check: With Sound Without Sound

Course: Advanced Speechreading

Topic: Survival Sentences 151-175

Worksheet III: Key Words

Instructions: 1. The speaker will say a sentence twice.
A

Key Word(s)

2. Write what you think the speaker said. Look
quickly.at the screen for the written caption.

3.

4. The speaker will repeat the sentence a tird
time when the caption is shown. Sdy each

sentence that you speechread. SPEAKING ,

STRENGTHENS SPEECHREADING.

Circle mistakes. DO NOT ERASE mistakes when
you correct your answer,

5. If you need more time to write, stop the tape.

Topic: Student Information-

151. student 151.

number

152. home 152.

address

153. spell 153.

154. name 154.

155. resident 155.

advisor

Sentences

Figure 2
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Management of Instruction

A separate yet equally important area of the educational process is manage-
ment of instruction. Obviously, computer assistance would be helpful in handling
the file cabinets full of speechreading materials and'the subsequent scoring and
grading of these instructional materials. Teachers now must rely on students

,grading their own drill work because it is impractical to do otherwise. It is
also difficult for students to follow the complex series of instructions necessary
to adapt the drill to their own needs. Finally, teachers who are new to this
curriculum do not always know which units and/or speakers are more or less diffi-
cult to speechread. Thus, even with prompt teacher guidance, proper sequencing
of drills from easy to difficult may not be accomplished. In fact, I don't see
how it would be possible for date to be gathered relative to unit and item diffi-
culty within units without computer assistance. CAI, for example, cen keep track
of the response time required for each sentence3stimulus. If a particular sen-
tence has a high latency or response for nearly all students, it can be eliminated
from the Unit.. Similarly, if all students get an item correct very quickly, it
too can be eliminated. Thus the instructional efficiency of each unit can be
enhanced.

Lastly, with regard to CAI monovalent, histories of individual or group
student attendance, achievement, and lesson trajectories can be easily retrieved
for the teacher. History with CAI has shown that there is usually much more data
available to the teacher than is routinely used.

DAVID Lessons I,

Eight different computer-assisted drill methods for speechreading have been
programmed on the Dynamic Audio Video Interactive Device (DAVID). They are all
variations on four methods designed by Jacobs (1981) and still in use with the
videotapes in the learning labs. We hay added to the current computer drill the.
capacity to help the student (under his control) with: first, a short description
of what the sentence is about; second, the letter(s) that is missing or incorrect;
and third, the word(s) that is missing or incorrect. The student Can use this
help by pressing the HELP key. Each time the HELP key is used some points are
taken off the student's score. The score for each sentence is derived by a for-
mula that takes the !limber of helps, repeats and the latency for the correct
response. If the student uses 12 or more helps and/or repeats or uses a great
amount of time (e.g., more than two or three minutes to respond correctly), he or
she must review the sentence at the end of the unit drill. The student can use
two successive helps before being forced to repeat watching the sentence. The
student can watch the target sentence again at any time by using the repeat key.

The response in this drill is to type all the words of the target into the
computer. The computer screen provides a blank line broken. according to the
number of words and the number of letters within each word of the target sentence.
This response mode was chosen after observing a number of students of varying
ability use the system, so that its difficulty level was appropriate for most
students.

A final feature of the DAVID lesson is gist scoring. If the student is able
to get the major-content words of the sentence (even out of order), the sentence
will be called correct and the missing words will be added and blinked. This
allows the very good speechreader to focus on getting the message as quickly as
possible, or the very poor speechreader with poor language usage to make progress.
We therefore also have the ability to score the students' responses by gist or
exact words correctly identified. The flow chart of the current DAVID lesson
is seen in Figure 3.
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DAVID Research.

Our assumption in designing'.the'DAVID research has been that the .above advan-
tages of computer-asted instruction do not need further research but that the
use of CAI methodology within the context of speechreading drill with the deaf
should, be compared with currently used lab drill methods. This comparison should
be made in terms of what the students learn and their attitudes toward the mode
of instruction. In this way I am hopeful that the viability of the DAVID instruc-
tional medium will be established and the system will be put into routine use.
FollAiing that, further research into the most effective and efficient use of
DAyLD:lor speechreading can be accomplished. Additionally, there is a great need
to-begin a systematic study of drill and practice methodologies and sequencing
in general. It is hoped that having computer assistance will facilitate this
,PrO'c=e.

Current, we are collecting data from a conventional videotape drill control,
group and a DAVID experimental group. We will 4ccumtlate 30 subjects in each
group. Ve hope to demonstrate improved pre- to post-test gains in retention of'
keywords taken from the drill sentences and.placed in novel contexts. We will
also attempt to demonstrate improved student effectiveness with this type of
instruction.

The DAVID system to date has beep -based on a Wang mini-computer. We are now
programming for the Apple II+ computer-which will add color graphics and reduce
costs from the prototype version by-a factor of eight. The new system will use..
the:Panasonic VHS videotape player which adds still-frame and variable-speed
playback, i.e., slow motion,_even to one-by-one frames of 1/30th of a second time
resolution. Weiare using Applesoff Basic language. With',-some extensions to the
language written); in; These extensions function as basic commands and
allow quicker answerstring analysis and correction.

Future Lesson Development

First a word out what kind of prog ams of instruction shdOld-use DAVID.
In'essence, if what is to be mastered inVOlves a dynamic sequence of motions that
must be seen to be learned, then one has hhe material that would lend itself to
DAVID instruction. Also, there mlfy be a very good reason to add DAVID control
to an existing instructional teleiksion program. Thht is, DAVID can add student
interaction in the form of checking for content mastery within an instructional'
TV program. It can be used for simulation and gaming where the consequences of
various alternative-dhions can be viewed without penalty, for example in inter-
personal training, job interviewing, or communication strategy training such as
is used in speechreading.

We are planning- a demonstration sign language expressive and receptive drill
lesson. This lesson would be in a "watch record - compare" format. The student
would watch a signed sentence, repeating it as often as necessary to master it,
then he or she would record their own production of that sentence with a small TV
camera attached to the videotape recorder. Finally, the student could then com-
pare his recording to the model stimulus. After the student has accumulated a
hundred or.ao recordings, the computer could randomly choose some of the stildents
productions and give a receptive sign language test. This format would also be
useful in training teachers of the deaf and oral interpreters to articulate in
the most visually distinct manner.

Summary
1.

A review of the rationale for use of CAI with the current programmed self-
instruction has been presented. Current andofuture activities with the DAVID.
system have been described. As Dr. Barry Cronin,(1979) said, "the DAVID represents
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a totally new instructional media combining the Color, mo'tiOn and sound of tele-

vision'with the interactive capacities of computerassistedgnstruction."

.)!
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Closedpaptioning of Motion Picture Film for
Use on National Television and for Delayed
Broadcast by Affiliates

Robert H. Murray

Over 75% of all prime time networkIshow6. originate on film. Half of these
shows are broadcast irom the original. film. The system devised by the Public
.Broadcasting Service (PBS) for closed captioning requires that broadcast-be made
from TV tape. It was therefore desirable to devise a means for encoding oaption
data onto motion picture film.to permit direct, TV, broadcast frem film.

In 1978 PBS contracted with,Rochester.Institute of Technology (RIT) to accom-
plish a feasibility study to determine how motion picturelkilm cOurd be Used to
carry the caption'information in coded form. The prOjectmtTas directed.by Robert H.
Murray. Of 25 methods suggesod, lourwere chosen for'intensive investigation.
FrOm,the four, one was aelected for development. This has resulted in proposed
recommendedprattices for",the :TV and motion picture industry;which are.nOw In'the
final atages of circulation -for,acceptance. Hardware has been developed to
optically'encode and decode -a data track for both 16mm and 35mm release prints..
One.of:the Major. networks will shortly begin broadcasting closed captions directly
from film.

Criteria for the System

Figure 1ahoWs:the criteria that Were established during the feasibility
study by consultation with both motion picture and TV industry representatives. 4

Heavy emphaals was placed upon the need for a time code to identify each frame
of picture with its one unique address-(points 6 and 7). The majority of the
group also felt. it imperative that.the captions'be self-editing, if the film was
edited to insert commerCials, for:example.H

Early tests using an optical data track exposed onto 16mm film confirmed
that the SMPTE'(Society .of Motion Picture and Television Engineers) time code
for television could be'encoded and' decoded with error rates low enough to pro-

'vide the basis for a caption data system.

lie

Fortunately, the committee that' designed the SMPTE time code had the fore-
sight to include some 32 "user bits" within the 80 bits that make up each time
code. These "user bits" are unassigned; they may be used for any purpose by a
potential "user" without'inierfering with the time code. The,32 bits are divided
into eight groups (see Figure 2). It was proposed and accepted that these user
bits be utilized to carry the data stream for cuptidns oil motion picture release
prints. -
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Figure 3. Enlargement from 16mm test
film frame showing the optical data
track containing the SMFTE time code.

35mm MOTION PICTURE
OPTICAL DATA TRACK

DATA TRACK

A

c

!
AREA SCANNED
BY DATA HEAD

G

40kure4. Frame of 35mmtest
film showing data track along-
side the normal sound track.

DATA
TRACK

VARIABLE AREA
SOUND RECORD

DATA AREA
SCANNED F

C

Figure 5. Locations of photographic data records on (left) 16mm and (right)
35% mm motion picture release prints.
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already been detected by the data reproduce head and the dump caption command
sent at the appropriate time.

Data-Track Reproducti,00llevices

The data track read heads for both 16mm and 35mm scan an area .005-inch wide
down the center of the''.010-inch wide data track. Film is pulled through the
device by the,telecine projectors existing constant speed drive rollers. The

devices incorporate' means to stabilize the film's lateral movement in relation to
the film's refPrence edge. _Adjustments are incorporated. for focus and for lateral
displacement of the area scanned. .Azimuth adjustment is not incorporated since
the area scanned is so narrover.

The data read heads pictured in Figures 7 and 8 were developed--in consulta-
tion with the author--by Harbeck Manufacturing Company, 170 South Avenue, Webster,
NY 14580., They both are available for purchase. The 16mm Data Track Reproducer
was d4igned to install on the RCA-TP66 projector with only one tapped hole re-

quired for installation. The 35mm read head was designed for installation on the

RCA -FR35 projector. It mounts in the already existing holes provided forve mag-

netic read head. A magnetic read head and the data track reproducer cannot be
used at the same time. Both models of the read heads provide.for the film to by-
pass the units if desired. Both have open threading paths for the film.

Error Rates and Redundant Encoding
I

:Film is not perfect. It is subject to dirt, scratches and other abuse. Con-

siderable testing has been accomplished. The results indicate that at least 98%

correct data recovery can be expected. A number of the tests were in excess of

99'z% data recovery. This is not sufficiently error-free to form a system without

error correction in decoding. Rather than elaborate error correction codes, the
decision was reached to encode each portion of data twice--100% redundancy. Four

frames separate redundant blocks of data. Well over ten million film frames of

time code data have been tested and nowhere was it observed (except for splices) ,

that four consecutive frames were in error. It is perhaps interesting to note

that one test loop used to set up the test equipment made in excess of 4,000

passes through the read head and although it shows considerable wear the data

recovery was still in excess of 98,6%. Even with 100% redundancy there is suffi-
cient capacity to encode captions in two languages.on'the same film and still have

additional capacity remaining.

Operational Logistics
.

Time code recorded on the optical data track can be used id two ways,,depend-

ing on whether the captions are ready when the optical track is made. If they

are ready, the caption data can be merged into the time code user bits and then

be recorded on the film. This would lead to a single-system composite motion
picture print containing all the information needed to broadcast in the closed

caption mode. If the captions are not ready in time, the time code can be
recordpd on the data track without captions. .Later the time code will be used

during network broadcast to synchronize the caption data which will have'been

recorded on a computer storage device called a floppy disk.

Operational requirements for implementation of the system involve only a few

additional steps in the production process.

When the final-cut work print of a film has been completed and sent to the

network for preview, a picture and-sound transfer co a three-quarter-inch video-

.
tape cassette is normally made by the network. This is done by playing the work

print on a telecine chain interlocked with the full coat, magnetic film sound

track.
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DATA.
TRACK PROJECTOR

REPRODUCER , APERTURE

CAPTION BATA
" BOOM "

SOUND
REPRODUCER

SOUND

FILM TRAVEL

COMMAND

DISPLAY

C

36 Frames
26 Frames 16 mm EXPLOSION
19 Flames 35 mm SOUND

-2111m

Figure 6. Relationships on film of picture, sound track and the data track (see
text).

isFigure 7: The 16mm Data Track Reproducer designed for installation on the RCA-'
.TP66 telecine projector.

$.3.1;+11.5...11.01.6.6.3,11.010

- 5 3

Figure 8. 35mm version of the Data Track Reproducer designed for
the RCA -FR35 telecine projector.
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If a magnetic film of the SMPTE time code is also interlocked, along with the

work print and picture sound when the video cassette is made, then the time code

can be recorded into the second audio track of the three-quarter-inch video cas-

sette. Master 16mm magnetic film recordings of the SMPTE tim'e code are available

to the networks from the SMPTE Working Group Committee on Proposed Location pf

Optical Data Tracks.
3

The videotape cassette and a script of the film (if available) is then sent

to the National Captioning Institute (NCI) where the captions will be composed and

timed. NCI then will produce a magnetic floppy disk which contains the caption

data along with an "address" for each caption. (The SMPTE time code was obtained

from the videotape cassette.)

A duplicate master of the SMPTE time code on magnetic film is used in conjunc-

tion with the floppy disk to merge the caption data into the user-bit groups and

create the final magnetic film record. This magnetic film then contains the time

code and the caption data combined on one track. This data recording is sent to

the sound studio that will be making the optical sound track master for the

program.
0

The sound studio, in creating the optical sound and caption data tracks,

runs the program sound in interlock with the magnetic film record of the merged

captions and time code. The exposure of both tracks will then-be produced simul-

taneously on one negative. The negative with these optical tracks will then be

printed with the picture in the normal fashion. All release prints will have

the captions already encoded.

If the'Magnetic film recording of the merged captions and time code is not

available from the.network when the master optical sound tracks are made, the

soundcstudiowill record only time code on the optical data track.

!

The time Code will.be obtained frommaster magnetic film recordings of the

SMPTE time code'identleal to those referred to earlier. Subsequently, when the

floppy disk record of'captions,is'completed, it will be sent to the broadcaster

where it will be played back and synchronized with the film by means of the time

code recorded in the data track of the motion picture film. .

A film containing th6 time code and captions may be played on any standard

projector without the data track interfering with the picture or the normal sound.

No closed captions will be transmitted unless the projector has been fitted with

the equipment to scan and reproduce the caption data track. Such equipment has

been developed and will soon be made available to broadcasters as a retrofit kit

for existing projectors. Its cost is expected to be moderate.

The system described for closed captioning of film has had limited field

testing. Several steps must be completed before the system becomes fully

operational:

A recommended practice for an optical data track to record time code

on 16mm and 35mm film should be adopted by the SMPTE. Toward that

end, the committee mentioned earlier has been formed within SMPTE

and has made proposals for recommended practice standards for data

track locations on both 16mm and 35mm films as well as a 24 frames,

per second time code.

Production models of the reproducing devices, for both 16mm and 35mm,

have been constructed and confirm the workability of the concept.

Interface electronics to transfer the caption data to the line 21

encoder have been constructed and are presently undergoing field

testing. This field testing will need to be completed and modifica-

tions made to reflect the results.
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NETWORK or
AFFILIATE BROADCAST

FILM

TELECINE
Wldata track

read head

TO
BROADCAST

HOME
DECODER

Time Code &
Caption Data

CAPTION
ENCODER

(Into Line 21)

Figure 9. Illustrates the data flow when captions have been incorporated within
the time code of the films data track. Local TV stations can use this system
for delayed broadcast of syndicated film programs.

NETWORK BROADCAST
(When data track contains
only,time code)

FILM

TELECINE
W,/data track

read head

TO
BROADCAST

HOME
DECODER

TIME CODE

FLOPPY
DISK
(Caption data)

TV
SET

Figure 10. Shows the data flow when time code without captions has been placed
in the film's data track. This system would only be used by the TV networks
since the caption data is obtained from a second source: the floppy disk.
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Manufacturers have been located to produce retrofit kits so that
broadcast telecine projectors can be equipped to read the optical

data track. Advertising the availability of the equipment will be

needed.

A system for time coding film fulfills a long-standing need of the film
industry irrespective of its application to captioning. Film producers and
other interested parties can help in achieving this in several ways. Industry

acceptance will be needed for adoption of the recommended practice standard.
Help from those in a position to expedite this process would be an important
contribution.

With adoption of the standard, producers and sound studios will be urged to
apply time code to all release films whether scheduled for immediate captioning
or not. Finally, film producers are urged to join with the National Captioning
Institute in providing, to the maximum extent possible, the benefits of this new
technology for the hearidg impaired.

Comments--In-Camera Recording of Time Code

Considerable interest has been generated both in the U.S. and.in Europe
regarding in-camera exposure of time code to identify each frame of picture.
This is a direct result of the SMPTE committee's study and efforts in working
to achieve a data track on release prints.

From the outset, the .committee was mindful of the industry's need for a code

system that would identify each individual frame and be machine-readable. They

were equallyCognizantthat much film is used for television and that any code

should be coMpatible, and should, if possible, make use of already existing hard-

ware such as the SMPTE time -code readers already in use in the TV industry. This

strongly influenced the committee's recommendation to adapt the SMPTE time code

for television for film use.

Individual committee members (and others) have made in-camera exposure tests/4

of the time code and have demonstrated the feasibility of utilizing such a system.
Indeed, work is progressing in!more than one camera manufacturer's labs for
incorporating,the means for exposing a time-code data track and modification of

editing tables toread, the data track (both 16mm and 35mm).

The SMPTE committee -has drafted recommendations for the in-camera data

tracks location: in 16mm'it is identical to that proposed for release prints;

and on 35mm film the proposed location is a .020-inch track located just inside

the sRrocket holes with a center line .201 inches from the refefence edge. This

location was chosen for a number of reasons: 1) to permit a maximum area for

image--it encroaches only slightly on a full aperture image (a reduced aperture-.

mask would have to be used), and there is no encroachment at all for type B and'

C apertures; and 2) the wider track makes allowance for film weave at high speeds

through editing equipment and also permits reading the data track with present

optical reproducers with only slight modification (masking a portion of the

normal read area.)

Equipment already exists in Europe for interpreting the user bits as well

as the time code and printing this information in man-readable form at selected

intervalth onto the film.

From work presently going on, the future looks bright for mechanizing the

synchronizing of multi-camera dailies, negative cutting and electronic editing

of film that has been-transferred to TV tape for that purpose.

A major change in the way an industry handles film appears to be on the

threshold. Conversion will not be immediate. Some will never make the change
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(they never have to since the system is fully compatible with present practices).
FAM my perspective, I believe we are about to witness a major change that will
reach both far and wide into the future of filmmaking and its compatibility with
television. I feel proud to be playing a part in it!
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Judith Braeges

The Use of Speech Displays with the Hearing
Impaired

So&ech displays are devices which detect and display information about the
speechNode. This information can be used either to supplement a hearing-impaired
person's speech reception capabilities, or to facilitate the learning of speech.
production skills.

r

A speech display!. usefulness is determined by the phonetic distinctions.it
can show clearly and consistently. The perception and.production of meaningful
phonetic distinctiona--are the bases of the understandingand:the tntelligible
production of speech:, ',For example, in English /d) and /t /,are different meaning-
ful phonemes. if a,apeaker says "den" for "ten," the ,intended meaning is not
clear. Normal]., the 'distinction between such visually, alike phonemes is learned
through the auditory monitoring of one's own spee'ch and that of others. But,

,because many of the meaningful distinctions of the speech code are not readily
perceivable by a:person with a limited auditory monitoring ability, such a person
mast often rely on external monitors to learn the necessary distinctions. Tradi-

tionally, the teacher acts as the external monitor, but a speech display capable
of showing such distinctions could also be used.

The development of such a useful speech display has been the goal of applied
speech science since the 1920s. More than 100 different aids have been developed
to aid speech reception and speech production. The focus of this discussion

will be On the application of these aids to the task of speech production training.

It is common to organize the large array of aids on the basis of how the
signal is delivered to the user. The two primary groups are Tactile Aids and

Visual Aids.

Tactile aids display information to the skin by the vibration of an oscilla-
tor. Single channel (one poineof vibration),tactile aids are restricted in the
information they can deliver due to the limitations of the skin's response. For

example, the skin's ability to detect frequency deteriorates rapidly above 200
Hertz. The information in the speech signal necessary to make the majority of
important phonetic distinctions is located above 200 Hertz and is therefore not
available to a user of a single channel tactile aid.

One effort to overcome the skin's limitations is the Teletactor belt devel-
oped by Dr. Frank Saunders.' This is a multi-point electro-tactile display which
is worn around the stomach. High-frequency compon4nts of the acoustic signal

are felt as a tickling sensation (low-level electriCal stimulation) from those

electrodes on the right of the belt; mid-frequencies in the middle; low frequencies
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on the left. In this way, the user can simultaneously- vceive information about,
many sounds, which have different spectral characteristlics. -4"

Visual displays present the information to the user's eye. Theyisipitch2
uses a line tracing on:an oscilloscopic display to show Seleeted-parameters of
speech (e.g., pitch, intensity). The Speech Spectrographic' Display (SSD)3 in-
stantaneously records a spectrogram of a speech/sample.- A spectrogram is a very
detailed representation of the speech signal which shows the frequencies of th,e
utterance as they change In time. Both the Visipitch and the SSP are able to'.
store the recorded speech signal on a screen for analiads and study. This storage
capability, which is common in visual aids, but rare*et.ctile alds,-ts very' -

useful in the analysis of errors and in production Atrut

Speech displays potentially can be used to assist 'eOktof the .three major
components of speech production:training: 1. Error-arli.4%qqls; 2- 'Production
instruction) and 3. Stabilizing drill. .

Error analysis Is the basis of the correcCive-ldirectplgiven to' the'Student.
The teacher must determine if the production was correctgo-e% n9orrect, and just
what was wrong with any incorrect attempts. Because of the 'fleeting nature of
speech, the ,ambiguity of some deaf productions and the auditory .fatigue Vise('
by repeated listening trials,:n speech.display which store's a speeth.seginenCjor.
analysis and study ran be of substantial assistance.-

m
.

' .
. e

Production instruction is that phase of speech development in whIlhsthd
teacher tells the student how to produce the target. A'speech dIspVy whictr-
shows the speen.'signal changing in time carbe,used to communicateinfiormation
nbout. the articulatory dynamits of the target. In addition, the-instaNfaniety
Of a speech display may play a major role in the development of the Student's

.tactile-proprioceptive and/or auditory self-monitoring.

1

Stabilizing drill normally takes up a large part of the time in speech
training sessions. Once the student is able to produce a target at some low
level f consistency, itsJproduction is stabilized through many trials with feed-
back. Usually, the teacher provides this feedback, but a speech display which
clearly 'and consistently displays a distinction between correct productions and
errors could fill this role also. At the Rochester School forthe Deaf, three
SSDs are used to provide visual feedback to students who work relatively indepen-
dently with the speech displays.4 A therapist writes a program of drill work
for the'student, trains' the student to mak6 the simple judgment to distinguish
his correct productions from his errors, and monitors three children at one time
as they' work alone. This results in a tripling of the amount of drill delivered
to students and an efficient, cost-effective use of. the teacher's time.

Speech displays clearly offer benefits to the teaching:of speech production
skills. But what basis can be used to compare anTrate the various aids which
are available? One objective measure is the number of correct/error distinctions
which an aid can display clearly and consistently. An aid is only useful for
developing those phonetic distinctions which it can distinguish.

Because there are over 600 correct/error pairs'in the speech of the deaf,
it is not possible to test all the pairs. .But,these 600 errors can be divi.ded
into 30 groups on the basis of their distinguishing featiTs. We tested the
ability of three representative aids to, clearly and con tently distinguish
elements of. these 30 groups in order to demonstrate a mtNth d of objectively com-
paring aids.5 The results of this evaluation are shown in able 1.

In summary, speech displays have a role to play in speech production train-
ing with the,deaf. They can be powerful assistance tools, not able to solve the
problems alone, but able to substantially assist in the task. By rating aids
objectively, as om the basis of the number and importance of the phonetic
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Table 1

# and.%age of Errors
Discriminjted

Single Channel
Vibrotactile

Display

Pitch and Intensity
Visual Display
with Storage

Visual
Spectrographic

Display
n

Consonants
-143

-5- = 29%
257

51%

500
= 100%66 ---

500

Vowels and
Diphthongs

2

70 3%

17
70- 24%

47
7- = 67%

uprasegmentals
and Quality

i+

19
= 73%

23
= 88%

22
= 85%

Totals /
168

28%
297

50%
'r'''

569569
95%
'-',

--,5-6 =
596 596
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distinctions each can display, speech display instrumentation can be "demystified"
;and realistic expectations and programs for their use can be developed. -
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Diu I kirsch at equipment, ho far t tut most common was an ordinary
.osit. 1 at . ,It 011111110,1.1t wheelchair. Other kind's of wort ing sur-

t eta omit t'red in our study or bound reported in the I iterature
-1st- ,11,1- Workbenches, an ape rat ing table that could be lowered for a

as atjr.t.at,le examining title for a veterinarian, and a movable pulpit.

:neer,: have indicated that virtual ly any kind of equipment
et lower,. t l with a switch can be adapted for a quadriplegic. Br6ath-

Itti, a-, yerat ad ,-seer r,)1 s are acid plates, knobs, and levers
it tt var d. anitles to resp-,n.1 to any kind of touch.

(..;

et, used a tractor t hat was operated with hand controls.
t- at p,,wer isteering and Afl automatic starter, and was mounted with

.1 .110i . Portable hoists were also found to be helpful to other
as e,-1 airier',

Soffil i its were extreme ly simple, t or example, a rubber thimble that
t .1r6 moye papers around a desk. The telephone company has

. wide a d a,a d ol equipment Ina hid ire head set s, spe:iker phones, tel
'a4t I ya unt, , et, .

t r I, a 1 owored t s represent another kind of adapted equipment.
are .minonlY used by ahl-bodied people, including typewriters,

tt, t it iny, tt,aoldnes,
.Se.

C. I , [.,11 i11.-; we're Infrequently riattilt ioned in our study, probably
war.' incur ; in;', on the job setting itself rather than on the

,d arriving at work. A few of the individuals did have special vans or
w!,.. r one individual 1 i ved in a nursing home and t raveled around

.I hair, t 11.1 t was equipped with headl ights. He managed a
t, r Hess and also served on the City Citinc f 1 .

t lapt ,it ions are mnt Toned, arch' t co t ura 1 imulit (cations are of ten
it a t. ,111t. I , mind. EMploacht; often assume that they will he

, I ut not borne out by enf,. In our st udy, bathroom modifier-
welt rr moat t eat, and tiuni., were made for 6 of the 56 workers. Some

aimiwo sepia' a door with a curtain. Occasional 1 y, more
I ,s (TI II l ,t , re needed. tither arch(tectUra1 changes included

arta, t as,: the widening of doors and aisles. We did not encounter
ens t ruot Jon, al though one person did need to get special clearance

tI, ra Ight 1,,vat or. one other person -had his office moved to the first-
le after injured.

..1,,..r an, es, severe Iv disabled individuals may need a dill 1 -t
t eIt ti j ,rpret el-, In t bos,. instances, the assistant Is orrllnorIIv paid

tike indiv i dual ,,t rehatii II tat ion agency. In tither r.r.iimpls, assistants
it. r dal t,,,r, I ikf a t yp I cal !cccret day to Increase the elf I cleric,/ of the worker.

In t a a ., '4-he i ' i t Wit I I V paid by the ittiOver
4t

In i 1' I t,,, I ...,.iifefit represents another kind of sp., lal assistance. Our study
in. 1 tia.-.1 one oup I o who served together its re. I .pt iotli tits for a veterinarian. A

, on al rra when i; iii and the other assists
IJ rI,. I,u,in. .. onr'tlme,, the d -;;11,1..d Individual helps with aspects of ;-1

i I ,r ' It) other t he ilIsah led individual may have :I huti In( .

t 11,-.1.11" All, .0',111, 7, With which the tipoutat ass I sts.

I

,

1.1 I IV tacit, ;It ed t hat and env( ronment a 1 mod I i eat I oritti

tr. 1p ,t then 101 rest runt urlug it; ref-intim:Rid...1 as a form of accom-
mo,l.rt ion. Uor study Id,ntfllod inntnillfn of duty modificatlue. One 1!-;

..1,. I illIn V i 1,1 1:11o,)t . For example, a paraplegic veter I liar Ian tit ayed In

Ca l' I 11.1, while his partner want out ;Ind took core of large animals. A spinal
an (01101d IP I r hut also they Inside tasks.



Such agreements are easiest to reach for a person who is self-employed and can
choose an agreeable partner, but with a willing employer they can be reached in
other situations too. For example, a paraplegic automobile mechanic was given
the work he could do from a wheelchair; from a crawler, or sitting on a fender.

Sometimes usual duties can be eliminated from a job definition. For example,

travel may be eliminated or drastically reduced. An architect was not required
to supervise construction or to check compliance as he usually would have done.
An elementary teacher was excused from supervising recess or field trips. An

insurance salesman who had difficulty with .constant travel took an office job

that involved training new salesmen.

Special arrangements were sometimes made for working hours as well. Some

individuals chose to work part-time, and others needed periodic rest breaks, time
out for personal cares, or special hours to avoid rush hour commuting.

Two main conclusions can be drawn from our study of job adaptations First,

for the most part, solutions to work-related problems were simple and inexpensive.
Secondly, a strong relationship existed between return to a previous job and more
complex solutions. This would be expected, because when an individual returns

J

to a previous job, both the employer and the individual have a special investment
in working problems out. They also have a better knowledge of the possibilities,

an creativity is a function of knowledge as well as imagination.

What are the criteria to be, used in choosing appropriate technology for a
disabled worker? At least seven criteria occurred to me. One is function, that

is, will the adaptation meet the need? Will it do what it was expected to do?

The second is adaptability. Will the modification impair the usefulness of

equipment by nondisabled co-workers? Closely related are the attitudes of co-
workers and union rules regarding the adaptation. Rather frequently, an adapta-

tion provided for a disabled worker has been envied by all of the able-bodied
workers, and this can cause strained feelings on the job.

Availability is another criterion, and a closely related one is cost. First

of all, can money be found to pay for the adaptation, and secondly, is the adap-
tation cost-effective? In other words, canthe piece of equipment be obtained
at any price, andif so, will it pay for itself?

Maintainability is another criterion. Little needs to be said about the

frustration involved in trying to use a complex pie of equipment that repeat-

edly breaks down. Generally the simpler the device he smaller the problem of

upkeep.

The sixth criterion is comparability, meaning simply, is this adaptation
better than the available alternatives? There is another important criterion-

that of acceptability. In other words, can the individual live with this adap-
tation, and will he or she use it? 'Professor Zola of Brandeis University has
warned that technology can do too much for people with disabilities.3 Machines
or devices created by technology may be so complete and efficient that they rob

people of their integrity by making them feel useless. He observed that many .

disabled people invent an addition to their device or alter its use to suit their

purposes. For many years he assumed this was simply a way of correcting faults
in the equipment, but he recently recognized that more was at stake. People

make changes in order to make their devices more personal and more a part of

themselves. He suggested that adaptive devices need not do everything, and in
fact, it may even be better to encourage people to invent ways to improve their
equipment and to make it more their own.

Professor Zola also indicated that there are other ways in which technology
may go too far, particularly with regard to replacement of bodily parts and func-

tions with equipment. Recognizing the value of transplants and prostheses, they

are nevertheless a mixed blessing. As the body rejects foreign substances, so
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may the psychological person reject parts that seem alien. They wilt often feel 1.

extremely conspicuous about, for example, a slight ald'ible click in the motion
of a prosthesis, and many people will resist using even a cane in public. For

example, Franklin D. Roosevelt was extreme!), reluctarty to be photographed in a
wheelchair. One man in our spinal cord injury folloW.rup study had splyed in the
house for seven years to avoid being seen. Undoubtedly; this response is caused
not only by a rejection of devices, but also by rejection of the disability it-
self. Still, the matter of devices alone is not trivial. How many people leave
rehabilitation centers, armed to the teeth with fancy equipment, and proceed to
store it all in the front closer And how often can they demonstrate a simple,
inexpensive substitute for a complex and costly device? I would certainly not
argue against the use of high technology when that is the only good solutioh to

. a problem, but all of the criteria, inclying cost, availability, and maintenance!
'favor simplicity.

In deciding upon what technology'to use, involvement of the disabled in-
dividual in the planning and design of adaptive equipment may be an even more
important consideration. This sounds obvious, but there is still a, frequent
assumption that such matters belong in the hands of the professionals. A recent

training manual, for example, set out to explode the myth that disabled people
are the besOkudges of their capabilities and limitations. Conversely, Peter
Drucker noted, "My greatest strength as a consultant is to be ignorant and ask a
few questions." With the many challenges that have yet to be met, it is impor-
tant that the professional and consumer, the able-bodied and the disabled, pool
their knowledge and imagination in order to avoid getting into the situation of
the patent office director who could see "nothing more left to invent."
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Jiri Vasa and Ian Hofford

Skid Loader Modifications for a Quadriplegic
Farmer

Introduction

One of our latest pi.ojects at Queen's University, Kingston, Canada, was the
modification of a skid loader for a disabled farmer. 'Mr. Hofford, user of the
machine, reported on its various features at this meeting. I would like to
supplement his report and respond to some questions from the audience.

As the name of this meetin\suggests, the concern of the participants is
centered arounotemployment for they disabled. I will, therefore, describe only
very briefly construction aspectstk\the modification and will try to convey in
more detail our thoughts regarding the impact of this kind of project on the
problems of employment of disabled people.

Modification

Requirements_

Mr. Hofford needed a machine which would enable him to work on the family
farm. He envisioned working for up to eight hours a day, independently, for a
greater part of the year.

In the very early stage of the project he was considering, as an alternative,
a vehicle which would just transport him around the farm to enable him to do
supervisory work. This alternative was very soon abandoned in favor of a tractor-
like machine which would be capable of a variety of work as required on the farm.

A mechanism which would transport Mr. Hofford in and out of the machine was
needed. It was to be self-contained and located on the machine, so it would be
available in the field. The operation of the system was to be such that
Mr. Hofford's young children could assist in' transfers whenever it was necessary.

-, Only movements'of Mr. Hofford's elbows were to be used to operate the machine.
No attachments to Mr. Hofford's body were to be considered.

Machine

The machine was selected, after a considerable search, because it could do
all that Mr. Hofford intended to do on the farm and it was easier to modify than
other candidates, such as standard tractors.
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Figure 1. Side view of the loader. The hoist, in "stored" position, is visible
on the roof of the protective cage. The electric winch is above the hoist; the
cylinder under the winch is the hydraulic fluid reservoir. The hydraulic hoses,
behind the protective cage, are of correct length to allow the heist to fully
extend for transfers. The ladder stored on the back of the machine has been
designed and constructed on the farm by.a friend of the family. .It is used by
an assistant for transfers.
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There are two main features whl make 'the machine'suitable for modification:

The propulsion is by hydraul c motors witl} ;44 p poweredby a
regular internal combustion motor. This codo4pation can develop
considerable power at low speed and does ip.amploy a conventional
transmission or a clutch.

The steering is not, as on standard tractors, performed by turning
a set of wheels, but by speeding up, sir" down, stopping or re-
versing the left or right hand pair of s to cause "skidding"
to one side or the other. The complete4 ntrolof the machine's
movements can thus be accomplished via o levers with NEUTRAL,
FORWARD and REVERSE positions.

The modified machine is operated via 6-evchteen switches located in two elbow
brackets. The functions are allocated folp46:

Hoi5t

Two switches start the motor (bath o4,41em must be depressed
simultaneously).

. .c,

Two switches stop the motor (depres$ing any one of them if suf-
ficient).

Two switches are used for THROTTLEO _and THROTTLE CLOSE.

Two switches operate BRAKE ON and4RAKE,OFF.

!v. .

Two switches control ARM UP and ARM DOWIj functiAlt.

Two more switches are used for BUtte U> DOWN.
v.

Two switches on either side control that s pheels' direction
and speed.

The last switch operates a siren provided4or potential emergency
situations.

v
The hoist represents almost 11§1cf.dipf.the overall effort. It was essential

for easy and dependable transfer gf.tfiegker from the wheelchair into the driver's
seat and back. .

It had to be compact enough for.storage on top of the protective cage;
extended, it had to reach from the middle of the driver's seat beyond the middle
of the bucket where the wheelchair would be located. Although to a great extent

hydraulically-powered, it does not share the machine's hydraulic circuit. To

ensure its functioning even in .Fase of failure of the machine's main motor, the
hoist has its own, battery-powered hydraulic pump as well as an independent winch.

Project Rationale, .e

When the project was in its proposal state, the two most commonly asked
questions were:

i"Is it possible to modify the chine successfully?" and
"Will the results justify the cost ?"

The first question has, been answered. The second is still being asked and
teas been asked at'this meeting I would like to present here several thoughts
which may contribute to finding the answer.
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Figures 3 and 4. A working sequence from Mr. Hof ford's daily activities. The

manure spreader is, at the present, emptied periodically by a member of the

family. Mr. Hof ford is impatient with the delays and would like to be able to

perform that operation, too, by himself.
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Universality of the System

We are convinced, as I will show later, that the project is easily justifi-
,

able even for an isolated case of one person needing a specialized machine. But
this is not the case here. The system was developed with universality very much
in mind. It can be used, with minor modifications, by persons with a wide range
pf disabilities; it is unlikely that a person more,disabled than Mr. Hofford would
contemplate employment in this field and for all others it would be easier to
use the system than for Mr. Hofford.

The modification is also suitable for a wide range of machines, Most types
of loaders, of all sizes, can be modified; other machines, such as bulldozers,
would accept the system and could be made available to disabled operators. Con-
sequently, the application of the system is not limited to farming only. Other
areas such as the construction industry, excavating and material handling in

_general are equally well-suited for the use of modified machines.
%Ow

As I already mentioned, Mr. Hofford's machine can be controlled not only
directly from the driver's seat, but also remotely, via a cable, from a control
panel outside the machine. With this remote control capability the system has
further potential applications in dangerous environments, such as in demolition
work and in inexpensive machines for use in police and army applications.

Farm Application: Special Appeal

have to admit that we are biased in favor of farmers. Despite the gen-
erall5rharder conditions for a disabled person living on a farm in comparison
with his counterpart in the city, the disabled farmer is generally less bitter
about his plight and very often continues working, ignoring his disability,
without the benefit of any aid at all. When we investigated a report'of a trac-
tor modification for a farmer in our area, we found that it consisted of a rope
with which the farmer tied himself to the seat of a garden tractor. He then
perfdrmed odd jobs around his property.

Very little indeed has been done for disabled farmers. They are not a
noisy group and do not demand attention. In most cases they do not even know
what rehabilitation engineering could do for them.

Mr. Hofford had to wait for several years to receive his machine and his
situation is not atypical. Disabled farmers are forced into idleness where,
with an appropriate aid, they would be capable of significant contributions. It

is especially distbrbing cohsidering the fact that farming is, in many ways, so
uniquely suited for placement of disabled employees. Threat of unemployment is
not as significant on a family farm as it is in a big industrial complex. A per-
son is not displaced from his familiar environment; he works "at home," continu-
ing to do what he liked to do before he became disabled or what his family has
been doing. He enjoys the support and understanding of his closest friends and
is contributing to the family effvt. The hours are flexible and so is the
sequence of work. Modification of the working environment is easier in the in-
formal environment of the farm than in the more rigidly structured industrial
plant. The work is more individual and the worker is not part of a strictly
timed effort of a team, such as with an industrial assembly line.

Farm Application: Influence on the Project and Employment Considerations

When attempting to place a handicapped person we first try to locate a
potential employer. Then comes the effort to modify the working tools and the
workplace, if it is necessary.

This was our first opportunity to work with a highly motivated disabled
person who already had an "employer"--his own family, parents, relatives and,
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as it turned out, his neighbors, 'near and far. What did it mean for us, who
involved in fund raising, design, construction, instruction and all other aspe

of this work?.

One very obvious effect was Mr. Hofford's full concentration on the project.
When we started, not many people believed that we would succeed; they doubted
that the machine could be modified, questioned Mr. Hofford's ability to control
the machine and work with it consistently for several hours a day, as was his

goal: We could not guarantee the success ourselves and were not pretending we

could. At the same time everybody realized that Mr. Hofford's intensive coopera-

tion was essential. Mr. Hofford's "employer" not only believed that the project
would be successful, but committed himself fully with his representation at
meetings, investment into the machine and modifications on the farm.

We had an "employer".and the "employee" attending every meeting together
from the very beginning; they were present when we were preparing the outline, of
the proje4.and could point out potential problems (such as, for exaittple, turning

radius' of the machine in the confined space of a barn) and potential soltetions
(rerouting the traffic in the barn or widening certain portions of the walks).

We have benefited from this exchange of ideas. The employer, on the other

hand, could see the'progress of the project and knew in every stage of the work
what the employee would be able to !'&'and could plan his operation accordingly.
Everything was reildy'on the farm when we wanted to' test the machine. Mr. Hofford

had sysCematic work prepared immediately after he finished his training period.

We recognized this' combination of factors when Mr. Hofford approached us
and our subsequent experience confirmed that the decision to accept the project

was the right one. Mr. Hofford helped us to develop a system which will help

-many others; he was an inspiration to all involved, from'the very start: to the

present, when he is 3sing his machine on an everyday basis.

Return .on the Investm6WA

4

During the past ten years the workers in Rehabilitation Engineering have

invested much time convincing the granting agencies, general public, including

the disabled population, that it is not unreasonable to spend a few hundred

dollars on an aid which, would make it possible for a two-hundred-dollars-per-ddy
patient to leave the hospital and live in his/her own house.

Duilng those ten Years the diabled population has matured from simple on/
off aids to more powerful ones and, eventually, to aids which will help them

work. The aids are becoming much more complicated and with it comes a require-

ment for more funds. The discussions now are about the wisdom of spending

several thousand dollars on a project.

The first thing to realize, before considering the appropriateness of

supporting the project, is that not all the aids have the same impact on the

recipient and will not provide the same "return on investment." There is a basic

difference between the aid which is used mainly for entertainment (remote control

operation of a television set) and an aid which will reintroduce the user into

the work force.

We must consider several factors before'arriving at a figure which would be

a monetary limit fqr a particular project. How much money have we already spent

on education and professional training of the person? How much would we spend

if during his/her projected.life-span he/she remained inactive? How great a

portion of the overall sum is to be spent on the purchase of equipment (in our

case the loader) which would have to be purchased even for an able-bodied employee

to work with? How much money is typically spent for such equipment per able-

bodied employee for a comparable position? How much money would we be willing



to spend for the retraining of a person whose original trade is no longer in
demand--an accident of a sort in the life of that person?

I will not, intentionally, present our budget. It would only be representa-
tive of our own conditions, our own project, our abilities and limitations. I
will, instead, urge anybody connected with planning a project like this to con-
sider carefully the criteria outlined above before deciding how much money they
would like to commit to the particular work and to the particular user.

Conclusion

We have developed a modification system for a disabled farmer to use with
his skid loader. The system is universal in terms of disabilities of its users
and the machines to be modified. 14 was, a unique experience to work with a farmer;A
we feel more should be done for farmers in general.

There were some doubts about how much money is appropriate to spend for such
a project. I have attempted, in th*s communication, to explain some aspects of
our thinking about this question. It is important to realize that modifications
like this make it possible for disabled people not only to move around, but to
work--for their own benefit, for the benefit of their families and society as a,
whole. There is no specific amount of money which should not be exceeded in -\
attempting the mOdification; each case should be considered separately, taking
into account possible benefits and realizing that much would be done. for an able-
*odied'person if he/she was to accept the job for which the modification is
intended.

We are grateful for the opportunity to be associated with the project and
would te happy to be involved in a similar way in the future.
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Herbert Evert and Randy Black
I.

The Development of a Workplace.for a Visually
Impaired Information Specialist.-:04 Case.

At the University of Wisconsin-Madison, the challenge of providing persons

with disabfliti4 equal access to higher education is taken most seriously. In

addition to uch standard accommodations as ramps; modified curbs, Braille.-labeled

elevators, and altered restrooms.; information concerning their temporary or perma-

nent disabilities is collected from students on .their registration foi-ms, and our

McBurney Resource Center for Persons with Disabilities attempts to'illeet their

various needs. At the McBurney Center,' available services include advance Time -

table and textbook information, registration assistance or proxies, parking and

transportation arrangements, housing information and assistance, wheelchair

attendants, readers, library services, modified forms of information (Braille -

tape, large print, etc.) use or rental of such equipment as tape recorders, audi-

tory calculators, etc., keys to buildings and elevators, and alternative testing'

and evaluation arrangements. In addition, our Campus Assistance Center offers a

DIAL information 'service which is a telephone audio tape library available 24

hours per day on subjects of interest to students including registration and

records,services for disabled students. Each semester's Timetable makes refer-

ence to'these sources of assistance for disabled students, list6 thecaMpus

buildings which are not accessible to wheelchairs, and.quoies the campus policy

statement that "a-student with a disability may request a Mltinge ip clIsaroom

location if a particular course is necessary for,a'general and/or. major require-.

ment." 'And our Memorial Library has. set' aside romps for,the use of such special-
,:

ized equipment as the Optacon, auditory calculators, and tape recCirder.s.

This very commitment, however, poses an obvious problem: the more success -::

ful we are in educating persons with disabilititks, thempre presSbre gi.we,are an

will be under as a society to find them the employment for which they, prepared.

,,Our case study in employing the visually-impaired as Information Specialists

too lace in the University's Office of the Registrar Whict is housed in the7

A.W. Pete7rson Building located on the east end of the.Qampus. Our efforts came ,

about as a direct result of the presumed relationship betweOn Ilucationand

employability. It was in 1968 that a middle -aged blind man who had earned both'

'baccalaureate and masters degrees at another institution inWisconsin

out of desperation, sat in on the Governor's Capitol office doors;ep until he

received some assistance in,finding employment. One of Madison's daily newspapers,

picked up the story and gave it a good deal of coverage which include criticism

of state government and the universities -for assisting in This man's14ducatton,

but then not'finding him gainful employment. As ,a result, this gentleman became

first a Veteran's counselor and,. subsequently, in 1973, was hired,as 41 Informa-

tion Specialist at.the Registrar's Information Desk in the lobby of the Peterson.
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Prior to and since 1973, workplace adjustments have brf6ln'made for the sake
of employees with temporary disabilities' or disabling disea4s, and the Regis-
trar's Office had previously employe!d aPersOn who was semi-paraplegic for whom
some minor long-term adjustments were nedessary.' But not until 1973 did we pur-
posefully set out to modify aposition description of long standing within odtr
office.with the intention, of emplug.a'perSonyith a specific disability.

Hired on the basis of his knowledge of the University, hiS phenomenal memory,
and his ability to make notes for himself orith aBraille typewriter or a Stylus
and slate, there were nevertheless many unknowns and seeming risks involved in
the employment of our initial blind Information Specialist. When he died late,
last year, he and, the Registrar's Office had undergone' seven years of trial and
error which resulted in a.position tailor-made for a visually-impaired individual.
Al this is the position Randy Black assumed early in 198.1:,

i ,7';

FACULTY/ACADEMIC POSITION DESCRIPTION
TITLE: SPECIALIST - INFORMATION

STATUS: ACADEMIC STAFF

Function

The incumbent is responsible for the day-to7-day management of the Registrars
Information' Desk including but not limited to the supervision of the Information
Desk, the maintenance of stocks, and the oversight of trie release ofstudent
information according, to policy:

Principal Activities

In carrying out this function, the incumbent is responsible for the follpvi4
activities:

c,

Hire train, schedule and supervise the personnel employed in the
Information Booth. (1 classified, 3-5 students).

Maintain supplies of Timetables, school and cqllege bulletins,
'brochures, campus maps, forms, etc., fOr distribution to students
and the public.

Ensure compliance wit policies governing the release and/or with-
'holding of student information.

Serve asthe.iJ4idii4 ifiii:tbelephone InqUiries and the proper transfer
of.calls to apilTojVrptsectiong or offices.

.

Oversee the 'pyoui:040Vc,f address, phone number, and next -of -kin'
information changed fdr students together with address auditl of,
the student data base.

Have working knowledge of Grades I and II Braille and moderate
typing ability by means of which to operate graille-output computer
terminal.

Oversee the validation of identification,cards for students who:
'register late.

Participate in the decision making., coordination,and,review lunc-
bions of the Assistant Registrar's staff.

.Perform such other tasks as may be 'assigned by the Asgistant
Registrar or Registrar.

, 44,
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intoimAt ion in !Statil). We dsigawd the SBRA transaction to provide only the
,tudut data into: mation which we are allowed to give out to the public mulct

the plovision, of the 1')/. Family Education Rights and Privacy Act governing

N' And confidentiality of student records. Thus the SBRA transaction

could solve the dual purpose of providing the public information available on

..fudents AnVone on caMpw; who is cleared for CRT access as well as being a

pidpett% tormifted primary intiuiry transaction for the Braille-output terminal.

W hAppv I, 1(1,011 IhAt SIWA ha!i found it, in both modes.

Ac'e''; to SitRA,is gained by either the student's name (latTname, cotimin,

tit,a name) or the 10-digit ;rodent lD number. The following information

then AvAilahl throu4;i1 SBRA: name, campus address, campus Phone number, per

.anent home Address, major, birth date, classiticat ion and Year 'at this Univer-

.ttv, mifriculatton date (semester/year first registered), semester/year last

tegHt rcd, numb,' of credits earned toward a degree (or degree credits), credits

tit plogre',, the last educational institution the student attended, and the last

degree earned And date granted from this University. All of this information

ut legally he given out to anyone who requests It UNLESS the student has filed

A "withhold" tom with the Registrar's 011ice which restricts access to that .

inlormation to University personnel only. One unusual feature of this

Inivet,,Itv', Implementation 01 the privacy legislation Is that the student can

ich which information s/he wishes to withhold, as in the following

c5Ample:

Ill1T11, JOHN

NM SMITH, JOHN JAY
i:A 210 N SHERMAN NO 1

MADISON WI #51704

12:t1-2759

$1L\ 122 S SHERMAN NO 10
MADISON WI 051704

ENtlLISH

BD #12-27-57
PNS U9

MD 01/i
LAST REG 11I82

DEG CRS d122
2CRS IN FUG 006
LAST ED INST ATTENDED.
rNIVERS[TY OF WISCONSIN-VHITEWATER
LAST DEGREE EARNED AND DATE GRANTED

BS-EDUCATION 012-22-80

e-

In this example, the student has withheld only part of his public informa-

tionmviZ., his campus and home addresses, phone number, classification and, year

At tri7e University, and number of credits -in progress. The "5" sign before these

indicates to the operator that they have been withheld and are not to he

released. The "5" sign is an arbitrarily selected visual substitution for the

Braille symbol we use. Thus, by early 1981, we had the LED-15 installed and the

tirst transaction in use.

The other transaction we use with the LED-15 is the STNM (Student Name

Lookup) transaction mentioned earlier. People requesting student information

often 6ve its inaccurate spellings of names, informal first.names, or nicknames.

Access through STNM requires a correct spelling of the last name and the first

one or two letters of the first name. If a name is unavailable through SBRA,

STNM is used as a double check to he sure that the student is not on the file

under a slightly different nlme. STNM also helps in those rare instances where

two students have exa(!tly the same first, middle, and last names. Then the only

way to be certain that we are dealing with. the proper individual is to have the

student's ID number. STNM provides some additional .pt non-public information
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such as the ID number, sex, and marital status of students which is helpful in
such cases.

1

1 iile he LED -15 Braille- embossing computer terminal is certainly the single
most signif cant and costly adaptation made to the Registrar's Information Desk
as a work station for the visually-impaired, neither it nor the minor modifica-
tions mentioned at the outset were the only means we discovered for this purpose.

As for sighted empldyees, it is very helpful to have cabinets and file
drawers labeled as to their contents. To do this, we use a BTW400 Scotch 3M
Braille Dtjn Labeler. It is available through the American Foundation for the
Blind catalog and it costs about $40. While it can use 3/8-inch tape, we prefer \

the 1/2. -inch dymo tape because we find it mach easier to read. While we were at
it, we also labeled the vending machines in our canteen room.

4th the labeling completed, the next project was the production of rdfer-
eneeROpies of all the inter-office policy brochures. This aspect of the modifi-
cat4Z?nfprocess required reading on tape various printed materials and then putting
4f'!ntn Braille form. The machine we purchased for this purpose is the Perkins
A b1,,ili-e Writer, manufactured by the Howe Press of Watertown, Massachusetts, and

en+,approximately $300.

',j:-, The writing of Braille is based on a six-dot cell. Depending on the dot
76nWination used and the context of the material being read, you can write anyi'
thing from A-Z, and everything in between if you know, the Braille code. Braille

"writers are being produced today which use a typewriter keyboard set-up instead
'of using only the six keys of the Perkins Braille Writer. This could eventually
end the need for those wishing to learn how to write Braille to learn a difficult
Braille te. If s/he knew how to type, a person using one of the new Braille
typewrite s could very easily put such material into Braille form. The keyboard
for our LED-15 Braille embosser utilizes just such a keyboard.

As supervisor of the Information Desk, Mr. Black is required to attend weekly
staff meetings. For the purpose of taking notes, he makes use of a "slate and
stylus." The slate can be either metal or plastic. We prefer the metal ones.
Each slate has four lines on it and each line has a series of what are called
"cells" in which, using a stylus with a plastic or wooden top and a metal spike,
any of the Braille characters can be "written."

While the slate operates like the Braille Writer, there are two important
differences. First, with the Braille Writer, you can push all of the dots for
each letter you wish to write at once. With the slate, you punch each dot for

each letter individually. This is a much slower but a much quieter process,
which is why it is used for taking meeting notes. The other difference is that
the dot positions on the Braille Writer are exactly opposite when writing on the

slate. On the Braille Writer dots 1, 2 and 3 are on the left side and dots 4c 5
and .6 are on the right. When using the slate, those positions are reversed.

On the telephone which the blind Information Specialist most often uses, we
have installed a little device called a "sound barrier." It is available from
Graiit Electronics in Madison, Wisconsin for $8.95.x. Goodrich Products makes the

device. While the modified telephone bells mentioned.earlier tell us which line
is ringing, they do not tell us which lines are in use when we wish to make a

telephone call. Pushing the barrier button to the left cuts off the telephone

transmitter. If we then pick up a line that is in use,' all that the parties will
hear is a soft click which will not disrupt their telephone conversation. In fact

most people will not even hear the click.

Another piece of equipment which we use when we need to record something off
a telephone is a "telephone pick-up coil." At least two kinds of coils are avail-

able. The one most commonly.seen is a suction cup device sold through Radio Shack.
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for around $?-00. The second type which we prefer goes around the earpiece like,
a ring. Unfortunately it is much harder tolget, but it is available through
Grant Electronics for a cost of around $4.00. We prefer it because it provides

much better sound quality when compared with the suction cup. While we do not

use the pick -up coil a great deal, it has come in handy when we have needed to
take a good deal, of information from' someone over the telephone.in a short period

of time.

These modifications and devices allow Mr. Black to function effectively as

the supervisor of the Registrar's Information sk. They do not, however, allow

him to do the exact same job that his employees o. For example, when he receives

address changes from students, he cannot yet titem onto the data base. lbe

transaction is noigyet available for formattin ons on the LED-15 computer

terminal which he uses. Similarly, he ip unable validate student ID cards

inasmuch as he cannot yet access the transaction which would tell him whether or
not students' 'fees are paid. These are some of the modifications we foresee for

the future.

From our experience, however,.we have learned that adapting the workplace
for persons with disabilities is not an exact science. In adapting this one

position for the visually-impaired, the many decfsions we have faced indicate ,

that it might have been done in many different ways. A Braille-embossing computer

terminal is at the center of our operation, for invance, but some visually-

impaired persons read large print rather than BraiAl, or can only use an
auditory-output device, becau'Se they do rciE' read Braille.

Moreover, while there are various technological developments to meekcer-
tain needs, the delivery systems for such developments to the disabled ufers must

be improved. It takes much too long for many such devices to be delivered and
installed once they are ordered, and they are most often not orared until there
is a demonstrated need. 'In the meantime,eboth the disabled irer and his/her
employer are frustritted.

Finally, while we have described in some deb our use of a Braille-
embossing computer terminal, we fish to poRnt out hat most of the other modifi-

catiis made to th% Registrar's Infortmation Desk at the University of Wisconsin-

Madison were adaptations of materials at hand or relatively inexpensive additions.

All of our telephone modifications and devices:' for instance, are very inexpen-
sive; the Braille Writer costs loss than an.electric typewriter; and the tape
recorder, notebooks,, file folders, and Ouch of the paper are standard office

supplies. It is simply not true that modifying a work-site for a person with a

disability is always expensive. It may only require some creative though and

some affirmative action in the best sense of those words.

a
%This...in no way denigrates the need for, and role of, technological advances

for disabled pertons. Employing well-educated disabled people at the level to

which they are prepared will be at least as great if not a greater challenge than

that of access to the preparation in the days ahead. As access to education in-

creases, in no- small part due to technological advances, the well-educated dis-

fabled pqrsOn will be equipped to handle the work related tasks of his or her

able-bodied counterparts only by means of more economically justifiable techno-

logical modifications and advances. With more educated disabled people in our

society, the need for such technology can only increase.
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Triformations Braille Terminal
Triformation Systems, Inc.
3132 S.E. Jay Street
Stuart, FL 33494
(305) 283-4817

University of Wisconsin- Madison Installation

Technical Information:

Thomas J. Scott, Technical Support Specialist
Administrative Data Processing
University of Wisconsin-Madison
3169 Computer Science and Statistics Building
1210 W. Dayton Street
Madison, WI 53706
(608) 263-1774

Users:

Herbert D. Evert Assistant Regis
Randy',G. Black, Information Specialis
Office: of .the Registrar

University of Wisconsin-Madison
121 A.W. Peterson Building
750 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53706

(608) 262-3712

SAGEM Braiiie Terminal
TelesensorY.:Systems, Inc.
3408 HilloV100,Avenue
Palo Alto,, 'CA: 94304

(415) 493-2626

University of Wisconsin-Madiaon InstallatiOn

Prof. Edouard J. De4putelai4;Dept..of Computer. Scienes
University of Wiscolsin-Ma4son
2207C-Computer Science.a -8taftat1csBuilAding
1210 W. Dayton Street -"' ."

,., :
o

.

.T, 4-1,440.son, WI 53706
r6n) 262-0620 or 262-104-.:,,,

'*.
IP ;

.Perkin Braillei , .,-
The Howe Press A

Perkins School for,
1"7

Watertown, MA 02

* .c.:

Scotch Model BTW4fQ a bYm4iter
Labeler Manufac* y 14-'

qContact: American pndation .for.the Blind,
15 West 1 th Street :

!T;llkftl-,...4
New York,'NY 10011

*2''-- 0,
(212) 620 -2000
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Telephone Sound Barrier
Goodrich Products, Inc.
Contact: Grant Electronics

4606 Verona Road .

Madison, WI 53711
(608) 271-0551
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Jack.M. East

Barrier Free Office Design

A major problem area in the business of finding employment and utilizing
technology for and with disabled persons is the development and implementation
of concrete action plans. Unfortunately, in private enterprise, employers often
give lip service without planning specific implementation strategies. It is this
author's hope that all conference participants will return to their communities
with specific action plans concerning the utilization of technology and the
development of jobs for the disabled.

A recently disabled person goes through stages of treatment which may be
termed "steps of rehabilitation to employment." Initially, the medical condition
of the person is the primary concern. Then)the individual receives physical,
psychological, occupational, and recreation therapy, and finally vocational
training or retraining takes place. The vocational aspect of the disabled indi-
vidual is the area which will now be addressed.

A tendency across the nation today is to train or retrain individuals for
outdated job markets. Each year millions of dollars are'spent in the area of
vocational rehabilitation; uhfortunately, this training does not keep pace with
the changing trends of current job markets. Job development.programs.in every
state and community should be developed to provide current information to
employers and disabled' individuals. An active information system has the poten-
tial to link disabled individuals with job opportunities in areas of.need. The
implementation of information, systems throughout the nation would greatly enhance
the organization and accessibility of job information, while providing a linkage
from employer to employee to job.

The American Amputee Foundation is a private organization which is not
dependent on state or federal funds. Since 1975 this organization has slowly
but successfully established funding sources despite the fact that the competition
for dollars has become increasingly tighter. The-work of this foundation includes
innovations in the areas of bio-medical engineering and myo-electrically controlled
limbs. The foundation works with spinal cord injured, as well as in the preventive
area of amputation. Additionally, this organization operates a diabetic foot-care
clinic and ahead and stroke clinic.

Three.years,ago the American Amputee Foundation sponsored a series of semi-
nars on employment of handicapped people throughout the state of Arkansas.
Geared to some seven hundred businessmen, these seminars were aimed at educating
private industries about the laws governing,employment of handicapped persons
and the availability of job tax credits. These seminars revealed the fact that
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most of the businessmen iq the state were not aware of law ,concerning access for

handicapped,pejsons. There is a strong need for workshops Of this. nature to edu-

cate businessliien about existing laws which govern employ/rent of the handicapped.

.

.
.

, ',.,..-,....

Placing a handicapped individual into private industry many impor-

tant considerations. These include the expenditure of extli5 time, energy, and

money. To insure successful placement, a concerted.'ffort must.V tiaken to follow

theoemployee's adjustment. Sensitive intervention. the part dis

a critical factor. First, the physical space MU be'considered and evaluated.tit

ik the job counselor

Some modifica.O.oiis which assist disabled individuatat the job site include TTYs
for the hearing impaired, wheelchair ramps, access le restAtpoms and water foun-

tains, lowered elevator buttons, and audible and visible allrm systems. But the

role of the placement counselor goes far beyond physical-access issues. Even

more important than the physical adjustment is the importance of building a suc-
cessful relationship between the handicapped individual and his/her employer.
The placement counselor has the important responsibility of helping to facilitate
a good working relationship between the disabled employee and,his/her employer.

Successful intervention,can result in positive attitude changes and can impact
on the employer's future relations with other disabled employees.

Our office has successfully accommodated a disabled employee. Steve Little,

a forMer All-American football player who is nowa quadraplegicf works with us

as a public relations manager. Currently, we are fundraising to sponsor a wheel-
chair basketball team, the Rollin' Razorbacks, which is one of 285 semi-profes-

sional ball teams in the United States. Our budget is $7,000, including trans-

portation and housing for a 15-member team. We have set up an in-house telephone

room for marketing purposes, and Ste4e works with us in our continuous fundraising

efforts.

With appropriate work-place modifications, Steve is able to accomplish tele-

phone sales and marketing. A speakerphone, donated by Southwestern Bell Tele-

phone's STAT group, a community action group within the telephone company, enables

Steve to place calls easily. Steve also is dssisted by a handicapped assistance
credit card which allows the operator to place all calls for him. A career in

brokerage appears feasible for Steve.

Many modifications were made to accommodate Steve in the working environment.

One fairly inexpensive modification which we accomplished was a simple working

ledge which allows comfortable access for Steve's wheelchair. Additional adapta-

tions were also completed to accommodate Steve's right hand, which is operated

by an electrically-controlled splint which opens and shuts his hand. Therefore,

the right portion Of the working ledge is higher than the left side. A special

work bench was co ructed using two-by-fours, a plywood cover or ledge, and a

formica

Tape reco ng equipment and telecommunioation devices can be purchased from

companies that cialize in environmental control lystems for the handicapped,

or can be purchased inexpensively from local.gadio ghackkstores. For example,

a gooseneck speakerphone can be purchased for about 00. Contributions from

Bell System can help to defray costs. TOSouthwesTlyn BelA STAT grbup not only

donated the speakerphone, but also contributed the installaln and service

charges for the unit for one year. .

Our office modifiOations were inexpensive and e to accomplish by an in-

house maintenance group. Soundproofing was necessary ue to the speakerphone.

This process was accomplished very simply by using carpet remnants IF plywood.

When bolted to the wall, triahgular framed carpet remtants do an exj&llent job

of soundproofing. 'This project cost less than $30.00.

Other inexpensive modifications on the job site can substitute for more

costly ones. While completing an evaluation of a building, one building manager

4
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stated that he did not have the funds to modify a water fountain. A creative and
inexpensive solution was achieved -by installing a cup dispenser near the existing
fountain in reach of a wheelchair. The costly expense of plumbing alterations
were avoided and a workable solution was reached quickly. Furthermore, the
employer was readily compliant to the recommendations and later provided acces-
sible parking and made large printed material available for a visually-impaired
employee. 4

According to statistics we have over 35 million handicapped individuals in
the United States today. Of those 35 million, 52% are still unemployed. The
question is, why? We have the technology and we have specialists working in
vocational rehabilitation and employment security. However, private enterprise
is the critical area. Employers must realize that they can accommodate handi-
capped individuals and benefit from their services. Modifications can be made
if the effort is taken. Employers who have successfully accommodated disabled
employees must share their experiences with others. If an employer is willing-
to be creative and put forth effort, then successful accommodations can be achieved.

Questions and Answers

,/ flow do you raise your money? How large is yOUr yearly budget and how do you use it?

Our telephone room is one method of fundraising. Due to the fact that Arkansas
people are very strong football fans, we have begun marketing and manufacturing
20-30 items that deal.with the Razorbacks and we sell these items at booths and
at football games. We also run public service announcements which help our mar-
keting efforts. This phase of our project has been very successful. We turn
this money back into project expenses and have been able to purchase two acces-
sible buses. We provide.free, around-the-clock transportation to the clients of
the Arkansas Rehabilitation Institute. This year one of the buses will be leased
to an independent cab driver, and this will create another source of revenue.

Iow do you get people to buy the items to support your program?

I think you have to be from Arkansas to appreciate what football fans are really
like in this state. We didn't have to dream up a real great pitch in order to
sell our merchandise once it was exposed to the public. The merchandise is good
quality, and I think that makes a difference.

How large is the association? Do you have a rehabilitation center of your own?

We do not operate our own center but we are affiliated with an existing rehabili-
tation institute. We are implementing services to orthopedically-impaired indi-
viduals through the rehabilitation institute.

Could you comment more on your budget.?

We operate with two different budgets. The American Amputee Foundation has its
own budget. Additionally, we augment services to the Baptist Medical, a private -

rehabilitat)ion agency which, in' turn, has its own operating budget and we lease
space from the Arkansas Rehabilitation Institute.

How successful have your efforts been to raise money for the Rollin' Razorbacks?

This has been a very rewarding project, both financially and attitudinally. T1-1

the last three months, Steve has been able to generate almost $45,000 for their
budget and the football season has just started. That will give you some idea
of what is possible. By the use of telephone marketing, and with a very positive
presentation, programs can survive without the government dollar.
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Don R. Warren

Innovations in Adaptive Equipment. and Job
Site Modifications

00

It is good to be with You this afternoon to share some of the concepts that
have been developed over the past four years in Wisconsin for the state agency

of the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation.

The rehabilitation engineering component in the state agency is relatively
new and came out of an innovation and expansion grant from the federal govern-

ment that mandated that we start serving the more severely disabled clients by
finding ways to modify the job structure so that they can adequately do the job.
Not on y adequately do the job, but do the job ip an equivalent fashion as an
ab bodied individual and in a-cost-effective approach.

This has many facets to it. Obviously it's not a simple process and many

times involves the work of a lot of disciplines: the medical personnel from the
hospital--the occupational physical therapists; the nursing staff; and the physi-

cians along with the rehabilitation engineers.

Rehab engineers are kind of a strange breed in and of themselves. What is

a rehab engineer? Even the rehab engineers have a hard time answering that, but
often it's an individual who has come thfough a multiple of disciplines - -in my

case, peurophysiology and neurosurgery--with engineering counterparts. Often we

see people in rehabilitation engineering who've come through the engineering

components, then come into the medical service delivery model and work through
occupational therapy/physical therapy(0T/PT), nursing or one of the allied

health areas.

The important point here is that the service delivery of this process--the

rehabilitation engineering process--is a multidisciplinary process. It requires

all these facets to provide the best solution. Often the best solution is the

simplest solution, but what looks to be simple is often very complex to make.

This is kind of a diabolic situation, but we find that in order to keep things

simple they have to be very complex in the design aspects. The simpler the

process, the better the device will work in the long run. We find that if you

build a very complex system it requires more maintenance. It requires more pre-

ventive maintenance, and it requires more time to train the individual to use

it. So we use the old principle that many of"you may have been familiar with

back during the war. "Kiss" was written across all the drafting rooms in the

Navy. It means "keep it simple, stupid." So the simpler it can be, often the

more effective it can be, add it enhances they whole process and keeps it less

expensive.
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If we can go into a job site and just look at the job site and find an
environment where we can place a person with a disability, that's the best
approach. If we can just train the person to operate within that environment-4.
it doesn't cost us anything; all we have to do is train the individual to work
in that environment. Often those environments are difficult to identify,
expecially from an employer's standpoint.

Often we come into situations where people don't appreciate or even know
what some Of the disabilities are. I was recently in a paper mill up north in
Wisconsin where they're grinding up logs making paper pulp'. We were taken to
this door and given ear plugs to wear; then they gave us glasses to protect our
eyes. We went in one more door and ran into a foyer area where they gave us. a
headset-to put on over the ear plugs. They opened the next door and we were
observing the process of debarking logs and grinding them into small chips where
they're subsequently dissolved and made intoe!aper. Up on a gantry overheT1
there were several employees who were kind of surprised by our appearance, and
started nudging each other and pointing. They thought we were the inspectors.
We were just there to look at job sites for the state, basically, and'all of a
sudden this signage went on that we weren't familiar with.

Wv,,stood there and watched them work for a while; their main job was to
orient/ tie logs as they came out of this big washing machine that rolls the bark
off and lines them up properly to hit the grinder. The noise intensity was so
great in that room that one could scream and never be heard. Your body would
shake and your eyes would water just from the percussion on your system. We
were glad to get out'of there obviously, and on the way out after we'Al disarmed
ourselves of the protective garments, we asked them if they'd ever thought about
hiring a person with a hearing disability in that environment. And the guy sort
of"stopped and shook his head and said, "Well, is that a disability?"

Here they were trying to meet a quota. This was back in the days of 504
implementation and there was a certain number ofequal opportunity people around
monitoring government contracts, and they hadn't realized that there was a site
where they could have a disabled person very easily implemented. These guys had
their own sign language. There was no way you could hear yourself even think in'
that room, and they had developed their own signage which was not the typical
sign system. So this would be an example of a very simple modification.

We got into all kinds of modifications as a resultof the agencies asking
us to assist them; everything from computer terminal modifications to modifying
dairy barns so that the disabled quadriplegic or paraplegic could milk 95 dairy
cows twice a day, or modifying tractors for quadriplegic operations, or modify-
ing vans and automotive equipment for disabled individuals in all degrees to
operate safely.

The gamut of expertise'that's required of the rehabilitation engineer is
quite extensive, th6refore one has to have on staff people who are comfortable
working with dairy cows on one hand:and capacitors, resisEors and transistors on
the other hand. So you need a rather wide cross section of expertise to work in
that field.

,,Often we find that the job of the rehabilitation engineer is just that of
defining the need. After all of you bring your ideas in of what you want the
client or patient to be able to do and it's resolved_to a final check order in
which we're going to try to accomplish that, someone has to undertake to be the,
broker for this implementation process. That broker ussally ends up being a 4 f

therapist or an engineer who can stand back with the required empathy to observe
the process, have the input and keep it all in order. It's kind of like a gen-
eral contractor to a construction project in doing this rehabilitation process.
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Many times that's all that has to be done; once the definition of thecon-
cern is expressed'an'd clarified, nature takes its course and things happen.
Often it, takes more 1Yrompting than that. We were recently involved in a situa-
tion where we had a lady who was an expert one-handed typist. She only had one
limb on her upper extremity;.;and she was an expert typist, very, very accurate.
She had worked her way up through the company and was keeping up with her able.,.
bodied cohorts when they weye working standard electric typewriters. But all
her able-bodied cohorts were given the opportunity to have a word processot. as
the company evolved and technology presented itself.

Well the computer company that manufacturers this word processor wasn't
attuned to modifying the keyboard for this individual. It is a simple process
of modifying one of the chips in the board such that it can recognize either a
one-handed keyboard or a two-handed keyboard. It simply changes the profile of
the keys, a very simple software modification; not even a hardware modification`.
The company had already done some things in regards to the blind populatiop;in
dealing with their needs of having talking typewriters. They weren't willing to
make these adaptations at that point in time.

Zn

After we defined the need very clearly and offered to do it for them with
an alternate piece of eguipnient that wasn't their brand, we found their AsitiOn
changed considerably They became very- cooperative'',and willing to implement the
process, not only for the left-handed person but alsofor the right-handed per-
son. It took, I must say, a considerable amount of prompting to get that to
happen, almost to the point of threatening to publish the data in a national
medical journal or a rehabilitation avenue that would make it a more eminent
domain of information and anyone could then emulate their terminal; obviously
they didn't want that to happen. .

In that situation we were merely the catalyst to define the'need and
express it to the manufacturer of-the system so that they then could respond in
an appropriate way and make modifications. Another beautiful example of that is

the things that you'll see later that the phone company has done in regards to
adapting equipMent for this population. How many years ago was it that if one
was hard of hearing there was nothing for him,to dO to amplify the sound? Auto-

mated dialing is also a rather recent modification; if one were very,sPasticiK
couldn't hit the buttons, one butten would dial the whole number. Think of the

chances of making :. mistake as a cerebral palsied individual tries to hit'a
touch-tone phone.' What are the chances of a correct dialing if they only have
to hit One button that dials the whole number for them as opposed to having to
hit a seven-digit code?

1 . .

s

We've see'n these things evolve-for able-bodied folks. These weren't de-
9 ..(

signed for people with special needs. r; These were designed for folks like me who
aren't too bright in the morning and in make those same mistakes on that key-
board in thce process of interfacing diis technical environment tIlat'we have
about. us. 1 .

..
'

We've sgen companies like Sea's .1 Roebuck an4 Radio Shack bring products

1441

into the marketplace that enhance he environment'of able-bodied folks and inad-

vertantly have enhancei that of disabled population.H.These devices were not
designed initially folpthe disabled population, but rather for the'able-bodied

folks. YoU may be'f4gliar with:the little deyices that;plug into the wall,. ,

They're called a "honiE control u#it" that Sears sells. These are around'$14.
You plug one of,,the841into the wall, plug your lamp, in and from anywhere in ti'e--J1

house if you have ttyr transmitter module, youcari hit a button and turn n'and

off this lamps.! It used to be thae°11 erost 4 couple of t4ousand dollars to.do
this kind'of a modification. Now the 'Whole process can be implemented for less

thtan a couple hundred ,dollars.
s

U
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So these devices- were built for those of us too lazy to go turn off and on
the iight,hasically, rather than for the population for which they are very
appropi-iate.

Some of the other kinds of devices. that we've constructechof late have been
devices that give people the ability:either to go back to work or enhance their
emplOyahility. One such device could be demonstrated by this dictating machine.
It's a standard Lanier tape deck that has been modified to the extent of unplug-

,ging its micNrophone and plugging in this little black box. The function of this
little bla,pk box is to provide the quadriplegic individual who co'uldn't work 'a
microphone button the ability to do dictation like you or I would who can still
work the microphone button. All those functions have been replaced by switches
up here which are puff controlled. This is a puff technology where you merely
puff in a tube and,it turns on the tape deck and 'performs the functions, The
indicators are on the top with little lights that light up and tell you what
status you're in. If I wish,to record I' puff in'this one, now we're recording,
and I'm talking near the microblione, soit's picking me up as if I were talking
into a hand -held mike. This -is all done by merely breathing into these little
holes. Now I can do this from some-distance; you don't want to sneeze into it
or you can cause some-cliaos in 'thie process. 'So this giveS the quadriplegic the
ability to db the same kind of dictation, going in and changing words and sen-
tences, maintaining the articulation of a hand -held microphone with a'low-cost
modification to an offthe-shelf product. :

o

We try to always46dify off-the-shelf technology rather than going out and
reinventing a sp.ecial tape recorder for this special population. One other
feature that we found imporaqt was the ability to change'the tape so that by
adding a little guide one can flip the tape ut and causeit to be changed, the
idea being that this' gives him a turning tab e ot-iwhich to turn the tape and
replace it. We also can add an additionat t pe to the top and let it slide in.
This gives,the tndividual'independence dn t at proces's of doing dictation which
sometimes is a very private kind,of thing.

Another area where:we!ve pUt together a device was a housing company'up in
Wausau that was building prefab hotises. They had an employee who.had been there
for sevpral years and wgo Wanted to stay, but was going blind with diabetic
retinopathy and could no longer read the blueprints. If he stayed, he had to
find another job. Well, without vision there areh't too many jObs in the hots-:
ing industry that one can do. So we went through the plant and identified a fob
.Which'involved measuring the Romex wire-that's used for wiring the outlets and
switches in the house. If you know electricians, they're pretty fussy folks
about how long thoSe wires are. They don't mind the wires being a little too
long, but they don't want them too short. The contractor, of course, doeSn't
want the wires too long because that copper is hike' gold nowadays when it comes
to the price per pound and they don't want it wasted. So the concern was how
could we make the blind indiVidual able to operate'a device that the able-bodied
folks use by setting a dial to zero and then:grinding the wire through it until,
they, get the right footage, stopping it, cntkIngit off, binding it, labeling it
and throwing it in a bin.' °\-

That was the task that we identified for .this individual to do. So, what
we did was take that device and put a shafting coder on the end of it and'hooket
it to another device that enables the system to speak out the footage as it
winds the footage onto the system. Here again it was a case of taking an off-
the-shelf speaking system out of a calculator.

This device is actually accurate to about one hundredth of a foq.t, far
more accurate than the gauge that the able-bodied folks are using. lde did have
a problem With it though. After it had been in for about three days they said
all of Sur wires were about afoot too short. We figured it had to be some-
thing that.was wrong, and sure enough we found the problem. The Company
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know !ha th, o feet' lc fans always wanted .111..1 theca, 111,111 an

extra toe,t to t ,:peclllCations. Know that I he Workers who crank the w res

t are .1 lit( , the CO1111,;IIIV ;pee I t I Oa One t 001. shorter that I. I would

once out b' right .1 eng t h and evryone would he happy. So who's sp,ar i t ieations

we get: We got the company's spocitftations that said that these things need

t'o he a toot shorter than what was really necessary.

The columnnication link is very important between t e coMpanv and the roha-

Jf LI i t At i on ong i no,. I s because WI, wet, It'll( II}', (110 '0111p.111V AlOW 101W, they told us

to have t lloIll cut. t,:, doll' l hive .1 1 llt.1',0 LICI or. I I tilt v Wj.IIIL'd us I. 0 bll l Id :I ,

I IldVe 1.1c / OF I II I / would be VII4V easy I 0 do.

A lot tat the t hi figs t hat we do are very s imp 1 L.:I ii' . Bice'., One that eVo lved

out of A need. We had a quadriplegic individual who couldn't empty Iii. own leg

hag. the problem was when he'd bend over to' try to open the leg valve to It
the hag empty, he couldn't do it, couldn't get back up into the chair. We looked

Into the prospects of having electronic devices manufactured that would do that'

tot him. We wont out to the automobile one day and were working around the car

And we discovered this little valve that sits on top of the air cleaner and

opens and closes the damper to let the air dn and out We found it works great.

,l, a pinch I lie ( 0 pinch the urinary tube ot t that comes from the catheter,,

All we do is Ain this tube up his leg underneath the collar. He sucks on this

tube, ft open; the valve up, lets the urine drain ;undo; soon :IS he qui to suck-

ing on it it shfit the tube oft -verysimplistic. It eliminates the need of

hAvinc. to have aides thorc'every so many- hour;. It cuts that cost and gives the

person independence. He can now do this wherever and whenever he wants to. hi

addition, that taturl.t is a very low-coit Approach to shalt problem.

ln tat I think we have folks here day who'may even admit to having these.c-o

So we tound them very successtul and we're tinding that we can't make them List

enough now to meet the demand. Ford Motor wants to know what we're doing with

all, thesethey think we' re repairing an awful lot of cars and We don't even have

a license to work on Ford cars. So sometimes we take weird solutions to things.

Then' was 1 case whore we had an individual running around in an environment

that was rather hazardous and needed to call for help. So we took a garage door

opener And put a puff switch in-dr-in a piggyback so that when he puffed on the

tube, it would send a radii, frequency transmitter signal to a receiver which

would turn on An Alarm and alarm the supervisor that they'd better start looking

for this fellow because he was in a hind. We used the same kind of switching

for lots of other things. We have vans that we've hooked up tl!esy systems, with

head controls, where the halo switch is operated. Merely bumping vour..head on

the switch does the same thing. All we're doing is using the puff bulb that

your Itead.bumps into to turn it on. It's a very compatible .alvironmen,t.

There's no wires to break. We use silicone tubes 'that are not temperature sen-

sitive, and the kinds *switching are mandated by the kind of environment that

It'.. ohm to he used in.

We've got a lot of technology. available,to us now to meet your needs. The

thing that we have to emplAisi today is that the technology is here. It you

want to implement 04' technology, it's up to you to .lefine your needs, express,

those needs multidisciplinary approach to those of us.who are responsible

for dcliverinit those services, and we will meld those concepts together and try

to 1T1C np with alternatives.

hi; t we do is creat options. Now when we create options for you folks we

thund by history that you like to take all the options you possibly can--most

people would. We'll say, "by the way, would you like to have it di' this?" Oh

Yeah, that would he nice. "And it also can do this." the time you gilt done

with us engineers we'll have you doing things that von really didn't ever plan
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tie do in the tits( place, and probably don't even need to do. So it's up to you

to keep us in tow In dividing the "nice to have" versus the "need to have" km)le-

montation process,

hook at the process of specifying a wheelchair, a standard manual chair.
I'm sure the VA'buys lots of those things and by the time they go through the

process of purchasing and the therapists have added their features to it, then

somebody says, well, we need something that requires low etrort, so that the

individual can use it. What they mean is they need one that's got good tires on

it and good wheels. Low effort might end up coming out with one that's got'elec-

tric controls on it, and all of a sudden you've inadvertantly upped the price

and now you have an electric wheelchair.

Someone else mentions the fact that this wheelchair user will be running
around outside a lot. He probably needs something that's going to be able,to

get him up and over curbs, an all-terrain kind of thing. So he wants some

wheelv bars on it so iL doesn't roll over, He's got some decubitus ulcer prob-

lems su he's got to have something that's going to recline for him, so you end

up with another feature added to it. By the time it gets to the engineering

group they've embellished it more, and they've got it up to an all-terrain

vehicle.

Then somebody says, well, it's got to he heavy -duty so it will withstand

all of this, and it comes out with another feature.. So the engineers kind of

go rmitp.nit on these things, and by the time von get done y_ou've got something

-......1.11.1..L_Lookl.l_1ike_semetldng_rhat's supposed to climb stairs.

the VA has sponsored research in the area of curb climbing and stair climb-

ing, and we did come up with a stair climbing wheelchair that will g0 upstairs.

with the alternate action of two arms. It's not for a quad, it's not for mane

paras, hilt it is in the research stage. So. the engineering community is still

working, on stair climbing wheelchairs.

'So given this kind of challenge the engineers will come up. with a solution.

You have to monitor your challenge to Us. We are usually' involved in the gray

'it.", it
von will, between man,, the machine and the computer in trying to learn

how to, use this joystick. If we use the wrong tool we're going to alienate the

or patient, we're going to 41lienate the community, the employer and we'll

probably turn a binulisot edges that we may never get a chance to restore. We've

got to do it right the first time. Often we don't get a second chance. So it's

.',ery important that you give us the information that we need to do the work. If

we get that information in whatever form, it helps us plot the path of what you

want dolie.

it does take a lot of research on your part to define the problem and bring

us that problem. If t'ou'can put Chat on a piece.Of paper for us, in any form of

a sketch or whatever, it helps us in defining the need and often we can come up

with a solution. If we can't come up with a solutiOn, we probably can go out of

state and find a solution.

Feedback is the most crucial point of this whole thing. If you can cotmnuni-

cate with the disciplines involved, we can then give you the best solution, but

not without the feedback. Otherwise we'll Create an OSHA-approved horse or a

cowboy with ettlissiOn controls.
Ue've.seen the overkill and we want to avoid the

overkill in that situation.

In one situation there was a client who needed the ability to di,a,l out a

pre-recorded number or a pre-prograMmed nnmber by merely hitting one of 16 dif-

ferenthuttons. The key pad was very awkward for him. There are rental-type

devices and those for purchase; the concern you must remember in deciding which

way to go is with regard to service.anj maintenance on the equipment. Also, if
rr
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you:Le having the individual use this system to dial, for Instance, for an aide -1

to come get him out of bed in case of fire or something, you might want.a
system that has a greater reliability than one that's only used to call the

neighbor''down 'the street for an informal chat.

AnUther device that's not.common1n41-iQ as a colmnunication device is one

that can be carried around like a pocket calculator. As you type the message on

the, hand set it displays it on two sets and enables you to communicate. If you

wish to talk over the telephone, it is a modem that can he attached to the
transmitter section of the phone and the receiver section and communicates
through a link ih the back. This is a portable TTY or portable teletype, and it
conmiunicates:with the standard communication format that communicates with all

the telephone company's equipment or any standard communication TTY.

I had a client over in Kenosha who was a DVR counselor and had to access

client files. She was an individual who had polio, was paralyzed from that,
then fell out of a wheelchair and was further paralyzed from a spinal cord

injury as a result from the fall and had a very limited rangil of motion, had

no ability to raise her arms, no grasp apd she was performing the functions of

a rehabilitation counselor.

It is a rather rigorous process to access so much when you can't get your

wheplchair close enough to the file cabinets to even get the paper out. So we

built her a special file cabinet that she could drive under. She could drive

her wheelchair under it and then work from her lap to-the table. .Here again we

needed the feedback. We looked at the'problem that arose and asked the coun-

selor what kinds of files she was going to file? She told us that they're

letter size files, so we hunt this cabinet for letter size files..-We installe

it, got it hung on the wall, and then the real test came. They brought in this

huge -stack of files to shove in the file. There is a little plastic tab on the

top of the regular manila letter file, which proved to be the quarter of an inch

that woul4 not let. the file even go in the cabinet -lack of communication. Had

we been sent a copy of it, we would have known.

So we took the system hack, modified it, cut it all apart, rebuilt the

cabinet and got it implemented so she could pull the files in and out.

So those little things that seem trivial can be very consequential when

we're building these things that have to have tight tolerances and wherein space

is of high concern.

Additionally we had to build a forms file for4ier. The -state bureaucracy

has all kinds of forms to fill'out and she had to g, able to get at those forms.

So again we-built another special file. Her desk was set up with a very minimal

throw that's just about wide enough for a telephone to sit on, a -lazy susan in

the corner that could be rotated and all of her brochures that she frocovntly

accesses posted on the wall so she could get at them.

Another client was an individual, blind from birth, serving as a telephone

receptionist at a federal housing allowance office concerned with answering li

incoming lines and 70 extensions, using braille for taking notes, operating a

standard typewriter and trying to keep chaos from occurring in this office in

which the attendees were those who were there trying to get federal assistance.

She needed to know when people came to her desk; she couldn't tell when someone

walked up to her desk, and without knowing that, she could be sitting there

working away and someone might be standing (here for a Idle.

We thought that was a simple problem. We'll just put a rubber mat out

there and when somebody steps on the mat, that'll set a little vibrator off on

her chair or desk that she will feel. Then she'll-know to look up and say, may

I help you, or whatever. Well, the profile ,of individuals In federal housing
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allowance offices, which we soon learned, was about 70 percent four-footers
riming, around all over this place, constantly back and forth across this mat,'
and she couldn't distinguish between a child standing on the mat)or an adult
standing on .the mat.

So, we then decided to put an ultrasonic system in that measures when some-
one comes in front of her desk and'Would send, off the same'signal, but ii would
only look at things four feet or talftr in front of her:desk. This little beep-
er was put in the ceiling'and would sense anything thatowas within that range.

It was working fine, except that when We went back to readjust her phone'
system she compllained of the.n6ise that the thing was'giving off. We, thought

that was rather unique-,because this is set-in a freqUency range where, only the
bats and very few'animals..can hear, this frequency, but she could hear, that fre-
quencY because upon' evaluation she could tell when I was unplugging it and plug-
ging it back in. On top of that, she had learned to recognize the waves of air
going by her desk when people four feet or taIer were there versus the under
four foot population whip meant that we no 13nger needed that device.

We Liter. ,discovered after finding that she heard such high frequency that
we could run the frequency range of the telephone keyboard tones so high that
they were out-Elf the frequency range of the able-bodied individuals around.
Now you watch her operate and it's like indications from heaven coming and tell-
ing her which button to push because the phone rings and she goes over and
pushes this button and you can't even hear or'find out how she knew which button
to _push.

She's now working the job very independently and has been on'the job for
about three and a half years. So it meant the difference in her being able to
do the job. In addition, many of the things that we initially put can her equ'lp-
ilnt have subsequently been removed because of her ability to .adjust to the job
site

We tend to overkill at the beginning, sometimes rightfully so; and often
only to find, that we get to bring the thing back in hbuse and have'it available
for someone else to use down the road.

We were down at the General Motors plant in Janesville with a client who
had a prosthetic limb 31rei.- in'the process of having to .step sideways13'had diffi-
culcy moving that limb along, so we built him a little cart that he could squat
on and have all his parts that he was assembling in this cart. e could keep

himself in pace with the conveyor belt just by hooking a little oo on the

conveyor belt and dragging his cart with it. Then he'd unhook his 1 ok and

slide himself down'and start on the next one.

We went back a few week's after and here was a whole row of carts lined up
611 the conveyor belt, all hooking themselves along doing the same thing. All

the able-bodied folks thought that was a great idea and they tried doTrtrt,the
same thing. So what's good for the person with the special need turns out .o be

good als'O for other people who have similar job functions.

Another client was trying to run a book store as a cerebral palsied individ-
Al, non-vocal, with very, very gross motor function so that he could not make
change from the cash register. He could push buttons if given a guarded key-
board, so we took the keyboard out of the standard cash register, which could
make.change for him, moved that keyboard down into another box and put a guarded
keyboard over it. A guarded keyboard is nothing more than a piece of plastic
with some holes in it.

What it Hoes is allow a person with ,a very spastic hand to come across a
keyboard and get their finger in the one they want without hitting all of them
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acrus;-; the way. This afforded him the ability to make tlie-change because it was

.

positioned In'a place that he could get at from his wheelchaf'r and make his

dollar bill change or hard money change with his hand: He couldn't make the

silver money change but this afforded him to do that through the standard pait,

that you:re familiar with at the grocery store.

Another unique
tation consisted of
whLre they had fi'
inches plus or mi
them standing in
saw. They had be
guy was in kind o
he couldn't get into
from alarming. If they

was for a mentally retarded population. The adap-

dial arm saw that was being used by a workshop

retarded people trying to cut boards off to 16

second of an inch. Their problem was that they had

nders, practically, to keep their arms out Of the

so they could only reach in so far. Another

reach out of this box and pull the parts off so

here are people standing on mats to keep -them

,off the mat it would alarm the system.

The other big concer hat over 40 percent of their production was

reject. They weren't linin boards up right', so with, some adaptation on the

saw, we put some pneumatics controls on it and a small
microprocessor, and we .

automated the saw to where,,it reduced the reject rate to less,than one percftt,

increased, their speed fror'..7 seconds to 3.2 seconds per cycle, and we also

eliminated the number of.pcpld required to operate it. We eliminated them

down to one in fact, So-h
pe'rson could do whA't all the others had to do

before. , 411,G

The broblem.was we had one guy running this whole'show now and we needed to

keep putting°the boards in this thing. We put this little light on and every

time it came on he was suppoSed t shove the board in. That didn't work too

well.because he found this made 'a great coat ,rack and he didn't have to look at

the light, andit waSn't,really that motivating in the first ,place.

In ta.110.ng wi.th his lcounselor we
found out that,there was a certain piece

of music that he really
joyed hearing, so we went up there one day with a tape

deck and started playing
ghe music to see if that would lull his'thought

processes 'and keep him fekding these parts into the machine. We also found that

if we 'would slow the music down, he would speed up his work to compensate for the

reduced.record. ,So, what we did was' to hook the tape recorder to the micropro-

cessor. When. the'machine cycle was. slowed down, the tape would slow down, and

as he would s'peed'up, the,t-he would speed up. Then he could .hear his music at

the pace that he wanted-to hear it at and he would keep pushing the parts in just'

lickety split. So 'it was a case of firiding an item which thq person enjoyed-

,lisUiing to. When we went back later the music was playing Co fait you couldn't

even understand what it was. 4

.So we:
ended up having to tune the whole thing way back down again, doubling

his'productivity by playing music for him. If he slowed down, the music would ,

.
get very slow. Everybody else in the plant was very sick'of hearing the music

though, I must admit, so they isolated this 'thing into a special room.

Another individual had set off blasting caps in an oven, lost his sight and

'his 'other arm and hand. He has one fingernail that still had tactile sense in

it. The other fingernail was de-enervated. It couldn't feel the Sensations.

So by using a braille mike--this is a micrometer that's used in the tool and die

industry - -we got him a job as a tool and die maker running a turret, lathe and

numeric-controlled machine tools in a Wisconsin faCtory.

Another lady couldn't squat down and file pieces in filing cabinets without

falling on the floor and not being able to get up. So by taking a standard

walker, putting a little seat on it that is supported by a cable and putting a

pouch in the back where she could place her various files, site was able- to access

the lower drawer file
cabinets, get herself down and up and back in. Then she
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could pull OR: littJe seat up and walk around with it and lower herself back

down -a verysimplistic kind-of modification.

There was a renal patient who had very low weakness in her lower extremi-,

# ties. The state was about to buy her a chair lift to-take her up and down- the

stairs'with her groceries and laundryand all the things that go. into the base-

ment, but it was determined that she could make it up and dowp, the stairs; the

problem was that. she couldn't carry all these things up and down thestairs.
4

We went to Sears, bought a garage door opener, mounted a platform on it,
hooked it on the stairs, and now'she's got a'clumb waiter on which she hits a

button and the opener carries the things upstairs. , She uhloads"them, gcies

upStairs, loads it,back up and sends things back downstairs. So she's able now

to use a. Si:35 garage door opener that cost about$400 by the time we got it all

Modified instead of a $3500 device,'that was going to occupy,' the,whole stairwell

and he less effective in the longrun.

A We also, worked on a .dairy farm building mbbility.devicVs. In this case it

. was easier to modify the environment for the. cows than it was to modify the

environment for the client. We put a ramp. up for the cows to climb'up instead

of the wheelchair having to go down in a pit. By-getting the client flowered and

getting the cows up he was able to access the appropriate.parts in an appropri-

ate tit* frame'to milk 95 dairy cows twice a day froM a wheelchair and operate

.his _farm independently

Wi, also modified tractor accessibility systems so hj could get on and off

--his- tractor, clb row drop-farming---an-overate:pretty independently.

A client working in an electronics manufacturing-facility had to access

many various tables. It seemed to make more sense, rather than modifying a
table, to modify the wheelchair so that it would go up and down; it didn't limit

him to a specific site, but rather enabled him to go to zi_lot of, different sites

in the facility. and work wherever the jobs were.

We modify standard wheelchairs with custom achiptations as required by vari-

ous clients for whatevet the specific needs of the job might be. One custom-

built chair required that the, client be able to see through the surface with a

special lucite reflection that inhibited ultraviolet rays because of a welding

environment.

Toileting is a problem with a lot of clients. We had a situation where the

employer would hire the client as long as the client could toilet himself. 'The

employer.didn't mind feeding this Client, who was a cerebral palsied individual,

but he wasn't going to work on the other end.

So, recognizing that, we went to the data base and found a European device

that's been around for years, some of you have probably seen it. You sit on it

and when you're done you hit a button down on the floor and it blasts you off

from the rear with cold water. Knowing the American ingenuity, we searched the

data base again and found that, sure enough, there was a device on the market

that squirted instead of cold water, hot water from the front and hack and wasn't

so obtrusive, but then additionally, if you stayed on it had a blow dryer that

would blow you dry. So it would' wash you with warm water front and rear and

blowlou dry.

What it meant was that now instead of this device being something for the

aristocracy it was something that meant that a client could be employed because ,

he now had a system of toileting himself independently, and the employer found

that there were other members of the staff that enjoyed using it as well, so it

turned out that ,a simple $300'off-the-shelf modification in an area that you

would never expect to be a problem area was used to solve the problem:
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What it bolls down to is that the rehabilitation engineering field is a

really wide open area. There's a lot of things happening in it. It's a high-

technology area. it requires the input from you folks to help us know what your

needs are, to prioritize your needs so that we can be sucCessful in the develop-

ment of products that will meet these needs, and we now have a chance to request

those things that heretofore you may not have.

Manv'of you may feel like yoki're the only one-out there doing anythi.

You're the only guy on the job that's doing the job. You're the only oneldngho's

getting the work done, and it's an insurmountable job to try to accomplish, and

we recognize that there's a lot of tasks around that could be accomplished more

-easily by interdisciplinary approaches, so we do need to work together and bring

together the ideas that you have-.with the technology that is available and come

up with some solutions. None of us are getting any younger in this process, and

if we can work together we can have things implemented before we ourselves may

need it. As was pointed out, we may he the users of some, of these technologies.

Work with us and we're sure that you ill find a bright light in the process

of satisfying some of these needs. It's very rewarding to work with these

individuals and see them come to Xruitjon with their jobs, and we feel that the

bottom line is that ability is of little account without opportunity. We feel

the opportunity is there if you merely ask for assistance and tackle. some, of

these heretofore seemingly impossible situations.

4.)
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Introduction
. ,

Tire focus of this paper is on the employment of disabled indiViduals. What

skills employers look for in disabled individuals is an important dimension of
the employment process. . However, it is only one factor to consider for those
involved in the. education, training, and job-placement processes for disabled
individuals. One must consider employment of disabled individuals in a broader
context. This is the context of car er development that includes careerselec-
tion, preparing an .individual for a areer, entry into the,woyld of vrk, and

long-rteeM career accommodation. Sin we are living in a rapidly changing tech-
nological world, the role of technolog in the career-development process is an

additional consideration.

This paper will (
)) identify the major components of a career-development

process for disabled ndividuals, (2)'describe, by example, how technology is
used in 'the process cif career development, (3) present considerations related to
working with employers so as to facilitate job entry and long-term employment
accommodation of diaablgd individuals, including identification of employment
skills_needed by disabled individuals, and (4) present an overview of the job-
placement history of a select group of disabled individuals as an illustration
of what can be done. Experiences gained at the National Technical Institute for
the Deaf (NTID) at Rochestpr (New York) Institute of Technology (RIT), will be
used to illustrate application of concepts and ideas presented in 'this papet.

Career Development--A Process .

Career development is in reality a lifelong process. This process has as

its primary objective that of preparing individuals for "earning a living" and
"living a life." Individuals must have the necessary technical, personal,, social,
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and civic involvement.
Success in meeting the latter needs to be measured in part

in, terms of the degree to which disabled indiv'1duals secure employment commensur-

ate with their training and abilities and the degree to which they are able to

move upward and laterally within their chosen career area (Clarcq and Bishop, 1975).

The process of career development includes preparing individuals for employ-

ment in a complex and rapidly-changing technological world. It also includes

entry into a chosen career and long-term career accommodation.

Preparation of a disabled individual for a career should be initiated eaKly

in a person's life. This involves the concept of career awareness. Experiences

should be provided in the early years that relate educational experience to the

world of work. Career preparation also involves
providing opportunities for indi-

viduals to assess their owi values and interests relative to career options and

then select an option that is consistent withtheir Values, interests, motiva-

tions, achievements, and aptitude. Finally, career preparation involves providing

individuals with the education and training that will give them the skills neces-

sary to enter a career. The career selection, br job-entry process, involves

selectively matching an individual to a job. For disabled individuals, this

translates into a comprehensive placement program that develops career opportuni-

ties for disabled people.' Career
development, however, does not end at the point

of job entry. Disabled individuals must develop skills that will enable-them to

respond in a positive fashionito change--on fand off the job. This relates directly

-to long-term accommodation to the work place and the larger society which dis-

abled people must function.

Application of Technology

There can be no mistake--we are living in an era Of ever-advancing technol-

ogy that is creating a hurricane of change in all human institutions. Consider

changes over time in genetic mixing and control, energy conversion, methods of

travel, tools and weapons, mechanisms of change and problem solving and storage.

When we think of technology, we generally think of machinery. However, technol-

Ogy "...in a broader sense includes all practical knowledge, including informa-

tion about which plants are good to eat, the words and grammatical structures

with which we 'communicate, and the social arrangements we have found effective.

At its most general, technology might be defined as the ability to do things."

(Corni h, 1979). 1

' We ill now turn to the role that technology can play in preparing disabled s.

individ als tp select a career and develop skills necessary to enter a ,career.

Of sign ficance is the fact that technology, in its broadest sense, is a primary

tool o be used in prepating disabled individuals for living in a technological

world The examples that follow will describe how technology is used at. NTID to

assist hearing-impaired individuals to (1) develop career decision-making skills,

(2) ass s expressive and receptive communication skills, thus enabling profes-

sionals to design and develop individualized programs of communication skill

development, and (3) develop technical and related skills necessary to function

independently in the world of work and society:

Gareer'Decision Making

Technology can be used as a tool to assist disabled individuals in develop-

ing career decision-making skills. At NTID, a program developed by Educational

Testing Service, called System of Interactive Guidance and Information (SIGI),

is being tested as a base to teach hearing-impaired
students how to make rational,

well-ihformed career decisions. SIGI,' a microcomputer system, assists in blend-.

ing a person's 'values with career information.
The system (1) assists students

in clarifying and determining the relative importance of their work values,

(2) matches, values to various career options, (3) provides comparative informa-

tion related to the advantages and disadvantages
ofoccupations, (4) provides
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%information about education and specialukills required for an occupation, and
(5) assists students. in deciding the personal 'desirability of selected occupations.
As a student progresses through STGI, he or she must continually st priorities
and make decisions. It should be pointed out that sIC/ fs not meant to stand
alone. Rather, it is a tool for use by both hearing-impaired students and career
counselors.

Evaluation of SIGI indicates that hearing-impaired students enjoy wvking
with the system. Students have indicated that the program provides them with
useful career information, demonstrates how human values enter into the career
decision-making process, and assists them in deciding on occupations which may
interest them. Evidence to date suggests that SIGI has not been totally effec-
tive in providing hearing and hearing-impaired students with an understanding of
decision making as a process. It would appear that application of a decision-
making process needs to be reinforced in a variety of situations.

Communication Assessment

The Master Hearing Aid (MIA), a major research and demonstration effort
being conducted by NTID and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, provides
an example of how technology can be used in the communications assessment process.
The MHA simulates characteristics of particular hearing aids as they relate to an
individual's residuabvhearing. This process provides an audiologist with infor-

,mation that can be used to select an appropriate hearing aid that will maximize
the use of residual. hearing. 'It is a future expectation that a simulated signal
chip from the MHA will be able to be implanted into the individual's hearing aid.
The cost of the new aids is expected to be lower than current hearing aids.

A second application of technology related to assessment and instruction is
ilAustrated.by NTID's communication skills data bank. This data hank stores

information on a student's demographic characteristics, communication skills, and
communication courses taken at NTID. Communication skills relate to English,
manual language, speech- reception'and speech production and are profiled for each

student. Demographic characteristics include home town, educational background
and previous communication functioning, e.g., ASL, oral, etc. Courses taken

refers to the student's history in communication skill development' at NTID.
Information on students is available via computer terminal and hard copy. 'These
data provide communication counselors with an understanding of the indilydual's
level of functioning, background, and previous communication training. Phis

data-based management systeM allows for scheduling of instruction according to

ark individual's-communication needs. Without a data-based management system, it

would not be feasible to select course-s to meet the indil'idual communication
needs of a heterogeneous group of hearing- impaired students.

Skill Devel(Ipment

Technology is used in a variety of ways at NTID in the process of assisting
hearing-impaired students in the development of communication and technical com-.

petencies. It is also used to develop instructional materials for, use in the

teaching and learning process.

At NrID, a classroom has been specially designed where hearing-impaired
students learn how to use 'telecommunication devices. Experiences in telephone

communications and use of telecommunication aids are available to students.' Of

significance is the fact that multiple training options are available to the
individual student, depending on the person's communication skills. Individuals

are counseled into either the telephone or telecommunication course depending on

their expressive and receptive communication skills. In the telephone communi-

cation course, students learn how to improve their ability to use their hearing
aids with the phone, to use the telephone more effectively with strangers, to
make long distance calls and appointments, and learn special strategies to
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improve their talking and listening on business and pay phones. In the.telecom-

munication aids course, emphasis is placed on using telecommunication 'equipment

while gaining experience in using the phone. Students are made aware of various

telecommunication devices and learn how to use special codes for telephone calls

to family and friends, emergency
calls, appointments, and how to deal. with bad

connections. Follow-up withstudents indicates that they are using the telephone

or telecommunication devices for personal use.

A spech spectrograph device is used to assist in improving pronunciation

by p wilding the hearing-impaired student with'drill and practice. The spectro-

graph aNplays speech visually and matches the produced with desired speech. It

is an eff ?ive and effikient technique for providing drill and practice and

trees the -prZt essional to work with students in other w ys.

A research an deveilopment project, Dynamic Audio tide° Interactive Device

(DAVID), provides
heaxing-impaired students with drill and practice in speech-

reading. This interactive system is a unique marriage of television and computer-

assisted instruction (CAI)., DAVID combines the CAI capability of-providing drill-

.and-practice-skills requiring -cQnstant repetition with instructional television's

capabilities of offering stimuli, material in color, motion, and sound. DAVID

allows hearing-impaired students to work in private and not be threatened by

making mistakes. This translates into a reduction of student frustration. Mater-

jai used is taken from technical areas, thus reinforcing vocabulary used in tech-

nical. classrooms and providing reality to the experience. It appears that any

iristructional situation that would benefit by studgnt interaction with visual,

motion, and color stimuli would be a candidate for DAVID instruction.

A self-instructional learning lahor"atory is available -to hearing-impaired
--

learners. Combining a variety of technologies, this learning laboratory provides

self-instruction in sign language, speechreading, and writing. This allowS

students to work at their own pace and reinforces concepts generated in the

classroom.

Technology, in the form of microcomputers, is also used to develop technical

competencies necessary for job entry and mobility. The Apple computer is util-

ized at NTID to provide instruction in engineering design, accounting, word pro-

cessing, computer programming, and medical records. Microcomputers provi-de

students with opportUnitiesto learn basic technical principles an-Cr'btations.

related to their major, using technology, that they will find on the jo . In

addition, microcomputers provide students with an opportunity to become acquainted

with the use ,of technology in a non-threatening manner. Additional educational

advantages relate to the relatively low costs for microcomputer hardware and soft-

warn (e.g., Apple hardware sells for approximately $6,D00, and software programs

are in the $150 to $800 range).

Advanced technology is also used at NTID in learning laboratories to develop

technical slPills.necessary fOr job entry and' mobility. This technology allows

,hearing-impaired students opportunities to become acquainted with the technology

that they will find in the word of work. Examples include technologies used in

relnufacturing processes, medical science; graphic arts, and photograph.y and '

'business.

As a final illustration,.technology
cailbe used to create instructional

materials for use by he#ring-impaired learners. Television-is a major source of

information and entertainment to the hearing impaired. However, because the

audio portion is generally inaccessible to the hearing-impaired person, on1_, a

portion of the message is received. Adapting television prograMs through the

captioning process provides the hearing- impaired individual with a significant

portion of the message Chat is conveyed.
Regvarch, conducted in the United

States, has demonstrated that, in an educational setting, adding captions to a

video presentation facilitates the transmission of cognitive information and



knowledge acquisition for the hearing-impaired learner (Bravermans 1912). At.

NTID, captioned instructional teleVision programs are designed by'instruNonal
teams, and used to pebsent information to hearing-impAred learners. ,

An analysis of the above suggest
used in the education and training of
technology can assist in preparing di
and mobility.

s that technologa-powerfui, tool to be
disabled persons: CreAtive application of

sablgd individuals for spccessful job entry

Working with Employers--A Selective Placement

The primary mission of all involved in developing programs to meet the needs,
of the disabled is to reverse their employment history. This can be accomplished

by ensuring that each person is prepared for job entry and mobility through

appropriate education and training. Simultaneously, program planners must main-

tain a comprehensive job-plIcement program,which provides disabled people with
every possible assistance in finding suitable employment by maintaining liaison

with business and industry, employment agencies, organized labor, private or
voluntary agencies and other sources of employment. The job-placement program

must actively and aggressively promote the development of opportunities for dis-

abled people.. .To accomplish this basic mission requires development of an inno-
vative process--one that will not leave employment of disabled people to chance

(Clarcq,,1973).

One key to successful placement is to ensure that disabled individuals have

the competencies or skills that are needed by employers. As has been previously

illustrated, technology is a powerful tool to use in the development of such
Program-p-1-annerb must-ensure-that-eduration apd trafningprograms -- -- -

designed for disabled individuals are marketable. To accomplish this all-important

element requires that the programs which are developed meet bothrthe needs of dis-

abled people and the requirements of employers. It is fully expected that both

will change, and therefore the program must also change to keep pace.

There are a variety of techniques that can be used to ensure that the cur-

ricula developed are marketable. Constant contact with employers is an important

dimension in designing education and training programs, Employers can partici-

pate on advisory committees that have as their primary role defining employment'

trends generally and more specifically the nature of the 'competencies required

for successful job entry and mobility. Feedback from employers and graduates

regarding the accommodation of program graduates to the work environment is

another dimension of keeping current. What happens to program graduates is a

critical feedback element.

At NTID, a "Graduate Feedback and Evaluation Program" is in place. This

program has two primary objectives: .

To measure the degree to which the Institute is meeting its pri7
mary goal, of preparing graduates for successful employment.

ft

To provide feedback to program planners regarding the accommoda-

tion of the Institute's graduates, which is vital to ensure that

programs of study are kept in harmony with the needs of students

and employers.

This evaluation program will collect data from gradUates and employers at

varying time intervals to determine how graduates are accommodating to the work

world, technically, personally, socially, and from a communication perspective.

Information collected will relate to variables such as entry-level salary and

job functions, salary history, upward-mobility patterns, general performance on

.the job, etc. This information will be compared with similar accommodation of

nondisabled people in order to determine if the history of unemployment,
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underemployment and lack of job satisfaction is being reversed. This will be the

acid test of program effectiveness. Finally, faculty and staff must stay up-to-

date with the latest advances in their fields in order to reflect these in the

educational environmen4,

Actively promoting the development of employment opportunities for disabled^

people is a critical component of the job-placement process. Such a program must

keep prospective employers informed about the general types of positions for

which disabled people are qualified. SuCh an approach must also be aggressive.

It is incumbent upon program planners to develop fresh, innovative and creative

marketing strategies related to placement (Clarcq, 1973).

Employmentibf disabled individuals will not happen by chance. Aggressive

and creative marketing strategies must be used to open up the doors of employment

to disabled people. The National Center on Employment of tile Deaf (NCED) at NTID

illustrates su0 a creative approaCh. The NCED provides consultation, training,

employee selecition and information services to empjeyers. Consultation is pro-

vided regarding how to employ qualified deaf people 'successfully. This consulta-

tion includes advice on how to help deaf workers grow on the job, assists employ-

ers in becoming more aware of deafness and employment-related issues and provides

an environmental or job analysis to help assure on-the-job success. Training of

employers is also important. In-depth training workshops on deafness and its

implications for employment are available to employers. Employers are provided

with a thorough understanding of deafness as an impairment, and they are able

to learn first-hand about the experiences of the deaf employee. This information .

in turn will help the employers to organize their staff and work environment to

assure the deaf employee's success. A computer-based Career Matching System is

available to employers. This information-processing system assists employers in

.selecting qualified'deaf applicants based upon the employer's criteria. Finally,

the NCED provides a clearinghouse of information on the employment of deaf per-

sons. Employers and others can obtain answers to questions on safety, communica-

tion, insurance rates, tax benefits on employing deaf persons, and many other

important issues. The NCED also benefits deaf people and professionals serving

deaf people by providing a variety of services to them, including career matching,

trainingand access to employment information. It should be pointed out that

extensive use of print and non-print media is used to support NTID's employment

marketing program.

Another important feature of a job-placement program is selectivity in mar-

keting. Generally, employers are not al.are of what skills disabled people possess.

They need to be educated to the face that disabled people have assets and skills

in terms of productivity, stability, reliability, and responsibility. Often,

with simple modifications in the work environment, skilled disabled workers can

be successfully accommodated. At NTID, skill profiles, describing the individ-

ual's technical and communication competencies,, are used to facilitate an appro-

priate match between the person and the job. The profiles provide the employer

with information,jiot typically available about job applicants. Skill profiles

stress the person'6 strong points, allow for selective job placement, and let

the employer know what to expect. Attadditional and important component of a

job-placement program relates to continuing support to the employers. It is

necessary to ensure availability in working with employers, to answer questions

and provide, support as necessary.

A job-placement program must provide support to the disa5ed person in terms

of preparing the individual for the job search. Programs available to the hear-

ing impaired at NTID illustrate this, concept. As an example, NTID graduates are

provided training in resume writing'aild interviewing. Captioned interviewing

tapes are used by hearing-impaired students, as is a job-search handbook.
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Creative marketing and placement of lisabled individuals is neceO
sary it hi,.toryis to he reversed. The ben(A-1.4.Lof such an approach are signifi-

cant qo both the employer and the disabled el.

Reverse History

The NTID experience has demonstrated that tle history of the hearing-impaired

person in the world of work can be reversed. As f 1980, approximately 96P of
NTID graduates who have successfully completed th ir training program acid who
have chosen to enter the labor market, have found jobs. Approximately 94% have

found jobs commensurate with their level ,eai ing. NTID graduates have found

lobs across the United States and abroad, and are employed in business, industry,
education, and government. The graduates are working in a variety of positions
formerly not available to the deaf. Deaf people now are successfully functioning
alongside their hearing peers as engineers, lawyrs, medical technicians, photo-
graphic technicians, accountants, artists, and many other highly-techniCed jobs.
The course of history can and is being reversed.
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James R. Carlisle and Raymond Fulford

`qv

Use of the Computer as a Multi-Task Tool by a
Vocally Impaired Accountant

We debated what the format ofAthis presentation should be as Jim has done

most of the work and I am simply along for the ride. As a result, I am going to

give a brief introduction explaining the program we dffer at Courage Center which

assists people with disabilities as they strive to utilize technology to its

fuLjest advantage. JIM was one of the people who'used these programs to sub-

stantially improve his own position.

Courage Center, located in Golden Valley, is a comprehensive rehabilitation

facility offering over seventy programs to the disabled. Two of 'these are Rehab-

ilitation Engineering services and the Technological Work Evaldation (TWE) program.

For this presentation the TWE is the one on which we will focus. Rehabilitation

Engineering plays a major role in the TWE, by providing technical support,w;hery

special arrangements or adaptations are required to optimally or functitinall,y

allow an individual to interact with a computer terminal.

The TWE is an evaluation program
whidhexplores an individual's potential to

enter computer programming training or to pursue employment in the computer field.

The basic philosophy beh nd the program is that with the proper preparation and

support, a person should be able to pursue training in available, regular programs.

In the Minneapolis-St. ll area, the county vo-tech schools and institutes such

as Brown Institute and Geontrol Data Institute are a few.

Jim participated in the TWE primarily to address the technical adaptations

which would facilitate his using a terminal. A few of the technical details are

a keyboard mask and switches located at the front of the terminal. These switches

are power switches, but Jim explains them further in his portion of the presenta-

tion. With that, why don't we switch gears now as Jim talks about his use of his,

Apple II computer.

Some say the computer age is a challenge, but my employment situation as an'

accountant was much more challenging before the use of a computer system in my

office. Being ur.ile to write, I used two IBM Correcting Selectric typewriters,

a Texas Instruments calculator, and an old National adding machine. With this

equipment, it was very cumbersome for me with my limited speed to have to insert

volumes of pages into the typewriters. Although the two machines did cut down on

the paper shuffling somewhat, it was very time-consuming to type figures on the

records,to total these amounts by keying them into an adding machine, and then

to transfer the sums hack to the typewritten sheets again.
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As my accounting practice grew with clients from throughout the Twin Cities
area and from out.-state regions such as Rochester, Minnesota, I looked into using

time-sharing computer services which I found too costly because of my slow way of

working. Thus, I started to use mail-in computer processing, but the preparation
of the input data forms for the processor took almost the same amount of time as
it did to do the work myself. The advantage of sending the bookkeeping material
out for processing was that much of the work could be done by clerical help.

This left me more tiffie--t-t-solve the accounting problems and review the'printouts

which were made easier by the computer, accuracy. The main drawbacks were the

costs of the office staff and computer processing service.

To minimize my costs and the ,difficulty of paging through thick record books,
of manually maintaining accounts, and of,typing reports, I decided an in-office

computer was a necessity. As I began exploring the computer world I gaw how such

an office system would increase my productivity and efficiency--to help solve the

problems which impeded the growth and profitability of my accounting office. I

was impressed with the way the multi-key functions I often used could be performed

by pushing just one command key and how bookkeepitig figures need only be keyed

in once for double-entry journalization and automatic posting to the ledger

accounts. Also, with this single'input operation, all information could be to-
taled, balanced, and stored, ready to be recalled at a press of-a key for monitor

display reviewing, record up-dating, or report reproduction on a printer. This

one-tiuk, data entry, which would save many hours of work, could be-ddhe on a

standard typewriter keyboard like the One'I was accustomed to using. Therefore,

it would not be necessary to adapt my cerebral palsy ways to a new Work situation.

My individual, one-finger typing skills and working abilities being what they

are, some adaptatidns did have to be made to the Apple computer which finally

arrived at my office in mid-December, 1980. One of the modifications was the

construction of the keyboard guard with three built-it shiftlocks since I can use

only one finger, and three keys on the Apple need to be held down at times while

pressing other keys. The aluminum finger-hold plate prevents me from hitting

more than one. key at a time. But we Aave not quite solved the technology of how

to keep my hake from becoming aluminum coated. Also, all peripheral off/on con-

trols had to be mounted "up-front" using regular electrical wall switches since

most. computer devices are turned off in hard-to-reach places to prevent accidental

shut-downs which cause memory loss. The whole system configuration is arranged

on a specially designed table incorporating steps and shelves so that the equip-

ment is within easy reach, placed at the most functional level for me to operate.

For instance, there is a shelf in front of the disk drives in line with the disk

slots which enables me to slide the diskettes in and out with no problem: These

alterations were made at Courage Center, 3915 Colden Valley Road, Golden Valley,

MN 55422, under the supervision of the Technological Work Evaluation Department.

I was recommended for the Technological Work Evaluation program by the

Minnesota Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR) when I applied to them fOr

computer funding. Since neither my rehab counselor nor I knew much about com-

puters, my two-week intensive screening at Courage Center proved to be invaluable.

They analyzed my ability to operate a computer, my needs for adapted engineering

and computer hardware. DVR took the Technological Work Evaluation staff's find-

ings and approved my proposed computer package--the first such project ever

O.K.'d by DVR.

Although my Apple II Plus computer is quite inexpensive by itself, $1,400.00,

the peripheral equipment and software programs which I need for my accounting

work ran the total cost of my system up to nearly $7,500.00. To complement the

48K memory computer with ROM Applesoft, it is interfaced with two disk drives

using five-inch diskettes, a Panasonic color 13-inch monitor, and a Texas Instru-

ments matrix printer. Since the printer has to be fast to handle the volume of

work, 1 chose a 150-character-per-second, bidirectional mOdet,. costing $2,000.00,

which is the highest priced single component in my system.
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Figures 1 and 2. Jim Carlisle uses his computer as a multi-task tool.
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Computer hardware is usable only when progrpmed to function. The software
package which I employ for my regular accounting work is The Controller General
Business System copyrighted in 1979/1980 by Apple Computer, Inc. and Dakin5
Corporation. It is a large program stored on ten disks--I can do Accounts Re-
ceivable, Accounts Payable, and General Ledger bookkeeping with this system.
Since I have previously mentioned the advantages of computerized accounting for
me, I will no,t comment further on the details.

Everyone is more interested in Payroll, so here ar.e a few words on the sub-
just. By just entering the employee numbers and hours worked into a program from
Business.and Professional Management Systems, Inc. copyrighted in 1980, my com7
puter figures gross wages, subtracts the correct withholding taxes, and prints
the net payroll Checks. Of-course, employee names and other information must be
preprogrammed on a data storage disk which takes some time for me, but aft4c- that
is done, there is no trouble meeting payday deadlines. This makes it possible
for me to run much larger, payrolls than I could ever think of doing by hand.
Earning summaries and tax repoits can be generated by activating the printer.

I also have designed my own wage and tax.summary sheet which, one workmen's
compensation auditor said, was the best that he had 'seen. This was done with the
help of Visicalc, one of the most important new software products in recent years.
Originally written and copyrighted-in 1979.by Don Brinklin and Bob Frankston,
and now marketed by Personal Software, Inc., this program was reviewed in the
August;%1980, issue of Creative Computing magazine. Visicalc simulates a vast

dynamic worksheet for financial planning. It essentially creates,an enormous
array of columns and/terms, with fairly complex relations among them, all
instantly updated eFery time one figure is changed. Most accountants spend a
great deal of their time reworking dollar amounts on many-columned working papers
deciding which-numters belong where. These recalculations were very difficult
for me as I cannot use a pencil and eraser, but now that I use Visicalc, the
electronic worksheet, my ability to "juggle" figures has increased considerably.
Besidds the mahy/individual problem7solving uses and the Payroll Summary, I have
created an Itemized Deductions Form and a Depreciation Schedule which are very
helpful for income tax preparation.,

You sho Id hear about the software I am using now which I used to prepare

these words. It is called The Executive Secretary Word Procesiing System'copy-
righted in 4981 by Personal Business Systems, Inc. This product was designed by

John Riskib, the legally blind owner of.the distributing company. Since my
whole system was purchased from John's store at 4306 Upton Avenue South, Minne-
apolis,'MN 55410, he idstallec 'the necessary Dan Paymar lower case adapter in

my Apple unit. This jumper wire, along with his program, converted my computer
into an electronic "super" typewriter that allowed me to type these paragraphs
only once and then to edit them by correcting spelling, adding words, inserting
text, moving sentences, and deleting thoughts. I can now write technical

research papers by gathering the information in the program's electronic card
catalog which can be recalled from storage and expanded into full form. This

saves me the effort of carefully composing my ideas in my mind before typing
them and of slowly retyping the final copy without mistakes,. Letter-writing is

made easier with the help of the preprogrammed mailing list that addres,ses and
personalizes form letters such as my last year's Christmas greeting. If I wish

to send almost the same data to different people, I type one letter and amend, it

for each person. 4dditional editing features let me create and retrieve blocks
of standard text from a memory storage library, do document searches for key
words and generate rough draft printouts. There is complete control over the
final printing format if the many options can be remembered, but once they are
selected, they can be stored and recalled for future use. A 76-page manual

describes all these editing commands, most being activated by three keystrokes
and some of which I will demonstrate now. "The Executive Secretary is reason-

ably simple. Considering the options it has, it's amazingly simple." These are
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the words of professional writer,
Dale Archibald, who, liter trying the program,

reviewed it in Creative Computing magazine for July, l9.

One does not often find products, such as those I hall described, which,

although created for the able-bodied public, are even more suited for use by the

disabled population: Other software programs turn my Apple computer into a

challenging ches or backgammon opponent when I can't find a human one by using

a modem dialing- ;device that converts computerized digital signals into electrical

frequencies so they can be transmitted over telephone wires. These phone dialing

and coupling capacities can bring the outside world into my office. Fora service

fee, data from libraries, newspapers
(including the Minneapolis Star and Tribune),

and the stock exchanges can be called up on the monitor screen. Free advice can 0

,
be received from other computer owners by communicating through their modem

systems. To speed my word input for such contacts,,a friend and I are collaborat-

ing ori,wrfting a "Shorttype" program
that will allow me to type most common words

with just three keystrokes. The version I use presently has a very limited

vocabulary, but we plan to expand it to 900 words and phrases. Words not avail-,

able on the listings are typed in as usual. More of this special,kind of pro-

gramming is needed for disabled people so that they can take full advantage of

the potential of computers.

With declining computer prices, greater availability of systems in schools

and homes, plus increasing employment opportunities in the industry,'I feel many

more severely disabled people will be able to use this powerful tool to increase

their productivity and improve their way of life. Fast advancing technology is

bringing to the handicapped population an unbelievable future for using computers..

Control Data Corporation in
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and a California-based cor-

poration, Interstate Electronics, are
developing ways of giving computers oral

commands. Such a device, called the Vet-2, which is compatiblewith the Apple II,

is already being manufactured by Scott Instruments in Texas. Voice recognition -

will make it feasible for a computer to take my distorted speech and interpret it

into understandable language. Rancho Los Amigos Hospital in Downey, California,

is doing research on electrode implants that will transfer impulses from the

human brain to control artifiCial limbs (Boston Arm variations). If prostheses

can be regulated by mentally generated electrical currents, it is more than

likely that this same technique could be used to directly interface mind to com-

puter. The elimination of keyboard input by either vocal or mental communication

with electronic brains could
revolutionize the world of the disabled as well as

the world at large.
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. Ra3rmond Lifchez

Access to the Total Work Environment

In contemporary American culture, earning is the primary activity

associated with work. To earn, however, one must have a skill, pro-

fession, or talent that is marketable. Many social activities center
about exercising this skill or profession; many pleasures are finan-
cially possible only because one works. The senie of personal

achievement and view of one's ownsocial status are also strongly
related to work. Contentment in work is likewise necessary for a

sense of individual well-being.1

My interest is-in how people with physical disabilities make use of the

everyday environment. Science and technology may assist disabled individuals to
achieve personal goals, but still the act of doing so occurs in some place: at

home, on the job, in the classroom, along the street, at the bus stop. It is the

architect to whom everyone looks for leadership in bringing into being good
places and who Pbtentially 'has the most influence in getting the whole society to

attend to this issue--and c would agree that access must be everyone's concern.

Architects have been reluctant to accept leadership in this matter and have
been even somewhat resistant to the task when it presents itself in their own

work. Curiously, the challenge has knot been unduly technological; it is not

like getting a grasp on solar design. It is, in fact, much more difficult than
that, because it demands that onivreconsider how one sees the world and oneself,

in it; that one accept disability as a part of everyone's lives and then, as an

architect, take responsibility for this acceptance when designing buildings.2

Today I will present a project completed in 1979, and now "tested" in use by

several thousand people. It is a guidebook called Getting There: A Guide to

Accessibility for Your Facility, which we wrote for'the Department of Vocational

Rehabilitation in California.3 I know many of you have seen it, even used it,

but what you don't know, and what is interesting, is how we went about deciding

what should be done and how we obtained the material used. First, however, I

want to say something about the concerns that lay behind the idea of it.

As an architect and teadKer, I see the task of creating accessible work-

places from several different pogints of view: that of the architect, who wants

to make a beautiful design; of the employer-client, who wants to maximize every

resource; of the employee, who has a profound need to be treated first as a human

being and secondly as an employee; and of my student, the young adult with a dis-

ability, who has every intention of making it as'a:n7architect and is frankly
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nervous about his or her ability to compete physically in the marketplace. As I

was once told:

Sometimes, there is a real conflict, especially is graiing up,

between adjusting to beidg.a crip and adjusting to the greater world.

One example is the choice between trying to ledrn lip-reading so you

can communicate with the hearing or learning sign so you can communi-

cate with the deaf. The same problem arises in trying to choose

between making it in the larger society, [having a] conventional job

and friends, versus having crip friends and role models and making it

in the crip world.4

When required, to encourage these others, I point out a few facts about how

physically disabled people have traditionally been ireated, and how radically

different the situation is in America today. I tell them that the original Amer-

ican colonies adopted all the European attitudes that categorized people with

physical disabilities as pariahs, comprehended only in the contexts of religious

beliefs and superstition and dealt with through purges, charms, and prayers,

or, when all else failed, ostracized or set apart in some manner; the institu-

tional solution--nursing homes, mental hospitals, segregated communities--is a

direct reflection of these historic and unenlightened attitudes, but one that

has at last see its better days.

11110I point out t as late as the early twentieth century, the progress that

had been made toward humanizing the lives of disabled people was far overshad-

owed by improvements in institutional confinement:

[T]he uilding of new institutions improved the lot of c%nfine

persons [but , what had originated as a progressive ideal became

rigid and an ronistic with the passing of time. The custodial

concept . . . became dominant . . .
The institution began to be con-

ceived of as an end in itself, a universal solution to the problem of

dealing with mentally and physically handicapped persons.5

I then go on to remind them that the old workhouse and modern -day. sheltered

workshdp, devised to give disabled people employment, were but refinements of

the concept of custodial care. The person was given work, but bore the institu-

tional stigma as well.

Socially and politically, it has been virtually impossible until very

recently for the disabled personeto live in the mainstream. And the most diffi-

cult task in the mainstream today is still to succeed economically--though here,

too, the chances of survival areso much better as to bear no comparison with

the past.

I find it useful to point out that the motivation behind the nation's first

vocational rehabilitation program (conceived only in 1918), was to assist dis-

abled people in finding employment: it was strictly a question of economics,

and in no way a recognition of deprivations and injustices unaddressed.' The

Social Security Act of 1935, offered among its programs aid to disabled youths

and adults. Some say this was a significant change in thinking, for it "repre-

sented the recognition that assistance to
disabled individuals was as much a

matter of social justice as of charity."6 But, in spite of pious declarations,

no legislation at that time, or-programs derived from it made any change in the

real conditions of those it sought to benefit. Their economic and social status

was eloquently pronounced by Jacobus tenBroek, distinguished California profes-

sor of law, and a blind man, who-in 1966 wrote:

Throughout history the physically handicapped have been regarded

as incompetent to aid themselves and therefore permanently dependent

upon the charity of others--in short, as indigent beggars. In medi-

eval and early modern times they were in fact the only "legitimate"
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beggars, and were granted a special legal status as such. This assump-

tion ot -permanent helplessness persists today in the common consign-

ment of the physically disabled to the category of "unemployables."

Whatever may be the justice or injustice of this assumption, it

remains a fact that only a very small fractionperhaps five or fix `J
percent at most--of those with serious phySical handicapS are gain-

fully employed.in ordinary open occupations. . . . [I]n the comment

of the Federal Bureau of Family Services, following a nationwide

survey of recipients of Aid to the Permanently and Totally Disabled

. . .
"[Disabled) recipients tend to follow the usual pattern of

poverty. _;While their disabilities make them dependent upon pUblic

assistance for their livelihoods, lack of education and low job skills

play a large part in preventing their rehabilitation to self support."

In sum, the seriously dtsibled person in our society is characteris-

tically unemployed, underprivileged, unaccepted, and impoverished.

In a word, he is poor.7

It was not until the 1970s, when the cause of disabled people was firmly

adop.ted.by the Civil Rights movement, that the critical issues of nondiscrimina-

tion and equal protection guarantees were finally addressed. These were the

missing pieces in all previous legislation, without which nOgdisabled individual

could challenge the status quo in the courts. 'The rest is such recent history

that many of you here have firsthand experience of landmark cases by which the

"right" of the disabled "to live in the world"8 was finally established.

As we know, it was the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and its

amendments (especially Section 504, passed into aw in 1977) that paved the way

for what was to follow. The act had such a powe ully positive impact on the

lives of disabled people that it is commonly refe ed to as th r "Bill of

Rights."

Yes, at present, there is in Washington no consideration of w at all this,

has meant to the nation, but even the backlash we now experience can never

demean what has been achieved.

Architects and others engaged in building should know this history, but

virtually none do--even though everyone's practice'has been affectedby it.

Their self-imposed ignorance blurs the important human context in which barrier-.

free design is situated and robs them A the satisfaction of the social and

political significance of their .acts.

My work is largely derived from the impact of this legislation on my com-

munity--my town and the university campus where I teach. For a short while, my

services were much in demand to make physical surveys to determine the new '

accessibility requirements for education and employment in federally and state

funded environments. It was a very intense time; in my memory an era! In doing

this work, I realized that ten years of straight architectural practice had not

adequately prepared me to understand the physical world as those with disabili-

ties understand it, and I turned to Nose who could assist me. From the outset,,

my colleagues and I insisted that all the surveys had to be carried out with- the

help of disabled people. We also used the best access manuals then available,

but quickly realized their shortcomings as mere lists of items and dimensions,

made valuable only when examined in light of observed performance and commentary

by our consultantson location. We, the architects, came to know what our con-

sultants, without any architectural training whatsoever, had known all along:

The dangers of assuming single-purpose solutions (entrance ramps,

for example) predicated on disability stereotypes.

The fallacy of functional solutions that do not acknowledge 14an
feelings (the back door is not the same as the front door).
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That two people with the same disability and logistical problems
will not necessarily function in the same way.

That most well-designed barrier-free solution are better solutions .

for the able-bodied as well.

That the quality ottsocial relationships in a place greatly influ-
ences how people f 1 about the place, whether or not they perceive
it as functioning well for them, and so on.

What made our consultants especially aware in the tasks we handed them was
the commitment they had made to themselves to WiAin the mainstream, for this
sharpened their perceptions of what is and what ought to be.

Watching our consultants at work gave us the idea for the guide. Getting

There: A Guide to Accessibility for Your Facility was written to be used by
those who make physical improvements to California state facilities, or who have
contracts with the state, but actually anyone can use it, and apparently many
elsewhere have. It differs from other technical literature on barrier-free
design in that it determines what "accessibility" should meaa in a given place
by getting advice from disabled people. It is based on the idea that accessi-
bility is both a physical and a social issue, and that these aspects are inter-
twined. It urges understanding of the social implications of identifying and
solving the problem, which may or may not be a physical problem after all! It

strongly recommends that it be used in conjunction with existing mechanical
guides and guides to special problems. Our guide lays out a procedure for
looking at a facility to itemize what.has to be done to achieve better accessi-
bility. rl

The purpose of the guide is to make one more sensitive to how an existing
facility is inaccessible, and by thus itemizing what has to be done, to estab-
lish priorities among the desired changes. A sub, rosa agenda exists as well:

to make sure that those with physical disabilities are put into a position of

giving management and theif architects good advice, which disabled individuals
so abundantly possess.
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Advisory Conimittee

Richard Archer
Lawrence Busch
De 'gn Department
Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, IL 62901

Thomas Austin
9403 Caldran Drive
Clinton, MD 20735 .

Monroe Berkowitz
Department of Economics
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, NJ 08903

James Bliss
Telesensory Systems, Inc.
3408 Hillview Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94303

Frank Bowe
Frank Bowe Associates
651 Peninsula Boulevard
Woodmere, NY 11598

William Castle
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
1 Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

,A1

Paul Corcoran
Boston Veterans Administration
Hospital -

Jamaica Plains, MA 02130

Sue Daniels
Louisiana State University
Medical Center

1100 Florida Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70119

NIP
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James F. Garrett
World Rehabilitation Fund
1125 15th Street, NW--Suite 804
Washington, DC 20005

James Gashel
National Federation of the Blind
1800 Johnson Street
Baltimore, MD. 21230

Debbie Kaplan
6505 Farallon Way
Oakland, CA 94611

Harriet Green Kopp
Department'of Communicative

Disorders
San Diego State University.
San Diego, CA 92182

Hadi Madjid
82 Powers Road

tConcord, MA 01742.

Kalisankar Mallik
Department of Rehabilitation

Medicine.
George Washington University
2300 I Street, NW, Room 420
Washington, DC 20037

Raymond Nickerson
Infosciences Division
Bolt, Beranek and Newman
50 Moulton Street
Cambridge, MA 02138

I. Ridfard Savage
Department of Statistics
Yale University
New Haven, CT 06520
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Lawrence Scadden
3122 N.,:Notttegham
Arlington; VA 22207

Barry Unger
14 Rublee Street
Arlington, MA 02174

Greg Vanderheiden
Trace Research and Development

Center
314 Waisman Center
Madisot, WI 53706

Participation of disabled individuals was central to the design of all the

workshops. The following list contains the tames and addresses of all people

'
participating in the three 1981 workshops. Asterisks indicate persons who

are theMselves disabled.
/



La Jolla Workshop

ALDAPE, Virginia
Student
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

AMATO, Jane
Outpatient Rehabilitation

Center Nurse
Sharp Rehabilitation Center
7901 Frost Street
San Diego, CA 92123

ANDERSON, Marlys *

Newsletter Editor
Arizona Congress for Action
2401 W. Southern Avenue
Tempe, AZ 85282

AXELSON, Peter *

5858 Empire Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060

BARRY, Veronica *

Counselor/Coordinator of
Handicapped Student Services

University of Maine
Onward Building, Flagstaff.Road
Orono, ME 04469

'BOLINGER, Doug *

Community Services Center
for the Disabled

1295 University A6nue
San Diego, CA 92103

BOND, Ruby
Student
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA .92182
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BROWN, Dr. Dean
Department of Education
Colorado State University
Ft. Collins, CO 80521

CHANDLER, George
District Director
U.S. Small Business Administration
880 Front Street, Room 4-S-29
San Diego, CA 92188

COOPER, Linda
Occupational Therapist
333 Wisconsin Avenue, #20
El Cajon, CA 92020

CUNNINGHAM, Robert, Jr.
Student (SDSU/Mechanical Engineering)
'7966 "B" MissionCenter Court
San Diego, CA 92182

DAVIS, Cheryl *

2708 Walker, Apt. 3

Berkeley, CA 94705

DISINGER, Ray *

Customer Opei-ations Supervisor
Pacific Telephone Company
500 E. Main, Room 202
Alhambra, CA 91801

ELLINGER, Jane
Health Specialist
1245 S. Bellaire, #302
Denver, CO 80204
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FRANK, Martin
Senior Vice. President of Marketing

and Governmental Relations
Abbey Medical/Abbey Rents, Inc.
3216 El Segundo Boulevard
Hawthorne, CA 90250

GASH, Roy *

Manager, Wheelchair Repairs
Community Services Center

for the Disabled
1295 University Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103'

HACKER, Marti *

Peer Counselor
Community Services Center

f9r the Disabled
1295 University Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103

HART, Mitch
Student,
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

HEAP, Theo
President
Mesa Community College
1833 W. Southern Avenue

Mesa, AZ 85202

JORDAN, Dave
Student
San Diego State UniverOty
San Diego, CA 92182

KLACEK, Jeannette
Community Services Center

for the Disabled
1295' University Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103

KOPP, Harriet Green
Acting Dean
College of Human Services
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

KORNWEIBEL, Jan
19 Bernard Street
Claremont, W.A. 6010

Australia

LAMKA, Michael
Sciences and Technology
Division and Chairman

Fort Steilacoom Community College
9401 Farwest Drive, S.E.
Tacoma, WA 98498
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LAND, Chester
Director
Recreation Therapy
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital

Downey, CA 90242

LEIFER, Larry *

Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering

Stanford University
Director
Rehabilitation R&D Center
Palo Alto VA Medical Center
3801 Miranda Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304

LIFCHEZ, Professor Raymond
Department of Architecture
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94708

LUNA, Hector *

Community Services Center
for the Disabled

1295 UniverSity Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103

MacDONALD, Roderick J:
Project Director
Deaf-Blind Program
Ohlone'College
43600 Miqsion Boulevard
Fremont, CA 94538

MacGUCAN, Kirk *

Pro ect REACH
Mesa Community College
Mesa, AZ 85202

McCOLLOM, Joan
Teacher
Albert Schweitier School
6991 Balboa Avenue
San Diego, CA 92111

McCOY, Sheila P. *

Lecturer
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

McNEAL, Don
Co-Direclor, Recreation
Rancho Los Amigos Hospital
7601 East ImperialHighway
Downey, CA X0242

MARSTERS, James
Orthodontist; President,
Applied Communications Corporation
175 S. El Molino
Pasadena, CA 91101
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MASTIN,, Betty
Teacher, Sociology
Long Beach City College
4901 E. Carson Street
Long Beach, CA 90808

MATHEWSON, Dr. Sue F.
Lecturer
Department of Biology
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

MATTINGLY, Lola *

President
Beach-Wood Housing
4218 E. 10th Street
Long Beach, CA 90804

MILLS, Jane
Speech Pathologist
Mills & Higgins Speech Pathology,
Associates

301 Village Run E.
Encinitas, CA 92024

MURPHY, Robert
Professor o; Mechanical Engineering
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

NASSIRI, M.S.
Mechanical Engineer
Rancho Los Amigos Rehabilitation
Center

Downey, CA 90242

NEUDECK, Noel
Advocate for the Civil Rights

of Disabled Persons
6224 Snowbond Street
San Diego, CA 92120

NICKEL, Dr. Vernon
Professor of Surgery/Orthopgdics
and Rehabilitation

University of California
at San Diego

Director of Rehabilitation
Sharp Rehabilitation Center
7901 Frost Street
San Diego, CA 92123

PARELLA, Joe *

Community Services Center
for the Disabled

1295 University Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103
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PENDLETON, HeidiMcHugh
Co-Director of Project THRESHOLD
Rancho Los Amigos Rehabilitation

Center
2080 Carfay
Long Beach, CA 90815

PIERSON, Mary
Special Education Teacher
Schweitzer School
4652 Cape May
San Diegb, CA 92107

ROGERS, John E.
Medical and Engineering Consultant
Rogers and Associates
700 N. Valley Street, Suite B
Anaheim, CA 92801

SHACKELFORD, Lois *

Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152

SMITH, Lynn
Student
San Diego State University
San Diego, CA 92182

SOMERVILLE, Nancy
Project THRESHOLD Director
Rancho Los Amigos Rehabilitation
Center

1236 Cambridge Drive
La Habra, CA 90631

SPERRY? Clyde
NeurcANscular Engineer
Engineering Center, Bonita Hall
Rancho Los Amigos Rehabilitation
Center

7601 E. Imperial Highway
Downey, CA '90242

STERLING, Dr. Harold
Children's Hospital
8001 Frost
San Diego, CA 92123

TALLEY, Jim *

Rehabilitation Engineer
New Mexico Rehabilitation Center
708 S. Heights Drive
Roswell, NM 88201

TALLEY, Peggy
New Mexico Rehabilitation Center
708 S. Heights Drive
Roswell, NM 88201
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TAYLOR, Marri
Community Worker
Community Services Center

for the Disabled
1295 University Avenue
San Diego, CA 92103

UHRICH, Richard *

Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152

UNGER, Barry
President
Innovation Support
14 Rublee Street
Arlington, MA 02174

USSELL, David
Adjunct Professor of Mechanical

Engineering
San Diego State University
Coordinator of Biomedical

Engineering
Children's Hospital
8001 Frost Street
San Diego, CA 92123

VASH, Dr. Carolyn *

Vice President
Institute for Information

Studies
35 East Las Flores Drive
Altadena, CA 91001

WHITTEN, Robert
Assistant Director,

Student Services
California State University
1250 Bellflower Boulevard
Long Beach, CA 90840

WILSON, Lester *

Give First Engineer
5047 Cascade Road, S.W.
Atlanta, GA 30331

1
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Rochester Workshop

ANDERSON, Elainit R.
Speech Pathologist
VA Medical Center
Bay Pines,-FL 33504

SICKFORD, Marian D.
Director
Office of Architectural
Barrier Control

University of Vermont
109 South Prospect
Burlington, VT 05405

BIGGI, Ian M.
New York State Office of

Vocational Rehabilitation
Twin Towers
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12234

BRAEGES, Judith
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf .
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

CAIN, Dr. Edward *

National Technical Institute
for the Deaf

One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

CASTLE, William
Director
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

P
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CHIN, George, MBA *
54 Cathetine Street; Apt. 2F
New York, NY 10038

CLARCQ, Jack
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

COMDENTippi
Media Director
Western Pennsylvania School

for the Deaf
300 Swissvale Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15218

CONNOLLY, lack
NASA - Ames Research Center
Mail Stop N213-2
Moffett Field, CA 94035

CONNOLLY, Joan
Nurse Practitioner
1139 Kathy Way
Mountain View, CA 94040

CRANDALL, Kathleen E.
Director

CommUnication Program
Associate Dean
National Technical Institute

for ..the Deaf

One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
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EGELSTQN -DODD, Judy
Coordinator-
National Project on Career Education
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

ENSIGN, Arselia S.
TAM Assistance Centre
110 Marsharl Street
Lansing, MI 48909

FLOCK, Jennifer
Registered Nurse ,
Georgia Institute of Technology
205 Old Civil Engineering Building
Atlanta, GA 30332

GOLDEN, Jill
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
1002 Brice Road
Rockville, MD 20852

GOTWALS, B.L.
Joint Special Education Program
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
83 Mernman Street
Rochester, NY 14607

HALL, Robert
Northside Surgical Supply
1299 Portland Avenue
Rochester, NY 14621

HALPERN, Dr. Teodoro
Dean of Schools
Ramapo College
Mahway, NJ 07430

HARTNESS, Richard
Department of Chemistry

East Carolina University
Adaptive Instrumentation for Visually

Impaired in Chemistry Labs

207 S. Eastern Street
Greenville, NC 27834

HARTNETT, John C. *

ST. Michael's College
Department of Biology
Winooski, VT 05404

HECKATHORNE, Craig W.

Research Engineer
Rehabilitation Engineering Program
Northwestern University, Room 1441

345 E. Superior
Chicago, IL 60611

KARRAS, George M. *

3608 Park Avenue
Edison, NJ 08820-

KELLY, Gary *

Research Scientist.
Georgia Institute of TechnolOgy
205 Old Civil Engineering Building
Atlanta, GA 30332

LANG, Dr. Harry *

National Technical Institute
for. the Deaf

One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY '14623

LAPOINT, Douglas
Teacher of deaf,
University of Rochester student
192 Berkeley Street
Rochester, NY 14621

LEIFER, Larry *

Associate Professor of
Mechanical Engineering,

Stanford University
Director,
Rehabilitation R&D Center
Palo Alto VA Medical Center
3801 Miranda Avenue
Palo Alto, CA 94304

LENNOX, Dorothy E.
Vice President
LUM1NAUD
7670 Acacia Avenue
Mentor, OH 44060

1LENNOX, Thomas M.

President
LUMINAUD
7670 Acacia Avenue
Mentor, OH 44060

LEVERING, Cricket
Project HEATH
501 Slaters Lane, #803
Alexandria, VA 22314

LUNNEY, Professor David
East Carolina University
Department of Chemistry
Greenville, NC '27834

McDONALD, James K.
Department of Spanish and Italian

Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario
"Canada K7L 3N6
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McPHERSON, Debbie
Atterberry Elementary School
Box 32
APO, NY (19710

McQUAY, Kandy
Communications Skills Instructor
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

MARTIN, Marion
Consultant/Rehabilitation
110 Fernbank Avenue
Delmar, NY 12054

MENCHEL, Robert
.National Center on Employment

of the Deaf
National_Technical'Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

MERCHANT, Diana *

American Association of Colleges
for Teacher EducatioR

One buponE-
Washington, DC 20036

MILNE, Ruth I.
St. Marys of the Lake Hospital
Kingston, Ontario'
Canada K7L 5A2'

MIRSKY, Professor Arthur
Department of Geology
Indiana University/
Purdue University

925 W. Michigan
Indianapolis, IN 46202

MURRAY, Robert H.
Applications Engineer
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

NOMEIKA, Kristina
HIH (Handicap Independence Here)
1400 Mt. Hope Avenue
Rochester Independent Center
Rochester, NY 14620

NORD, Roy D.
National Association of College and
University Business Officers

One Dupont Circle, Suite 510
Washington, DC 20036

PALMER, Linda E.
Rehabilitative Audiologist

.01 National Technical Institute
for the Deaf

One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623'

RAGSDALE, Keith Ellen
Executive Vice-Preslident
AIDS, unlimited, inc./National 4iI.

Institute for Hunan Potential
1101 N. Calvert Steet
Baltimore, MD 21202
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REICH, Kathy
National Technica

for the Deaf
19 Loring Place
Rochester, NY 14

SARGENT, Douglas
Chairperson
Communication Sup ort Department
National Technica Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial rive

Rochester, NY 146 3

Institute
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SCHABER, Theresa
Research Technolog st
Georgia Institute f Technology
205 Old Civil Engi eering Building
Atlanta, GA 30332

SHARPLESS, Gordon
Rehabilitation Counselor
Ability Associates
218 State Tower Building
Syracuse, NY 13202

SIMS, Donald
Research Associate
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623

SKYER, Richard S., Jr. *

84 Crittenden Way, Apt. 4
Rochester, NY 14623

THROPE, Geoffrey B.
Department of Orthopaedics
c/o Case Western University
Highland View Hospital
3395 Scranton Road
Cleveland, OH 44109
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TOMBAUGH, Dorothy
Biology Teacher
971 Richmond Road
Lyndhurst, OH 44124

TOMBAUGH, Roy
971 Richmond Road
Lyndhurst, OH 44124

TORRES, Michael
Head of Pre-Medical Program
St. Andrews College
Laurinburg, NC 28352

VAN ETTEN, Robert *

Electrical Engineer
U.S. Architectural E. Transportation

Compliance Board
4204 - 4th Street, North, Apt. 1
Arlington, VA 22203

WAKEFIELD, Dr. Donald
Handicapped Student Services

Director
Indiana University/

Purdue University
419 North Blackburn Street
Indianapolis, IN 46202

WOOLEVER, Dr. Patricia
Division of Natural Science

and Mathematics
Northeastern Oklahoma State

University
Tahlequa, OK 174A64
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Minneapolis Workshop

ANDERSN, Noel
Coordi ator of Vocational Services
Minnea
1936 L
Minnea

olis Society for, the Blind
ndale Avenue, South
olis, MN 55403

ASHTONJ Paul
224-114,1 3M Center

St. Paul, MN 55101

BLACK, Mandy *

Office of the Registrar
Peterson Office Building
750 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53707

BOERBOOM, Lambert *

227 N. High Street
Marshll, MN 56238

CARLISLE, James R. *

Carlisle Accounting Services
3480 Upper'149th Street N.W.
Rosemount, MN 55068

CHARLEBOIS, Paul *

Saskatchewan Council for
Crippled Children and Adults

1410 Kilburn
Saskatoon, S7M 0J8
Saskatchewan, Canada

CLARCQ, Jack
Associate Vice President
National Technical Institute

for the Deaf
One Lomb Memorial Drive
Rochester, NY 14623
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CREWE, Nancy, M.
University of Minnesota-Twin Cities
Department of Physiological Medicine

and Rehabilitation, Medical School
860 Mayo Memorial Building, Box 297
420 Delaware Street, S.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55455

DANIEL, Connie Archbald .*
4744 Hamilton Road
Minnetonka, MN 55343

DAVID, Connie *"
1020 W. 53rd Street
Minneapolis, MN 55419

DILLAVOU, Jeneane
Exceptional Persons, Inc.
2530 University Avenue
Waterloo, IA 50701

DRAVING, Harold *

3560 Edmund Boulevard
Minneapolis, MN 55406,

DREWICKE, Roger *

Handicapped Resource Officer
University of Minnesota
7 Morrill Hall
100 Church Street, S.E.
Minneapolis; MN

EAST, Jack M. * .

American Amputee Foundation, Inc.
Arkansas Rehabilitation Institute
Suites 350-352
1700 W. 13th Street
Little Rock, AR 72292
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EVERT,\Herbert D.
Assistant Registrar
Peterson Office Building
750 University Avenue
Office of the Registrar
University of Wisconsin

Madison, WI 53706

FULFORD, Raymond
Rehabilitation Engineer
Courage Center
3915 Golden Valley Road
Golden Valley, MN 55422

GRESS, Linda
Executive Director
The Coalition for Disabled Persons

1440 - 4th Avenue, North
Fargo, ND 58102

HOFFORD, Ian
Farmer
A.R. #1
Hillier, Ontario, Canada

HOPPLE, Graeme Mitchell
Director of Adult Services

Green, Inc.
Greene Minty, Sheltered
Workshop Inc.

121 Fairground Road
Xenia, OH 54385

JOHNSON; Douglas
Employment Specialist
Minnesota Services for the Blind

1745 University Avenue
St. PaUl, MN 55104

JOHNSON, Frank *

6344 Wentworth Avenue South
Richfield, MN 55423

JONDLE, Calvin J.

Counsdlor
Exceptional Persons, Inc.

2530 University Avenue
Waterloo, IA 50701

JOYCE, Mick *
,

Research..Analyst
REAL, Inc.
103 South 4th Street
Marshall, MN 56258

/

.

JUERGENS, Richard O.
Adaptive Equipment Specialist
Iowa State Vocational

Rehabilitation Facility
510 E. 12th Street
Des Moines, IA 50319 A

KEPPE10 Steven *

2100 Bloomington Avenue, South, 11214

Minneapolis, MN 55404

LAWSON, David E.
Rehabilitation Engineer
Gillette Children's Hospital
200 E. University Avenue.
St. Paul, MN 55101

LIFCHEZ, Professor Raymond
Department of Architecture
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94708

LUNNEY, David
Department of Chemistry

East Carolina, sUniversity
Greenville, NC 27834

MAKI, Dennis, V.J. *

707 - 6th Street
Virginia, MN 55792

MORRISON, Robert
Department of Chemistry
East Carolina University
Greenville, NC 27834

NELSON, Gerald A. *

Mechanical Engineer
FluiDyne Engineering Corporation
5900 Olson Memorial Highway
Minneapolis, MN 55422

OSHIMA, Karin
4829 Xerxes Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55410

OSTRANDER, Pauline
Hearing-Impaired Program
St. Mary's Junior College
2500 S. 6th Street
Minneapolis; MN 55454

PATTERSON, George
Employment Spetialist
Minnesota Services for the Blind

1745 University Avenue
St.Paul, MN 55105

PETERS, Robert lc'

#1 Timberglade Road
Bloomington, MN 55437

REDD, Cathy *

. Student Counseling Buread

101,'Eddy Hall
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis, MN 55455
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ROWELSON,,Patcicia *

8300 W. 301/2 Street, #315

St. Louis Park, MN 55426

SANDY, Renee
Coordinator of Evaluations

and Placement
Courage Center
3915 Golden Valley Road
Golden Valley, MN 55422

SCHATZLEIN, John *

Control Dela Corporation
8100 - 34th Avenue, South
Box 0
Minneapolis, MN 55440

SHEIE, Timothy
Teacher
Anoka-Hennepin District 11
Hearing-Impaired Program
Coon Rapids Junior High School
Raven Street, N.W.
CoOn Rapids, MN 55433

SMITH, Dania
Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor
Office of Vocational Rehabilitation
New York State
50 Clinton Street
Hempstead, Long ISland, NY 11550

STEARNER, Phyllis S. *

Biologist
Argonne National Laboratory
9700 S. Cass Avenue
Argonne, IL 60439

STOLLER, Jacki
Counselor
Metropolitan Center for

Independent Living
1728 University Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55104

TSCHIDA, Pam
Employment Specialist
Minnesota Services for the Blind

1745 University Avenue
St. Paul, MN 55104

.VASA,, Jiri

Electronics Engineer
Earl Hall:- Queen's University
Kingston, Ontario
Canada K7L 3N6
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WARREN, Don R.
President
Clinical Convenience Products
Director
Wisconsin Foundation for

Applied Technology
2070 Helena Street
Madison, WI 53703

WASTVEDT, Steven
Personnel Administrator
Control Data Corporation
.8100 - 34th Avenue, South
Minneapolis, MN 55440

WEISS, Cheryl L.
Visual-Impaired Program
St. Mary's Junior College
2500 S. 6th Street
Minneapolis, MN 55454

WISE, Caroline
Vocational-Counselor
Courage Center
3915 Golden Valley Road
Golden Valley, MN 55422
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